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QUADRUPEDS.

PORCUPINE TRIBE.

TO a superficial observer^ the animals belongu
ing to this tribe would scorn entitled to a

place with hedgehogs ; but they have no farther

similitude than in the spiny covering of their bo*
dies. None of the speeies arc supposed to be car-
nivorous.

The porcupines have two front teeth, cut ob-
liquely, both in the upper and under jaw ; and
eight grinders. They have four toes on the fore,

and five on the hinder feet ; and the body is coyer*
ed with spines, intermixed with hair.

Common porcupine.

The general length of the common porcupine,

is about two feet and a half from the head to the

end of the tail. The upper parts of the body are

covered with hard and sharp spines, some of which
measure from nine to fifteen inches in length.

These are variegated with alternate black and
white rings ; and as some of them are attached to

the skin only by a delicate pedicle, they easily fall

off. They are formed of complete quills, wanting
only the vane to be real feathers. The animal has

the power of elevatif»2: or depressing; them at will

;

VOL. II. B
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% COMMON PORCUPINE.

and Mrhenhe M^alks^ they (particularly those about
the tail) make a rattling noise^ by striking against

each other. The head^ belly, and legs, are cover-

ed with strong dusky bristles, intermixed with
softer hairs ; on the top of the head these are very

long ; and curved backwards, bofkiewhat like a
ruft'or crest.

Such is the formation of this quadruped^ in

those parts in which it differs from most others :

as to the rest of its figure, the muzzle bears some
resemblance to that of a hare, but is black ; the

legs are very short, and the feet have five toes,

both before and behind, armed with strong claws ;

the ears are thinly covered with very fine hair, and
are in shape like those of mankind ; the eyes aie

ttnall, like those of a hog, being only one third of

an inch from one corner to the other. After the

skin is taken off, there appears a kind of paps an
those parts of the body from whence the large

quills proceed ; these arc about the size of a small

pea, each answering to as many holes which ap-
pear on the outward surface of the skin, and which
are about half an inch dcep^Hike as many hollow
pipes, wherein the quills are fixed, as in so many
sheaths.

In its manners, the common porcupine is very
harmless and inoffensive, never itself becoming the
aggressor ; and when pursued, it climbs the first

tree it can reach, where it remains till the patience

of its adversary is exhausted. If, however, it is

roused to self-defence, even the lion dares not ven-
ture to attack it.

The lato sir Ashton Lever had a live porcupine,

which he frequently turned out on the grass behind
his house, to play with a tame hunting lieopard, and
a large Newfoundland dog. As soon as they were
let loose, the leopard and dog began to pursue the

porcupine^ who always at fir^t endeavouicd i^

I

'fe



COMMON PORCUPINE, S

tscapc hy flight ; but, on finding that incfiectual^

ho would thrust his head into some corner, making
B sjiorting noise, and erecting his spines ; with
which his pursuers pricked their noses, till they

qunrclled between themselves, and thus gave him
an opportunity to escape.

It has been asserted by many credulous travel-

lers, that the porcupines, when much provoked^
dart their quills at the object by which they are

enraged. This opinion, however, has been fully

refuted by many accurate naturalists, who have
taken pains to inquire into the matter. The usual

method of defence adopted by these animals, is to

recline themselves on one side ; and, on the ap-
proach of their enemy, to rise up quickly, and
gore him with the erected prickles of their other

side. It is also said, that when the porcupine

meets with serpents, against whom he carries on a

perpetual war, he closes himself Up like a ball,

concealing his head and feet, and then rolls upon
and kills them with his bristles, without running

any risk of being wounded himself. M. Le Vail-^

lant says, that, owing to some pernicious quality

in the quills, one of his Hottentots, who had re-

ceived a wound in the leg from a porcupine, was
ill for more than six months. He also informs us,

that a gentleman at the Cape, in teaziug ojie ot

these animals, received a wound in the leg, whiclji

nearly occasioned his loss of the limb; and not-

withstanding every possible care, he sufiered se-

verely from it for above four months, during one of

which he was confined to his bed.

When the animal is moulting, Ojr casting its

quills, it sometimes shakes them off with so much
force, that they will fly to the distance of a few

vards. and even bend their points agrainst anv hard

substance they happen to strike. It may havie
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been this circunjstance which gave rise to the re-

part of its darting its quills against its enemy.

Those which are brought to this country to he
shown, are usually fed on bread, milk, and fruits ;

but they will not refuse meat when it is offered

them ; and it is probable, they prefer it in a wild
statc^ when it is to be had. The porcupine is also

kfiown to be extremely hurtful to gardens ; and,

where it enters, does incredible damage.
The Americans who hunt this animal, assure us,

that the porcupine lives from twelve to fifteen years.

During the time of coupling, which is in the

month of September, the males become very fierce

and dangerous, and often are seen to destroy each
other with their teeth. The female goes with
young seven months, and brings forth but one at a
time ; this she suckles but about a month, and
accustoms it. betimes to live, like herself, upon
Tcgetables and the bark of trees ; she is very

fierce in its defence ; but, at other seasons, she

is fearful, timid, and harmless.

The Indians eagerly pursue the porcupine, in

order to make embroidery of its quills, and to eat

its flesh. This, as we are commonly told, is very

tolerable eating ; however, we may expect wretch-
ed provisions when the savages are to be our ca-

terers, for they eat every thing that has life. They
dye the quills of various colours, and then split-

ting them into slips, as we see in the making of
a cane chair, they embroider with these their belts,

baskets, and several other necessary pieces of fur-

niture.

It inhabits India, the sand hills to the south-
west of the Caspian sea, Southern Tartary, Persia,

and Palestine, and all parts of Africa. It is found
wild in Italy ; but at the same time it is thought
not to have been originally a native of Europe.
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It is bouglit in the markets of Rome for the table.

The Italian porcupines have shorter quilU^ and a
less crest than those of Asia and Africa. Some
of these animals produce a bczoar. These bczoars

were once highly valued^ and have been sold for

five hundred crowns a-picce.

Long-tailed porcupine.

The long-tailed porcupine has also long whii-
kcrs ; large bright eyes ; and short naked ears.

His body is short and thicks and covered with long
stiff hairs^ as sharp asneedles^ of different colours,

gilded, greeoj or of a reddish tinge^ as the rays of
light fall on them. His feet are divided into five

toes ; that which serves as a thumb turns back-
wards. The tail is as long as the body, very slen-

der at the end, which consists of a thick tuft.

The bristles are thick in the middle^ appear as if

jointed, and rise one out of the other like grains

of rice. They are transparent, and of a silvery

appearatice. It inhabits the isles of the Indian

Archipelago, and lives in the forests.

Brasilian porcupine.

The Brasilian porcupine has a small head,

blunt nose, long white whiskers, and a bed of

sjiiall spines beneath the nose. The top of its

head, its back, its sides, and the base of its tail,

are also covered with spines. The longest of these

on the lower part of the back and tail are about
three inches long, very sharp, and white, barred

near their points with black. They adheie close,

to the skin, which is quite naked between them ;

and are shorter and weaker as thev apnroach the

belly. On the breast, belly, and lower parts of

the legs, they are converted into dark brown
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bristles. Its feet are divided into four toes each,

"with \ery long ciaws, and a great protuberance on
the place of the thumb. Its tail is eighteen

inches long, slender and taper towards the end ;

for the last ten inches it is almost naked, having
only a few hairs upon it ; but for that space, it

has a strong prehensile quality. The animal is

about a foot long from the nose to the tip of the

tail.

It inhabits Mexico and Brasil ; it lives in the

woods, and preys, not only on fruits, but also on

birds ; it sleeps by day in the hollow of trees or

beneath their roots, and preys by night ; and gene-

rally maties a noise with its nostrils, as if out of

breath ; it grunts also like a hog. It climbs

trees, but very slowly ; in descending, for fear ot

falling, it twists its tail round the branches ; it

spends no more arrows in darting its quills than
the rest ; it grows very fat ; and its flesh is said

to be very white and good. They may be tamed.
Piso says there is a greater and a lesser kind ol

this species.

Mexican porcupine.

:i

The Mexican porcupine is of a dusly- colour,

with long bristles intermixed with its fur. Its

spines arc three inches long, slender, and varied

with white and yellow ; but they are scarcely ap-

parent, except on the tail, which is thicker and

shorter than that of the preceding species ; from

the middle to the end it is free from spines. It

grows to the size of a middle sized dog. It inha^

bits the mountains of Mexico, lives on the summer
fruits, and may easily be made tame. The Indians

pulverize the quills, and say they are very effica-

cious as a rcmedv for the gravel ; and that Rpplied

whole to the forehead, they will relieve thp most
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violent hoad-ach. They adhere till filled with

blood, and then drop off. It is said to be a fetid

animal.

Canada porcupine.

I
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The porcupine met with in Canada, and the

other parts of North America, as high as Hudson's
Bay, has short cars hid in its fur. Its head, body^,

legs, and the upper part of its tail, arc covered

with soft, long, dark brown hair ; on the upper
part of the head, back, body, and tail, there are

numbers of sharp strong quills. The longest, mea-
suring about three inches, are on the back, the

least towards the head and sides ; but they arc all

hid in the hair. There are some stiff straggling

hairs intermixed, three inches longer than the rest,

and tipt with a dirty white. The under side of its

tail is white. It has four toes on the fore feet,

filve behind, each armed with long claws, hollowed
on their under side. The form of its body is ex-

actly like that of a beaver ; but it h not half the

size. One brought from Newfoundland was
about the size of A hare, but more compactly
made. Its tail was about six inches long. They
vary in colour. One in the Leverean museum was
ehtirely white. It is about the size of a fox, but
a very differently formed animal, as it is very short

and thick.

They make their nests under the roots of great

trees, and will also climb among Ihe boughs.

The Indians kill them by striking them over the

nose. They are very plentiful near Hudson's
Bay ; and many of the trading Indians depend on
them for food, esteeming them both wholesome
and pleasant. They feed on wild fruits and the

bark of trees, especially the juniper. They eat

mow in winter, a^d drink water in summer ; but
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avoid g'oing into it. When they cannot avoid
their pursuer, they will sidle towards him, in order

to touch him with their quills, which seem but
weak weapons of defence; for on strokin;^ the

hair, they will come out of the skin sticking

to the hand. The Indians apply them to various

purposes ; for piercing their noses and cars to make
holes for their ear-rings, and other finery ; they

also trim their deer skin habits with fringes made
of the quills, or cover with them their bark
boxes.

Brush-tailed porcupine.

This anima1,^which is described and figured in

the seventh supplemental volume of the Count de
Buflfon's History of Quadrupeds, is a native of
Malacca. It differs, according to that author,

from the common porcupine in several particulars,

and especially in the form and length of its tail,

which is^naked, scaly, about a third of the length

of the body, and terminated by a tuft of long flat

hairs, or rather small white laminas, resembling

strips of parchment. The body measures fifteen

or sixteen inches, and is consequently less than
that of the European porcupine ; the head also

is longer in proportion ; and the snout, which is

covered with a black skin, is furnished with whisk •

ers of five or six inches in length ; the eyes are

small and black ; the ears smooth, round, and
naked ; there are four toes united by a common
membrane, on the fore feet, with only a tubercle in

place of a fifth toe ; the hind feet are united in a
similar manner, by a membrane somewhat smaller

than that of the fore feet; the legs are covered

with blackish hair ; the flanks and upper part of
the body are whitish, and covered with spines,

shorter than those of the common porcupine, and
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of SL peculiar sbape^ being a little flattened^ and

channeled with a longitudinal furrow ; they ure

white at the pointy and black in the middle, and
many of them are black above and white below ;

and from this mixture results a varying cast of

black and white over the whole body of the animaK
This species, like others of its genus, which na-^

lure seems to have provided with defensive weapons
only, possesses a kind of instinctive fierceness ;

when approached, it stamps with its feet, and ap-i-

pears to inflate itself, raising and shaking its

quills. It sleeps much by day, and is active only

by night. It eats in a sitting posture, holding
apples and other fruits between its paws, peeling

them with its teeth ; it is psirticularly pleased

with stone fruits, and especially with apricots ; it

will also eat melons, and is never observed id

drink.

i

CAVY TRIBE.

These animals were arranged by Linnaeus along

with the mice ; but that tribe having been thought
much too extensive, and comprehending many ani^*

mats that differed very materially both in form and
habit, it was at length thought necessary to ar*

range the cavics tinder a separate bead ; distin-

guishing them by the structurcof their feet, the
proportion of their limbs, &c. the teeth being
nearly the same in all.

They have in each jaw two wedge-shaped front

teeth, and eight grinders. They have likewise

four or five toes on the fore fcct^ and from thice

Vol. II. G
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to five on the hinder. The tail is cither very short,

or altogether wantinj^. And they have no collar

bones.

They seem to hold a middle place between the

murine quadrupeds and the hares. Nearly all the

species^ which are seven in number^ have a slow,

and some of them a leaping pace. Their habita-

tions are burrows ; which they form beneath the

roots of trees, or in the ground. They live en-

tirely on vegetable food, and are all natives of

America : two or three species, however, are found

also on the old continent.

Guinea pig.

[IV'.k

The guinea pig is a native of the warmer cli-

mates ; but has been so long rendered domestic^

and so widely diiTuscd, that it has now become
common in every part of the world. There are

few unacquainted with the figure of this little

animal ; in some places it is considcfed as the
principal favourite ; and is often found even to
displace the lap-dog. It is less than a rabbit, and
its legs arc shorter ; they are scarce seen, except
when it moves ; and the neck also is so short, that

the head seems stuck upon the shoulders. The
ears arc short, thin, and transparent ; the hair is

like that of a sucking pig, from whence it has
taken the name ; and it wants even the vestiges of
a tail. In other respects, it has some similitude

to the rabbit. When it moves, its body lengthens

like that animal ; and when it fs at rest, it gathers

up in the same manner. Its nose is formed with
the rabbit -lip, except that its nostrils are much
farther asui:dcr. Like all other animals in a do'
mcstic state, its colmir* are different ; some arc

^vhite, some arc red, and others both red and white.

It diuers from the rubbit in the number of i^
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toes, having four toes on the feet before, and but
three on those behind. It strokes its head with
the fore feet, like a rabbit ; and like it, sits upon
the hind feet ; for which purpose, there is a
naked callous skin on the back part of the legs

and feet. i*/*

These animals are, of all others, the most help-
less and inoifcnsiyc. They are scarce possessed of
courage sufficient to defend themselves against the

meanest of all quadrupeds, a mouse. Their onlj ani^

mosity is exerted against each other ; for thej will

often fight very obstinately ; and the stronger ii

often known to destroy the weaker. But against

all other aggressors, their only remedy is patience

and non-resistance.

As to their manner of living among us, they owe
their lives entirely to our unceasing protection.

They must be constantly attended, shielded from
the excessive colds of the winter, and secured

against all other domestic animals, which are

apt to attack them from every motive, either of ap<*

petite> jealousy, or experience of their pusillani-

mous nature. Such, indeed, is their stupidity,

that they sulTer themselves to be devoured by the
cats without resistance ; and, differing from all

other creatures, the female sees her young destroy**

cd without «nce attempting to protect them.

Their usual food is bran, parsley, or cabbage
leaves ; but there is scarce a vegetable cultivated

in our gardens that they will not gladly devour.

The carrot top is a peculiar dainty ; as also salad ;

and those who would preserve their healths, would
do right to vary their food ; for if they be con-

tinued on a kind too succulent or too dry, the

effects are quickly perceived upon their constitu-

tions. When fed upon recent vegetables, they sel-

dom drink. But it often happens that, conducted

by nature, they seek drier food, when the furin#r
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disagrees wtfh them. The/ then gnaw clothef,

paper, or whatever of this kind i\icy meet with ;

and 00 these occasions they are seen to drink like

motit other animals, which they dp by lapping.

They arc t Jiefly fond of new milk ; but in case

of necessity, arc content with water.

Tbev move pretty much in the manner of rab

bits, thougt;! not near so swiftly ; and when conti .^ d
in a room, seldom cross the floor, but generr'y

keep along the wall. The male usually Irivei

the female on befi)re him, for they nc/rr 4nove

abreast together, but constantly the one seems to

tread in the footsteps of the preceding. Thej
chiefly ^cek for the darkest recesses, and the most
intricate retreats ; where, if hay be spread as a
bed for them, they continue to sleep together, and
seldom venture out but when they suppose aUin-
terruption removed. On these occasions they

act as rabbits ; they swiftly moTe forward from
their bed, stop at the entrance, listen, look round,
and if they perceive the slightest approach of dan-'

ger, they run back with precipitation. In very

cold weather, however, they are more active, and
lun about in order to keep themselves warm. i

They are a very cleanly animal, and very differ-

ent from those whose name they go by. If the

young ones happen to fall into the dirt, or be any

other way discomposed, tl^ ^ fnna'e takes such
an aversion to them, that sho n"^ ' letmit >iem

to visit her more. Indeed, i':;i vao.i, employment,
as w:ell a? that of the male, seems to consist in

smoothing their skins, disposing their hair, and ini»

proving it? gloss. The male and female tiike this

oflice by turns ; and when they have thus brushed
iir 2 ich other, they then bestow all their concern
?ipon tbcii" young, taking particular care to make
their hui. lie smooth, and biting them if they ap-
pp^r rpfractory. As they arc so solicitoui fat
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roust be regularly cleaned, tind a new bed of hay
provided for them at least ever^ week. Doing
natives of a warm climate, they arc naturally

chilly'inours ; cleanliness, thf^rcfore, assists warmth,
and expels moisture. They may he thu« reared,

without the aid of any artificial heat ; but, in

general, there is no keeping them from the fire in

winter, if they be once permitted to approach it.

When they go to sleep, they lie flat on their

bellies, pretty much in their usual posture ; ex-

cept that they love to have their fore feet higher
than their hinder. For this purpo^ they turn
themselves several times round betore they lie

down to find the most convenient situation. They
sleep like the hare, with their eyes I alf open ;

and continue extremely watchful, if they sus-

pect danger. The male and female are never

seen both asleep at the same time ; but while he
enjoys his repose, she remains upon the watch,

silently continuing to guard him, and her head
turned towards the place where he lies. When
9hc supposes that he has had his turn, she theo

awakes him with a kind of murmuring noise,

goes to him, forces him from his bed, and lies

down in his place. He then performs the same
good turn for her ; and continues watchful .ill she
also has done sleeping.

These animals are exceedingly salacious, and
generally are capable of coupling at six weeks old.

The female never goes with young above five

weeks ; and usually brings forth from three to

five at a time ; and this not without pain. Rut
what is very extraordinary, the female admits the

male the very day she has brought forth, and be-

comes a&rain Dreernant : so that their nnultinlicq.-

tion is astonishing. She suckles her young but
about twelve or fifteen days ; and during that timo
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does not seem io know her own ; for if the young
of any other be brought^ though much older^ she

never drives them away^ but suflfers them even to

drain her to the disadvantage of her own imme-
diate olTspring. They are produced with the ey<^

open^ like all others of the cavy kind ; and in

about twelve hours equal even to the dam in agi-*

lity. Although the dam has but two teats, yet

she abundantly supplies them with milk ; and they

are also capable of feeding upon vegetables, almost

from the very beginning. If the young ones ard

permitted to continue together, the stronger, as ia

aii other societies, soon begins to govern the weak.
Their contentions are often long and obstinate;

and their jealousies very apparent. Their disputes

are usually for the warmest place, or the most
agreeable food. If one of them happens to be
more fortunate in this respect than the rest, the

»trongcst generally comes to dispossess it of its

advantageous situation. Their manner of fight-

ing, though terrible to them, is ridiculous enough
to a spectator. One of them seizes the hair on
the nape of the other's neck with its fore teeth^

and attempts to tear it away ; the other, to re-

taliate, turns its hinder parts to the enemy, and
kicks up behind like a horse, and with its hinder

claws scratches the sides of its adversary ; so that

sometimes they cover each other with blood.

When they contend in this manner, they gnash
their teeth pretty loudly, and this is often a denun-
ciation of mutual resentment.

These, though so formidable to each other, yet
are the most timorous creatures upon earth, with
respect to the rest of animated nature : a falling

leaf disturbs them, and every animal overcomes
them. From hence they are difficultly tamed

;

and will suiier none to approach them, except the

person by whom they arc fed. Their manner of
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eating is something like that of the rabhit ; and,

like it, they appear also to chew the cud. Al-
though they seldom drink, they make water every

minute. They grunt somewhat like a young pig,

and have a more piercing note to express pniu. fa
a word, they do no injury; but then, except the

pleasure they afford the spectator, they are of very

little benefit to mankind. Some, indeed, dress and
eat them ; but their flesh is indifferent food, and
by ao means a reward for the trouble of rearing

them. This, perhaps, might be improved, by
keeping them in a proper warren, and not suffering

them to become domestic ; however, the advan-

tages that would result from this, would be few,

and the trouble great ; so that it is likely thejr

would continue an useless, inoffensive dependent,

rather propagated to satisfy caprice than to supply

necessity.

Capibara cAvr.

The capibara has a very large and thick head
and nose, small rounded cars, and large black eyes.

Its upper jaw is longer than the lower. It has
two strong and great cutting teeth, and eight

grinders in each jaw. Each of these grinders

forms, on its surface, seemingly three teeth, each
flat at their ends. Its legs are short ; its toes are

long ; these are connected, near their bottoms, by
a small web, and g\iarded at their ends by a small

hoof It has no tail. The hair on the body is

short, rough, and brown. On its nose it has long
Had hard whiskers. It grows to the size of a hog
ot two years old. It inhabits the country froTii

the isthmus of Darien to the Brasils, and even to

Paraguay, and lives in fensiy parts, not remote froni

the banks of great rivers, such as the Oronoko,
Amazon, and tlic Rio dc la Plata. It runs slowly ;
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but swims and dives remarkably well^ and keeps

under water so long« that the hunters frequcntir

five up for lost those they have been in chase of.

t feeds on fruits ^nd vegetables^ especially sugar-

canes ; but is very dexterous in catching fish,

^hich it brings on shore^ and eats at its ease.

It sits up> and holds its prey with its fore feet,

feeding like an ape.

They keep alvvaj's in pairs^ a male and a fe-

male, or else in great herds ; feed in the night,

and commit great ravages in gardens. They
make a horrible noise, like the braying of an ass.

They are of a gentle and peaceable disposition,

easily made tame, and grow very familiar. Their

flesh is eaten ; it is tender, but has an oily and
lishy taste, in its wild state, in consequence of

its food. Buffon thinks they might be propaga-
ted in Europe. The female has but one young
one at a birth.

Agouti.

This animal is found in great abundance in the

southern parts of America, and has by some been
called the rabbit of that continent. But, though
in many respects it resembles the rabbit, yet still

in many more it differs, and is, without all doubt,
an animal peculiar to the new world only. The
agouti is about tlie size of a rabbit, and has a head
very much resembling it, except that the ears are

very short in comparison. It resembles the rabbit

also in the arched form of its back, in the hind
legs being longer than the fore, and in having four
great cutting teeth, two above and two below ;

but then it diifers in the nature of its hair, which
is not soft and downy as in the rabbit, but hard
and bristly like that of a sucking pig, and of a
reddish brown colour. It ditTcrs also in the tiil.
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which is even shorter than in the rabbit, and
entirely destitute of hair. Lastly^ it diffefi in the

number of its toes, having but three on the hinder

feet, whereas the rabbit has five. All these dis-

tinctions, however, do not countervail against its

general form, which resembles that of a rabbit, and
most travellers have called it by that name.

As this animal differs in form, it differs still

more in habitudes and disposition. As it has the

hair of a hog, so also it has its voraciousness.

It eats indiscriminately of all things ; and when
satiated, hides the remainder, like the dog or the

fox, for a future occasion. It takes a pleasure in

gnawing and spoiling every thing it comes near.

When irritated, its hair stands erect along the back,

and, like the rabbit, it strikes the ground violently

with its hind feet. It does not dig a hole in the

ground, but burrows in the hollows of trees. Its

ordinary food consists of the roots of the country,

potatoes and yams, and such fruits as fail from the

trees in autumn. It uses its fore paw, like the

squirrel, to carry its food to its mouth ; and as

its hind feet are longer than the fore, it runs very

swiftly upon plain ground, or up a hill, but upon
a descent it is in danger of falling. Its sight is

excellent, and its hearing equals that of any other

animal ; whenever it is whistled to, it stops to

hearken. The flesh of such as are fat and well

fed is tolerable food, although it has a peculiar

taste, and is a little tough. The French dress it

like a sucking pig, as we learn from M. Buffon's

account ; but the English dress it with a pudding
ill its belly like a hare. It is hunted by dogs ; ana
whenever it has got into a sugar-ground, where
the canes cover the place, it is easily overtaken,
for it is embarrassed every step it takes, so that a

man may easily come up with it without any other

assistance. When in the open country, it usually
VOL. II. D
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jrung with gr^^t swiftness before tbe dogs until il

gains its retreat^ >vithin which it cc^itinue^ to hide^

4ind nothing but -filling t]\e hofe >yitU smoke can
rforce it out. For this purpose, tl^e hunter bunis
^faggots or straw at the eRtcance, and conducts tlie

smoke in such a manner that it fills the whole
icavity. While this is doing, the poor little animal

jBcema sensible of its danger, and begs for quarter

with a most plaintive cry, seldom quitting its hole

,till the utmost extremity. At last, when halt

Biiffocated, it issiies out, and trusts once more to

its speed for protection. When still forced hy the

dogs, and incapable of making good a retreat, it

.turns ifpon the hunters, and with its hair bristling

like, a hog, and standing upon its hind feet, it

defends itself very obstinately. Sometimes it bites

the legs of those that attenipt to take .it, and will

take out the piece wherever it fixes its teeth.

Its cry, when difturbed or provoked, resembles

that of a sucking pig. If taken young, it is easily

tamed, continues to play harmlessly about the

house, and gqes out and returns of its own accord.

In a savnge state it usually continues in the woods,
and the female generally chooses the most obscure

parts to bring forth her young. She there prepares

a bed of leaves and dry grass, and generally brings

forth two at a time. She breeds twice or thrice a

year, and carries her young from one place to

another, as convenience requires, in the manner
> of a cat. She generally lodges them, when three

days old, in the hollow of a tree, suckling them
but for a very short time, for they soou come to

perfection, and it should consequently follow, tliat

tlu'v 8»ori ffrow old.
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ACOUCHY.

5 more to

This animal^ which is hy some regarded as a

variety of the agouti^ differs in being- somewhat
tmallcr^ rather thinner/ and entirely of an oUtc
colour, paler. Or more inclined to whitish beneath

;

the tail is also longer than on the agoutis It is

a native of the same parts of South America with
the agouti ; is bf a isimilar manner ; and is also

tam^d with etjual readiness. ' We are informed by
Mons. d^ la BoVde, thdt' it ddes not attempt tb#

Wslter like the 'agoutiy but will rather suffer itself

to^ betaken. Mons.' de la. Borde also adds, thVt

it produces but one yoting at a time. Its voice

rescjiilbles that of < the cayia c^baya^ or guinea*
|)ig,

.jf ;.,.;;;'.« ,-;' /.mT .sh(!'/Cf7.v*ffv?'*-f>-;r.y;>

ROC^K CAVT, OR AFEREA. ., rl

'('•ift

Tnifi species has also its upper lip divided ;

short ears ; four toes on the fore feet, and, three

on the hind. It has no tail. The colour of tbe

upper part of its^ body is black,, piottled with
tawny ; but its throat and belly are white. It is

one foot in lengthy and Inhabits Brasi I, Iwing
"in the holes of rocks, whence it is driven out, ^nd
tak^n by little dogs. Ftor the table, it is prefer-
able to our best rhbbits ; its motimis .ve li|cethpse

0f the hare. SomeJof them reiemble the hare in

colour too ; but the head is loiiger, and t|ie ears
are not above an inch in length; the fqre legs

exceed not three inches ; those behind ino a l^ttie

bnger, -
,. ,,:-,.:-

'.^:
- ..;.. ..^^ ,,^^

>u

rti

;;••' ill
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PaTA,60MIAN CAVy.

fiiE «^rs of (he Patagfonian cavy are long and

in.uth dilated near the bottom. Its upper lip 1*9

divided. On each side of its nosie, there are tufty

of soft hair> and long whiskers. The tip of its

nose IS black ; its face, its back, and the fore part

of its legs, are cinereous and rust coloured ; its

breast and sides are tawny ; its belly is of a dirty

white. On each thigh it has a white patch. Its

rump is black ; its legs are very long ; its claws
are long, straight, and black ; it has four on the

fore feeij three on the hind. Its tail is a mere
naked stump. Some of these creatures weigh
six^and-twenty pounds. They are found in plenty

about Port Desire, in Patagonia. They live in

holes of the earth, like the rabbit. Their flesh 19

of a snowy whiteness, and of an excellent flavour.

Sir John Narbqrough, and other yoyagcrs, call it

a hare.

i

Spotted cavy, or pac^.

This specie^ of the cavy has a round head ;

the upper jaw longer than the lower ; large

nostrils * a divided lip ; )ong whiskers ; yhort and
naked ears, 9nd 9 thick neck. The eyes arc

brown, large, and prominent. It has five rows
of spnis on each pide. Its hair is short and hard ;

on the upper part of the body, a dark browq.
Its sides,' on the lower part, are marked length*'

ways with lines of grey spots. Its belly is white.

In some, perhaps young ones, the sides and
spots are of a pale yellow. It has five toes on
each foot; and only the mere rudiment of ^
tail. Its make and voice resemble those of a pig.

|u somjB places, it is called the hog^rabbit. It
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bit. It

inhabits Brasil and Guiana, and lives in fcoDy

places. It burrows under ground, grows verj

lat, and is esteemed a great delicacy in Brasil;

even its skin is eat, like that of a pig. It eats its

meat on the grojiind, not sitting up as some others

of this genus do. It is a solitary timorous animal,

and the prey of a vast number of enemies.

They are discovered by little dogs, who point

out tlie places they lie in. The master digs over

them ; and when he comes near, transfixes them
with a knife ,* otherwise they are apt to escape.

When they have an opportunity, they will bite

dreadfully. There is a variety of them quite

white, found on the banks of the river'St. Francis.

Mr. Pennant says, that in size this specicsS mea-
sures only ten inches ; but Buffon suys they are

larger than any rabbit. , Speaking of one that wai
kept in France, " Though our animal," says he,
'' had not acquired his full growtb, he was eigh
teen inches long in his natural contracted situa-

tion ; but when he extended himself, he was near

two feet. His head from the nose to the top of
the front, was five inches ; his eyes were about
two inches distant. When upon his legs, his

height before was seven inches ; behind about nine

inches und a half. The posterior part of the
b^dy measured nineteen inches and a half in cir-

cumference, the fore part only fourteen. . Five lon-

gitudinal rows of white spots ran along the sides,

and approached each other at the extremities.

His tail was hardly visible. Upon search, we
found a small button of two or three inches long."
The count gives a pretty full account of the
manner of living and acting of the above animal,
which he kept in his house from the month of
August, 1774, to the twenty-eighth of May, 1775 ;

(during all which period its size continued to aug-
ment. Provided with a wooden cage or box, it
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remained perfqctlj tranquil during the dqj, etpcqi*

ally when plentifully supplied with food. After
fejEsding, he retired of his own accord to his box ;

but when night approached^ he discovered * a
tiolent inclination to get out. He was remarkably
e|canlY ; and when about to void his excrements^

he always retired to the most private corner h^
could find. All obscure corners seemed agreeablii

to hiin. He vv^ould make himself a new nest in the

bottom of an open press, or under the kitehsri

grate ; and nothing but force would make hini

leave his new abode. He was fond of adulation^

and licked the hand of the person that caressed

liim. When gently strbaked pn the back, he
stretched himself out/ and lay down on his belly.

His skin was so sensible^ jthat fbe slightest touch
was sufficient to excite the mopt lively emotions.

This great sensibility prod'uced sometimes thd

n\08t violent paroxisms of passion.' The bare

sight of an unKnown dog \vas sufficient ; be would
dkrt suddenly on the dog, however innocent, anu
Jiitc him severely. He wd,s apt to treat peopliB

with whom he was not acquainted, in the same

manner, if they tried to irritate him. He had an

aversion to children, and pursued them. le ex-

pressed his passion by chattering his 'teeth. He
cften snt on his posteriors, and seemed to comb'liis

head and whiskers wi^h his paws, which he licked

and moistened with his salWa. tn this operation

he often used both paws at a time, and would after-

wards scratch all his body. Jfle would eat bread

,equally well, whether it had been soaked in water,

wme, or vinegar. When sugar or fruits were

oflfcred him, he e;Kpfessed his Joy by bounding and

leaping. He ate, with equal relish, grapes, cclei v,

onions, and garlic ; he did not refuse grass, moss,

or the bark of trees. He would eat wood even

half charred. He seemed to like flesh the least
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of any kind of food. He lapped like a ^oe.

Mr. Buifon thinks he might be naturalized in

France ; and Imagines, tlie introducing him would
be a valuable acquisition, as a single individual of

this species v^ould furnish as liiucb good meat as

seven or eight rabbits.

M. de la Bordc says, that there arc two 6r three

species of the cavy, at Cayenne, which arc said not

to intermix. Some of them weigh from fourteen

to twenty pounds, and others froiu twenty-five to

thirty.

• '
• •'>(•».

BJEAVER TRIBE. ^ -y

,; Of the present tribe, there are but two species

that have been hitherto discovered, the common
and the Chili beavers ; and even of these, it scenis

doubtful whether the latter ought not to be arranged

with the otters.

The beavers have the front teeth in their upp<^r

jaw truncated, and excavated with a transverse

angle ; and those of the lower jaw are tnins verse

at the tips. There are four grinders on each side.

The tail is long, depressed, and scaly ; ^and thei-e

are collar bones in the skeleton.

Common fiEAVEH.

The beaver is a native of most of the northcru
parts of Europe and Asia, but is principally fouiid

ill North America. There is some reason to suppose
that it was once an inhabitant of Great Britain ;

for Giraldus Cambrensis i^ays that these aQimoils
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frequented 4he river Ticvi, in Cardiganshire^ and
ih^i ihvy had, from the \\ elsh> a name, signifying
*' the broad-tailed animals." Their skius were
valued by the laws of Howe! Dda, in the tenth

century, at the great sum of a hundred and twenty

pence each ; and they seem to have constituted the

chief finery and luxury of those days.

The general length of the beaver is about three

feet. The tail is oval, nearly a foot long, and
ipomprcsHcd horizontally, but rising into a con-

vexity on its upper surface ; it is perfectly desti-

tute of hair, except at the base, and is marked out
into scaly divisions, like the skin of a fish. The
hair is very fine,, smooth, glossy, and of a chesnut

colour, varying sometimes to black ; and instances

have occured, in which these animals have been
found white, cream-coloured, or spotted. The
cars are short, and almost hidden in the fur.

Like birds, it has but one and the same vent for

the emission of its excrements and its urine ; a
strange peculiarity, but which anatomists leave us
no room to doubt of.

The beavers begin to assemble about the months
of June and July, to form a society that is to

continue for the greatest part of the year. They
arrive in numbers from every side, and generally

form a company of above two hundred. The
place of meeting is commonly the place where
they fix their abode, and this is always by the side

K>f some lake, or river. If it be a lake in which
^he wafers arc always upon a kve^ they dispense

with building a dam ; but if it be a running

stream, which is subject to ficods and falls, they

tl»!^n set about building a dam, or pier, that crosses

the jivtT, so that it forms a dead water in that part

whi<:h lies above and below. This dam, or pier,

is oiften fourscore or a hundred feet lonff. and ten

or t^vt;Ivc feet thick at the base. If we compare
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the grcatneis of the work, with the powers of the
architect, it will appear enormous ; but the soli-

tiity with which it is built is still more astonishing
than its size. The part of the river over which
this dam is usually built, is where it is most shal-

low, and where some great tree is found growing
hy the side of the stream. This they pitch upon
as proper for making the principal part in their

building ; and, although it is often thicker than
a man's body, they instantly set about cutting it

down. Foi' this operation they have no other in-

strument but their teeth, which soon lay it level,

and that also cn the side they wish it to fall, which
is always across the stream. They then fall about
cutting'otf the top branches, to make it lie close

and even, and serve as the principal beam of their

fabric.

This dike, or causey, is sometimes ten, and
lometimes twelve feet thick at the foundation. It

descends in a declivity, or slope, on that side next

the water, which gravitates upon the work in pro-

portion to the height, and presides it with a pro-

digious force towards the earth. The opposite

side is erected perpendicular, like our walls ; and
that declivity, which, at the bottom, or basis, is

about twelve feet broad, diminishes towards the

top, where it is no more than two feet broad, or

thereabouts. The materials whereof this mole
consists, are wood and clay. The beavers cut,

with surprising ease, large pieces of wood, some as

think as one's arm or thigh, and about four, five,

or six feet in length, or sometimes more, according

as the slope ascends. They drive one end of these

stakes into the ground, at a small distance one

from the other, intermingling a few with them
that are smaller and more pliant. As the water
however, would find a passage through the inter-

irals or spaces between them, and leave the reser*

YOL. II. E
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voir dry, they have recourse to a clay, which tlicy

know where to find, and with which they stop up
all the cavities both within and without, so that

the water is duly confined. They continue to

raise the dike in proportion to the elevation of the

water, and the plenty which they have of it. They
arc conscious, likewise, that the conveyance of

their materials by land would not be so easily ac-

complished as by water ; and therefore they take

the advantage of its increase, and swim with lh?ir

mortar on their tails, and their stakes between
their teeth, to the places where there is most oc-

casion for them. If their works are, either by the

force of the water, or the feet of the huntsmen,
who run over them, in the least damnified, the

breach is instantly made up ; every nook and
corner of the habitation is reviewed, and, with
the utmost diligence and application, perfectly

repaired. But when they find the huntsmen visit

them too often, they work only in the night time,

or else abandon their works entirely, and seek out
for some safer situation.

The dike, or mole, being thus completed, their

next care is to erect their several apartments, which
arc either round or oval, and divided into three

stories, one raised above the other ; the first below
the level of the causey, which is for the most part
full of water ; the other two above it. This little

fabric is built in a very firm and substantial man^
ncr, on the edge of their reservoir, and always in

such divisions or apartments as above-mentioned ;

that, in case of the water's increase, they may
move up a story higher, and be no ways incommo-
ded. If they find any little island contiguous to

their reservoir, they fix their mansion there, which
is then more solid, and not so frequently exposed
to the overflowing of the water, in which they

ure not able to continue for any length of time.
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In case they cannot pitch upon so commodi-
ous a situation^ they drive piles into the earthy in

order to fence and fortify their habitation against

the wind as well as the water. They make two
apertures, at the bottom, to the stream ; one is a

passage to their bagnio, which they always keep

neat and clean ; the other leads to that part of

the building where every thing is conveyed, that

will either soil or damage their upper, apart-

ments. They have a third opening, or door-way,

much higher, contrived for the prevention of their

being shut up and confined, when the frost and
snow has closed the apertures of the lower floors.

Sometimes they build their houses altogether upon
dryland; but then they sink trenches five or six

feet deep, in order to descend into the water when
they see convenient. They make use of the same
materials, and arc equally industrious in the erec-

tion of their lodges as their dikes. Their walls

arc perpendicular, and about two feet thick. As
their teeth are more serviceable than saws, they

cut off all the wood that projects beyond the wall.

After this, when the}' have mixed up some clay

and dry grass together, they work it into a kind of

mortar, with which, by the help of their tails,

they plaister all their works, both within and
without.

The inside is vaulted, and is large enough for the

reception of eight or ten beavers. In case it rises

in an oval figure, it is for the generality above
twelve feet long, and eight or ten feet broad. If

the number of inhabitants increase to fifteen,

twenty, or thirty, the edifice is enlarged in pro^

portion. Wc have been credibly informed, that

four hundred beavers have been discovered <o

reside in one larire mansion-house, divided into a
vastnumber of apartments, that had a free com-
munication one with another.
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All these works, more especially in the northern

parts, are finished in August, or September at far-

thest ; at which time they begin to lay in their

stores. During the summer, they are perfect

epicures ; and regale themselves every day on the

choicest fruits and plants the country affords.

Their provisions, indeed, in the winter season,

principally consist of the wood of the birch, the

plane, and some few other trees, which they steep

in water, from time to time, in such quantities as

are proportioned to the number of inhabitants.

They cut down branches from three to ten feet in

length. Those of the largest dimensions arc conr

veyed to their magazines by a whole, body of bea-

vers ; but the smallest by one only : each of them,

however, takes a different way, and has his proper

walk assigned him, in order that no one labourer

should interrupt another in the prosecution of his

work. Their wood-yards are larger or smaller,

in proportion to the number in the family ; and,

according to the observation of some curious na-

turalists, the usu^l stock of timber for the ac»

commodation of ten beavers, consists of about
thirty feet in a square surface, and- ten in depth.

These logs are not thrown up in one continued
pile, but bid one across the other, with intervals

or small spaces between them, in order to take

put, with the greater facility, but just such a

quantity as they shall want for their immediate
consumption, and those parcels only, which lie

at the bottom in the water, and have been duly
steeped. This timber is cut again into small

particles, and conveyed to one of their largest

lodges, where the whole family meet, to consume
their respective dividends, which are made impar-
tially, in even and equal portions. Sometimes they

traverse the woods, and regale their young wiijj

a more novel and elegant entertaiumen^.

I

I

I
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Such as are used to hunt these animals, know
perfectly well that green wood is much more ac-

ceptable to them than that which is old and dry ;

fur which reason they plant a considerable quan-
tity of it round their lodgments ; and as they come
out to partake of it, they either catch them in

snares, or take them by surprise. In the winter,

when the frosts are very severe, they sometimes

break a large hole in the ice ; and when the bea-

ers resort thither for the benefit of a little fresh

air, they either kill them with their hatchets, or

cover them with a large substantial net. After

this, they undermine and subvert the whole fabric ;

whereupon the beavers, in hopes to make their

escape in the usual way, fly with the utmost pre-

cipitation to the water ; and plunging into the

aperture, fall directly into the net, and are iiie?i-

tably taken.

The beavers seldom quit their residence, unless

they are disturbed, or their provisions fail. When
they have continued in the same place three or

four years, they frequently erect a new house an-

nually ; but sometimes merely repair their old

«ne. It often happens that they build a new
house so close to the old, that they cut a communi-
cation from one to the other ; and this may have
given rise to the idea of their having several apart-

ments. When their houses are completely finishr

ed, they still carry on fresh works ; nor do they

desist even when the pond is frozen over ; but coi^r

tinue their employment for some nights after,

if the frost is not too severe, through a hole

in the ice, which they keep open for the pur-

pose.

During the summer, they forsake tlieir houses,

and ramble about from place to olace : sleening

utider the covert of bushes, near the water-side,

pit the least noise, th«<y betake themselves into the
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water for security ; and they have sentinels, who,
by a certain cry, give notice of the approach of
danger. In the winter they never stir out, except
to their magazines under the water ; and during
that season, they become excessively fat.

At the head of one of the rivers of Louisiana, in

a very retired place, M. Du Pratz found a beaver
dam. Not far from it, but hidden from the sight

of the animals, he Und his companions erected

their hut, in order to watch the operations at

leisure. They waited till the moon shone pretty

bright ; and then, carrying brunches of trees in

their front to conceal themselves, they went with
great care and silence to the dam. Du Pratz

ordered one of the men to cut, as silently as pos.si-

ble, a gutter, about a foot wide, through it ; and
letire immediately to the hiding place.

''' As soon as the water through the gutter began
to make a noise,'* says our writer, " we heard a
beaver come from one of the huts and plunge in.

We saw him get upon the bank, and clearly per-

ceived that he examined it. He then, with all big

force, gave four distinct blows with his tail ; when
immediately the whole colony threw themselves

into the water, and arrived upon the dam. When
they were all assembled, one of them appeared, by
muttering, to issue some kind of orders ; for they

all instantly left the place, and went out on the
banks of the pond in different directions. Tho.«5e

nearest to us were between our station and the

dam, and therefore we could observe their opera-

tions very plainly. Some of them formed a sub-
stance resembling a kind of mortar ; others car-

ried this on their tails, which served as sledges for

the purpose. I observed that they put themselves

two and two,, and that each of a couple loaded
his fellow. Thcv traiieu the mortar, which wag
pretty stiff, quite to the dam, where others wcra
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" The noise of the water soon ceased, and the

breach was completely repaired. One of the bea-

vers then struck two blows with his tail ; and in-

stantly they all took to the water without any noise,

and disappeared."

M. du Pratz and his companions afterwards

retired to their hut to rest, and did not again dis-

turb these industrious animals till the next day.

In the morning, however, they went together to the

dam, to see its construction ; for which purpose

it was necessary that they should cut part of it

down. The depression of the water in consequence

of this, together with the noise they made, roused

the beavers again. The animals seemed much
disturbed by these exertions ; and one of them in

particular, was observed several times to come
pretty near the labourers, as ifto examine what pass-

ed. As M. du Pratz apprehended that they might
run into the woods, if farther disturbed, he advised

his companions again to conceal themselves.
" One of the beavers ihen ventured" continues

our observer, " to go ujjon the breach, after having
several times approached and returned like a spy.

He surveyed the place; arid then stru elf' four

blows, as he did the preceding evening, with his

tail. One of those that .were going to work,
passed close by me ; and as I wanted a specimen
to examine, I shot him. The noise of the gun made
tliem scamper off with greater speed than a hundred
blows of the tail of their overseer could hare done."

By firing at them several times afterwards, they

were compelled to run with precipitation into the

woods. M. du Pratz then examined their habi-'

tations.

Under one of the houses he found fifteen pieces

wf wood ; with the biirk in part gnawed off, appa-

..^
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rcntly intended for food. And round tli« middle

of Ihis house, which formed a pussai^p for them to

go in and out at, he found no less than fifteen dif-

ferent cells. These habitations were made bv post:?,

fixed slanting upwards to a point ; and in the

middle was the floor, resting firmly on notches in

the posts.

Notwithstanding all the sagacity and tlie exfeii-

sivc reasoning faculties of mankind, how often do
we see their best-formed plans, their most dear and
favourite contrivances fail, through some unlooked
for event ! We cannot then surely be surprised,

when we are told, (as we are by one writer, iti

order to lessen our opinion of the sagacity of thenc

animals,) that a community of beavers has in one
or two instances, been starved to death, in con-

sequence of a failure of provisions, or some want
of foresight in fixing upon a spot that was found
not to contain sufficient food to support them ;

or that they have sometimes established their co-

lony in a flat sttuatioR, where a sudden thaw has

swelled the wai'tr to such a height as to flood the

wbolc place, wash away their food, and thus de-

stroy them. To suppose them capable of judging
of probabilities to so great an extent, would be to

rank-them in intellect with man. We must rather

be astonished at the operations that we see thcni

perform, than seek for them any higher situation

than that in which they are placed.

Beavers bring forth their young towards the end
of June ; and generally have two at a time, which
are, in nine instances out of ten, a male and a fe-

male. These continue with their parents till they

are full three years old ; when they pair off, and
form houses for themselves. If. however, they are

undisturbed, and have plenty of provisions, they
rcQiaiu with the old onc»j and thus form a doubfe
society.
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We cannot wonder that such sociable animals aa

the beavers arc, should also exhibit great attach-

ment to each other. Two young ones that were

taken alive, and brought to a neighbouring factory

in Hudson's Bay, were preserved for sonu^ time,

and throve very fast, till one of them was killed by

an accident. The survivor instantly felt the loss,

and starved itself to death by voluntarily abstaining;

from fooj

Instances have occurred of beavers having been
perfectly domesticated. Major Rodcrfort, of new
York, related to Professor Kalm, that he had a

tame beaver above half aycar in his house, whero
he went about, quite loose, like a dog. The Major
gave him bread ; and sometimes fish, of whicii lie

was very greedy. As much water was put into a
bowl as he wanted. All tlie rags and soft thinga

he could meet wi(li, he dra2;:e:ed into the corner

where he was accustomed to slecp^ and mnde a bed
of them. The cat in the house, havmg kittens,

took possession of his bed ; and he did not attempt

to prevent her. When the cat went out, the

beaver often took the kitten between his fore paws,

and held it to his breast to warm it, and seemed ta

doat upon it ; as soon as the cat returned, he al-

ways restored to her the kitten. Sometimes he
grumbled ; but never attempted to bite.

The skin of the beaver has hair of two kinds

;

the lower, immediately next the hide, is short, im-
plicated together, and as fine as down ; the upper
hair grows more sparingly, and is both thicker and
longer. The former is of little value; but the
flix, or down, is wrought into hats, stockings, caps,

and other articles of dress.

The hunters prefer the winter season for seeking
out the habitations of the beavers. They stop

up the entrance to these, on the siae next the
water, with stakes ; and enlarge the veut-holo,

VOL. II. F >.
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which thej find on the land side ; this ii done for

the purpose of putting through it a dog, who is so

trained that he holds the beaver with his teeth,

and suffers himself to be drawn out by his hind
legs. The Indians about Hudson's Bay first drain

off the water of the dam^ and then, covering
the houses with nets, break in at the top ; on
which the affrighted beavers running through
the door to escape^ become entangled in the
meshes. The hunters immediately seize and skin

them.

In some parts of Lapland^ beavers are caught
in traps made of the twigs of fir-trees. The top
of these the hunters fasten with a small branch of
poplar^ of which the animals are very fond. Tlte

beaver gnaws away this fastening, is let down^ and
caught. But it is remarked, that wherever two
have been . together, the one has always set the

other at liberty.

Besides these associated beavers, there is ano-
ther sort, called terriers, which either want indus-

try or sagacity to form houses like the others.

They burrow in the banks of rivers, making
the mouth of their holes beneath the freezing

depth of the water, and work up for a great num-
ber of feet. These also form a winter stock of

provisions.

Beavers vary in their colours. The finest are

black ; but the general colour is a chcsnut brown,
more or less dark. Some have been found, but
very rarely, entirely white ; others spotted. Their
skins are a prodigious article of trade, being the

foundation of the hat manufactory. There were
sold in a single sale of the Hudson's Bay company,
in 1763, no fewer than fift^'-four thousand, six

hundred, and seventy skins. Tluy are distinguish-

ed bv different names. Coat beaver is wit at iias

be«Q worn by the Indiani ; parchiocnt beaver hus
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its name from •' resemblance to parchment ; but
stage l?raver is the worst, and is that which the

I ud iaiis kill out of season in their stages or jour

nevs.

The valuable drug castoreum, is taken from the

inguinal glands of these animals. The Russian

castoieum sells for two guineas a pound ; the

American for eight shillings and sixpence only

;

yet vast numbers of beaver skins are imported

to Russia. Their flesh is reckoned good eating,

being preserved after the bones are taken out, hy
drying it in the smoke.
The ancients had a notion that the castoreum

was lodged in the testicles, and that the animal,

when hard pursued, would bite them off and leave

them to its pursuers, as if conscious of what they

wanted to destroy him for.

Chili beater.

This is a species peculiar to South America,
and appears to have been first described by Molina,
in his Natural History of Chili. He informs us
that it is found in the very deep lakes and rivers

of that country, and feeds principally on fish and
crabs.

Its length from nose to tail is «bout three feet

;

the bead is of a squarish form; the eyes small;
the ears rounded and short, and the snout obtuse;
in each jaw are two sharp and strong cutting teeti),

and the grinders are like those of the common
beaver. The body is very broad, and covered, like

the common beaver, with two sorts of hair ; the

shortest or softest of which, is superior to that of
mist other quadrupeds, and is in high esteem with
the manufacturers, being wrought into a kind of
cloth, which has the softness of velvet ; and is

also used in the manufi^iture of hats. The colour
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of this animal Is p:rry above and whitish beneath ;

the toes of the fore feet are lobated^ or bordered
with a membrane, and the hind feet are webbed

;

the toes are live in number on all the feet. The
tail is of a compressed hinceolate form, and hairy,

It is a bold, and even fierce animal, and has tho

power of continuing a great while under water.

Ir does not construct any regular habitation like

llie common beaver, nor does it afford any cas-

torrum. The female is said to produce from two
to three young at a birth. It is called in Chili by
the name of guillino.

RAT TRIBE.

This tribe contains all those animals which go
under the denomination of murine quadrupeds ;

ind, although the term rat has been adopted, it

includes not only the species that we know by the

peculiar name of rats, but also the mice, and otherg

called beaver rats.

These animals, in general, live in holes in the

ground ; and are very swift, and able to climb
trees. Their food is chiefly vegetable ; which
most of them seek in the night, keeping in their

retreats during the day. They feed in a some-
what upright position, carrying the food to their

mouth in their fore paws. They are very })ro-

lific.

The front teeth are wedge-shaped. There arc

generally three grinders on each side, but some-
times only two. All the species have clavicles,

or coUar-bones, in the skeleton.
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This animal is about the size of a small rabbit.

Its head is lliirk and short, and somewhat resem-

bles that of a water-rat. The e\cs are large ;

the ears short, rounded, and covered both inside

and outside with hair. Its fur is soft, glossy, and

of a reddish brown coluur ; and beneath this is

a much finer fur, or tliiek dos\n, which is very

useful in the manufacture of hats. The tail is

flattened laterally, and covered with scales.

Musk rats are found in America, from Hudson'i
Bay as far south as Carolina. In the general form
of their body, as well as in many of their habits,

they bear a considerable resemblance to the beaver.

They construct their habitation of dry plants, but
particularly of reeds, cement it with clay, and
cover it with a dome. At the bottom and sides of

this there are several pipes, through which they
pass in search of food ; for they lay up no pro-

visions for winter. They have also subterraneous

passages, into which they retreat whenever their

houses are attacked.

Their habitations, which are intended only for

the winter, are rebuilt annually. At the approach
of this season they begin to construct them, as

places of retirement from the inclemencies of the

weather. Several families occupy the same dwel-
ling, which is frequently covered many feet deep
with snow and ice ; the animals, nowithstanding,
contrive to creep out, and feed on tlic roots that

are also buried beneath. They feed too on the
fresh water muscles ; and when the season permits
it, on fruit. Kalm, in his American Travels, says

that apples are used as baits for them in traps. In
winter the male and female are seldom seen far

ftoat each other.
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During the summer ihey wander aboiit^ gene-
rally in pairs, feeding voraciously on herbs and
roots. They walk and run in an awkwai:? manner,
like the beaver ; and cannot swim well, their feet

being unfurnished with webs.

The musk rats, as well as the beavers, see.n to

have their drones, or terriers, which are at no
trouble in the common operation of buildiiii^

houses. These burrow like water-rats, in bar.ks

adjacent to lakes, rivers, and ditches ; and oftnn

do much damage by admitting the water through
the embankments of meadows.

They are remarkable for a strong musky sinell ;

wheuce they have their specific name. When
tamed, they are very playful, and never bite.

Their flesh is eaten by tlie Indians.

COYPU RAT.

The first describer of this animal was Molina,

who informs us that it is an inhabitant of the

waters of Chili ; that it has the general appear-

ance of an otter, being of the same size and
colour ; but that in its teeth it agrees with the

rat tribe ; the feet arc each furnished with five

toes ; those of the hind feet being connected bjr

a web ; the ears are round ; the nose longish, and
covered with whiskers; and the tail thick^ and
iiattish on the sides.

This animal lives occasionally on land, as well

as water ; sometimes frequenting houses, and is

easily tamed. The female produces five or six

young at a birth.

PiLORIS.

This species is found in India and the Indiaa

islands^ aad ia size nearly equals the guinea pig.
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li^ colour is whitish, with a cast of grey fcrru-

p^innus on the hack, and of cinereous on the ahdo-

nion ; the tail is h)ngish, nearty naked, scaly, and
obtuse at the extremity. A variety of this animal

is I'oiuid in the American islands, which seems to

diifer from the above, in being of a darker colour

on the back, and in having a much shorter tail.

Perhaps it may be a distinct species ; but the his«

tory of both seems, at present, not sufficiently

clear, to enable us to determine this point.

Great rat.

The animal best known at present, and in every

respect the most mischievous, is the great rat

;

which, though but a newcomer into this country,

has taken too secure a possession to be ever re-

moved. This hateful and rapacious creature,

though sometimes called the rat of Norway, ap-

pears to be utterly unknown in all th(^ northern

countri< and comes originally from India and
Persia Its first arrival was upon the coasts of
Ireland, m those ships that traded in provisions to

Gibraltar ; and perhaps we owe to a single pair of
these animals, the numerous ])rogeny that now in-

fests the whole extent of the British empire.

This animal, which is called by M. Buffon the

surmalot^ is in length about nine inches ; its eyes

are large and black ; the colour of the head, and
the whole upper part of the body, is of a light

brown, mixed with a tawny and ash colour. The
end of the nose, the throat and belly, are of a
dirty white, inclining to grey ; the feet and legs

are almost bare, and of a dirty pale Hebh colour ;.

the tail is as long as the body, covered with minute
dusky scales, mixed with a few hairs, and adds to

the general deformity of its detestable fig:ure. It

is chiefly in the colour that this animal dilf.Ts from
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the black rat^ or the coramon rat as it was once
jLalled ; but now common no longer. This new
invader, in a few .years after its arrival, found
means to distroy almost the whole species^ and to

possess itself of their retreats.

But it VI as Lot ajiainst tlie black rat alone that

its rapacity ^v;ts directed ; all other animals of
inferior strer.jrtli shared the same misfortunes,.

The contest with the bla( k rat was of short con-
tinuance. As it was unahle to contend, and had
no holes to flv to for a retreat, but where its vora-

Clous enemy could pursue, the whole race was soon

extinguished. The frog also was an animal equally

incapable of combat or defence. It had been
designedly introduced into the kingdom of Ireland

some jears before the Norway rat ; and it wai
seen to multiply amazingly. The inhabitants were

pleased with the propagation of a harmless animal,

that served to rid their fields of insects ; and even

the prejudices of the people were in its favour,

as they supposed that the frog contributed to ren

der their waters more wholesome. But the Nor*
way rat soon put a stop to their increase ; as these

animals were of an amphibious nature, they pur-
sued the frog to its lakes, and took it even in iti

own natural element. The frog is said to be once
more almost extinct in that kingdom ; and the

Norway rat, having no more enemies left there to

destroy, is grown less numerous also.

We are not likely, therefore, to gain by the

destruction of our old domestics, since they are

replaced by such mischievous successors. The
Norway rat has the same disposition to injure us,

with much greater power of mischief. It bur
rows in the banks of rivers, ponds, and ditches;

and is every year known to do incredible damage
to those mounds that are raised to conduct streams,

or to prevent rivers from overflowing. In these
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heles, which it forms pretty near the edge of the

water, it chiefly rcsi4c9 during the summer, where

it lives upon small animals, fish, and corn. At
the approach of winter, it comes nearer the farin

houses ; burrows iu their corn, eats much, and

damages still more than it consumes. But nothing

that can be eaten, escapes its voracity. It destroy!

rabbits, poultry, and all kinds of game ; and,

like the polecat, kills much more than it can carry

away. It swims with great ease, dives with great

celerity, and easily thins the fish pond. In short,

scarce any of the feebler animals escape its rapacity,

except the mouse, which shelters itself in its little

hole, where the Norway rat is too big to follow.

These animals frequently produce from fifteen

to thirty at a time ; and usually bring forth threA

times a year. This great increase would quickly

be found to over-run the whole country, and render

our assiduity to destroy them fruitless, were it not,

happily for us, that they eat and destroy each
other. Ihc same insatiable appetite that impels

them to indiscriminate carnage, also incites the

strongest to devour the weakest, oven of their own
kind. The large male rat generally keeps in a hole

by itself, and is dreaded by its own species, a»the
most formidable enemy. In this manner the num-
ber of these vermin is kept within due bounds ; and
when their increase becomes injurious to us, it is

repressed by their own rapacity.

But beside their own enmities among each other,

all the stronger carnivorous quadrupeds havenatu*
ral antipathies against them. The dog, though ho
detests their flesh, yet openly declares his alacrity

to pursue them ; and attacks them with great
ainmosity. Such as are trained up to killing these
vermin, dispatch them often with a single squeeze

:

but those dogs that show any hesitation, are sure
to come ofl* but indifferently ; for the rat always

VOL. II. Q
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takes the advantage of a moment's delaj, and
instead ef waiting for the attack, becomes the
atrgrtssor, seizing its pursuer by the lip, and
indicting a very painful and dangerous wound.
From the inflammation, and other angry symptoms
that attend this animal's bite, some have been led

to think that it was in some measure venomous ;

but it is likely that the difficulty of the wound's
healing, arises merely from its being deep and
lacerated by the teeth, and is rather u consequence
of the figure of the instruments that inflict it^

than any venom they may be supposed to possess.

The cat is another formidable enemy of this kind

;

and yet the generality of our cats neither care to

attack it, nor to feed upon it when killed. The
cat is a more prudent hunter than the dog, and
will not be at the pains to take, or combat with
?n enemy that is not likely to repay her time and
danger. Some cats, however, will pursue and
take the rat ; though often not without an
obstinate re8is.tance. If hungry, the cat will some-
times eat the head ; but, in general, she is merely
content with her victory.

A foe much more dangerous to these vermin, is

the weasel. This animal pursues them with avidity,

and being pretty nearly of their own size, follows

them into their holes, where a desperate coaibat

ensues. The strength of each is pretty near equal :

but the arm* are very different. The rat, fur-

nished with four long tusks at the extremity of its

jaw, rather snaps than bites ; but the weasel,

where it once fastens, holds, and continuing also

to suck the blood at the same time, weakens its

antagonist, and always obtains the victory. Man-
kind have contrived several other methods of
(Jostroyitig these noxious intruders ; ferrets, traps,

and particularly poison ; but of all other poi-

sons, the nox vomica, (Spanish m\i,) ground and

J
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mixed with meal, is said to be the most certain, as

it is the least dang-erous.

In the isle of France, rats are found in such

prodigious swarms, that it is said the place was

entirely abandoned by the Dutch on account of

their number. In some of the houses they are so

numerous, that thirty thousand have been known
to be killed in a year. They make immense

hoards under-ground, both of corn and fruit •

and climb up the trees to devour the young birds.

They pierce the very thickest rafters. At sun-set

they may be seen running about in all directions ;

and in a single night they will frequently destroy

a whole crop of corn. M. de Saint Pierre says, he

has seen a field of maize, in which they had not

left a single ear. They are supposed to have bei^n

originally brought to that island in some of the

European vessels.

On the return of the Valiant man of war, from
i,he Havannah, in the year 1766, its rats had in-

creased to such a degree, that they destroyed a hun-
dred-weight of biscuit daily. The ship was at

length smoked betwt'cn decks, in order to suffocate

them ; which had the desired efl^ect, and six ham-
pers were, for some time, filled every day wilh the

rats that had thus been killed. '
' "

The following anecdote of a whimsical mode of
clearing a house of these troublesome animals, may
be new to niany readers :—A gentleman travelling

through Mecklenburg, about thirty years ago, was
witness to a very singular circumstance in the post-

house at New Starj,;;'«rd. After dinner, the land-
lord placed on the fioor a Lrge dish of soup, and
gave a loud whistle. Immediately there came into

the room, a mastifi^, a fine Angora cat, an old raven,

and a remarkably lar*^e rat with a bel! aboMt its

neck. Thej all four went to the dish, and, with-
out disturbing each other, fed together j after
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which the dog* cti, and rat^ Uj before tho fire,

while the raven hopped about the room. The
landlord, afjter accoynting fcp the familiarity which
existed among these animals^ informed his guest

that the rat was the mor^i, U!>cf'il of the four ; for

the noise he made had completely freed the house
from the rats and mic^ with which it was before

infested.

Pontoppidan snjs, that a short time previous tq

1^ fire, all the rats and iqicp that are in a house will

intinctively forsak<e it.

Some of the Japanese tame these rats, and tcarb
them to perform many entertaining tricks ; and,

thus instructed, they are exhibited as a sbow^ fo|r the

diversion of the oopulace.

Black rat.

Tills species is of a deep iron grey colour, near-

ly black. Itj^ belly is cincreoiis ; its legs dusky,
almost naked. If. has a claw in the place of a fifth

toe on fhc fore feet. lU body measures seven
inches ; its fail nc^r eight. It inhabits most parts

of Europe. They arc very destructive to corn,

furniture, young poultry, rabbits, and pigeons.

They will even gna'v the extremitje^ of infantf

when asleep. They breed often in a vear, and
bring sis or sev«n young at a time. Tney make
theif nest in a hole, often near a chimney, with
wool, bits of cjoth, or with straw. They will dcr
stroj; and devour one another ; but their greatest ene?

my is the weasel. They were carried into South
America about the year 1544, by the Europeans,
and are now become the pe^t of aU t'lat continent.

Irhe word rattus, or rat is modern. None of them
are found in Siberia. They swarm at Otaheite,

and others of the Society Islands, an4 are nriet with
ill New Zealand and New Holland. In Otaheite
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iUcy are so bold as to attack the inhabitants when
asleep, who hold thein in the utmost detestation,

and will not even kitl them, lest they should be

polluted by the touch. They will not even cat

the bread-fruit these animals should happen to run

over.

These also are supposed to be Indian or Persian

animals.

American" rat.

This species is larger than the black, but len
than the brown rat. Its upper jaw is much longer

than the lower ; its head is long ; its nose narrow
and pointed ; its ears large and naked ; its whisk*
ers are fine, but long ; its tail is naked, and like

that of the black rat, but not so long ; its colour

is a deep brown, inclining on the belly to ash.

It burrows in the banks of rivers, and is sup*

posed to extend from the lake Baikal to Chi-

na, where it is very noxious. It bears a very

rtriking resemblance to the common brown rat.

It is supposed by Dr. Pallas to have migrated from
the southern provinces of China, and also to in*

habit North America.

Water rat.

Thc water rat, the mus amphibius of Linnseus,

has a thick blunt nose ; cars hid in its fur ; small

eyes, and yellow teeth ; it has five toes on each
foot ; the inner toe of the fore foot very small,

and the first joint very flexible ,* its head and body
arc covered with long hair, black, mixed with
ferruginous ; its belly is of an iron grey ; its fail

is covered with short black hair ; its lip is whit*
ish ; its body measures seven inches ; its tail five

:

it bears some resemblance to the beaver; tho

.-!.S«
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thiipcof its head and body is more compact tlian

that of the former species.

It inhabits Europe^ the north of Asia^ and
North America. Those of Canada vary to taw-
ny and white. It burrows in the banks of rivers^

ponds^ and ditches ; feeds on small fish and fry,

frogs, insects, and roots. It swims and dives ad-
mirably ; but while it preys on so many other

fishes, it becomes itself the prey of the pike. It

brings six young at a time. This animal and the

otter, arc eaten in France on meager days.^ It has
jiomctimcs a musky smell.

^
-

'

Bandicote rat.

This is a very large species, being at least «qual«

if not superior, to a rabbit in size. In its shape and
general appearance, it seems most to resemble the

Norway rat. Its colour is a pale cinereous brown ;

the ears thin, nearly bare, and rounded ; the snout

rather long ; the fore feet shaped like those of
the Norway rat, with four toes, and a claw in

place of a fifth ; the hind feet have five toes, of
which the two exterior are considerably shorhT
than the rest ; the tail is above eleven inches iD

length.

This species is said to be very common about
the coasts of the Malabar country. At Pordi-

cheriy it is frequent, infesting houses like lire

browif rat. Its voice is said to resemble ilin

|;ruBting of a pig. i .

Perchal rat. ). 1

This species is a native of India, and in its gcncr

ral appearance resembles the Norway rat, but is of

£ longer shape, with a thicker and shorter tail in

proportion. It is ofa deep ferruginous brown above«
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aod of a gre^'ish cast beneath ; the hind legs are

larger than the fore ; the ears naked and rounded ;

and the nose rather blunt.

This rat is said to be yery numerous about Pon-
dicherry^ infesting houses in the same manner as

the rats of Europe. It seems to have been first

described by Mons Sonnerat, and is evidently allied

to the banaicote rat. Botli species arc said to be
occasionally eaten by the nrdhes.

Common mouse.

Almost all animals arc tamed more difficultly

in proportion to the cowardice of their natures.

The truly bold and courageous easily become
familiar^ but those that are always fearful are

ever suspicious. The mouse being the most feeble,

and consequently the most timi.d of all quadru-
peds, except the guinea pig, is never rendered

thoroughly familiar ; and, even though fed in a
cage, retains a large portion of its natural appre-

hensions. In fact, it is to these alone that it owes
its security. No animal has more enemies, and
few so incapable of resistance. The owl, the cat,

the snake, the hawk^ the weasel, the rat itself, des-

troys this species by millions, and it only subsists

by its amazing fecundity.

The mouse brings forth at all seasons, and seve-

ral times in a year. Its usual number is from six

to ten. These, in less than a fortnight, arc strong

enough to run about and shift for themselves.

They arc chiefly found in farmers* yards, and
among their corn, but are seldom in those ricks

that are much infested with rats. They generally

choose the south-west side of the rick, from
whence most rain is expected ; and from thence
they often, of au evening, venture forth to drink
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(he little drops, either of rain or dew, that hangf

at the extreiiiitics of the straw. Aristotle givcf

us an idea of their prodigious fecundity, by as-

suring uSj that having put a mouse with young into

a vessel of corn, in some time after he found a

hundred and twenty mice, all sprung from one
original. The early growth of this animal implies

also the short diuu^t'on of its life, which seldom
lasts above two or iuree years. This species is

\crymuch diffused, being found inalmostall parts

of the ' ancient continent, and having been ex-

ported to the new. They are aniinaU that, while

they fear human society, closely attend it ; and,

although enemies to man, are never found but
near those places where he has fixed his habita-

tion. Numberless ways have been found for des-

troying them ; and Gesner has minutely described

the variety of traps by which they are taken. Our
Society for the Encouragement cf Arts and Manu-
factures proposed a reward for the most ingenious

contrivance for that purpose ; and Goldsmith says

he observed almost every candidate passing off des-

criptions as inventions of his own. He thought
it was cruel to detect the plagiarism, or frustrate

the humble ambition of those who would be

thought the inventors of a mouse-trap.

They are diflused over America, but arc believ-

ed to have been iiitroduced from Europe. Their
hair, when examined by the microscope^ exhibits a

very curious appearance.

Field mouse.

The field mouse is well known in all the tempe-
rate parts of Europe ; where it frequents dry and
elevated fields or woods. The general length of

^K ---» /•
; iui uuuy is auoui iouF inches and a half; and the
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tail is pearly four inches more. Its colour is yel-

lowish brown above, and whitish on the under

parts. The eyes arc full and black.

These animals are found only in fields and gar-

dens. They live in burrows, a foot or more under

ground ; where they lay up great quantities of

acorns, nuts, and beech mast. According to Buf-
fcn, a bushel of such substances has been some-

times found in a single hole. These habitations

are often divided into two apartments ; the one for

living in with their young, and the other fur their

provisions.

*

Often the little mouse,
Illudes our hopes ; ami, safely lodg'd, Mow
Hath form'd his granaries.

The nests of these little creatures may be dis-

covered by the small heaps of mould thrown up at

the entrance of their runs, which lead by winding
paths to their magazine.

A very remarkable instance of sagacity in this

animal, occurred to the Rev. Mr. AVhite one day,

as his people were pulling off the lining of a hot-

bed, in order to add some fresh dung. From out of
the side of this bed leaped something with great

agility, thttt made a mo!»t grotesque figure, and
was not without much difficulty taken ; when it

proved to be a large field mouse, with three or four

young clinging to her teats by their mouths and
feet. It was amazing that the desultory and ra-

pid motions of the dam did not oblige her litter

to quit their hold, especially when it appeared
that they were so young as to be both naked and
blind.

Field mice are very prolific ; breeding more
than once a year, and often producing litfeers of
eight or ten at a time. They generally make the

VOL. u, H
'
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nest for their young very near the surface of the

j:;r()uji(l, and often in a thick tuft of grass. They
are said to do more mischief in France, than all

t]]c other animals and birds taken togcthc'i'.

Harvest mouse.

The Rev. Gilbert White seems to have been

theiirstwho examined this diminutive and slender

species of mouse, which hitherto appears to hav«
been only found in Hampshire. It is, he says,

somewhat of a squirri tlour, with a white belly

;

having a straight line along the sides, dividing the

shades of the back and belly.

One of the nests of these little animals he pro-
cured. It was most artificially platted, and com-
posed of the blades of wheat ; perfectly round,

and about the size of a cricket-ball ; with the aper-

ture so ingeniously closed, that there was no dig-

covering to what part it belonged. It was so com-
pact and well filled, that it would roll across the

table without being discomposed, though it con-
tained eight young mice that were naked and blind.

As this nest was perfectly full, how could the dam
come at her litter respectively so as to administer

a teat to each ? Perhaps she opens the different

places for that purpose, adjusting them again

when the business is over ; but she could not pos-

ibly be contained herself in the ball with her

young, which, moreover, would be daily increasing

in bulk. This wonderful procreant cradle, an ele-

gant specimen of the efforts of instinct, was found
in a wheat field, suspended in the head of a this-

tle.

Mr. White remarked, that though the harvest

mice hang their nests above the ground, yet in

wisiter tlicy burrow doep in the earth, and make
warm beds of grass ; but their grand rendei^vous
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leems to be in corn-ricks, into which they are car-

ried at harvest. This menthniian measured some
of them ; and found that from nose to tail they

were two inches and a quarfor, and their tails

two inches long. Two of them in a scale weighed
down just one copper halfpenny, about the third of

an ounce avoirdupois ; whence he supposes them
to be the smallest quadrupeds in this island. A
full grown domestic mouse would weigh at least

six times as much as one of these.

LiNEATED MOUSE.

This small and elegant species wa* *irst des ->bcd

by Sparrman, and is a native of the foi'^st regions,

on the Slangen river, a great way eafiwi rd, from
the Cape of Good Hope. It is one oi the least of

tbe genus, being little more than two inches long^

from nose to tail.

Oriental mouse, &c.

The oriental is about half the size of the com-
mon mouse. It is of a grey colour, and hat
rounded ears. Its back and sides arc elegantly

marked with twelve rows oT ^mall pearl -coloured

spots, extending from the iic;<d to the rump. lin

tail is as long as its body. It inhabits India. It

is a doubtful species.

The liarbary mouse Is also less than the common
one ; of n brown colour ; marked on the back
with ten pale stripes. It has three toes, with
claws on the fore feet, and the rudiments of a
thumb. Its tail is of the same length v^ith the
body

The Mexican mouse is of a whitish colour,
mixed with red. Its head is whitish ; each side
of its belly is marked with a great reddish spot.
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Virginian mouse.

The Virginian mouse has pointed ears ; a black

pointed nose; and long whiskers. Its fur is very

ishort ; its limbs are very slender ; its tail very

thick at the base, and ail beset with long hair,

tapers gradually to a point, and is very long and
slender. The colour of this animal is universally

white. The thickness at the base of the tail is iti

specific difference.

Wandering mouse.

This species has an oblong head, a blunt nose^

with a red tip, and yellow cutting teeth. Its eyei

arc placed midway between the nose and ears ;

ijts cars arc large, ovaj, and naked ; but dusky
and downy at the tips ; its limbs arc slender ; iti

jtail is longer than the body, and very slender

also ; its colour above is pale ash, mixed and
waved with black ; with a black line along the

back. The ends of its limbs arc whitish. Its

body and tail are each about three inches long.

It inhabits the whole Tartarian desert. At certain

times, they wander about in great flocks, migrating
from place to place during the night. . They are

observed in birch woods as high as 57° North.
Th^'y are of a very tender nature, soon become
torpid, and sleep rolled up in a cold night, even

in the month of June. They live in holes and
fissures of rocks. The Tartars call it the grega-
rious mouse.

m-

Birch mouse.

The birch is still less than the wandering mouse.
Like it, it is very tender, ^nd soon grows torpid
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in cold weather. It inhabits the same countries,

runs up trees, and fastens to the boughs with its

tail. By the assistance of its slender fingers, it

adheres to any smooth surface. It emits a weak:

note. It has a sharp nose, red at the point, like

thatof the former ; but smaller ears, brown and

bristly at the points. Its tail is very slender,

prehensile, and much longer than its body ; brown
above, and white below. It has a dusky line also

along the back.

Rustic mouse.

The rustic mouse has a sharp nose, an oblong

head, small ears lined with fur. Its colour is

ferruginous above, whitish beneath. Above each

hijod foot, it has a dusky circle. It is of a lesi

size than the field mouse. Its tail is only half the

length of its body. It is found in Germany, in the

temperate parts of Russia, in villages and com
fields, .and in the woods of Siberia. In Russia,

it is called the corn mouse. At times they niigrats

in vast multitudes, and destroy the whole expec-

tations of the farmer. In 1763 and 1764, this

plague made great ravages in the rich country

about Casan and Arsk. They came in such numr
bcrs, as to fill the very houses ; and, through
hunger, became so bold as to rob the tables of

bread, before the faces of those who had sat down
to cat it. At the approach of winter, they all

disappeared.

They burrow, and form their retreats but little

below the surface.

niousr.

torpid

Little mouse.

The little mouse, the least of the genus, weighs
not half a dram. It accompanies the forn)cr ^pe-
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cics in corn fields^ barns^ and birch woods. It is

said there are more males than females of this

species^ and that they seem to wander without
having any certain place for their nests. They
have sharpish noscs^ and small ears halfhid in their

fur, and are of a deep tawny colour aboye, white
bcloWj with grey feet.

ROCR MOUSE.

The rock mouse is about four inches long ; its

tail one and a half, having a few hairs scattered

over it. Its head is oblong ; its nose rather

pointed ; its cars rise above the fur ; and arc oval

and downy, with brown edges ; its whiskers are

short; its limbs are strong ; its colour is brown,
slightly mixed with grey above ; its belly is of a
light ash ; its snout dusky, with a very slender

ring of white. It makes its burrows in a wonder-
ful manner, between t?ie fissures of rocks.

QECONOMIC MOUSE.

The (Economic mouse has small eyes ; naked
cars hid in its fur ; strong limbs, and very tawny
teeth. Its colour is black and yellow intimately

mixed. It has a dark down beneath the hair ;

the ends of its feet are dusky. It is about four

inches and a quarter long ; its tail is rather more
than an inch. In the form of its body, it resem-

bles the meadow mouse ; but is rather longer, and
has a bigger belly.

It inhabits all Siberia, especially its eastern

parts, and Kamtschatka, in great numbers. It is

even found within the arctic circle.

Dr. Pallas gave them the name of oeconomic

mice from their curious way of living. They in-

habit damp soils, and shun the sandy, and form
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burrows with many chambers and entrances, la
their chambers they lay up store of provision?,

collected with great pains in summer, from varioui

plants, which they brinjj out of their holes in a

sunny day, that they may dry them more efTcctually.

During summer they never break upon their

hoards, but live on berries, and other vegetable

productions. In certain years they make great

migrations out of Kamtschatka. They collect in

the spring, and go off in incredible multitudes.

Like the lemmus, they go on in a direct course,

and neither rivers nor arms of the sea stop their

progress. In their passage through the watery

element, numbers of them fall a prey to ravenous

fishes. But on land they are safe ; for the people

of Kamtschatka have a superstitious veneration

for them, and are so far from hurting them, that if

they find any cf them lying faint from fatigue or

hunger, they give them all possible assistance.

On their return from a migration, expresses are

sent to all parts with the glad news. When the

natives rob them, they never take away all their

store, but leave them something to subsist on.

Blue rat.

This is a species described b/ Molina, in his

History of Chili, of which country it is a native,

and is about the size of the wood rat, and of a
fine pale blue colour, with rounded cars. It inhabits

subterraneous burrows, which it forms of the
length of many feet, and on each side of which are

several holes, or rececptcles, in which it depo-
sits its winter provisions, consisting chiefly of
tuberous roots, &c. It is a timid animal, and it

said to be very cleanly. It breeds twice a year,

producinjf six at a time. The peasants of Chili
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frcqucntlj rob the subterraneous retreats of thii

fpecics, of the hoards which they contain.

ScHERMAN RAT.

This species is said to be common about the

neighbourhood of Strasburg, and appears to have
been first described by Mr. Hermann, who, in the

year 1776, communicated a specimen to Count de

BufTon. The length of the animal from nose to

tail, is six inches ; of the tail, about two inches

and three quarters ; the head is rather short ; the

snout thick ; the eyes small, and the ears almost

as short as those of a mole, an<l concealed beneath

the fur. The general colour of the fur is a
l^Iackish brown, mixed with grey tawny towards
the tip ; the edges of the mouth are bordered with
short hairs, and the whiskers arc black ; the under
parts of the body arc of a mouse grey ; the legs,

which are short, are covered with dusky hair, as

are also the feet, which are very small ; the tail is

hairy, but not so well covered as that of the water
rat. This animal resides in watery places, and
about the gardens at Strasburg, and is said to bo
very destructive to the plants in cultivated grounds.

It swims and dives extremely well, and also burrows
occasionally undcr-graund.

Red mouse.

The red mouse is not quite fj^ur inches long ; its

tail above one, and ful? of hair ; its nose and face

are very bristly ; its back is of an uniform, plea-

sant, tawny red ; its sides arc light grey and yel-

low. The underside of the body is whitish ; its

Icet are also white.

*% iiiiiauiis oiuciiii^ iiuiu iiic \fuy casiwaruxo
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Kamtscliatka. in woods and mountains. It is also*

found within the arctic circle. They wander out

the whole winter, and are very lively even amidst

the snows. They eat any thing that comes in their

way. TJiey have been sometimes seen in Germany.

Garlic mouse.

The garlic mouse is frequent in magazines of

bulbous roots formed by the peasants of Siberia,

especially in those formed of angular garlic. It

has great open naked cars ; its tail is clothed with

hair. The colour of its back is cinereous, mixed
with long hairs, tipped with a dusky grey ; its side*

are of a light ash ; its hreast, belly, and feet, are

white ; its body is four inches ; its tail one and m
half.

#

SoRICENE MOUSfi^^.

The soricene mouse, found in the neigJibourhood
of Strasbourg, is of a yellowish grey'on the up-
per parts of the body, with a white belly. Iti

nose is a little extended ; it has four toes before,

five behind, round ears, a tail of a middling
lengthy and covered with hair.

Lemmus.

The l«mmi», or lemming, has two very lonsf

m^etting 'eeth in each jaw, a pointed head, and
long vvhiskers. It* eyes are small and black ; its

mouth is small ; its upper lip divided; its cars

are small and blu* d, reclining backwards ; its fore
legs are very short, with fo«r slender toes on each,
covered with hair : and in the place of a thumb,
it has a short '^law, like a cock's spur ; it has five

toes behind ; its skia is very thin ; its Load and
VOL II. I
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body arc black and tawnv, disposed in irregular

bJlotches ; ifs belly is \v bite, tinged with yellow;
its length is about live inches ; its tail one and a
half. Those of Russian Lapland are much less

than those of the Norwegian or Swedish. They
appear in numberless troops, at very uncertain

periods, in Norway and Lapland, and are at once
the pest and wonder of the country. They inarch,

like the army of locusts so emphatically described

by the prophet Joel^ destroy every root of grass

before them, and spread universal desolation.

They seem to be endowed witb a power of dis-

tinguishing the approach of severe weather ; for

before the setting in of a cold winter, they leave

tbeir haunts in the above countries, and emigrate
in immense multitudes southwards towards Swe-
den, always endeavouring to keep a direct line.

These emigrations take place at uncertain intervals,

though generally about once every ten years ; and,

exposed as the travellers are to attack^ they of
course becomethe food of all the predacious animals.

Multitudes also are destroyed in endeavouring io

swim over the riveis or lakes. From these differ-

ent causes, very few of them live to return to

their native mountains ; and thus a check is put
to their ravages, as an interval of several years is

necessary to repair their numbers sufficiently for

another invasion. They are bold and fierce, and
will even attack men and animals, if they meet
them in their course ; and they bite so hard, as t©

allow themselves to be carried to a considerable

distance hanging by their teeth, before they will

quit their hold.

If they are disturbed or pursued while swim-
ming over a lake, and their phalanx is separated

by oars or poles, they will not recede ; but keep

swimming directly on, and sc» n get into regular

order again. They h^ve soraetimes been known
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eten to endeavour to board, or pass over a vessel.

This aniiy ot'rals nioves chiefly bv night, or early

in the morning ; and makes sucli destruction

among the herbage, that the surface of the ground

over which they have passed, appears as if it

had been burned. Their numbers have at time*

induced the common people of Norway to believe

that they had descended from the clouds ; and the

multitudes that arc sometimes found dead on the

banks of rivers, or other places, corrupt by their

stench the whole atmosphere around, and thus

produce many diseases. They are even thought
to infect the plants which they gnaw ; for cattle

turned into pastures where they have been, are said

frequently to die in consequence.

They never enter dwellings of any description,

to do mischief: but always keep in the open air.

When enraged, they raise themselves on tlicir hind
feet and bark like littln dogs. Sometin.os they

divide into two parties, attack each other, I

fight like hostile armies. From tl.ese battles, iii2

superstitious of the inhabitants of Sweden and
Lapland pretend to foretel not only wars, but
also their success, according to the quarters the

animals come from, and the side that is defeated.

The females breed several times in a year, and
produce five or six at once. It has been observed,

that they have sometimes brought forth during
their migrations ; and they have been seer • »ying

some their young in their mouths and others on
their barks. The flesh of tlic lemmings is not used
as food. The hair is very fine, but too thick to be
of value as a fur.

They feed on grass, on the rein-deer liverwort,

ad the calkins of the dwarf birch. The first

they get under the snow, beneath which they wan-
der during winter. Where they make their lodgc-
ments^ they have a smracle to the surface for tbo
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take of air. In these retreats they are eagerly

ptif^iui'd by the Arctic foxes.

Vlic'/ make also very shallow bnrrows under the

iur/ ; but do not form any magazines for winter

provision ; by this improvidence, itsecms, they arc

compelled to migrate., urged by hunger to quit

their usual residence.

They ar, tLz ^.i^y of foxes, lynxes, and ermines,

who follow them in great numbers. In former
times, the priests exorcised them in a long set form
of prayer.

Ringed rat.

The ringed rat has a blunt nose ; cars hid in its

fur ; legs strong and short ; soles covered with
jiair ; claws very strong, and hooked at the end,

and very fine hair all over the ^ .^dy ; of a ^'rru-

ginous coloiir, mixed with yellow ; somci ^ics

pale grey, clouded, or waved with a dusky * .st

colour. From the cars, down each side of th'-

head, there is a dusky space ; and behind that, ..

stripe of white ; so that the neck appears to be
encircled with a collar ; behind which there is

ajiother dusk - one. The body is three inches long ;

the tail one. At its end there is a tuft of hard
bristles. It inhabits the northern parts about the
Ohy ; burrows with many passages beneath the

turfy soil ; ;ind linen its nest with rein-deer and
snow livervi'or^ They arc said to migrate at the

»ame seas ^ns ,, ith the lemmus.

M

i
f

1

Hudson's bay rat.

The Hudson's Bay rat has slender brown whis-
kers ; very fine, long, soft hair ; ash, tinged with
tawnv. on the back, with a duskv strire riinnino*

along its middle ; s^nd along ea^^h side a pale

v:>»
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tawny line. Its belly is of a pale asli-colour; its

limbs are very short ; its fore feet very strung.

The two middle claws of the male are very strong,

thick, and compressed at the end. Its tail is

very short, tf-rminatcd by sonic stiff bristles. The
body is about five inches long. It inhabits La-

brador.

WOOLLV MOUSE.

The woolly mouse, is a South American species,

and is a native of Chili, where it resides in sub-

terraneous reticats, in a gregarious manner, and

feeds on various kinds of roots. It breeds twice

a year, bringing five or six at a time. It is said to

be of a very mild and gentle disposition, very

easily tamed, and often rendered domestic. The
ancient Peruvians are said to have manufactured

various valuable articles from its fur, which is of a

woolly nature, long, and of exquisite fineness. This

species is of a cinereous colour, and measures

about six inches ; the ears are very small ; the

Bose short, and the tail of middling length.

Baikal mouse.

This species is a native of Siberia, and forms

its nest beneath turfy ground, with several minute
entrances. It is supposed to feed chiefly on the roots

of the lilium pomponium, and alliuiii ienuissimum,
which it collects for its winter provision. The male
and female, .together with the young of one year's

age, reside in the same retreat. This species is not

oDserved to migrate. It varies in size ; and the
males are in general much smaller than the females.

The usual lengti> seems to be about four inches.
A iU.
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the mates do not exceed three inches, from nose to

tail.

Hake-tailid rat.

This species has a lon^ head, and a blunt nose ;

lips rough and swelling out ; and ears short, round,

and flat. Its tail is the shortest of any of the genuM,

scarce appearing out of the hair ; its fur is very

soft and full, ash mixed with dusky, with a dark
line along its back ; its body is between three and
four inches long. It inhabits the country about
the Yaik, the Irtish, and the Jenespy. They
love a Crm, dry soil ; burrow, and make two
entrances, the one oblique, the other perpendi-

calar.

The males fight for the females, and devour
each other. They are very salacious. When in

heat, they emit a musky smell. They bring

six at a time. Like the marmots, they are slow
in their motions, and sleep rolled up like them.

They arc very fond of the dwarf iris ; but feed

en all sorts of seeds. They also migrate in great

troops ; and the Tartars call them the rambling
mouse.

Social mouse.

Tub social mouse has a thick head ; a blunt

nose ; naked oval ears ; short strong limbs ; and
a slender tail. The upper part of the body is of

a light grey, palest on the sides ; the shoulders

and belly arc white; the body is above three

inches ; the tail one and a half. It inhabits the

Caspian desert, and the country of Hyrcania.

They live in low, sandy, grassy places, in great

locietics. Their burro vs are about a span deer.
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with eight or more passages. They are always

found either iu pairs, or with a family. They rare-

ly appear in autumn : but swarm in the spring.

r| They are said to migrate, or chaiijc^e their place ii»

' autumn, or to conceal themselves among the

bushes ; and in winter to shelter themselves in hay
ricks. They breed later than the other kinds ;

feed much on tulip roots ; and are the prey of wea>
Bcls, crows, and vipers.

Meadow mouse.

$ •".,)•

The meadow mouse or rat, the mus terrestris of

Linnaeus, has a large head ,* a blunt nose ; short

ears hid in its fur ; prominent eyes ; and a short

tail. The head and body are ferruginous, mixed
with black ; its belly a deep ash colour ; its feet

dusky ; its body is six inches long ; its tail one

and a half, covered with hair, and tufted.

It inhabits Europe. It is also found in great

abundance in Newfoundland, where it does much
mischief in the gardens. In England it makes its

neit in moist meadows ; brings eight young at a
time, and has a very great affection for them. It

resides under ground, and lives on nuts, acorns,

and corn.

Hamster.

\.i

The hamster is about the size of the brown or
Norway rat ; but much thicker, and its tail only

about three inches long. Its colour is reddish

brown above, and black beneath ; but on each
side of the body, there are three large oval white
spots. The ears are rather large. On each side

< f the mouth are two receptacles for food ; which,
vyhen empty, are so far contracted, as not to ap-
pear externally ; but when filled, they resemble a
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pair of tumid bladders, with a smooth Tciny iiir*

face, which is concealed by the fur of the checks.

These, the only species of the pouched rats

found iu Europe, are inhabitaiits of Austria, Si-

lesia, and many parts of Germany. They live

under ground, burrowing down obliquely. At the

end of their passage, the male sinks one perpendi-

cular hole ; and the female several, sometimes

seven or eight. At the extremity of tbeyie are

formed varioMs vaults ; either as lodges for them-
selves and young, or as store-houses for their food.

Each young one has its separate apartment ; and
each sort of grain its appropriate vault ; the for-

mer are lined with straw or grass. The vaults arc

of different depths, according to tbcageof ihe
animals, A young hamster makes thcni scarcely

afoot deep ; an old one sinks i\iem to the depth
of four or five feet. The whole diameter of the
habitation, with all its communications, is some-
times eight or ten feci.

The male and female have always separate bur^
rows ; for, except in their short season ofcourtship,

they have no intercouse. The whole race are so

malevolent, as constantly to reject all association.

They will fight, kill, and devour each other. The
female shews little affection even for her young ;.

for if any person digs into the hole, she attempts to

save herself by burrowinj^ deeper into the earth,

leaving them a prey to the intruder. They would
willingly follow her, bii-t she is deaf to their cries,

and even shuts up against th' ni the liole which she

has made.

The hamsters feed on grain^ hefti.« and roots ;

and, at times, even cat flesh. Their pa#<' is ex-

tremely slow ; but in burrowing in the ground
they exhibit great agility, Not beinjjf formed for

long journeys, their magazines are hrst stocked

•yith such provisions as are nearest to their abode;
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which accouDiS for some of their chambers being

filled with only one species of' grain. After the

harvest is reaped, they, from compulsion, go to

greater distances in search of provisions, and car-

ry to their storehouses whatever eatables they can

lay hold of.

To facilitate the transportation of food to their

hoards, nature has provided them with pouches in

their cheeks. These, in the inside, are furnished

with many glands, which secrete a certain fluids

that preserves the flexibility of the parts. They are

each capable of containing about two ounces of
grain ; which the animal empties into its granary,

hy pressing its two fore feet against its cheeks.

When its cheeks are full, it may easily be caught
with the hand, without the risk of being bitten ; as

it has not, in this condition, the free motion of its

jaws. If, however, a short time is allowed, it

soon empties its pouch, and stands on the defen-

sive.

On dissecting one of these animals. Dr. Russcl
found the pouch, on each side of its mouth, fjtufted

with young French beans, arranged length^^ays, so

exactly and close to cath other, that it appeared
strange by what media nisni this had been effected ;

for the membrane which forms the pouch, thou-jh
muscular, is extremely ihin, and the most expert
fingers could not have packed the beans in more
regular order. When they were laid loosely on the
table, they formed a heap three times the bulk of
the animal's body.

What these creatures lay up, is not for their win-
ter's support, since, during that season, Ihcy always
sleep ; but for their nourishment previously to the
conmiencement, and after the conclusion, of their
state of torpidity. The quantity ia their burrows
depends upon the size andsex of the inhabitants ;

the old on^ frequently amassring upwards of »
YOL. II. K.
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Iiundreel-wcight of grain^ but the youflg and the

females providing a quantity much smaller.

A-t the commencement of the cold season^ the
hamsters retire into their hiding places, the en-

trances to which they close up. Here they repose

for some months ; and in this state they are often

dug up by the peasantry, who at this season of the

year employ much of their time in hunting for

their retreats. These are easily known by the

small mounts of earth raised at the end of the

galleries. Here the men dig till the hoard is dis-

covered ; which often consists of a buslu'l, or a
bushel and a half of corn ; and they are farther re-

warded by the skins of the animals^ which are es-

teemed valuable furs.

In some seasons^ the hamsters arc so numerous,
that they occasion a dearth of corn. In one year
about eleven thousand skins, in a second fifty-four

thousand, and in a third year eighty thousand,

were brought to the town-house of Gotha, as

vouchers of claims to the rewards allowed for the

destruction of thcnimals.
The hamster sleeps during the winter ; and

though neither respiration nor any kind cT feeling

can be perceived in this state, yet the heart has

been discovered (by opening the chest) to beat fif-

teen times in a minute. The blood continues fluid,

but the intestines are not irritable ; and, in the

epen air, he does not become torpid. When found

in a state of torpidity, his hjcad is bent under his

belly, between the two fove legs ; and the hind legs

rest upon his muzzle. The eyes are closed; and

when the eye-lids are forced open, they instantly

shut again. The members are all stiff, and the

body feels as cold as ice : and if he is even dissected

in this state, his lcthare:v is too strong to admit of

his waking entirely.

The slupor of the hamster has bftn ascribed
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«olcly to a certain degree of cold ; but experience

has proved, that to render him torpid, he must

also be excluded from all communication with the

external air ; for when one of them is shut up in

a cage filled with earth and straw, and exposed

in winter to a degree of cold even sufficient to

freeze water, he never becomes so. But when the

cage is sunk four or five feet under-ground, and
well secured against the access of air, at the end
of eight or ten days he is as torpid as if he had
been in his own burrow. If the cage is brought
up to the surface, he will awake in a few hours ;

and resumes his torpid state when put below the

earth again.

When the animal is passing from a state of tor-

pidity, his aetions are very singiilar. He first

loses the rigidity of his members ; and then makes
proronnd respirations, but at long intervals. His
legs begin to move ; he opens his mouth, and
utters disagreeable and rattling sounds. After-

continuing these operations for some time, he opens
his eyes, and endeavours to raise himself on his

legs. But all these movements are still reeling

and unsteady, like those of a man intoxicated witU
liquor ; he, however, reiterates his efforts, till

he is at length able to stand on his legs. In this

attitude he remains fixed ; as if he meant to re-

connoitre, and repose himself after his fatigue.

But he gradually begins to walk, to eat, and to
act in his usual manner. This passage from a
torpid to an active state, requires more or less

time, according to the temperature of the air.

When exposed to a cold air, he sometimes re-

quires above two hours to awake ; but in a more
temperate air, he accomplishes his purpose in Ie$9

tlian one.

These animals are very fierce ; they will jump
at '4 horse if he happens to tread near them ;' and
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'will bang by bis nose in such a manner^ that It is

difficult to disengage them. They make a noise

like the barking of a dog. In some seasons they

fire so numerous as to occasion a dearth of

corn, and on that account are proscribed. But
polecats are their greatest enemies, for they purr

$ue them into their holes, and destroy numbers.-

\t is remarkable^ that the hair sticks so close to the

^kin, as not to be pluckc4Qff but ^vitb the utmost
difficulty. '

Thp Yaik has a thick snout, a blunt nose, and
yery ^eshy lips ; its upper lip is divided ; its

upper fore teeth are small, yellow, convex, and
truncated • th« lower slender and pointed ; its eyes

^re hirge ; its naked ears stand up high above its

fur ; its tail is short and cylindrical ; its face is

white ,- its body, four inches long, is of a cine-

reous yellow, mixed with brovn above, below of

R hairy whiteness. It inhabits the deserts of Siberia^

about the Yaik, quits its burrow, and runs about

iiurin^ the night.

AsTRICAN MOUSE,

The Astrican mouse has its forehead much clcr

yated ; the edges of its eye-lids are black ; its cars

are naked and oval, standing far out ofthe fur ; i^

is of a. hoary ash-colouf, with dusky hairs above ;

iits sides whitish ; the under side of the body,

and the extremities of its limbs, are of a snowy
whiteness ; it is about three inches" and a half long^

and inhabits the deserts of Asfracan, and tJie

Ilyrcanian mountain? About the Persian villages
14 tri*^r - \4' /»/\rir\rfcii't'C <or»rj%aT

jKt« ^vrft4«tA«*«ia ^t*>. t*11T4m*/lc? rkwmr\w\tv*
»« t izn u.iL\^a u.Mii>ii{

kU,

ficc. It docs not grow torpid during the winter.
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Canada hat.

This, which is a species but lately discovered,

eeeins to be the most remarkable of all the

pouched rats, for the proportionable size of the

receptacles. It is a native of Canada, and the in-

dividual here figured, was taken by some Indians,

in the year 1798, and afterwards presented the lady

of Governor Prescot. It is about the size of a
brown Norway lat, and is of a pale greyish brown
colour, rather lighter beneath ; the length to the

tail is about nine inches ; and that of the tail,

which is but slightly covered with hair, about two
inches ; the legs are short ; the fore feet strong,

and well adapted for burrowing in the ground,
having five claws, of which the three middle ones

are very large and long ; the interior much smaller,

and the exterior very small, with a large tubercle, or
elbow beneath it. The claws on the hind feet are

comparatively very small, but the two middle arc
larger than the rest, rsA the interior one is scarce

visible ; the teeth are extremely strong, particularly

the lower pair, which are much longer than the
upper ; the ears are very small. The manners of
this species are at present unknown ; but it may
be concluded, it lays in a stock of provision, either

for autumnal, or winter food. The pouches of the
individual specimen, alove described, when first

brought to Governor Prescot, were filled with a
Kind of earthy substance ; it is therefore not im-
probable that the Indian? who caught the animal,
might have stuffed them thus, in order (o preserve
fhem in their utmost extent.
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Sand rat.

The sand rat has a sharp nose« very lar«^p

pouches, great oval brovva ears, white nails, and
a short hoary body ; its sides, belly, limbs, and
tail, are of a pure white ; it is four inches lonj^ ;

its tail above one ; it inhabits, and burrows in

the sandy plains near the river Irtish, in Siberia.

It is a nocturnal animal.

Songa«.

The songar is of a grey colour ; has a thick

head, and a blunt nose ; its ears are oval, very

Ihin, and lightly covered with a hoary down ; its

tail is short, blunt, thick, and hairy. A black

line runs along its back ; its sides are spotted with

white ; its belly and legs are white. They arc

found in the same country with the sand rat

Dr. Pallas kept some of them a great while.

They grew familiar, would feed from his hand,

lap milk, and, when placed on a table, shewed

no desire of running away. They were slower

in all their motions than the other species ; washed

their faces with their paws, and sat up to eat ;

wandered about during the day, and slept all night

rolled up. They seldom made any cry ; and,

when they did, it was like that of a bat. It is a

fiativeof Siberia.

Baraba rat.

The Baraba rat, about three- inches and a

quarter long, has a sharp nose, large, broad,

naked ears, of a dusky colour, edged with white.

It is of a cinereous yellow above, below of a

dirty white. A black line extends from thp neck
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toncax the tail ; the tail, near one inch long, if white«

marked with a dusky line.

Tlicy inhabit the sandy plaii. of Baraba, towards

the Oby ; and about the lake Dalai> in the Chineie

empire.

Bli> n RAT.

":ja This rat lias a ad, broad^^r than the

of a

neck

body, and not the least a^ are for eyes ; yet be-

neath the skin are found w hat may be called (he

rudiments of those organs, though not larger thaa

the seed of a poppy. It has no external ears ; the

end of its nose is covered with a thick skin ;" its

nostrils are remote and placed below ; its mouth
gapes, and the teeth are exposed ; those above arc

short ; the lower ones are very long, and their

ends are quite uneven ; its body is cylindrical ;

its limbs short ; it has five toes on each foot, with

short claws ; its hair is short, thick, and soft ;

dusky at the bottom, grey above, white about th«

mouth and nose. It is between seven and eight

inches long. A male one will weigh above eight

ounces.

It inhabits the southern parts of Russia, from
Poland to the Wolga. It delights in moist and
turfy soils. The earth it throws up in hillocks

of two yards in circumference. It works with
great agility. On ?ny apprehension of an enemy,

it forms instantly a perpendicular burrow. Its bite

is very severe. When irritated, it snorts and
gnashes its teeth, but emits no cry. It often quits

its hole, especially in the Diorning, and during
the amorous season^ along with the female, to

bask in the sun. In Ukraine, the vulgar believe

that the touch of a hand which has suffocated this

animal^ has the sa<nc virtue in curing the king's
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n DAUItlANj AND AFRICAN RAT.

evil« US was once believed to be inherent in tli^

DOW abdicated royal family of Great Britain.

Daurian rat.

This creature has a thick. 6at headj a short

mout^ and a blunt nose. Its upper fore teeth arc

naked ; a moveable' lip cover? the lowr ; it has

DO external ears ; its eyes are very small^ yet visi-

ble ; its body is short and depressed ; its limbs

are very strong, especially the fore legs ; its tail

IS short ; its hair soft and loc^e, of a greyish colour.

They measure from six to nine inches ; inhabit the

arctic mountains, and beyond lake Baikal ; bur-
row a little below the surface ; have a voice weak
and plaintive.—-The Russians call it the earth

bear.

African rat.

I^HE African rat has a large head^ a black nose,

flat and corrugated ; its eyes arc minute, and
much hid in the fur; it has no ears ; its tail,

about two inches long, is compressed, and covered

above and below with short hair, and edged with
bristles disposed horizontally. It is of a cinereous

brown, palest on the lower parts^ and about thir-

teen inches long.

It inhabits the sandy country near the Cape of

Good Hope ; it burrows, and makes the ground
so hollow as to be very inconvenient fortraveners ;

for it breaks every six or seven minutes under the

horses feci, and lets tiiem in up to the shouhlers.

It grows to the size of a rabbity and is^ by some^

(esteemed a good dish.
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Cape rat.

73

The Cape rat is about seven inches long, and
is very destructive to the gardens about th« Cape.

Its tail is very shorty beset with bristles. Thoiigh
the rest of its nose is white^ yet the end of it if

naked and black. Its head, cheeks, back^ and
sides, are of a rusty brown ; but it has a Yfhite

space round its eyes and eafs.^

ii '•

TalPINE RAt.

TnE Talpine rat, about four inches long, has

a large short head^ and a- thick truncated snout.

Its upper teeth are long and flat, extending out

of its mouth ; its eyes are small, hid in its fiir ;

its ears are bounded by a small rim ; its tail

scarce appears without the fur ; its upper parts

are dusky ; its chin, belly^ and limbs are whitish.

It inhabits the open grounds of the temperate

parts of Russia and Siberia ; it loves a black

turfy soil, and is frequent in meadows near viU
lages. Its manners resemble these of the mole<

They do not become torpid in the winter ; but
make their nest deep in the ground, and keep them-
selves warm by lining it with soft grass. They
are very easily taken, but soon grow sick in confine-'

mcnt> unless a quantity of earth is put into the

place where they are kept. They are in heat at

the end of March or beginning of April ; the

females have then a strong musky smell ; they

bring three or four at a time. They vary in co«

lour ; some are found quite black.

VOL. II.
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MARMOT TRIBE.

The marmots have two wedge-shaped front

teeth in eachjaw ; and five grinders on each side

in the upper, and four in the lower. They have
also collar bones in the skeleton.

This tribe, of which only eight species are yet

known, does not differ in many particulars from
that of the rats. The animals have thick cylindri-

cal bodies, and large roundish heads. The fore

feet have four claws, and a very small thumb ; and
the hind feet five claws. They reside in subterra-

neous holesj and pass the winter in sleep.

Alpine marmot.

The Alpine marmot frequents the highest sum-
mits of the Alps and Pyrenean mountains, and is

alsoTound in some parts'of Asia. It is about six-

teen inches in length, has a short tail, and be? *

some resemblance both to the rat and the bi^^

The colour is brownish above, and bright tawny
on the under parts. The head is rather large, ana

flailish ; the ears short, and hid in the fur ; and

the tail thick and bushy.
The Alpine marmot, when taken young, is tamed

more easily than any other wild animal, and almost

as perfectly as any of those that are domestic. It

is readily taught to dance, to wield a cudgel, and

to obey the voice of its master. Like the cat, it

has an antipathy to the dog ; and when it becomes
familiar to the family, and is sure of being sup-

ported by its master, it attacks and bites even the

largest mastiff. From its squat, nuiscuiar make,
it has great strength, joined to great agility. It
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ALPINE MARMOT. ^O

has fonr large cutting teetli, like those of the

hare kind^ but it uses them to much more advan-

tage^ since in this animal^ they are very formidadle

Vk^capons of defence. However^ it is in general a

very inoffensive animal ; and^ except its enmity

to dogSj seems to live in friendship with every

creature^ unless when provoked. If not prevented,

it is very apt to gnaw the furniture of a house^ and
even to make holes through wooden partitions;

from whence^ perhaps, it has been compared to

the rat. As its legs are very shorty and made
somewhat like those of a bear, it is often seca

sitting up, and even walking on its hind legs ie

like manner ; but with the fore paws, as was
said, it uses to feed itself in the manner of a
squirrel. Like iihie hare kinS, it runs much
swifter up hill than down ; it climbs trees with
great ease, and runs up the clifts of rocks, or the

contiguous walls of houses, with great facility.

It is ludicrously said, that the Savoyarbs, who are

the only chimney-sweepers of Paris, have learned

this art from the marmot, which is bred in the
same country.

These animals eat indiscriminately of whatever
is presented to them ; flesh, bread, fruits, herbs,

roots, pulse, and insects. But they are particularly

fond of milk and butter. Although less inclined

to petty thefts than the cat, yet they always try

to steal into the dairy, where they lap up the
milk like a cat, purring all the while like that

animal, as an expression of their being pleased.

As to the rest, milk is the only liquor they like.

They seldom drink water, and refuse wine. Wheo
pleased, or caressed, they often yelp like puppies ;

l>ut when irritated, or frighted, they have a piercing

note that hurts the ear. They are very cleanly

animals, and, like the cat, retire upon necessary

occasions; but their bodies have a disagrceabU
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scent, particularly in the h<uit of summer. Tlii§

tinctures their ilesli, which, being very fat and firm,

would be very good, were njt this flavour always

found to predominate.

We have hitherto been describing affections in

tliis animal which it has in common with many
others ; but we now come to one which distinguishes

it from most other quadrupeds ; this is, its slopping

during the winter. The marmot, though a native of

the highest mountains, and where the snow is never

wholly melted, nevertheless seems to feel the in-

fluence of the cold more than any other, and in a

manner has all its faculties chilled up in winter.

This extraordinary suspension of life and motion

for more than half a year, deserves our wonder,

and excites our attention, to consider the manner
of such a temporary death, and the subsequent re-

vival. But first to describe, before we attempt to

discuss.

The marmot, usually at the end of September
or the beginning of October, prepares to fit up
its habitation for the winter, from which it is never

seen to issue till about the beginning or middle

of April. This animal's little retreat is made with

great precaution, and fitted up with art. It is a

hole on the side of a mountain, extremely deep,

with a spacious apartment at the bottom, whicii

is rather longer than it is broad. In this several

marmots can reside at the same time, without
crowding each other, or injuring the air they breathe.

The feet and claws of this anim^^l seem made
for digging ; ^nd, in fact, they burrow into the

ground with amazing facility, scraping up the

earth like a rabbit, and throwing back what they

have thus loosened behind them. But the form of

their hole is still more wonderful ; it resembles

the letter Y ; the two branches being two openings,

V|hich conduct into one channel, and terpiinate
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in tbcir general apartment, that lies at the bottom.

As the whole is made on the declivity of a moun-
tain^ there is no part of it on a levels but the

apartment at the end. One of the branches^ or

openings issues outj sloping downwards ; and this

serves as a kind of sink^ or drain to the whole
family, where they make their excrements, and'

where the moisture of the place is drawn away.

The other branch, on the contrary, slopes upwards,

and this serves as their door upon which to go
out and in. The apartment at the end is very

warmly stuccoed round with moss and hay, ot

both which they make an ample provision during
the summer. As this is a work of great labour,

so it is undertaken in common ; some cut the

finest grass, others gather it, and others take their

turns to drag it into the hole. Upon this occasion,

as we are told, one of them lies on its back, per-

mits the hay to be heaped up on its belly, keeps its

paws upright to n^ake greater room ; and in this

manner, laying still upon its back, it is dragged
by the tail, hay and all, to their common retreat.

This also some give as a reason for this hair being

generally worn away on their backs, as is usually

the case ; however, a better reason for this may
be assigned, for their continually rooting up holes,

and passing through narrow openings. But, be

this at it will, certain it is that they all live toge-

ther an.d work in common to make their habita

Hon as snug and convenient 'di possible. In it

they pass three parts of their lives ; into it they

retire when the storm is high ; in it they continue

while it rains ; there they remain when apprehen-

sive of danger, and never stir out except in fine

u father, never going far from home even then.

Whenever they venture abroad, one is placed as

a sentinel, sitting upon a lofty rock, while the rest

Himise thems::lves in playing about the greea fields.
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or are employed in cutting grass^ and making bay

for their winter's convenience. Their trusty sen-

tinelj when an enemy, a man^ a dog;, or a bird of

prey approaches^ ap|)rize8 its companions with a

whistle, upon which they all make home, the sen-

tinel himself bringing up the rear.

But it must not be supposed that this hay is

designed for provision ; on the contrary, it is al-

ways found in as great plenty in their holes at the

end as in the beginning of winter ; it is only sought

for the convenience of their lodging, and the ad-

vantages of their young. As to provision, they

seem kindly apprized by nature, that during the

winter they shall not w^nt any, so that they make
no preparations for food, though so diligently em-
ployed in fitting up their abode. As soon as they

])crccivethc first approaches of the winter, during

which their vital motions are to continue in some
measure suspended, they labour veryl diligently to

close up the two entrances of their habitation,

which they effect with such solidity, that it is easier

to dig up the earth any where else, than where
they have closed it. At that time they are very

fat, and some of them are found to weigh above
twenty pounds ; they continue so for even three

months more ; but by degrees their flesh begins

to waste, and they are usually very lean by the

end of winter. When their retreat is opened, the

whole family is then discovered, each rolled into

a ball, and covered up under the hay. In this

state they seem entirely lifeless ; they may be taken

away, and even killed without their testifying any
great pain; and those who find them in this

manner, carry t!iem home, in order to breed up the

young and eat the old ones. A gradual and gentle

vv.iraith revives them; but they would die if too

suddciily hroup;ht near the fire, or if their juices

were top qiiijll^ liquefied.
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'Strictly speaking*," savs IVF. R u (Ton, " these

animals cannot be said to sleep during the winter ;

it may be called rather a torpor, a shigiiation of

all the faculties. This torpor is produced by the

congelation of their blood, which is naturally

much colder than that of all other quadrupeds.
The usual heat of man and other animals is about
thirty degrees above congelation ; the heat of these

is not above ten degrees. Their internal heat is

seldom greater than that of the temperature of
the air. This has been often tried by plunging the

ball of the thermometer into the body of a living

dormouse, aiid it never rosc^ beyond its usual
pitch in air, and sometimes it sunk above a degree.

It is not surprising, therefore, that these animals^

whose blood is so cold naturally, should become
torpid, when the external cold is too powerful for

the small quantity of heat in their bodies, yet re-

maining ; and this always happens when the ther*

mometer is not more thjin ten degrees above con-
gelation." This coldness M. Buffon has experi-

enced in the blood of the bat, the dormouse, and
the hedgehog, and with great 'justice he extends

the analogy to the marmot, which, like the rest^

is seen to sleep all the winter. This torpid state

continues as long as the cause which produces it

continues ; and it is very probable ihcit it might
be lengthened out beyond its usual teirn, by artifi-

cially prolonging the cold ; if, for instance, the

animal were rolled up in wool', and placed in a

cold cellar, nearly approaching to, but not quite

so cold as an- ice-house, for that would kill them
outright, it would remain perhaps a whole year in

its state of insensibility. However this be, if the

heat of the air be above ten degrees, thcbc animals

are seen to revive : and, if it be continued in that

degree of temperature, they do not become torpid^
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but eat and stlct p at proper iutcrvalsj like all other

quadrupeds whatever.

Qdebec marmot.

The Quebec marmot is rather larger than a rab-

bit ; it has a black blunt nosf^ ; short rounded cars
;

cheeks puffed^ of a grey colour, and a dusky face.

The hair on its back is grey at bottom, black in

the middle, wi^h whitish tops. Its belly and legs

are of an orange^colour ; its toes are black, nakedj

and quite divided. It has four toes and the rudi«

ments of another, on the fore feet ; five behind.

Its tail is short, and of a dusky colour. It inha-

bits Hudson's bay and Canada^ and may be tamed.

Maryland marmot.

The Maryland marmot it about the size of a
rabbit. Its ears are short and rounded ; its eyes

black and prominent. Its nose is sharper than
that of the last. Its nose and cheeks are of a

bluish a»h colour ; its back of a ferruginous

brown ; its sides and belly paler. Its tail is half

the length of its body, covered with pretty long

'dusky hair ; its toes are divided, and armed with
sharp claws. It has four before, and five behind.

Its feet and legs are black.

It inhabits Virginia and Pennsylvania. During
ivinter it sleeps under the hollow roots of trees.

It lives on wild fruits, and other vegetables. Its

flesh is reckoned very good eating. It tastes like

that of a pig. When surprised, it retreats into

boles. It is found in the Bahama isles also; but
it is probable it does not sleep during the winter
ii4 that climate.
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I

Hoary itAhMOT.

TiiEhoary marmot, about the naxnt size as the

foriiicr, derives its name from its appearance. It

iiiiiabits t^ie nortliern parts of North America.

The tip of its nose is black ; its ears are short

and oval ; its cheeks are whitish. Its colour is

dusky and tawny ; its hair is coarse and loug« ash

coloured at the root, black in the middle, and
whitish at the tip ; wheace it has that hoary look,

lis legs are black ; its claws dusky ; four before^

five behind ; its tail is blacky mixed vith riiat

colour.

MAIILINE ilARMOt.

This animal was discovered by Molina^ in the

province of Maule, in Chili^ where it inhabitt

woods. It is said to be about twice the size of the

Alpine marmot, nearly of the same colour, but hai
pointed ears, lengthened nose, fotir rows of whisk-*

ers, and a longer tail than the common marmot.
On each foot are also said to be five toes. It is re-

presented as a strong animal, and not easily con-
quered i)y dogs which happen to attack it.

Ear-less MARMot.

This species is marked by a white line ote^

each eye, yellow teeth, long black Ivhiskers, and
an ash coloured face. The hind part of its hcadj,

and its whole back, are of a pale yellowish brown^
often distinctly spotted with white, sometimes un^
dulatcd with grey ; the underside of the body and
legs are of ayGllowish white ; its tail is cover^l'

with long hair, brown above, bordered with blacky

each hair tipped with wlHte ; its underside is of
VOL. II. M
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a bright rust. The three middle iocs of the fore

feet are longj armed with long sharp claws; the

exterior and interior toes are short ; the last lies

remote from the others^ with a short blunt claw.

It is the most elegant of the marmots^ and has

scarcely any external ears<

The length of the animal is about one foot ; of

its tai!^ to the end of the hairs, four inches and a

half. It inhabits Bohemia^ Hungary, and from
the banks of the Wolga to India, and Persia, Si-

b^ria^ Great Tartary, Kamtschatka, and even the

continent of America itself. It burrows, and
forms its magazine of corn^ nuts, &c. for its winter

food. Like the squirrel, it sits up while it eats.

Some inhabit the fields of Siberia, others penetrate

into the granaries. The first form holes under
the ground with a double entrance, where they

sleep during winter ; those which inhabit grana-^

ries keep in motion even during the cold season.

About the Lena, they cbuple at the beginning of

May ; but about Astracan much carVier. They
bring from five to eight young ones, which they

bring up in their burrows ; only one inhabits each

burrow ; the males are always, except in the

coupling season, separate from the females.

They whistle like the former species, are veiy

irascible, and bite hard. Tliey often quarrel with

and tear each other ; yet they sit in multitudes

near their holes. They are very fond of salt, and

are taken in great numbers on board the barges

laden with that commodity on the rivers. They
are both herbivorous and carnivorous. They feed

on plants, and destroy the young of birds and mice.

The ladies of Bohemia were wont to make cloaks

of their skins ; they are now used only for linings,

and appear Very beautiful for that purpose. They
il«eep a large portion of their time at all feasoos.

4

I
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GUNDI MARMOT.

This animal is of the size of a small rabbity

and of a red colour ; inhabits Barbary towards

mount Atlas. It has truncated ears^ with large

apertures^ and a short tail. lU upper fore teeth

are truncated ; the lower slender^ and pointed. It

has four toes on each foot^ furnished with dawib
and walks on the hind feet as far as the heel.

BOBAC.

The bobac is about the size of the Alpi'^e Bsar*

mot. Its colour is grey above^ and beneath fulvOut

or ferruginous. The tail is shorty somewhat slen*

dcr, and very hairy.—It is a native of Poland^
Russia^ and other mountainous parts of Europe.
These animals burrow obliquely in the ground

to the depth of two^ three^ or four yards ; and
form numbers of galleries^ with one common en-

trance from the surface ; each gallery ending in

the nest of its inhabitants. Sometimes^ however,
the burrows consist of but one passage. Though
these are found in the greatest numbers where the
earth is lightest, yet they are very common even in

the strata of the mountains. In very hard and
rocky places, from twenty to forty of these animala

join together to facilitate the work ; and they
live in society, each with its nest at the end of its

respective gallery. To their nests they collect,

especially towards autumn, the finest hay they can
procure ; and in such plenty, that sufficient is

often foundJn one of them for a night's food for a
horse.

During the middle, or sunny part of the day,
they sport about the entrance of their holes ; but
icidom go far from them. At the sight of man.
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thcj retire with a slow pace ; aod sit upright nctf

the entrance^ giving a frequent whistle^ and Ii8tcn<r

iDg to the approach. In places where they live io

large families^ they always place a centinel to give

lioticeof any danger^ during the time when tho
rest are employed in feeding.

They are mild, good-natured, and timid. They
fWid only on vegetables ; which they go in search

of in the morning, and about the middle of the

day. They sit on their hams when they cat, and
carry the food to their mouth with their fore paws ;

and in this posture it ts that they defend themselves

when attacked. When they are irritated, or when
any one attempts to lay hold of them, they bite desr

p«rately, and utter a very shrill cry.—In summer
they eat voraciously ; but remain torpid all winter,

except when kept in very warm places ; and even

then they eat but little, and will, if possible, escape

into somo comfortable place, in which to pass this

dreary season ; but they return to their master in

the spring. They very soon become tame, even

when taken of full age, and the young ones arc

familiar from the moment they are caught.

The flesh is eatable ; and, except that it is some-
what rank, resembles that of the hare. The fat is

Hied for dressing leather and furs; and the .skin«

are employed by the Russians for clothing. Tho
female brings forth early in the spring, and has

liiUAlly fix or eight young ones at ^ littcf

.
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SQUIRREL TRIBE.

The squirrels are for the most part light, nim-

ble^ and elegant animals ; climbing trees with tho

Utmost agility, and springing with astonishing

security from one branch to another. Some of

them are provided with hairy membranes, extend-

ing from the fore to the hind legs ; which, whc^
spread out, by rendering them more buoyant,

enable them to leap considerable distances frora

tree to tree. Some of the Species form their ncsts^

and live almost entirely in the trees ; and others

burrow under the ground. None of them aro

carnivorous. Many of the squirrels may, with
Care, be rendered docile ; but when they are

in the least irritated, they attempt to bite. In
confinement they are generally very frolicsome.

When they are on the ground, they advance by
leaps ; and in eating they sit erect, and hold the
food in their fore paws.
They have two front teeth in each jaw ; the

upper ones wedge-shaped, and the lower sharp

;

five grinders on each side of the upper jaw, and
four on each side of the under one. They have
aUo collar bones in the skeleton ; and in most
of the species, the tail spreads towards each side.

C\)MM0N SQUIRREL.

This elegant little animal is equally admired for
the neatness of its figure, and the activity and
liveliness of its disposition. Though naturally
wild and timid, it is soon reconciled to confine-
ment, and easily ta«ght to receive with freedoui
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the most familiar caresses from the hand that

feeds it.

In the spring these creatures seem peculiarljr

active
; pursuing each other among the trees, and

exerting various efforts of agility. During the

warm summer nights, they may also be observed in

a similar exercise. They seem to dread the heat of

the sun ; for during the day, they commonly re-

main in their nests, and make their principal cxcur-

uions by night.

It seldom makes any noise, except when jt expe-

riences either pain or pleasure ; in the former case

it makes a sharp piercing note ; and in the latter,

it makes a noise not unlike the purring of a cat.

The tail of the squirrel is its greatest ornament ;

and serves as a defence against the cold, being lari;c

enough fo cover the whole body ; it is likewise of

use to the animal in taking its leaps from one tree

to another.

In northern climates the squirrels change tbcir

red summer coat, on the approach of winter, to

grey ; and it is singular that this alteration will

take place in those climates, even within the warmth
of a stove. Dr. Pallas had one, entirely red,

brought to him on the 12th of September. It

was placed in a stove. About the 4th of October
many parts of its body began to grow hoary ; and
when it died, which was just a month afterwards,

the whole body had attained a grey colour ; the

legs, and a small part of the face, alone retaining a

feddish tinge.
*' The squirrel," says Buffon, " is neither carni-

vorous nor hurtful ; its usual food isii uits, nuts, and
acorns ; it is cleanly> nimble, active, and industrious

;

itseye« are sparkling, and its physiognomy marked
with meaning. It generally, like the hare and rab-

bit, sits up on its hinder legs ; and uses the fore pawji
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ts hands ; these have five claws, or toes, as they

are called, and one of them is separated from the

rest like a thumb. This animal seems to approach

the nature of Ifirds^ from its lightness^ and sur^

prising iigility on the tops of trees. It seldom
descends to the ground, except in case of storm>

hut jumps from one branch to another; feeds in

spring/ on buds and young shoots ; in summer^
on the ripening fruits ; and particularly the young
cones on the pine-tree. In autumn it has an exten-

sive variety to feast upon ; the acorn, the filbert^

the chesnut, and the wilding. This season of
plenty, however, is not spent in idle enjoyment

;

the provident little animal gathers at that time

its provisions for the winter; and cautiously fore-

sees tlic season when the forest shall be stripped of

its leaves and fruitage.**

Its nest is generally formed among the large

branches of a great tree, where they begin to fork

oflf in small ones. After choosing the place where
the timber begins to decay, and an hollow may
the more easily be formed, the squirrel begins by
making a kind of a level between the forks ; and
thou bringing moss, twigs, and dry leaves, it binds

them together with great art, so as to resist the

most violent storm. This is covered up on all

sides ; and has but a single opening at top, which
is just large enough to admit the little animal ;

and this opening is itself defended from the wea-
ther by a kind of canopy, made in the fashion of

a cone, so that it throws off the rain, though never
so heavy. The nest thus formed, with a very
little opening above, is, nevertheless, very com-
modious and roomy below ; soft, well knit toge-
ther, and every way convenient and warm. In
this retreat, the little .animal brings forth its

young, shelters itself from the scorching heat of
the «un^ which it secisis to fcar^ and from the
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stoiniR and inclemency of winter, >\liicli it is still

less capable of supporting. Its provision of nuti
and acorns is seldom in its nest, but in the hollowi
of the tree, laid up carefully together, and never
touched but ia cases of necessity. Thus one single

tree, serves for a retreat and a store-house ; and
without leaving it during the winter^ the squirrel

possesses all those enjoyments that its nature is

capable of receiving. But it sometimes happens
that its little mansion is attacked by a deadly and
powerful foe. The marten goes often in quest

of a retreat for its young, which it is incapable

of making for itself ; for this reason it fixes upon
the nest of a squirrel, and, with double injustice,

destroys the tenant^ and then takes possession of the

inansion.

Hovirever, this is a calamity that but seldom
happens ; and, of all other animals, the squirrel

leads the most frolicksome playful life, being

surrounded with abundance, and having few cne-*

mics to fear. They seldom bring forth above
four or five young at a time; and that but once

a year. The time of their gestation seems to be

about six weeks ; they are pregnant in the be-

ginning ef April; and bring forth about the middle

of May.
The squirrel is never found in the open fields,

nor yet in copses, or underwoods ; it always keeps

in the midst of the tallest trees, and, as much as

possible, shuns the habitations of men. It is

extremely watchful ; if the tree in which it re-

sides be but touched at the bottom, tlte squirrel

instantly takes the alarm, quits its nest, at once

(iies off to another tree, and thus travels, with

great ease, along the tops of the forest, until it finds

itself perfectly out of danger. In this manner it

continues for some hours at a distance from home,

until the alarm be passed away ; and then it return!
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iy paths, that to all other quadrupeds but itself

arc utterly impassable. Its usual wAy of moving
is by bounds ; these it takes from one tree to ano-

ther, at forty feet distance ; and if at any time if

is oblij^ed to descend, it runsi up the side of th«

next tree with amazing facility.

Great iQuiRRtt;

t

Of all the species yet discovered, this is the
largest, being equal in size to a cat. [t is a native

of India, and was first described by Moiis. Sonneratv

who informs us it is found in the Malabar country^'

and especially about the mountains of Cardamonej;
where it feeds on fruits, and is particularly fond
of the milk of the cocoa-nut, which it pierces whenf
ripe, in order to obtain the liquor.

The fur on the whole animal is long and full ;

the top of the head, ears, back, and sides, arc fer-

ruginous, and 1^ small band of a similar colour

commences beneath each ear, passing along the
neck towards the ^ides. Part of the neck, in,

front, the beginning of the body, and outsides of
the shoulders and thighs, are black ; the tail^itf

also black ; the head, under part of the neck^'

insides of the limbs and belly, arc yellow ish fer-

ruginous, somewhat paler on the breast ;' the iris

of the eyC is of a pale yellow ; the fore feet have
four toes with crooked claws, and a very small

thumb or fifth toe, with a small routided nail ;

the* hind feet have five toes, with strong crooked!

claws on atl ; the tail is longer than the body;

and appears equal to it in size when fully expand-
ed. This animal, according to SOnncfat, is ca*»

fiily tamed, and is called about the coasts of Mala«
bar the great wood rat.

Vol. Hi *
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t
-' Madagascar squirrel.

•
•

' •

TuUj which, from Mr. Cepcde's description,

etvcn in the seventh supplemental volume of Buf-
fon, should seem equal in size to the preceding, is

•aid to measure seventeen inches to the tail, which
is still longer, and of a dissimilar appearance to

that of other squirrels ; and rather resembling

that of a cat, but feathering towards each side,

and terminating in a very taper point. The whole
upper parts and tail are of a deep black, and the

nose, ear?, and whole under parts, yellowish white ;

the ears are plain or not tufted. It is a native of

Madagascar.

GiNGI SQUltlREL.

This species is described by Sonncrat, who in-

forms us that it is rather larger than the European
squirrel, and of a brownish grey colour, lighter

on the belly, legs, and feet ; on each side the

belly is a white band reaching from the shoulders

to the thighs ; the eyes are also encircled with

white, and the tail is black, with whitish hairs

intermixed. It is an inhabitant of Gingi, in the

East Indies.

CniLUN SQUIRREL.

This species is mentioned by Molina in big

Natural History of Chili. It is somewhat larger

than a black rat, and is of yellowish brown colour,

with a black stripe on each shoulder ; the nose

is oharp, the cars rounded, and the tail flocky

towards the tip, and of the same colour with the

body. It is a gfcgarioiss animal, and inhabits hoki
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in shrubby places^ feeding on roots and fruits, of
v^bich it collects a magazine fur food.

Georgian squirrel. , ^

This species is said by its describcr^ Mr. QuU
dcnstedt^ to be a native of Georgia^ in Asia^ and
to be larger than a common squirrel. Its colour
on the upper part of the head« body, and limbf,

is dusky ferruginous ; and of the under parts and
tail, bright ferruginous, the breast and belly being
paler than the other parts : the cars arc small, imd
slightly sharpened at the tips.

Persian squirrel.

In its general appearance and way of life, thtf

is said to resemble the common squirrel, but dif»

fcrs in colour, and in haying plain or untufted ears ;

the upper parts are dusky ; and the parts aboiil

the eyes, black ; the throat, breast, and belly,

yellow, and the sides white ; the tail blackish grey,

marked beneath, about the middle, with a white
band ; the feet reddish. It is an inhabitant of the

mountainous parts of Persia.

Grey squirrel. «

This species, both in its form and manners, very
much resembles the common squirrel. It is about
the size of a young rabbit ; and, except the inside

of the limbs, and the under parts of the body,
which are white, its colour is an elegant pale
grey.

The grey squirrels are said i.o be natives of Lap-
land, and some other northern climates. They
often change the places of their residence ? ana
fOQictimes not one of them can be found durins;
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g ""^olc winter, where there were m'llioni in tli/i

p». iliiij.' vcar. I., their journeys licirn one part

of (In* couu(rvto auotli. r when it hetomcs neces-

sary ti> i^aisH .1 lakeor ri\er. (which is frequently the

cas* in Lapi. ij(i,) they lay hold oi a piece of pine

or birch bark, which they draw to the edge of the

wat'T, niuuut upon it, and abandon themselves to

the waves. Thej erect their taiU, to catch the

Mrind ; but, if it blows too strong, or the wavcf
1*180 highj the pilot and the vessel are both over-

lurncd. '^'his kind of wreck, which often consistf

of three or four tbousand sail, generally enrichef

pome Laplanders, who And the dead bodies on the

ishore ; and, if these have not lain too long on tho

pand, they prepare the furs for sale. But when the

liyinds are favourable, the adventurers make a

happy voyage^ and arrive io safety at their d^stiiicd

port.

The grey squirrels arc also natives of North
America ; where they do mm ,h mischief in the

plantations, but particularly among the maize

;

rbr they climb up the stalks^ tear the cars in

pieces, and eat only the loose and sweet kernel,

which lies quite in the inside. They sometimes

come by hundreds upon a maize-jQeld^ and thus

destroy the whole crop of a farmer in one night.

In Maryland, therefore, some years ago, every

person was compelled to procure and exhibit an-

nually four fresh squirrels; the heads of wKuh.
io prevent decqilj were given tu the surveyor, h
other provinces, every ofm who killed a squirioi

received from the public treasury two-pence, on de-

livering up its head. Pennsylvania alone paid^

from Jaii> ry 1749, to January, l?o(), nolcssjii

sum tha5i 1^^'ht vhtusand pounds, currency, in re-

wards fc-r ih dcstructio'j of these animals ; con-

sequently in that year, us many as six hunched aii4

forty thousand muiit have hetii liillcd.
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Tliii specicn resides principally among tb<* ircos

;

10 tiie hollows of which it makes ih iicit^ with

ibiraWj lTl<ls^, and other materials ; anu feeds uii

acorns, fir-cones^ maizc^ &c. as well as on various

kinds of fruit. It is said to amass great quanti-

ties of provision for winter ; which it deposits in

holes that it pr^pa ns beneath the roots of trcetj,

and in other t:lf.co».

When V'rsc ««uitii.ils are sitting on a bough, and
pcrceiv(i a <nt< • approach^ they instantly move their

tails i::. kward and forward, and make a chattering

floUc .vith their teeth. This renders them peculi-

arly odious to sportsmen, who often loose their

game by the alarm they thus create.

The flesh of the grey squirrel is eaten by some
persons, and is esteemed very delicate. The skins

in America arc used for ladies' shoes ; and are

often imported into England for the Hning or facing

of cloaks. They arc very difficult to kill ; chang-
ing their place on the trees with such expedition,

as generally to elude the shot of the most expert

marksman. They arc said to be easily tamed ;

and in that state to associate readily with other do«
pcstic animals.

BLACK SQUIRREL.

The black squirrels are very nearly allied to

the preceding species ; differing principally in

]th( . coal-black colour, and somewhat shorter

tail. The muzzle and the tip of the tail are some-
times white.

They arc natives of America, and migrate from
the territory of the United States. They take to

the water when rivers lie in their route ; but, as if

conscious of their inability to cross the Niagara in

its wide parts, they have been observed to bend
their course aion*'* its bunks- above the falls, and
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at its narrowest and most tranquil parts to cross

into the British territory. In the year 1795, it was
calculated that in the course of two or three days,

fifty thousand of them passed that river ; and they
committed such depredations on arriving at the

settlements on the opposite side, that in one part of
the country the farmers deemed themselves \cry

fortunate where they got in only one third of their

erop of corn.
*' Some writers," says Mr. Weld, " have as-

serted that these animals cannot swim ; but that

when they come to a river, each one provides itself

with a piece of wood, or bark, upon which, when
afavourable wind ofl'ers, it embarks, spreads its

bushy tail to catch the wind, and is thus wafted
over to the opposite side. Whether they do or do
not cross in this manner sometimes, I cannot take

upou me to say ; but I can safely affirm that they

do not always cross so, as I have fiequcntly shot

them in the water while sw imming. No animals

fwim better ; and, when pursued, I have seen them
eagerly take to the water. In swimming, their

tail serves them by way of rudder, and they use

it with great dexterity ; owing to its being so light

and bushy, the greater part of it floats upon the

water, and thus helps aleo to support them. Their
migration in large numbers, is said to be an infal-*

JibTe sign of a severe winter."

STRIPED SQUIRREL.

The length of the striped squirrel is about six

inches ; its tail, which is rather more, is not curv-

ed and bushy, but long and very narrow. The
skin is of a reddish brown ; and is marked with

five black streaks, one of which runs along the

back, and two on each side. These animals cat

all kinds of corn ; and, like the common squirrel;
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collect provisions in autumn for the winter, and
store them in their holes. Thtry have two cheek
pouches ; which they fill with corn in the fields,

and in this manner convey it home.
They are natives of America, and dig holes in

the ground, which serve for their hahitations, and
to which they fly for shelter whenever danger
is near. Their holes are deep ; and commonly
divided into many branches, from one of which
they have an opening to the surface of the ground.
The advantage they derive from this is, ^that when
they ramble abroad for food, and arc prevented

from entering the hole at which they went out, thcj

may not expose themselves to their pursuers, but
immediately retreat into the other. But in au-
tumn, when the leaves arc falling from the trees,

it is very diverting to observe their consternation

when pursued ; for their holes being covered with
leaves, they have then some difficulty in landing

them ; they run backward and forward, as though
they had lost their way ; and seem to know where
their subterraneous haunts lie, but cannot discover

the entrances. If they are pursued, and any sud-

den or loud noise is made, they are constrained to

take refuge in the trees ; but this they never do
unless in cases of necessity.

Their subterraneous dwellings arc formed witli

much art ; being worked into long galleries, with
branches on each side, and each terminating in

an enlarged apartment, in which ^hey hoard their

stock of winter provision. Their acorns arc

lodged in one ; in a second the maize ; in a third

the hickcry nuts ; and in the fourth, perhaps

their most favourite food, the cliesnut. Nature
has given them a fine convenience for collecting

their provisions^ in their cheek pouches ; which
they fill with different articles of their food, that

Me id be conveyed to their maga .riiiiL's, 1.11 k;iu<:.i la
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they hoard up the kernels of the stone pine in siich

quant'.tics, that ten or fifteen pounds weight of

them have been taken out of a single magazine.

As a Swede was some time ago making a mill-

dike, pretty late in autumn^ he took for that pur-

pose the soil of a neighbouring hill, and met by
chance with a subterraneous walk belonging to

these squirrels. By tracing it to some distance, he

discovered a gallery on one side, like a branch

parting from the main stem. It was nearly two
feet long ; and at its extremity was a quantity of

remarkably plump acorns of the white oak, which
the careful little animal had stored up against i\\&

winter. He soon afterwards found another gallery,

on one side, like the former, but containing a store

of maize ; a third had hickery nuts ; and the last

and most secret one contained as many excellent

chesnuts as would have filled tjvo hats.

In winter, these squirrels are seldom seen ; a*

during that season they keep within their holes^

On a fine clear day, however, they sometimes como
out. They frequently dig through into ceMars

^v'here the country people lay up their apples ;

these they often eat or spoil in such a manner, that

few or none of any value are left. In the choice

of their food they are remarkably nice ; having
been observed, after filling their pouches with rye,

to fling it out on meeting with wheat, and to sub-
stitute for it the superior grain.

They are not to be tamed without great diffi-

culty ; and even then it is always dangerous to

handle them, as they will bite pretty keenly when
a person is not aware of them.

They are caught merely on account of their

skins ; which, though forming but a slight or ordi-

iiiry fur, have a very pleasing appearance, when
properly set off*. These are said to be chiefly sold

to the Chinese.
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CJEYtOir^ AND JAYAN SQtriRREI..

Ceylon, xHn abyssinian squirrel.

97

We have joined these two in the 'same section^

RB Mr. Pennant seems to suspect that the latter

may be oqly a variety of the former ; and indeed

it must be obvious, that when naturalists describe

species from single subjects, there is some daug^
of their multiplying the species from slight vana-
tioiiB observable in different individuals belonging
to thcsanie ipecies.

The Ceylon squirrel has its ears tufted with
black ; a flesh-coloured nose ; cheeks, legs, and
belly, of a pale yellow, with a yellow spot be-
tween its ears ; its fore head, sides, back, and
haunches, are black ; its cheeks are marked with
a forked stroke of black ; its tail is twice as

long as the body, of a light grey, and very bushy.

The part of it next the body is quite surroundc4
with hair ; on the rest of it the hairs are separated

and lie flat. It is thrice the size of the European
squirrel. .

*
,

The Abyssinian squirrel, described by Thevenot,
is of the same size with that found in Ceylon ;

but he says that its belly and fore feet were grey^

and that its soles were flesh'coloured ; that it wai
very sportive and good-natured, like the coniOioa

squirrel ; that it would eat any thing eicept fleiiii

and would crack the hardest almonds.

JaVan squirrel.

This species, discotered and briefly described

by Sparrman, is black on the upper part of the

body, and brown on the lower ; the end of its tail

is blacky and its thumb has a round nail.

VOL. II,
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Bombay squirrel.

Tub Bombay squirrel has tufted cars too^ but

its upper parts arc of a dull purple^ its loM^er

jelloWj and the end of its tail orange. From
noes to tailj it measures near sixteen inches ; its

tail seventeen.
-)

Ruddy squirrel.

The ruddy squirrel inhabits India ; it is larger

than the common squirrel ; its cars are slightly

tufted ; its colour above is yellow, mixed with

dusky ; below of a blood red, inclining to tawny.

Its tail is slender, of the same colour, marked
lengthways with a black stripe. It has four toes

on the fore feet, with a remarkable protuberance

instead of a thumb; and Eve toes on the hind

leet

Hudson's bay squirrel.

The Hudson's Bay squirrel is smaller than
the EUiropean, has plain cars, and is marked
along the back with a ferruginous line from head
to tali. Its sides are paler ; its belly is of a pale

ash-colour, mottled with black ; its tail is neither

so long nor sO' bushy as that of the common kind ;

but it is of a ferruginous colour, barred with
black.

The Carolina squirrel is a variety of the sawie

species. Its head, sides, and back are grey, white,

and rust-col-our, intermixed. Its belly is white;
and is divided from the sides by a ficrruginoHs line

The lower parts of the legs are red. The tail is

brown mixed with black, and edged with white.
Th^ae ar/> nlsa Inea ilinn itip li!iimnpan sniiirrola •
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tlicy Tary in colour ; but in most the grey predof
roinatcs. ^

Varied squirrel.

The varied squirrel has plain ears ; the upper
part of its body is varied with blacky white^ and
brown ; its belly is tawny. It is twice the size of

the common squirrel. It inhabits Mexico^ livei

under-ground^ lays in a stock of winter food ; it

lives on maise^ but is never to be tamed.

Fair squirrel.

The fair squirrel is of a very small size. Iti

body and tail are of a flaxen colour. It has plain

round ears^ and a rounded tail^ and inhabits the

wood near Amadabad^ the capital of Guzarat,
where they are to be seen m great abundance,
leaping from tree to tree. Linnaeus says it is an
inhabitant of South America.

|}rask.ian squirrel,

A SMALL creature, eight inches lojig, is covered

M'ith soft dusky hairs, tipt with yellow. Its tail,

which is ten inches long, is annulated with black

and yellow. Its throat is cinereous. The inside

of its legs and its belly are yellow. Its belly is

divided lengthways with a white line, which begins

on the breast, is interrupted for a small space in

the middle, and then continued to the tail. It in^

habits Brasil and Guiana.

Mexican squirrel.

TK«
The Mexican squirrel is of a mouse colour.

he male is marked oji the back with seven white
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Unes, >^bi( h extend along the tail ; the fema}<9

with oniy live.

Palm squirrel.

The palm squirrel has plain ears, an obtcure
jpale yellow stripe on the middle of the back,

another on each side^ and a third on each side o\

the belly. The two last in some are very faint

;

the rest of the heir on the back, sides, and head,

is black and red, very closely mixed ; on the thighs

and legs redder; the belly is of a pale yellow.

The hair on the tail is coarse, and does not lie

flat ; it is of a dirty yellow, barred with black.

Possibly they may vary with respect to the nimi»

|)er of stripes. They live much in cocoa trees,

and are very fond of palm wine. Some authors
•av, that this spr<ies does not erect its tail like

jthe other squirrels, but expands it sideways.

BarbARY S(jUIRREL.

The Barbary squirrel has full black eyes,

with white orbit*. Its head, body, feet, and tail,

are cinereous, inclining to red, lighter on the

legs. Its sides are marked lengthways, with two
ifvhite stripes. Its belly is white; it^ tail bushy,
marked regularly with shades of black. It is of

the size of the common squirrel. Both this and
the former species inhabit Barbary, and live in trees,

especially the palm.
We come now to a second division of this genus,

marked by a membrane extended from the tore t«

the hiud leg of each species.
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Sailing squirrel.

Names are necessary for distinction ; but may
fometimes inisiead. The sailing squirrel has uo-
ihing to do on the w iter. He uihabits Java, and
others of the Indian islands^ leaps from tree to

tree^ as if he flew^ and V'ill catch hold of the

boughs with his tail. They \Hiy in size ; some
are of the size of the common squirrel ; others ag

large as a hare. The usual length, from the nose

to the tail, is eighteen inches ; the tail fifteen.

The colour of the head, body, and tail, is a bright

bay ; in some parts inclining to orange ; the

breast and belly are of a yellowish white. Iti

head is small and rounded ; its upper lip cloven ;

its ears small and blunt. It has two small warts
at the outmost corner of each eye, with hairs

growing out of them. Its neck is short. It has
four toes on the fore feet ; and, instead of a
thumb, a slender bone, two inches and a half long«

lodged under the lateral membrane, and serving to

stretch it out ; from thence to the hind legs, ex-

tends the membrane, which is a continuation of the

skin of the sides and belly, and extends along the

fore legs, and stretches out near the joint in a
winged form. This species has five toes on the

hind feet ; and, on all the toes, sharp, compressed,

bcut claws. Its tail is covered wi h . long hairs,

disposed horizontally. It is not flat, like that ot

other squirrels, butcylindric, like that of a cat.

It is very nearly allied to the flying opossum.

Nicuhoflf describes this creature under the name
of the flying cat.
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Severn riveh flying s<^uirrel.

This species is found abuut the Severn rivnr io

the southern parts of Hudson's Bay. In the Phi-

losophical Transactions, it is called the greater

flying squirrel. Its back and sides are of a deep

ash colour at bottom, ferruginous on the surface.

The underside of the body is of a yellowish white.

Its hair is everywhere long and full. The instru-

ment of flying is disposed from leg to leg ; but

does not border the fore legs. It is about the

•ize of a common squirrel.

Hooded flying squirrel.

The hooded squirrel^ according to Seba, who
is the only author that has described it, inhabiti

Virginia. Its lateral membrane begins at the

chin and ears, and extends from the fore to the

hind leg. It is reddish above, cinereous tinged

with yellow beneath. Its ears are large and oval.

American flying squirrel.

This animal, which is a native of most parts of

North America, has large black eyes, circular

naked ears, and a hairy membrane extending nearly

round the body. The tail, which tapers to a
point, has its hairs disposed flat-ways on its sides.

The upper parts of the body are of a cinereous

brown ; the belly is white, tinged with yellow.

The membrane passes the fora and hind legs, to the

tail ; on the fore legs it adheres as far as the toes,

and includes a peculiar bone, which is attached

to the wrist, and helps to stretch out this skin ia

flying ; and on the hind leg it extends to the aa
cics.
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These squirrels irthabii hollow trees ; where they

ilecp during the da.y, and from whence they only

make their appearance in the iil^hi ; at which lat-

ter time they are very liveh and active. They as-

sociate in (locks ; several living in the same tree,

which they never willingly quit to run upon the

ground^ but almost constantly reside among the

branches. By means of their lateral membranes^
they are able to make astonishing leaps, with the

greatest case, from tree to tree. In these efforts

they extend their hind legs, and stretch out the in-

tervening skin, by which they present a greater

lurface to the air, and become more buoyant.

They are, however, still under the necessity of tak-

ing-advantage of the lower branches of the trees

tO'which they leap, for their weight prevents them
from keeping in a straight line. Sensible of this,

they always take care to mount so high as to en-

sure them from falling to the ground. This ex-

tended skin acts upon the air somewhat in the

manner of a paper kito, and not by repeated

strokes like the wings of a bird. The animal
being naturally heavier than the air, must ot

course descend ; the distance, therefore, to which
it can jump, depends on the height of the tree on
which it stands. When it is at rest, the skiii is

wrinkled up against its sides.

These animals are generally seen in flocks of ten

or twelve ; and to persons unaccustomed to them,
they appear at a distance, in their leaps, like leaves

blown from the trees by the wind. " When I

first saw them," says Catesby, '' I took them for

dead leaves blown one way by the wind ; but was
not long so deceived, when! perceived many of
them follow one another in the same direction.

They will fly fourscore yards from one tree to

another."

The femaJes produce three or four young at a
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time. This spec les use the «?anie food, and form

their hoards in the same manner as others of the

squirrel tribe. They are easily tamed, and soon

become familiar ; tbey love warmth, and arc very

fond of creeping into the sleeve or pocket of their

owner ; and if thrown upon the ground, they in-

stantly shew their dislike to it by running up and
sheltering themselves in his clothes.

EUROPEAN FLYING SQUIRREIi^

The European flying squirrel differs from the
^last species principally in having its tail full of

hair, and rounded at the end ; and in the colour

of Us body ; the upper part of which is a fine

grey, and the lower white. Its whole length is

about nine inches, of which the tail occupies five.

It is found in the woods of Siberia, Luplaud, and

other northern regions, where it feeds principally

pn the young branches of the beech and pine.

Its nest is formed of moss, in the hollows, high

among the branches ; and, except during the

breeding season, it is solitary. It always sleeps

during the day time, and seldom appears abroad in

bad weather. It is active the whole winter
;

being frequently taken during that season, in the

traps laid for the grey squirrels. Like the last

species, it can leap to vast distances from tree to

tree.

The females have two, three, and sometimes

four young at a time. When the mother goes out

in search of food, she carefully wraps them up in

the moss of her nest. She pays them the utmost

attention ; brooding over them, and sheltering!;

their tender bodies, by her flying membrane, fioin

the Cold. When taken from the nest, it has betii

found \erv difficult to keep the young alive;

owing probably to the want of proper food. Tiic
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nkins of these squirreli are not yery valuable in a

commercial view.

DORMOUSE TRIBE.

These animals live in holes in the ground,
where thej always continue in a state of torpidity

during the winter. Their pace is a kind of leap,

in which, like the jerboas, thej are assisted hy their

tails. They feed entirely on vegetables, and eat

only in the night. In this act they sit upright, and
carry the ft)od to their mouth with the paws.

When they are thirsty, they do not lap, (likemOst

other quadrupeds,) but dip their fore fcet« with

the toes bent, into the water, and drink from
them.

They have two front teeth in eaciijaw ; the up-
per wedge-shaped, the lower compressed ; and io

eachjaw four grinders. The whiskers are long;

The tail is cylindrical, hairy, and thickest towards
the end. The fore and hind legs are of nearly

equal length ; and the fore feet have each four

toes.

COMMON DORMOUSE.

This animal is about the size of a mouse, but
more plump or rounded ; and of a tawny red co-
lour, with a white throat arid full black eyes. It

lives in woods or thick hedges ; forming its nest of
grass, dried leaves, or moss, in the hollow of some
)ow treci or near the bottom of a close shrub.

The dormice have not the sprightliness of th»
VOL. II. p
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squirrel ; but, like that auimal, they form little

tiiiigazines of nuts, acorns, and other food, for

their winter provision. The consumption of their

hoard, during the rigour of winter, is but small

;

for, retiring into their holes on the approach of the

cold, and rolling themselves up, they lie torpid

nearly all that gloomy season. Sometimes they

experience a short revival in a warm sunny day ;

when they take a little food, and then relapse into

their former state.

They make their nest of grass, moss, and dried

leaves ; this is six inches in diameter^ and open
only from above. Their number of young is ge-

nerally three or four.

FAT DORMOUSE.

The fat dormouse, with thin naked cars, is near

six inches long; its tail four and a half; its body
is thicker than that of the squirrel, and is covered

with soft ash coloured hair ; its belly is whitish ;

and its tail is full of long hair.

It inhabits France, and the south of Europe

;

and the south-west parts of Asiatic Russia, It

lives on trees ; leaps from bough to bough ; feeds

on fruits and acorns ; lodges in hollow trees ; and

remains in a torpid state during winter^ at which
time it is very fat.

Garden dormouse.

Tins species has its eyes surrounded with a large

spot of black, reaching to the base of the ears.

It has also another black spot behind its ears.

Its head and body are of a tawny colour ; iti

throat, and the whole under side of ^ts body, it

white, tinged w'itU yellow ; its tail is long, with

short hair at tlie basc^ but bushy ut the end.
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It is about five inches loiij^ ; its tail ft)ur. It

inhabits France and the south of Europe. It in

found in magpies' nests, and hollow trees about the

Wolga; but neither this nor the former species

extends beyond the Uralian mountains. . It infests

gardens, and is very destructive to fruits of all kinds.

It is particularly fond of peaches ; lodges in the

holes of walls ; brings five or six young at a time ;

and, like the former, remains torpid during the

winter, waking only at intervals. It has a strong

smell like a rat.

Wood dormouse.

This species is much allied to the preceding^

but has a less sharpened visage, and a much
shorter tail^ and its general proportions bear a
great resemblance to those of the fat doFmouse.

Its length to the tail, is about four inches, aivd

the tail about three inches ; its colour on the upper
parts and tail, is greyish ferruginous, and of the

under parts, yellowish white ; the patch, or black
mark on each side the head, is much narrower

than in tile preceding species, and extends only to

the ears ; the tail is very furry, the hair spreading

as in that of a squirrel. It is said to be a native

of Russia, Georgia, &c. ; inhabiting woods, &c.

F'ARLESS DORMOUSE.

The earless dormouse is so called, not because

it is absolutely without ears, but because its ears

are so very minute,, as scarcely to appear. Its

head is flat ; its nose obtuse ; its eyes full and
black ; its upper lip is bifid ; and its whiskers are

long ; its upper parts and its fore legs, are of a
pale . ferruginous colour, except thai from the

shoulder to the hind uaits. it has a white line
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along each side, and another above each eye. Its

belly and feet are of a dirty white ; its tail is black

in the middle^ and hoaiy on the sides ; its toes are

long and distinct^ with very long claws. There
is a large knob on the fore feet. The hind legs

are black behind^ and naked.

It is a creature of the size of a common squirrel

;

but much broader and flatter. It inhabits the

mountains, about eight hundred miles above the

Cape of Good Hope. It never climbs trees ; it

burrows ; feeds on bulbous roots ; and is particu-

larly fond of potatoes. It often walks on its hind

feet, and often lies flat on its belly, is very tame,

and never offers to bite. It frequently flirts up
yfiih its tail. It makes a warm nest, and forms a

round hole in it, in which it lodges. It sometimes

keeps close in this retreat for three entire days

together.

Gilt-tailed dorjmouse.

This singular species, though considered by its

first describer, Mr. AUamand, as wtil as by Mr.
Pennant in his History of Quadrupeds, as a species

of dormouse, is allied in perhaps an equal degree

of the porcupines, among which it is placed by

Mr. Jjchreber. It is supposed to be a native of

Surinam, and is remarkable for the beauty of its

colours, being of a fine purplish brown above,

rather paler beneath ; the tail is brown at its base,

black for half its length, and the remainder of a

bright gold-yellow, and on the top of the head, is

a longitudinal stripe, of that colour. The head is

large in proportion to the body, the eyes small, the

ears moderately large, short, and rounded ; the

upper lip divided ; the front teeth white and short,

those of the lower jaw being the largest ; on each

isjde the nose are lon^ vibrissje, or whiskers ; the

its fai

scurcl
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legs are short ; the feet divided into four toes

;

with weak crt>okcd claws ; and in place of a
thumbs a small tubercle. On the hind part of

the head, and along the back^ are scattered several

hairs, much longer than the rest, and of a Tery

different form and substance, being flat, stiff, and
rough to the touch ; they seem to arise from small

transparent sheaths^ and their conformation is

highly sing'ilar, each hair, or rather quill, being
cylindric, and very small near t]i^ body, growing
flat towards t'hc middle part where it is half a line

broad, and thence gradually diminishing to a very

fine point ; along the middle runs a channel, or
gutter, which, if examined with a glass, appears

yellow, while the sides, which are elevated, are of
a brown colour, and thus a sort of double reflec-

tion of light takes place, causing the purplish

tinge above mentioned ; these singular hairs or

quills become gradually smaller as they approach
the sides of the body, and quite disappear towards
the abdomen- It seems to be an animal formed for

climbing trees, and from the description given

above, it will appear that Mr. Schreber's opinion

is just, and that it should in reality be considered,

notwithstanding its diminutive size, as a species of

porcupine. Its length from nose to tail, is five

inches, and of the tail six inches and nine lines.

GUERIINGUET.

This animal is described in the seventh supple-

mental volume of the count de Buff*on's Natural
History, and is said to be of the size of a squirrel,

but of a longer form. It is a native of Guiana,
and resides on trees. Its teeth resemble those of ^
fqnirrel, and it has the same method of elevating
its tail, which is longer than the body, and ob-
scurely annulated with numerous alternatq browi^
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and yellowish bands, the tip itself being black. This
animal measures between seven and eight iaches
to the tail.

JERBOA TRIBE

The jerboas seem in many respects, both of con-
formation and habit, much allied to the kanguroos ;

but an adherence to artificial system will not allow
them to be arranged together. They use their

long hind legs 1n leaping, very seldom going on
all-fours ; and with their fore legs, they both
carry the food to their mouth, and make their hole«

in the ground. They are inhabitants priucipaliy of

the warmrr climates.

Thev have two front teeth abore, and two below.

The fore legs are short, and their hind ones very

long; and they have clavicles, or collar bones.

Egyptian jerboa.

This species is found in Egypt and different parti

of Africa.

The jerboas inhabit dry, hard, and clayey ground.

They dig their burrows very speedily, not only

with their fore feet, but with their teeth ; and

fling the earth back with their hind feet, so as to

form a heap at the entrance. The burrows are

many yards long ; and run obliquely and winding,

but not above half a yard deep bclaw the surface.

They end in a large space or nest, the receptacle

of the purest herbs. They have usually but one

entrance : vet, by a wonderful saffacitv, the animals; yci, oy a wo
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work from their nest ai.'>iher pa9sa2;c, to within

a very small spuce from the surface, which, in

case of necessity, they can burst through, and so

escajje.

The sands aud rubbish which surround modern
Alexandria, are much frequented 1>y the jerboas.

They live there in troops ; and, in dit^ging the

ground, arc said to penetrate even through a stra-

tum of softish stone, which is under the la^er

of sand. Though not actually wild, they arc ex-

ceedingly restless ; the slightest noise, or any ncvr

object whatever, makes them retire to their hole*

with the utmost precipitation.

It is almost impossible to kill them, except when
they arc taken by surprize. The Arabs have tho

art of catching them alive, by stopping up the out-

lets to the different galleries belonging to the co*

lony ; one excepted, through which they force them
out.

Though animals of a very chilly nature, thejr

keep within their holes in the day, and wander
about only during the night. They first come out
at sun set, and clear their holes of their filth ; and
they remain abroad till the sun has drawn up the

dews fronx the earth.

They walk only on their hind legs, the fore legs

being very short ; and, on the approach of any
danger, they immediately take to flight, in leaps

six or seven feet high, which they repeat so s w iftly,

that a man mounted on a good horse can scarcciy

overtake them. They do not proceed in a straight

line ; but run first to one side, and then to tlje

other, till they find either their own burrow, or

some neighbouring one. In leaping, they bear
their tails, which are longer than their bodies,

stretched out. In standing or walking, they carry

them in the form of an S ; the lower part toaching
the ground, so that it secius a director of their ano .
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tions. WlicMi surprised, ihvy will somctimrs go on

all fours ; but tlioy foou recover tlicir attitude of

standing on tlicir hind legs^ like a bird. When
undisturbed, they use the former posture ; then

rise erect, listen, and hop about like a crow. In

digging or eating, they drop on their fore legs ,•

but in the latter action^ they often sit up also lik«

a squirrel.
^

The Arabs of the kingdom of Tripoli, in Africa,

teach their greyhounds to hunt the antelope, bv

f;rst instructing them to catch jer])oas ; and so agile

a»c these little creatures, that Mr. Bruce has often

seen, in a large courtryard or inclosurc, the grey-

hound employed a quarter of an hour before he

could kill his diminutive adversary ; and had not

the dog been well trained, so as to make use of

]u» feet as well as hut teeth, he might have killed

two antelopes in the time of killing one jerboa.

In their wild state, these animals arc fond of tu-

lip-roots, and nearly all the oleaginous plants ; hut

in confinement, they do not refuse raw meat. They
arc the prey of most of the smaller rapacious beasts.

It requires no difficulty to tame them, but it is ne-

cessary that they should be kept warm. They are

so susceptible of cold, as to foretel bad weather by

wrapping themselves close up in their cage before

its commencement ; and those that arc abroad,

always, on these occasions, stop up the mouths of

their burrows. Thcv sleep during the winter,

but a warm day sometimes revives them. On
the return of the cold, they retreat again to their

holes.

M. Sonnini fed for some time, while he was in

Egypt, six of these animals, in a large cage of iron

wire. The very first night they entirely gnawed
asunder the upright and cross sticks of their pri-

son ; and he was under tlie necessity of having thft

iaside of the cage lined with tin. They wers
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fond of basking in the nun ; an ^ the moment they

were put in the shade, they c'lung to each other,

and seemed to suffer from the privation of warmth.
They did not usual!" sleep during the day. Though
they !?ad much ai^ility in their moTcnients, geiitie-

ness and tranquillity seemed to form their ciiarac-

ter. They suffered themselves to be stroked with
great composure ; and never made a noise or quar-

relled, even when food was scattered among them.

No distinguishing symptoms of joy, fear, or gra-

titude were discoverable ; and even their gentleness

MVSiS by no means cither amiable or interesting ; it

appeared the effect of a cold and complete indiffer-

ence, approaching to stupidity. Three of these

died before Sonnini left Alexandria ; two died on

a rough passage to the island of Rhodes ; and thel

last was lost, and, as he supposcjs, devoursd by catf^

while he was at the island.

He says it is very diflicult to transport these ten-

der little creatures into other climates ; but as an
indispensable precaution to those who attempt it,

he advises that they be close shut up in strong

cages, or other conveniences, wit' at any possibi-

lity of escaping ; for their natural disposition in-

citing them to gnaw whatever c«Mue8 in their way;
tliey may occasion very considerable damage to A
ship in the course of her voyage ; and, being able

to eat through the hardest wood, may even endan-
ger her sinking.

They breed several times in tbc summer, and
bring seven or eight youiijff at a time. The Arabi
eat them, and esteem them among the greatest de-
licacies.

Its cars are thin, erecti and broad ; its eyes full
and dark ; its whiskers long ; its fore legs are oni
inch long ; its hind ones two and a quarter. Oa
each of the fore feet, there arc five toes ; the inner
one, or thumb, is scarce apparent ; but tiiat, a»

VOL. II. A
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VfcU as the rest, is furnished with a sharp claw.

The hind legs are long, thin, covered with short

liair, and exactly resembling those of a bird. There
are three long toes on each, covered above and be-

low with hair ; the middle one longest. There is

on each a pretty long sharp claw.

Its length from nose to tail, is seven inches and

a quarter ; its tail is ten inches long, covered with
very short coarse hair ; but terminated with a

thick black tuft, tipped with white. The upper
part of the body is thin, as if compressed side-

ways ; that about the rump and loins is large.

It is covered with long hair, ash coloured at the

bottom, and pale tawny at the ends. Its breast

and belly are whitish. Across the upper part of

the thighs there is an obscure dusky band, with

long soft hair.

When taken, it emits a plaintive feeble note. It

feeds on vegetables, and has great strength in its

forefeet. The Arabs call it daman Israel, or ths

lamb of the Israelites. It is supposed to be the

coney of Holy Writ. It is also the mouse of

Isaiah, chap. Ixvi. 17. It was forbidden food to

the Israelites. Dr. Shaw met with it on mount
Libanus, and distinguished it from the following

species.

Siberian jerboa.

Of the Siberian jerboa there arc three varieties,

the greater, the middle, and the pigmy.
The greater Siberianjerboa has a truncated nose,

edged witli white. Its lower teeth are slender, and

twico as long as the upper ; its ears are large and

pointed, tipt with white, and naked within ; iti

hair is very soft, tawny on the back, and lower of

a dark grey ; its legs, and the underside of iti

body are white. Th« half of the tail next th<

Tj
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body is covered with short whitish hairs ; the other

half with long black hairs, and terminated with
a white feather tuft, an inch long. On the hind
legs, an inch above the feet, are two long toes,

armed with nails ; the back part of each leg is

naked. The length of the bodj is eight inches and
a half; of the tail ten. It is found from the

Caspian Sea to the river Irtish ; it is of the size

of a rat; it is of the colour of the former, except

that the rump, on each side, is crossed with a white
line.

The middle variety has its nose more lengthened^

and its ears shorter and broader ; its tail is thicker,

cind not so elegantly tufted ; its hind legs are

shorter ; and its coat is longer and thicker. It i«

found beyond lake Baikal, also in Barbary and
Syria^ and even as far as India.

The pigmy differs from the greater, in wanting
the white circle round the nose, in having a less

tuft to the tail, and the end just tipt with white.

It agrees entirely in form, but is far inferior in

size to even the middle variety. It inhabits the
same countries with the greater.

These three agree in manners with the Egyptian
species. Whether these ought to be reckoned
different species instead of varieties, or whether
they are some of them varieties of the Egyptian^
is not yet ascertained.

Cape .ierboa.

The Cape jerboa has a short head, broad between
the ears ; its mouth is placed far below the upper
jaw ; the lower is very short. It has two great

teeth in each. Its ears are thin and transparent,

and one third shorter than those of the common
rabbit. It has also great whiskers, and large eyes.

Its fore leirs are short ; it has five toei on eaclt,
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Tfith a great protuberance next to the inner toe.

The claws of the fore toes are crooked, and two-
thirds longer than the toes themselves. It ha«;

four toes behind, with short claws. Its colour is

tawny above ; cinereous below, mixed with long-

hairs pointed with black. Two-thirds of the tail

is tawny, the rest blackish^ and full of hair. Tlie

length or the body fourteen, of the tail fifteen, of

the ears near three inches. It inhabits the great

mountains, far north of the Cape of Good Hope

;

and is called by the Dutch, the jumping hare. It

is very strong, and will leap twenty or thirty feet

at a time. It emits a grunting sound ; sits upright

like a squirrel, when it eats, with its legs extended

horizontally, and its back bent. It uses its fore

feet to bring food to its mouth ; and burrows with

them most expeditiously. In sleeping, it sits with

its knees separate, and puts its head between its

hind legs, and, with its fore legs, holds its ears

over its eyes. It is the largest of the jerboas.

It burrows in the ground like others of the genus.

It i9 noticed by La Vaillant.

Torrid jerboa.

The torrid jerboa has naked oval ears ; long

i^rliiskers ; four toes on the fore feet ; the hind

feet are as long as the body,' thick and strong,

but thinly haired. It has five toes on each foot

;

scarcely any neck. The tail is also the length of

the body, with very little hair upon it. The
colour of the upper part of the body is yellow ;

of the lower white. It is of the size of a common
mouse. It inhabits the Torrid Zone, and the

sandy desert of Naryn, 46:^^'' north latitude. Its

burrows are about an ell deep, and have three en-

tries. It does not walk erect, like other jerboas^

but runs with great rapidity.
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;f Tamarisk jerboa. <

This species^ which was first described by Dr.
Pallas, is about the size of the brown rat. It i»

an inhabitant of the most southern parts of the

Caspian deserts, and probably of the warmer parts

of Asia. It delights in low grounds and salt

marshes, and burrows under the roots of the tama-
risk bushes. The animal comes out by night to

feed, and makes its principal repast on succulent

maritime plants, as the salsola, &c. ; which, in

the salt deserts it inhabits, are very plentiful. Tha
head of this "pecies is oblong ; the whiskers large ;

the nose blunt, and the nostrils covered with a
flap ; the eyes large ; the ears large, oval, and
naked : the space round the nose and eyes, and
beyond the cars, white ; the sides of the head and
neck cinereous ; the back and sides yellowish grey

;

the tips of the hairs brown ; the breast and belly

white ; the tait ash-coloured, and annulated more
than half-way from the base with rings of brown

;

the hind legs are long in proportion to the fore

legs, and the feet are longitudinally black beneath ;

on the fore feet is a warty tubercle in place of the

thumb. The length from nose to tail, is about
sii: inches; the tail not quite so )ong.

Canadian jerboa.

This mitUite species is a native of Canada, and
appears to have been first discovered by General
Davies, who had an opportunity of examining it

during his residence at Quebec, and who has

described it in the fourth volume of the Transac-
tions of the Linn£ean Society. The description is as

follows

:

As I conceive there are very few persons.(t
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however conversant with natural hi )r3r, who maj
liave seen or known, that there was an animal exist-

ing in the coldest parts of Canada, of the same
genus with the Jerboa, hitherto confined to the

warmer climates of Africa, I take the liberty of

laying before I is society the following observa-

tionSj accompanied by a drawing of an animal of

that kind, procured by myself in the neighbour-

hood of Quebec^ during my last residence in that

country. The specimens from which I inade the

drawing, arc now in my collection. With respect

to the food, or mode of feeding of this animal,

I have it not in my power to speak with any degree

of certainty, as I could by no mearis procure any

kind of sustenance, that I could induce it to cat

;

therefore when caught^ it only lived a day and a

half. The first I was so fortunate to catch, was
taken in a large field, near the falls of Montmo-
renci, and by its having strayed too far from the

skirts of the wood, allowed myself, assisted by

three other gentlemen, to surround it, and after an

hours hard chace, to get it unhurt ; though not

before it was thoroughly fatigued, which might
in a great measure accelerate its death. During
the time the animal remained in its usual vigour,

its agility was incredible for so small a creature. It

always took progressive leaps of from three to four,

and sometimes of five yards, although seldom above
twelve or fourteen inches from the surface of^ the

grass ; but I have observed others in shrubby places,

and in the woods among plants, where they chiefly

reside, leap considerably higher. When found

in such places, it is impossible to take them, from

their wonderful agility, and their evading all

pursuit, by bounding into the thickest parts of

the cover they can find. With respect to the

figure given of it in its dormant state, I hare to

observe, that the specimen >vas found by some
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workmen, in digging the foundation for a sum-
mer-house, in a gentleman's garden, about two
miles from Quebec, in the latter <Snd of May, 1787.
It was discovered enclosed in a ball of clay, about
the size of a cricket-ball, nearly an inch in thick-

ness, perfectly smooth within, and about twenty
inches underground. The man who first discover-

ed it, not knowing what it was, struck the ball with
his spade, by which means it was broken to pieces,

or it would have been presented to me. How
long it had been underground it is impossible to

say ,' but as I never could observe these animals

in any parts of the country after the beginning

of September, I conceive they lay themselves up
lometime in that month, or beginning of October^

when the frost becomes sharp ; nov did I ever sea

them again before the last week in May or begin-
ning of June. From their being enveloped in

halls of clay, without any appearance of food»

I conceive they sleep during the winter, and re-

main for that term without sustenance. As soon
as I conveyed this specimen to my house, I depo-
sited it, as it was, in a small chip box, in some cotton^

waiting with great anxiety for its waking ; but
that not taking place at the season they gene-

rally appear, I kept it until I found it begin to

smell ; I then stuffed it, and preserved it in its

torpid position. I am led to believe its not re-

covering from that state, arose from the heat of
my room during the time it was in the box, a fire

having been constantly burning in the stove, and
which, in all probability was too great for its res-

piration""

This animal, in the last edition of Mr. Pennant's
History of Quadrupeds, is referred to the genus
nus, and is described under the nams of the Cana«
clA rat.
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HARE TRIBE.

The generic character of the hares consists in

their having two front teeth both above and beh)w,
the upper pair duplicate ; two smalt interior ones

standing behind the others ; the fore feet with
live, and the hinder with four toes.

These animals live entirely on vegetable food,

and arc all remarkably timid. Thoy run by a kind
of leaping pace, and in walking they use their

hind feet as far as the heel. Their tails arc either

very short, (called in England scuts,) or else they

»re entirely wanting.

COMMON HARE.
(

This little animal is found throughout Europe,
and indeed in most of the northern parts of the

world. Being destitute of weapons of defence,

it is endowed by Providence in a high degree with

the sentiment of fear. Its timidity is known to

every one ; it is attentive to every alarm, and is,

therefore, furnished with ears very long and tubu-

lar, which catch the remotest sounds. The eyes

are so prominent as to enable the animal to see both

before and behind.

The hare feeds in the evenings, and sleeps in

his form daring the day ; and as he generally lies

on the ground, his feet are protected, both above

and below, with a thick covering of hair. In

a inoon-light evening many of them may fre-

quently be seen sporting together, leaping al)out

and pursuing each other ; but the least noise

aliirnis them, and they then scamper off, each in

a diiiti-eut directioR. "J^heir pace is a kind of
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gallop, or quick succession of leaps ; dnd ihey

are extremely swift, particularly in ascindiiig

higher grounds, to which, \/hen pursued, they

generally have recourse ; here their large and
strong hind legs are of singular use to them. In

northern regions, where, on the descent of the win-
ter's snows, they would, were their summer fur to

remain, be rendered particularly conspicuous to

animals of prey, they change their yellow-grey

dress in the autura*», for one perfectly white ; and
are thus enabled, in a great meas'jre^ to elude their

enemies.

In more temperate regio^is they chuse in winter

a form exposea to. the south, to obtain all the pos-

sible warmth of that season ; and in summer^ whelk

they are desirous of 'shunning the hot rays of the

lun, they change this for one with a northerly as-

pect ; but in both cases they have the instinct of
generally fixing upon a place where the immediately

lurrounding objects are nearly the colour of theif

own bodies.

An animal so well formed for a life of escape

might be supposed to enjoy a staitc of tolerable

security ; but as every rapacious creatute is its

enemy, it but very seldom lives out its natural

term. Dogs of all kinds pursue it by instinct^

and follow the hare more eagerly than any other

animal. The cat and the weasel kinds are con-
tinually lying in ambush, and practising all thei^

little arts to seize it ; birds of prey are still more
dangerous enemies, as against them no swiftiiest

can avail, nor retreat secure ; but man, an enemy
far more powerful than all, prefers its flesh to that

of other animals, and destroys greater numbers
than.all the rest. Thus pursued and persecuted

on every side, the race would long since have been
totally extirpated, did it not find a resource in its

«|iazing fertility.

VOL. il.
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Tbo haro multiplies exceedingly ; it is in a
itatc of gendering at a few months old ; the

females go with young but thirty days^ and gene-

rally bring forth three or four at a time. As soon

41 they have produced their young, they are again

ready for conception^ and thus do not lose any

time in continuing the breed. But they are in

another respect fitted in an extraordinary manner
for niultiplj'ing their kind ; for the female^ from
the conformation of her womb, is often seen to

bring fortli;'and yet to continue pregnant at the

same time ; or^ in other words, to have jouiig ones

of different ages in her womb together. Other
animals never receive the male when pregnaiit, but

bring forth their young at once. But it is fre-

quently different with the hare ; the female, often,

tnough already impregnated, admitting the male,

iind tlius receiving a second impregnation. The
reason in this extraordinary circumstance is, that

the womb of the^e animals is divided in such a
manner that it may^ic considered as a double organ«

one side of which may be filled while the other

remains empty. Thus these animals may be seen

to couple at every period of their pregnancy, and
even while they are bringing forth young, laying

the fouhdation of another brood.

The young of these animals are brought forth

with their eyes open, and the dam suckles them for

twenty days, after which they leave her, and seek

out for themselves. From this we observe, that

the education these animals receive is but trifling,

and the family connection but of a short duration.

In the rapacious kinds the dam leads her young
forth for months together ; teaches them the arts

of rapine ; and, although she wants milk to sup-

ply them, yet keeps them under her care until they

are able to hunt for themselves. But a long con-

nection of this kind would be very unnecessary as
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well as dangeioug to the timid animals we arc des-

cribing ; their food is easiljr procured ; and their

associations^ instead of protection, would onljr ex-

pose them to their pursuers. They seldom, how-
ever, separate fur from each otlicr, or from the

place where they were produced; but make each

a form at some distance, baring a predilection

rather for the place, than each other's society

They feed during the night rather than by day,

choosing the more tender blades of grass, and
quenching their thirst with the dew. They live

also upon roots, leaves, fruits, and corn* and pre-

fer such plants as are furnished with a milky juice.

They also strip the bark of trees during the win-
ter, there being scarce any that they will not feed

on, except the lime or the alder. They are parti-

cularly foD^ of birch, pinks, and parsley. When
they are kept tame, they are fed with lettuce and
other garden herbs ; but the flesh of such as are

thus brought up is always indifferent.

As their limbs are made for running, they ea-

sily outstrip all other animals in the beginning ;

and could they preserve their speed, it would be
impossible to overtake them ; but as they exhaust
their strength at their first efforts, and double back
to the place they were started from, they are more
easily taken than the fox, which is a much slower
animal than they. As their hind legs are longer
than the fore, they always choose to turn up hill,

by which the speed of their pursuers is diminished,
while theirs remains the same. Their motions are al-

so without any noise, as they have the sole of the foot

furnished with hair ; and they seem the only ani-

mals that have hair on the inside of their mouths.
They seldom live above seven or eight years at

the utmost ; they come to their full perfection in

a }^ear ; and this multiplied by seven, as in other

animals, gives the extent of their lives. It is said,
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liowever^ that the females live longer than the
males ; of this M. Buffon makes a doubt ; but
Goldsmith was assured that it is so. They pass

their livcs^ in our climate^ in solitude and silence ;

and they seldom are heard to cry, except when they

are seized or wounded. Their 'voice is not so sharp

as the note of some other animals^ but more nearly

approaching that of the squalling of a child. They
^re not so wild as their dispositions and their habits

seem to indicate ; but are of a complying nature^

and easily susceptible of a kind of education.

They are easily tamed. They even become fond

and caressing, but they are incapable of attache

ment to apy particular person, and never can b^
dcpez'ded upon ; for, though taken never so young,
they regain their native freedom at the first oppor-
tnnity/. As they have a remarkable good ear, and
^it upon ^heir hind legs, and use ther fore paws
as hands, they have been taught to beat the drum,
to dance to music^ and go through the manual ex-

ercise.

Biitt their natural instincts for their preservation

are much more extraordinary than those artificial

tricks that are taught them. The hare, when it

hears the hounds at a distance, flies for some time

through a natural impulse, without managing its

strength, or consulting any other means but speed

for its safety. Having attained some hill or'rising

ground, and left the do^s so far behind that it no

longer hears their cries, it stops, rears on its hinder

legs, and at length looks back to see if it has not

lost its pursuers. But these, having once fallen upon

the scent, pursue slowly "and with united skill, and

the poor animal soon again hears the fatal tidings

of their approach. Sometimes '^hen sore hunted

it will start a fresh hare, anu squat in the same

sometimes it will crecn under the door of

sheep-cvot^ and hide among the sheep ; sometimes
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it will run amon^ tliem^ and no vigilance can
drive it from the flock ; some will enter holes

like the rabbity which the hunters call ^oing to

\ault ; some will go up one side of the hedge,

and come down the other ; and it has been known
that a hare sorely hunted has got upon the top of

a quick -set hedge, and run a good way thereon,

hy which it has effectually evaded the hounds.

It is no unusual thing also for them to betake

themselves to furz bushes, and to leap from one to

another, by which the dogs are frequently misled.

However, the first doubling a hare makes is gene-

rally a key to all its future attempts of that kind^

the latter being exactly like the former. The
young hares tread heavier, and leave a stronger

scent than the old, because their limbs are weaker ;

and the more this forlorn creature tires, the heavier

it treads, and the stronger is the scent it leaves.

A buck, or male hare, is known by its choosing to

run upon hard highways, feeding farther from the

wood-sides, and making its doublings of a greater
' compass than the female. The male having made
a turn or two about its form, frequently leads the

hounds five or six miles on a stretch; but the

female keeps close by some covert side, turns,

crosses, and winds among the bushes like a rabbit,

and seldom runs directly forward. In general,

however, both male and female regulate their

conduct according to ihe weather. In a moist
day they hold by the highways more than at any
other time, because the scent is then strongest

upon the grass. If they come to the side of a
grove or spring, they forbear to enter, but squat
down by the side thereof, until the hounds have
overshot them; and then, turning along their former
path, make to their old form, from which they
vainlv hope for nrotertion.

Hares are divided, by the hunters, into moun-
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tain and measled hares. The former are more
swift, vigorous, and have the flesh better tasted

;

the latter chiefly frequent the marshes^ when hunt-

ed keep among low grounds^ and their flesh is

moists white^ and flabby. When the male and
female keep one particular spot^ they will not

suffer any strange hare to make its form in the

same quarter^ so that it is usually said^ that the

more you hunt^ the more hares you shall have ; for,

having killed one hare, others come and take pos-

session of its form. Many of these animals arc

found to live in woods and thickets, but they are

naturally fonder of the open country, and arc con-

strained only by fear to take shelter in places that

afford them neither a warm sun, nor an agreeable

pasture. They are, therefore, usually seen stealing

out of the edges of the wood, to taste the grass, that

grows shorter and sweeter in the open fields than

under the shade of the trees ; however, they sel-

dom miss of being pursued ; and every excursion

is a new adventure. They arc shot at by poc^chcrs

;

traced by their footsteps in the snow ; caught in

springes ; dogs, birds, and cats, are all combined
against them ; ants, snakes, and adders, drive them
from their forms, especially in summer ; even fleas,

from which most other animals are free, persecute

this poor creature ; and, so various arc its enemies,

that it is seldom permitted to reach even that short

term to which it h limited by nature.

We shall now relate two anecdotes of the hare in

its domestic state.

While Dr. T'ownson was at Gottingen, he had

a young hare brought to him, which he took so

much pains with as to render it more familiar than

these animals commonly are. In the evenings it

soon became so frolicsome, as to run and jump
about his sofa and bed ; sometime:} in its play it

would leap upon him, and pat him with its fore
R.
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feet; ok', while be was reading, even kiiock the

book out of his hand. But whenever a stranger

entered the room, the little creature alwa)'S ea^hibit-

ed considerable alarm.

< Mr. Borlaae saw a hare that was so iamiiiar as

to feed from the hand, lie under a chair iu a com-
mon sitting room, and appear in everj^ other respect

as easy and comfortable in its situation as a lap-dog.

It now and then went out into the garden ; but

after regaling itself,, always returned to the house

as its proper habitation. Its usual companions
were a grey-hound and a spaniel ; both so fond of

hare-hunting, that they often went out together

without any person accompanying them. With
these two dogs, this tame hare spent its evenings ;

they always slept on the same hearth, and very fre-

quently it would rest itself upon them.

They are sometimes said to be found with
horns.

In India the hare is hunted for sport ;' not only

with dogs, but with hawks, and some species of
the cat tribe. The flesh, though in esteem among
the Romans, was forbidden by the Druids, and by
the Britons of the early centuries. It is now,
though very black, dry, and devoid of fat, much
esteemed by the Europeans, on account of its pecu-
liar flavour.

Varying hare.

This species has a very soft fur ; which in sum-
mer is grey, with a slight mixture of tawny ; the

tail is always white. The ears are shorter, and the

legs more slender,, than those of the common
hare; and the feet more closely and warmly
furred. In size, this animal is always somewhat
smaller.

Kaci/V<aa '^^h^s? ^/i wsesiaes vtuei coiu pans oi fiurope, tne varymO
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hare is fouad on the tops of the highest Scots hilli,

never descending to the pUius. It ^\\\ not mix

with the last described species^ though common in

tlie same neighbourhood. It does not run fast

;

and when alarmed^ takes shelter in clefts of the

roeks.

In September it begins to change its grej coat,

and resume its i;vhite winter's dress ; in which only

the tips and edges of the ears, and the soles of the

feet, are black. In the month of April it again

becomes grey. It is somewhat singular, that al-

though this animal be brought into a house, and

even kept in stoved apartments, yet it still changes

its colour at the same periods as when among its

pative mountains. - •
;

r,

In some parts of Siberia, the varying hares col-

lect together in such multitudes^ that flocks of five

or six hundred of them may be seen migrating in

spring, and returning in the autumn. Want of

sustenance compels them to this ; in winter they

therefore quit the lofty hills, the southern bounda-
ries of Siberia, and seek the plains and northern

wooded parts, v/here vegetables abound ; and to-

r >irards spring they again return to their mountain-

ous quarters. jIV ;;; : ,?•.:> .;,.'?j.itl v'j-/ siM^j^j-'

In their white state the flesh is extremely insipid.

Rabbit.

The hare and the rabbit, though so very nearly

resembling each other in form and dispositibn, are

yet distinct kinds, as they refuse to mix with each

other. Mr. Bufion bred up several of both kinds
' in the same place ; but from being at first indif-

ferent, tlicy soon became enemies ; and their com-

bats were generally continued until one of them was

dinabled or destroyed. However, though these

experiments were not attended with success, nS
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ere as^urecT that hothiiii^ is more frequent than aa
aniirial bred between these two, but which, like the

mule, is marked with steriiitj. Nay, it has been
actually known that the rabbit couples with ani-

mals of a much more distant nature ; and there

is at present in the museum at Brussels, a creature

covenid with feathc^rs and hair, and said to be bred
between a rabbit and a hen. The fecundity of the
rabbit is still greater than that of the hare ; and
if we should calculate the produce from a single

pair in one year, the number would be amazing.
They breed seven times in a year, and bring eight

young ones each time. On a supf.osition, there-

fore, that this happens regularly, at the end of
four years, a couple of rabbits shall see a progeny
of almost a million and a half. From hence we
must justly apprehend being overstocked by their

increase ; but, happily for mankind^ their enemies

are numerous, and their nature inoflfensive ; so that

their destruction bears a near proportion to their

fertility.

But although their numbers be diminished by
every beast and bird of prey, and still more bjr

man himself, yet there is no danger of their extir-

pation. The hare is a poor, defenceless animal,

that has nothing but its swiftness to depend on for

safety ; its numbers are, therefore, every day de-

oreiasing ; and in countries that arc well peopled,

the species are so much kept under, that laws arc

made for their preservation. Still, however, it is

most likely that they "will be at last totally de-

stroyed ; and, like the wolf or the elk in some
countries, be only kept in remembrance. But it

is otherwise with the rabhit, its fecundity being

greater, and its means of safety more certain.

The hare seeris to have more various arts and in«

srtncts to escape its pursuers, by doul>ling, squat*

VOL. U. i^
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iingt aid v<"i^^j{ng; the rabbit has but one art of

defence i iihs, but in that one finds safety ; by
making itself a hole^ where 'it continues a great

part of the day^ and breeds up its young ; there it

continues secure from the fox, the hounds the kite,

and every other enen^y.

Nevertheless, thoiigh this retreat be uife a '4

convenient, the rabbit does not seem in be imtural -

^y fond of keeping there. It loves iht sunny field

and Oic open pasture ; it Beems Un he a chilly

a;!iaial, and dislikes the coldness of it^ undfr->

l^roitnd habitation. It is, thfiiefore, coKtinoally

oui, when it do<}?i not fear disturbance ; mul the

female oiiP-n i>Jtiog3 forth her young at a distance

from the 'vvarxen i i ho1fc> not above a foot deep

at the most. T. ore ; he suckles them for about a

^nMitb, fovRrinj: hem over with moss and grass,

wl:«ncvci slACgoesto pasture, and scratching them
up at her return. It has been said, indeed, that

thib shallow hole without the warren, is made lest

the male should attack and destroy her young

;

but Goldsmith says, the male himself attends the

yi*ung there, leads them out to feed, and conducts

ihx^ai back upon the return of the dam. This ex-

ternal retreat seems a kind of country house, at a

distance from the general habitation ; it is usually

made near some spot of excellent pasture^ or in the

midst of a field of sprouting corn. To this botb

iimle and female often retire from the warren

;

lead their young by night to the food which lies

lo convenient, and, if not disturbed, continue there

till they are grown up. There they find a greater

variety of pasture than near the warren> which is

generally eaten bare ; and enjoy a warmer sui», by

covering themselves up in a shallower ' b.

Whenever they arc disturbed, they then t \c

their retreat of pi' ure for one of safetj ; I -; ily
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ie the warren with their utmost speed ; and if the

way be short, there is scarce any dog, how swift

soever, that can overtake them.

Jai:d it does not always happen that these animals

are possessed, of these external apartments ; they

mosL !.s'i?illy bring forth their young in the war-
an, bi.^: always in a hole separate from the male.

On these occasions, the female digs herself a
hole, diiferent from the ordinary one, by being more
intricHitt^ ; at the bottom of which she makes ^
mci^e unfiple apartment. This done, she pulls off

from her belly a good quantity of her hair, with
which she makes a kind of bed for her young.
During the two first days she never leaves them

;^

and does not stir out hut to procure nourishment,

which she takes with the utmost dispatch ; in this

manner suckling her young tor near six weeks, un-
til they are strong, and able to go abroad them-
selves. During all this time^ the. male seldom
visits their separate apartment ; but when they are

grown up, so as to come to the mouth of the hole,

he then seems to acknowledge them as his offspring,

takes them between his paws, smoothes their skin,

and licks thei^r eyes ; all of them, one after the

other, have an equal share in his caresses.

In this manner the rabbit, when wild, consults

its pleasure and its safety ; but those that arc bred

up tame, do not take the trouble of digging a hole,

conscious of being already protected. It has alsa

hen observed, that when people, to make a war*
ren, stock it with tame rabbits, these animals, bar-
ing been unaccustomed to the art of scraping ^,

hole, continue exposed to the weather and every

other accident witlva -'t e vv3r burrowing. Their im-
mediate < ifspri'L also arc e ;ually regardless of
their safety ; and it is not till after tw^ or three

generations, that these animals begin t find the

Udfccssitv aod convenience of anasylum^ and p^ac*
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Use an art which they could only learn from na-

ture.

Rabbits of the domestic breeds like all other

animals that are under the protection of man^ arc

of various colours ; white, brown, black, and

mouse colour. The black are the most scarce
;

the brown^ white, and mouse colour arc in greater

plenty. Most of the wild rabbits are of a brown
and it is the colour which prevails among the spe-

cies ; for in every nest of rabbits, whether the

parents be black or while, there are some brown
ones found of the number. But, in England there

are many warrens stocked with the mouse colour

kinds, which some say came originally from an

island in the river Humber, and which still conti-

nue tlieir original colour, after a gre.it number of

successive generations. A gentleman, who bred

up tame rabbits for his amusement, gives the fol-

lowing account of their production :

" 1 began," says he, " by having but one male
and female only ; the male was entirely white, and
the female brown ; but, in their posterity, the

number of the brown by far exceeded those of any

other colour ; there were some white, some parti>

coloured, and some black. It is surprising how
much the descendants were obedient and submissive

to their common parent ; he was easily distinguish-

ed from the rest by his superior whiteness ; and,

however numerous the other males were, this kept

them all in subjection. Whenever they quarrelled

among each other, either for their females or

provisions, as soon as he heard the noise he ran

up to them with all dispatch, and upon his ap-

pearance, all was instantly reduced to peace and

order. If he caught any of them in the fact, he

instantly punished them as an example to the rest.

Another instance of his superiority was, that hav-

ing accustomed them to come to me with the call
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of a whistle, the instant this signal was giyen, I

saw him marshalling them iip^ leading Ihem ilie

foremost^ and then suiTcring ihcmall to flic ofi' he-

fore him.

The rahbit, thouf:;li Ies<; than the hare, generally

Jives longer. As these animals pass the grealcr

part of their lives in their burrow, where they

continue at ease and unmolested, they\i)avenothii)<>:

to prevent the regularity of their hcaltli, or tho

due course of their nourishment. They are, there-

fore, generally found fatter than the hare ; but
their Hesh is, notwithstanding, much less delicate.

That of the old ones, in particular, is hard, tough,

and dry ; hut it is said, that in warmer countries,

they are better tasted. This may very well be, as

the rabbit, though so plentiful in Great Britain

and Ireland, is nevertheless a native of the warmer
climates ; and has been originally imported into

these kingdoms, from Spain. In that country, and
in some of the islands in tho Mediterranean, we are

told, that they once multiplied in such numbers as

ti> prove the greatest nuisance to the natives. 'Ihey

at first demanded military aid to destroy them ;

but soon after they called in the assistance of fer-

rcU, which uiiginally came from Africa, and these,

with muQh more ease and expedition, contrived to

lessen the calamity. In fact rabbits are found to

love a warm climate, and to be incapable of bear-

inj^the cold of the north ; so that in Sweden they

are obliged to be littered in the houses. It is

otherwise in all the tropical climates, where they

are extremely common, and where they seldom bur-
row, as with us. The English counties that are

most noted for these animals, are Lincolnshire,

Norfolk, and Cambridgeshire. They delight in

grounds of a sandy soil, which are warmer than

those of clay ; anf? " *ich also furnish a sofiler

aad finer pasture. .

,

jmm.
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i» omp Joyed in England for several pur-

j well when the skin is (?r( "s
••' ^vitll it on,

The tame rabbits are larger th^n the >vild onci,

from their taking more nourishment, and using less

exercise ; but their Hesh is not so good, being more
insipid and softer. J" rr-lor to improve it tliry

are chiefly fed upo,, i,. i, uixA arc stinted in their

water ; for if ii:o.ilgcd in too great pUnty of moist

food, they arc tipt, as the feeders express it, to grow
rotten. The hair or fur is a very useful commodi-
ty, and
poses, as

as when it is pulled off. TIic skins, especially the

white, are used for lining clothes, and are con-

sidered as a cheap imitation of ermine. The skin

of the i; ale is usually preferred, as being the most

lasting, but it is coarser ; that on the belly in either

8ex> is the bftst and finest. But the chief use made
of rabbit's fur, is in the manufacture of hats

;

it is always mixed in certain proportions, with the

fur of the beaver ; and it is said to give the lat-

ter more strength and consistence.

The Syrian rabbit, like all other animals bred

in that country, is remarkable for the length of iti

hair ; it falls along the sides in wavy wreaths, and

is, in some places, curled at the end like wool ; it

is shed once a year, in large masses; and it

often happens that the rabbit, dragging a part of

its robe on the p;rouud, appear as if it had got

another leg, or a 'mgc* tail. ' lere are no rab-

bits naturally in America ; however, those that

have been carried frc'r* Europe, are found to mul-
tiply in the West India islands ii' great abundance.
In other parts of that continent, they have anin.dis

that in some measure resembi : th rabbits of Eu-
rope ; and which most Ei iiean travellers have

often called hares or rabbil., a^ V 'y happen to be

large or small.

Rabbits, as they cannot easily articulate sounds,

Und are foinied into societies that Hvc underground,
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liavft a singular method of giving alarm. When
danger is threatened^ they thump on the earth

with one of their hind feet ; and thus produce a
sound that can be heard a great way by animals

near the surface. This Dr. Darwin, from iti

singularity, and its aptness to the situatioji of the

animals^ concludes (though apparently upon false

grounds) to be an artificial sign, and merely ac«

quired from their having experienced its utility.

He will not allow of any tiling like an instinctive

propensity.

W^havethe following account in Dr. Anderson'i

Recreations of Agriculture, of the regular pro*

duclion of a singular variety of thr rabbit, with
only one ear. " A gentleman of my acquaintance

chanced to find a rabbit among his breed that had
only one oar ; he watclied the progeny of that

creature, and apiong them he found one of the
ttppositc sex that had only one ear also ; he paired

these t ^o rabbits together ; and has now a breed

of rubbii:* one-eared which propagate as fast, and
as constat product their like, as the two-eared
rabbits, from which they were originally descend-

ed."

The flesh, whir' was forbidden to the Jews
and Mahometans^ u ,vell kuQwn to be very deli-

cate.

Alpine hark.

The Alpine hare is about nine inches in length,

k has a long h«3ud and whiskers ; and above each
eye there are two very long hairs. The ears are

short and rounded. The fur is du ky at the roots,

of a bright bay at the ends, slightly tipped with
white, and intermixed with long dusky hairs ; at

first sight, however, the animals seem of a bright
wiinixed bay colour. ,
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Thcii most soutlitTii rcsidi^ncc ii on the Altaic

cliniri of mountaiiifl ncvir lake Buikal, in Siberia;

it;ti(l they cxtcnu IVoiii tlicnce as far northward as

to Kanitschatka. They are always fojind in the

middle regions oi' the snowy mountains, where
these are clad vvitii woods, and where herbs and

Inoisturc abound. They sometimes burrow be-

tween the rocks, but more frequently lode^e in the

crevices. They are generally found in pairs ; but

in bad weather they collect tt)ejcther, lie on tlie

rocks, and whistle so much like the chirp of spar-

rows, as easily to deceive the licarer. On the

report of a gun they run off into their holes

;

whence, hovvevcK, if nothing more is heard, they

soon return.

By the usual wonderful instinct of similar ani-

mals, they make a provision against the rigorous

season in their inclement seats. A company of

them, tomards autumn, collect together vast heaps

of favourite herbs and grasses, nicely dried

;

which they place either beneath the ovcrhanii'iiig

rocks, or between the chasms, or around the trunk

of some tree. The way to these heaps is marked
by a worn path : and in many placvS the plants

appear scattered, as if to be dried in the sun and

harvested properly. The heaps are formed like

round, or conoid ricks; and arc of various sizes,

According to the number of the society e.nployed

in forming them. They are sometimes about a

man's heiglit, and usually three or four feet in

diameter.

Thus they wisely provide their winter's stock;

without which they must, in the cold season, in-

fallibly perish ; being prevented by the depth of

snow, from quitting their retreats in quest of

food. They select the most excellent vegetables,

and crop them when in the fullest vigour. These

they mftke into the best and greenest hay, by tb«
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?ery judicious manner in which they dry them.

The ricks they thus i'orni arc the origin of fertility

among the rocks ; for the relics, mixed with the

dung of the animals^ rot in the barren chasms, and
create a soil productive of vegetation.

These ricks arc also of j^roat service to that part

of mankind who devote themselves to the laborious

employment of sablc-huntits^- ; for, being; obliged

to go far from home, their horses would onen
perish for want, had they not the provision of these

industrioris little animals to support them. They
are tusily to be discovered by their height and
form, even when covered with snow.

The people of Jakutz are said to feed both their

horses and cattle on the remnant of the winter

stock of these hares. As food, the Alpine hares

are themselves neglected by mankind ; but they

arc the prey of the sables and the Siberian weasel.

American hare.

These have their ears ii^tt with grey ; the upper
part of the tail black, the lower white ; the neck
and body mixed with ash, runt colour, and black.

Their legs are of a pale ferruginous colour ; their

belly white. . Their fore legs are shorter, and
their hind ones longer in proportion than those of

the common hare. They are about the size of the

rabbit, as they measure eighteen inches in length,

and weigh from three to tour pounds and a half.

They inhabit all parts of North America. In
New Jersey, and the colonies to the south of that

province, they retain their colour during the whole
year. But to the northward, on the approach of
winter, they change their short summer fur, f\)r one
very long, silky, and silvery, even to the roots, the

edges of the ears only preserving their colour. At
that time, it is in the highest season for the table, and

VOL. n. T
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is ofgreat use to those who 'winter in Hudson's Bay,
where they are taken in vast abundanc'3 in springs

made of brass wire^ placed in hedges, constructed

on purpose^ with holes before the snares for the

hares or rabbits to pass through.

They breed once or twice a year, and have from
five to seven at a time. They do not migrate,

but always haunt the same places. They do
notburroWj but lodge under fallen timber, and
in hollow trees. They breed in the grass ; but,

in the spring, shelter their young in hollow
trees, to which they also run when pursued. The
hunters force them out of those retreats, by meant
of a hooked stick, or by making a fire« and driv-

ing them out by the smoke.

Baikal hare.

The tail of the Baikal hare is longer than that

of the rabbit ; in the male, the ears are longer in

proportion than those of the varying hare ; its fur

is of the same colour with that of the common
hare. It is red about the neck and feet. Its tail is

black above, and white beneath. The name here

given it marks its country. It extends from the

lake Baikal as far as Thibet. The Tanguts call

it rangwo, and consecrate it to the spots of the

moon. It agrees with the common rabbit in the

colour of its flesh ; but does not burrow. When
pursued, it runs for shelter straight to the holes of

the rocks, without any circuitous doublings, like

those of the common hare ; so that it agrees in na-

ture, neither with the hare nor with the rabbit.

The Mongols call it tolai. Its fur is bad, and ii

«}f no use in commerce. It is a larger species than

the common hare. The eyes and end of its nosi

arc bordered with white hairi.
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Cape hare.

The long cars of the Cape bare are dilated in

the midd.lc. On the outside they are naked, and
of a rose colour ; their inside and edges are cover-

ed 'Nvith short grey hairs. Its crown and back are

du«ky, mixed with tawnj ; its cheeks and sides

ash coloured ; its breast, belly, and legs, rust co-

loured. Its tail, which it carries upwards, is of

a pale ferruginous colour. It is of the size of a

rabbit, and inhabits the country for three days

march north of the Cape of Good Hope. It is

there called the mountain hare ; for it lives only in

the rocky mountains, and does not burrow. It is

difficultto shoot it, as, on the sight of any one, it

instantly runs into the fissures of the rocks. The
sauie species probably extends as high as Senegal.

Brasilian hare.

The Brasilian hare, like the common kind, has
very large ears, and a white ring round its neck.

Its face is of a reddish colour ; its chin is white ;

its e^res are black ; and its colour like that^ of the

common hare, only a little darker. Its belly is

whitish. It has no tail ; and some want the ring

round the neck. Tliey live in the woods ; arc very

prolific ;and are reckoned very good meat. They
do not burrow.
They are found both in Brasil and in Mexico,

where they are called citli.

Viscaccia.

This species is said to have the general appear-
ance of a rabbit, but has a very long bushy and
bristly tai!> like that of a fox^ which the animal
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also resembles in colour. The fur on all parts ex-

cept the tail was sofi, and is used by the Peruvians

for the fabric of garments worn only by perscng

of distinction. In its manners, this animal resem-

ibles the rabbit, burrowing under ground, and

forming a double mansion ; in the upper of which
it deposits its provisions, and sleeps iti the other.

It appears chiefly by night, and is said to defend

itself when attacked by striking with its tail.

Ogotona hare.

The ogotona hare has oblong oval ears^ a little

rounded ; shorter whiskers than the Alpine hare

;

fur Ions and smooth ; light grey in the mid-
dle ; wnitc at the ends, intermixed with a few
dusky hairs ; with a yellowish spot on the nose ;

and a space aboui the rump of the same colour.

Its limbs also are yellowish on the outsidcs, and
itji belly white. It is only about six inches long.

The male weighs from six ounces and a half, to

seven and a quarter ; the female from four, to

four and three quarters. It inhabits Tartary, and

lives in the open val lies, and on gravelly or rocky

naked mountains, under heaps of stones ; but in a

Bandy soil they burrow, leaving two or three en-

trances. Their holes run obliquely ; in these they

make their nests of short grass. They wander out

chiefly in the night. Their voice is excessively

shrill, in a note like that of a sparrow, twice or

ihi'ice repeated, but very easily to be distinguished

from that of the Alpine hare. They are fond of

the bark of a sort of service tree, and of thedwarf
elm. Before the appro-ich of severe cold, they col-

lect great quantities of herbs, and fill their holes

with them. Directed by the same instinct as the

Alpine hare, they form, in autunni, their ricks of

hay, of a hemispherical forn-i, about a foot high

m
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Bnd wide. In the spring, these eleg- xnt heaps dis-

appear. They copulate in the spring. About the

latter end of June, their young are obf?erved to be

full grown. They are the prey of hawks, mag-
pies, and ow^s ; but the cat manul makes the great-

est havock among them. The ermiue and polecat

are equally their enemies.

Calling hare.

This species, called by the Tartars ittsitskan,

or the barking mouse, has a longer head in pro-

portion to its size, (which is very diminutive,) than

is usual with hares. The head is thickly covered
with fu-, even to the tip of the nose. It has large

whiskers ; its ears are large and rounded ; its legsr

are very short ; and its soles are furred beneath.

Its whole cout is very long, soft, and smooth j

with a thick long fine down beneath, of a brown-
ish lerd colour. The hair is of the same colour,

c^' a light grey towards the ends, and tipt with
black. The lower parts of the body are hoary ;

the.sides and ends of the fur are ycllov/ish. Its

length is about six inches ; its weight from three

ounces and a quarter^ to four and a half. In win-
ter they are scarcely two and a half.

They inhabit the south-east parts oT Russia;
bnt are found no where, in the east, beyond the

river Oby. They delight in sunny v allies, and
hills covered with herbs, especially those near the

edges of woods, to which they run ou any alarm.
They live so concealed a life, as very rarely to be
scpji ; but are often taken in winter, in the siiarcj

laid for the ermines. They choose, for their bur-
row?, a dry spot amidst bushes, covered with a
firm sod, preferriug the western sides of the hills.

Their place would scarcely be known, but for their

Cftcremeats : an( 'VAn ?y urop, Dy
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instinct, under some liush, lest their dwelling

should he discovered by their enemies among the

animal creation.

It is their voice alone that betrays their abode.

Their cry is like the piping of a quail^ but deeper ;

»nd so loud as to be heard at the distance of half

a German mile. It is repeated by just intervals,

thrice, four times, and often six. This cry is emit-

ted at night, and in the morning ; but seldom in

the day, except in rainy or cloudy weather. It is

common to both sexes ; but the female is siknt for

jBome time after parturition, which happens about

the beginning of May. She brings forth six at a

time, blind and naked ; »he suckles them often, and

covers thcqi c^refi^Hy with the materials of her

*iest.

These most harmless and inoffensive creatures

never go far from their holes. They feed, anu

make their little excursions by night ; drink often,

sleep litde, and are easily made tame. They will

scarcely bite when handled ; yet the males have

been observed, when in confinement, to attack each

other, and to express their anger by a grunting

noise.

Minute hare.

This is by far the smallest of this genus, scurce

exceeding the meadow mouse in size. It is a uiv-

liveof Chili, where it is said to be much esteemed

as a delicate food, and is often kept in a domestic

state. The body is ofa conoid shape ; the ears small^

pointed, and covered with hair ; the nose long ;

the tail so short, as to be scarcely visible. Thif

animal varies in colour, (at least when in a domes-

tic state,) being either brown, white, or spotted.

It produces about eight young at a time, and is said

lo breed almost every moiith. No figure of thii
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animal appears to have been yet given, uor is its des'-

cription by Molina and otlters quite so full and

circumstantial as might be wishitj. It is said to

be called in Cliili by the name of cuy.

^ HYRAX TRIBE.

scarce

a iUi"
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-
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'
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)i this

The genus hyrax is distinguished froui all thtf

rest of the glircs, by the remarkable circumstance

of having four teeth in the lower jaw instead of
two ; these lower teeth arc also of a diflferent

structure from the upper, being broad, short, and
creuated, or denticulated at the top ; the upper
teeth in this genus are also less sharp, or pointed,

tban in the rest of the glires. In other particu-

lars the genus hyrax seemis most nearly allied i9

that of cavy.

Cape hyrax. •

Th' s species, well known at the Cape of Good
Hope, where they are found in great abundance
among the rocky mountains, like several of the

others, burrows under ground, has a slow creep-

ing pace, and a sharp voice, which is often repeat-

ed. It is distinguished by a thick head, full

cheeks, and oval cars, half hid in its fur. Its head
ii of the colour ot a hare ; the top of the back
dusky, mixed with grey ; its sides and belly are,

of a whitish grey. Its toes are like those of the

rest; and its tail is scarce visible. It is of the

size of a rabbit; but the shape of the body is
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thick and clumsy. Its flesh is esteemed very good
meat.

Syriam uypax.

This species seems to have been first clearly and
tkilly described by Mr. Bruce in the appendix to

his celebrated Abyssinian Travels ; if the des-

cription appears in some parts rather too minute^

let it be considered that Mr. B. was treating of

an animal almost unknown to European naturalists^

and whichj in consequence^ seemed to demand a pe-

culiar degree of exactness.

"This curious anincal/' says Mr. Bruce^ "is

found in Ethiopia^ in the caverns of the rocks, or

under the 'great stones in the Mountain of the Sun,

behind the queen's palace at Koscam. It is also

frequent in the deep caverns in the rocks, in many
other parts of Abyssinia. It does not burrow or

make holes as the rat and rabbity nature having

interdicted him this practice, by furnishing him
with feet, the toes of which are perfectly round,

and of a soft pulpy tender substance ; the fleshy

parts of the toes project boyond the nails, which
are rather broad than sharp, very similar to a

man's nails ill £>rovMij and these appear rather given

him for the defence of his soft toes, than for any

active use in digging, to which they are by no

means adapted.
" His hind foot is long and narrow, divided

with two deep wrinkles, or clefts, in the middle,

drawn across iim centre, on eacli side of which

the flesh rises with considerable protuberancy,

and it is terminated by three claws ; the middle

one is the longest. The fore foot has four toes,

three disposed in the same proportion as the hind

foot ; the fourth, the largest of the whole, is
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placed lower down on the side of the foot, ho

that the top of it arrives no further than the bottom
of the toe next to it. The sole of the foot is di^

vided ill the centre by deep clefts, like the other,

and <his cleft reaches down to the heel, which it

nearly divides. The whole of the fore foot is very

thick, fleshy, and soft; and of a deep black colour,

altogether void of hair, though the back or upper

part of it is thick-covered like the rest of its body,

down to where the toes divide, there the hair ends,

so that these long toes yery much resemble tiie

fingers of a man.
" In the place of holes> it seems to delight in

less close, or more airy places, in the mt)uths oil

caves, or clefts in the rock, or where one pro-

jecting, and being open before, afibrds a long

retreat under it, without ftar that this can ever

be removed by the strength or operations of man.
The ashkoko are gregarious, and frequently se-

veral dozens of them sit upon the great stones at

the mouth of caves, and warm themfejvcs in the

sun, or even come out and enjoy the freshness of
the summer evening. They do not stand upright
upon their feet, but seem to steftl along as in fear,

their belly being nearly close to the ground, ad-
vancing a few steps at a time, and then pausing.

They have something very mild, feeble, and timid,

in their deportment; are gentle and easily tamed^,

though when roughly handled at the first, they bite

very severely^

" This animal is found plentifully on Mount
Libanus. I have seen him also among the rocks
at the Cape Mahomet, which divides the Filanitic

from the Heroopolitic gulf, or gulf of Suez. In
all places they seem to be the same ; if there is

any difference it is in favour of the size and fat-

ness which those in the Mountain of the Sun seem
to enjoy above the others. What is his food I c&u-

VOL. II. y
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not determine with any degree of certainty. When
in my possession^ he ate bread and milk^ and seem-
ed to be rather a moderate than Yoracious feeder.

I suppose he lives on grain, fruits, and routs. He
seemed too timid and backward in his own nature

to feed upon living food^ or catch it by hunting.
'* The total length of this animal^ as he sits,

from the point of his nose to the extremity of his

body, is seventeen inches and a quarter. Hie
length of his snout from the extremity of the nose

to the occiput is three inches and three eighths.

His upper jaw is longer than his under; his nose

stretches half an inch beyond his chin. The aper-

ture of the mouth when he keeps it close, in pro-

lile, is little more than an inch. The circujn-

ferekice of his snout around both his jaws, is

three inches and three eighths, and around his

bead just above his ears eight inches and five

eighths; the circumference of his neck is e^glit

inches and a half^ and its leng^th one inch and

a half. He seems more willing to turn his

body altogether than his neck alone. The cir-

cumference of his body measured behind his

fore legs is nine inches and three quarters, and

that of his body, where greatest, eleve:i inches

and three eighths ; the length of his fore leg and

toe is three inches and a half. The length of his

bind thigh is three inches and one eighth, and the

length of his hiod leg to the toe taken together

is two feet two ioches ; the length of the foie foot

is one inch and three eighths ; the length of the

middle toe is six lines, and its breadth six lines

also. The distance between the point of the nose

and the first corner of the eye is one inch and five

eighths ! the length of his eye from one angle to

the other four lines. The diflference from the fore

angle of his e;^e, to the root of his ear, is one inch

and three lioes, and the opening of his eye two
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Ititcs and a lialf. His upper lip is coTcred with

a pencil of strong hairs for mustachoes^ the length

of which arc three inches and five eighths^ and

those of his eje-hrows two inc :" and two eighths.

He has no tail, and gives at first sight the klca of

a ratj rather than of any other creature. His co-

lour is a grcj mixed with a reddish brown, perfects

ly like the wild or warren rabbit. His belly is

white, from the point of the lower jaw to where
his tail would begin, if that he had one. All over

his body he has scattered hairs, strong and polish-

ed like his mustachoes ; these are for the most
part two inches and a quarter in length. His cars

arc round, not pointed. He makes no noise that

ever I heard, but certainly chews the cud. To
discoTcr this was the principal reason of my keep-
ing him alive : those with whom he is acquainted

he follows with great assiduity. The arrival of

any living creature, even of a bird, makes him
seek for a hiding place ; and I shut him up in a

cage with a small chicken, after omitting to feed

him a whole day ; the next morning the chicken
was unhurt, though the ashkoko came to me
with great signs of having suffered with huri^cr.

I likewise made a second experiment, by inclosiug

two smaller birds with him for the space of seve-
ral weeks : neither were these hurt, though both
of them fed, without impediment, of the meat that
was tlirown into his cage, and the smallejt of
these, a titmouso^ Reem*»d to be advancing in a
sort of familiarity with him, though I ncv^r saw
it venture to perch upon him ; yet it would eat

frequently, and at the same time, of the food
upon which the ashkoko was feeding ; and in

this consisted chiefliy the familiarity I speak o*",

for the ashkoko himself never shewed any altera-
tion of behaviour upon the presence of the bird,
hut treated it with a kind of absolute indifference.
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The rage, indeed, wan larg;c, and the birds having
a perch tu $it upc " < i the upper pait of it, tlie^

did not annov one another.
" In Amhara this animal ig called a8hkok<'

which I apprehend is deiived from the Bingularity

of those long herinaceous haiis, wluch, like small

horns, grow about his back, and which in Am-
hara are called a»hok. In Arabia and Syria, he

is called Iirael's sheep, or ganuini Israel, for what
reason I know not, unless it is chiefly from hii

frequenting the rocks of Horeb and Suiai, where
the children of Israel made their forty years'

perigrination ; perhaps this name obtains only

among the Aro^bi^ns. I apprehend he is known
by that of saphan in the Hebrew, and is the ani-

mal erroneously called by our translators cunicu-

lusj the rabbit or ^oney/'

I Hudson's pay hyrax.

This was firjt described by Mr. Pennant, and

was in the I-fc?Cii:in Museum. Its colour is a ci-

nereous browD;, with the ends of the hairs white.

It is a qatiye of (ludson's Bay. Its size is nearly

that of a comnion marmot ; the two upper teeth

are moderately large, and shaped like those of

the Cape hyrax ^ the four lower are very strong,

rather long than broad, and are very abruptly

truncated^ witho?it any appeajrance of denticula-

tions ; the feet are ti^tradactylous : of a similar

form to tho^e of the Cape hyrax, but have rounded

claws on all the toes. Nothing particular is

known of the manners or natural history of this

fpecief.
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CAMEL TRIBE.

•ft

All the animals of the camel tribe are mild
and gentle in their disposition. In .. ^ihl <:tate

they are not to be caught without great «afl» v •

jct when taken young and trained to labo* r^

are made very serviceable to mankind,

arc reckoned to be seven species^ two ol

only are found on the old continenrt^ the rest b>

confined to the Alpine countries of Chili aiid

Peru. It is supposed that most^ if not all of thcm^
arc gregarious, associating together in vast herds.

The females have two teats, and seldom produce
more than one young one at a birth. The hair of
these animals is of a soft and silky texture ; and
th< ir flesh forms a very palatable food.

In the lower jaw of the camels there are six

front teeth, which are somewhat thin and broads
The canine teeth are at a little distance both from
these and the grinders ; in the upper jaw there

are three, and in the lower two. The upper lip

is rleft or divided.

These animals, like all the other genera of their

order, are furnished with four stomachs, in conse-.

qucnce of which they not only bve solely on
vegetable food, but ruminate or chew the cud.
They swallow their food unmasticatcd. This is

received into the first stomach, where it remain^
some time to macerate ; and afterwards, when
the animal is at rest, by a peculiar action of the
muscles, it is returned to the mouth in small
quantities, chewed more fully, and then swaUo>vc4
a second time for digestion.
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1%0 ARABIAN CAMEL*

Arabian camsi..

»

The height of this animal from the top bf itg

5unch to the ground, in about six feet six inches.

Its head is small ; its ears are short ; its neck

long^ slender^ and bending. Its hoofs are in part,

but not thoroughlj divided. The bottom of the

foot is tough and pliant. The tail is long, and
terminates in a tuft also of considerable length.

On the legs this animal has six callcsities ; four

on the fore legs, and two on the hinder ; besides

another on the lower part of the breast. These
arc the parts on wh'ch it rests. Its hair is fine,

soft, and of considerable length ; longest indeed

upon the bunch, the neck, and the throat. In the

middle of the tuft^ termina^ting the tail, the hair

M soft and fine ; on the exterior parts, coarse,

and often black. On the protuberance it is

dusky ; ov^r the rest of the body of a rcddisli asJi

colour.

Till very lately the camels have been supposed

to possess, independently of the four stuninchs

Common to ruminating animals, a fifth bag, which
served them as a reservoir for holding water.

From a preparation,, however, in the collection

of Mr. John Hunter, it appears that this fifth

bag nev<?r existed but in idoa. The second sto-

mach is of a very peculiar construction, being

formed of numerous cells several inches deep,

having their mouths uppermost, and the orifices

apparently capable of muscular contraction. When
the animal drinks it probably has the power of

directing the water inte these cells, instead of let-

ting it pass into the first fd^omach, and when these

are filled, the rest of the water will go into that

stomach. In this manner a quantity of water

may be kept separate from the food, serving occa»
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ARABIAN CAMEL. n\

sionally to moisten it in its passage to the true

stomach for several days.

The camel is the most temperate of all animals^

and it can continue to travel several days without
drinking. In those vast deserts^ where the earth

is every where dry and sandy, where there are

neither birds nor beasts, neither insects nor vegc*
tabl^fs, where nothing is to be seen but hills of

sand and heaps of bones, there the camel tmvels!

posting forward, without requiring either drink or

pasture, and is often found six or seven days with-^

out any sustenance whatsoever. Its feet are form-
ed for travelling upon sand, and utterly unfit

for moist or marshy places ; the inhabitants, there-

fore, find a most useful assistant in this animalj>

where no other could subsist, and by its means,
cross those deserts with safety, which would be
impassable by any other method of conveyance.

An animal, thus formed for a sandy and desert

region, cannot be propagated in one of a different

nature. Many vain efforts ha7cbecn tried to pro-'

pagate4;hc camel in Spain ; they have been trans-

ported into America, but have multiplied in

neither. It is true, indeed, that they may be
brought into these countries, and may, perhaps, be
found to produce there ; but the care of kcepinj^

them is so great, and the accidents to which tbey
are exposed from the changeablcness of the climate^

are so many, that they cannot answer the care of
keeping. In a few years also, they are seen to de-
generate ; their strength and their patience forsake
them ; and instead of making the riched, they be-
come the burden of their keepers.

But it is very different in Arabia, and those
countries where the camel is turned to useful pur-
poses. It is there considered as a sacred animal,
without whose help the natives could neither sub-
sist, traffic, nor travel ; its milk makes a part of
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their nourishment ; they feed upon its flesh,

particularly when young ; they clothe themgelvcs

with its hair^ which it is seen to moult regularly

once a year^ and if they fear an invading enemy,

their camels serve them in flight, and in a single

day they are known to travel above a hundred

miles. Thus, by means of the camel, an Arabian

finds safety in his deserts ; all the armies upon
earth might be lost in the pursuit of a flying

squadron of this country, mounted upon their

camels, and taking refuge in solitudes where no-

thing interposes to stop their flight, or to force

them to wait the invader. Nothing can be more
dreary than the aspect of these sandy plains, that

seem entirely forsaken of life and vegetation
;

wherever the eye turns, nothing is presented but a

sterile and dusty soil, sometimes torn up by ihc

winds, and moving in great waves along, which,

when viewed from an eminence, resemble less the

earth than the ocean ; here and there a few shrubs

appear, that only teach us to wish for tfco grove

that remiiids us of the shade, without aflbrdinj^

its refreshment ; the return of morning, which,

in other places carries an idea of cheerfulness,

here serves only to enlighten the endless and dreary

waste, and to present the traveller with an unflnish-

cd prospect of his forlorn situation ; yet in this

chasm of nature, by the help of the came), the

Arabian finds safety and subsistence. There are

here and there found spots of verdure, which,

though remote from each other, arc, in a manner
approximated by the labour and industry of the

camel. Thus these deserts, which present the

stranger with nothing but objects of danger and

sterility, afibrd the inhabitant protection, food,

and liberty. The Arabian lives independent and

tranquil, in the midst of his solitudes ; and, instead

of considering the Viist solitudes spread round
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him &9 a restraint upon his happiness^ he is^ hy
experience^ taught tu regard them as the ramparts

of his freedom.

The camel is easily instructed in the methods of

tuking up and supporting his hurden ; their legs^

a few days after they are produced^ arc bent under

their belly ; they arc in this manner loaded, and
taught to rise ; their burden is every day thus in-

creased, by insensible degrees, till the animal if

capable of supporting a weight adequate to its

force ; the same care is taken in making them
patient of hunger and thirst : while other animals

receive their food at stated times, the camel is

restrained for days togeth r, and these intervals

of famine are increased in proportion as the ani-

mal seems^capable of sustaining them.

In Turkey, Persia, Arabia, Barbary, and Egypt,
their whole commerce is carried on by means ot

camels and no carriage is more speedy, and none
less expensive in these countries. Merchants and
travellers unite themsfilvea into a body, furnished

with camels, to secure themselves from the insults

of the robbers that infest the countries in which
they live. This assemblage is called a caravan,

in which the numbers are sometimes known to

amount to above ten thousand, and the number
of camels is often greater than those of the men ;

each of these animals is loaded according to his

strength, and he is so sensible of it himself, that

when his burden is too great, he remains still

upon his belly, the posture in which he is laden,

refusing to rise till his burden be lessened or taken
away. In general the large camels are capable of
carrying a thousand weight, and sometimes twelve
hundred ; the smaller from six to seven. In these

trading journeys, they travel but slowly, their

stages are generally regulated, and they seldom go
ftb(yve thirty, or at most about five and thirty auie^

VOL. II. X
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a day. Every evening, when they arrive at a

Biagc, which is usually some spot of verdure,

Mrbcre water and shrubs arc in plenty, they aie

permitted to feed at liberty ; they are then seen to

eat as much in an hour, as will supply them for

twenty'*four ; they seem to prefer the coarsest

weeds to the softest pasture ; the thistle, the nettle,

the cassia, and other prickly vegetables, are their

favourite food ; but their drivers take care to

supply them with a kind of paste composition,

whicn serves as a more permanent nourishment. As
these animals have often gone the same track, they

arc said to know their way precisely, and to pur-

sue their passage when their guides are utterly

astray ; \«rhen they come within a few miles of

their baiting place in the evening, they sagaciously

scent it at a distance^ and increasing their speed;

arc often seen to trot with vivacity to their stage.

The patience of this animal is most extraordi-

nary ; and it is probable that its sufferings arc

great ; for when it is loaded, it sends forth most

lamentable cries. At the slightest sign it bends

its knees^ and lies upon its belly, suflfering

itself to be loaded in this position ; by this prac-

tice the burden is more easily laid upon it^ than if

lifted up while standing ; at another sign it rises

with its load, and the driver getting upon its back,

between the two panniers, which, like hampers^

are placed upon each side, he encourages the

camel to proceed with his voice, and with a song.

In this manner the creature proceeds contentedly

forward, with a slow uneasy walk, of about four

tniles an hour, and when it cornea^to its stage,

lies down to be unloaded as before.

M. Buffon seems to consider the camel to be

the most domesticated of all creatures, and to

have more marks of the tyranny of man im-

prioted on its form. He it of opinion^ that thii
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animal it not now to be found in a state of nature ;

that the humps on its back, the callosities upon its

breast and its legs, and even the great reservoir

for water, are all marks of long servitude, and do-

mestic constraint. The deformities he supposes

to be perpetuated by generation ; and what at

first was accident, at last becomes nature. How-
ever this be, the humps upon the back grow large

in proportion as the animal is well fed, and if ex-

amined, they will be found composed of a substance

Bot unlike the udder of a cow.
They have a very great share of intelligence ;

and the Arabs assert that they are so extremely

sensible of injustice and ill treatment, that when
this is carried too far, the inflictor will not find it

easy to escape their vengeance ; and that they will

retain the remembrance of an injury till an oppor-
tunity oiTers for gratifying their revenge. Eager^
however, to express their resentment, they no longer

retain any rancour, when once they arc satisfied ;

and it is even sufficient for ' them to believe they

have satisfied their vengeance. Accordingly, when
an Arab has excited the rage of a camel, he throws
down his garments in some place near which the

animal is to pass, and disposes them in such a man-
ner that they appear to cover a man sleeping under
them. The animal recognizes the clothes, seizes

them in his teeth, shakes them with violence, and
tramples on them in a rage. When his anger is

appeased, he leaves them, and then the owner of the

garments may make his appearance without any
fear, load, and guide him as he pleases.

The mode in which loaded camels were made
to cross the Nile, attracted the particular attention

of Mr. Nordcn, as extremely singular. A man,
he says, swam before, with the bridle of the first

camel io his mouth ; the second camel was tied to

fhe tail of the first, and a third to the tail of the
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second : another mao^ sitting on a truss of straw,

briHight up the rear^ and, by his directions, was

emploj^'cd in keeping the second and third camels

in their course.

Few travellers have ever had greater occasion

to try the perseverance of the camel, and receive

all the services which this animal is capable of

affording, than Mr. Bruce, on his return from the

coart of Abyssinia to Cairo. On his way be-

tween Sennaar and Syenc, in the deserts east of the

Nile, after a long and dreary journey, in which
he and his attendants had exhausted their provi-

sions, to the last remains of " their miserable

stock of black bread and dirty water ;'• the

strength of his camels was so far overcome, or so

much were they benumbed by cold, that no firfg

nor efforts xou Id raise them from the ground ; or

at least prevail w ith them to stand but two minutes

without kneeling down again. In this hopeless

situation, his only resource was, to kill two of

those fainting animals, to draw out the water that re-

mained in their stomachs for drink, each affording

about four gallons, and take a part of their fiesh

for food. The same traveller relates, that the

camels of the caravans, which travel from the

Niger, across the desert of Selima, are said to take

at once as much water as they need for forty days.

He asserts as an unquestionabe fact, that even an

ordinary camel will live, upon occasion, fourteen

or fifteen days without water.

Mankind owe also other benefits to this animal.

The Arabs, and other nations among whom they

are common, use their flesh and milk, not merely

in cases of extreme necessity, but even for their

ordinary food. The flesh is dry, but of an agree-

able enough taste ; though, except for feasts, none

arc ever killed but the old, and those without

fny pains being taken to fat them. The mrlk ii
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wholesome, nourishing^ and antiseptic ; but alwaji
faintly acid in its taste. In the more temperate
latitudes of Asia and Africa, the hair is of a silky

fiiicncss, and sells at a considerable price. It »
wrought into some valuable stuffs. His skin is

another ardclo of great value. Camel's dung is

the only fuel which travellers have to kindle their

fires of, in the desert. If dry, it kindles instanta-

neously, and affords a strong heat, and a bright

flame.

No wonder then, that the Arabians have, from
the earliest ages, assiduously availed themselves of

the services which this animal is qualified to afford.

Six thousand ^ camels were part of the immense
wealth of thj patriarch Job. To tend, to train, to

improve the breed, and to multiply the numbers of

their camels, is to this day the chief employment of

many ofthe Arabians. In tracing the annals of re-

mote antiquity, we cannot discover tlip period when
camels existed only in a wild state. But so gentle

an animal would, the instant he became known to

man, be subjected to his authority. In Egypt, the

camel has been perhaps as long known and serviceable

as in Arabia. He is there used chiefly as a beast

of burden. " A loaded camel travels between Cairo
and Suez, a journey of six and forty hours, without
needing either food or water. The food on which
the Egyptians sustain him, is bruised stones, or

kernels of dates. The Persians have several ex-

cellent breeds of camels. Their strongest, which
they call chotornain, carry a load, a thousand or

eleven hundred pounds in weight. Those of a
secondary character, called in Persia, chotor, in

Arabia, jemal, and in Indostan, oatt, bear six or
seven hundred. The feeblest race, named in Arabic,
ragahill, carry at least five hundred. When the
camel-drivers wish their camels to quicken their

pace, they chant to tfaem wild, irregular airs, o:

J"..
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beat rude tunes on imall kettle-drums. The
Persians have yet a more delicate^ and belter shaped

breed, denomi^nated, in their language, chotordor,

or chotobaad ; and by the Arabians, deloul, or

elniechafis. These they train to make long

marches, and iced >vith choice and substiintiat

food. In the English dominions in India, the

temper of the camel is said to be so froward, and his

motions so violcnij that the dajs of his hircarah or

groom are frequently shortened by the trouble and

fatigue which ho suffers in managing him. Wild
camels are said to subsist still in the deserts, in the

temperate latitudes of Asia.

Many of the above particulars, concerning the

manners and use^ of the camel with one bunch, or

dromedary, regard also the next species, the Bac-

trian or Turkish camel, who is furnished with two

bunches.

Bactrian camel.

Except in having two bunches on the back
instead of one, this species scarce differs from the

preceeding. Their sixe, their colours, their qua-

lities, their uses, are almost entirely the same.

Next after that which the bunches constitute,

the most remarkable difference is, that the Arabian
camel or dromedary thrives in the most torrid

climates of Asia and Africa, where he is gentle,

but slender, and almost destitute of hair ; whereas

the camel inhabits the more temperate climates, and

is often larger, and of superior strength, movej

with a firmer step, and is covered with finer hair.

Tartary, Turkey, and Persia, are the regions which

the camel chiefly inhabits. Dromedaries arc most

numerous in Arabia and Barbary.

February is the season of copulation to these

animals. The female is a year pregnant ; producei
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only one at a birth ; and suckles ber young for

two years. The Arabian merchants^ every year,

conduct troops of dromedaries into the provinces

of Turkey and Persia ; where they procure camels

to copulate with them ; and by thus crossing the

breed, obtain a mongrel race, in which the vigour

cf the camel is united with the mild docility of tiie

diomedary.

Wild camels are still found in the northern parts

of India, and in the deserts on the confines of China.

Tiicy are possibly descended from a domestic race

that may have accidentally become wild. Dr.
Russel relates, that except in caravans coming
from Bagdad to Bassora, the cam^l with tw9
bunches is scarce ever seen in Syria.

The Persian name of the camel is chotortork or

boghor.

Llama.

In form and manners, this American quadruped
bears so considerable a resemblance to the drome-
dary and camel of Asia and Africa, that notwith-
standing the inferiority of its size, naturalists agree
in considering it as a congeneric species. The
llama is scarce four feet and a half high, to the
top of the shoulders, and not more than six feet

in length. His neck is arched, but not so much as

the camel's. His back does not rise to so large &
bunch. His tail is graceful. His feet are elegant-
ly formed. He has a bunch on his breast, which.
constantly exudes a yellowish, oily matter. His
hair is long and soft. His colours are a beautiful
clouding of black, white, and a dusky yellow.
His body is often swelled with a considerable
depth of fat, immediately under the skin. His
y^^lA"«au ig not armed with horns. His nose is short
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His hoofs arc divided. His oycs are large, blacky

and sparkling. In the structure of his stomach,

he has four ventricles, one of which is cellular.

He has neither cutting nor canine teeth in his upper

jaw. His feet are armed behind with a sort of

spur, which assists in supporting the animal on

rugged, difficult ground. His wool or hair is long

on his dank and bellj, but short on his back, crup

per, and tail.

His voice is a sort of neighing sound. Though
naturally mild and inoffensive, he defends himself

when tcazcd or attacked, by butting, kicking, and

squirting at his enemy, through a fissure in hi§

upper lip, an acrid spittle, which inflames and

blisters the skin. His motion is slow ; he bears

up his head, and walks on with a grave, regular,

majestic pace. He eats but little ; and scarce

ever drinks. His food is the coarsest, and most

ordinary plants. With the mildness, the llama

possesses also the obstinacy of the camel. He
cheerfully receives any load to which his strenp-th

is not unequal ; and if the place to which his bur-

den is to be conveyed be known to him, proceeds

to it without a guide. But when overloaded, or

fatigued with travelling, he squats down on his

belly, with his feet under him ; and no severity of

blows will compel him to rise. Squeezing his

testicles sometimes succeeds, when every other art

has been tried in vain. By continued abuse, the

poor an'mal is sometimes driven to despair, and

strikes his head from side to side upon the ground,
till he die.

The female llama goes five or six months with

young ; never produces more than one at a birth,

and is furnished with two paps to suckle it. The
young male becomes capable of procreation at the

age ot three years. The term of his life never ex-

tends much beyond fourteen years.
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i*eru IS file naiiie dountLy of the llama. He has
been settled by nattire, on the tnoilntains of that

elevated tract of country. The species at present

abound through the whole extent of the kiiidom of

Peru, from Potosi to Carraceas ; and the industry

v( the Spaniards has propagated them thi'Ougn

other parts of their American dominions.

When the Spaniards iirst penetrated into South
America, they were astonished to find it destitute

of the domestic animals, to which they had been ac-

customed in Europe. The Indians had no horses,

pxcn, assesj or mules, to assist their industry.

The llama and the paco were tbri only atiimaU

which they cultivated as domestic. And to set

them use sheep, for such did these seem, as beasts

of burden, heightened the contempt which theii"

European visitants had conceived for theif thatac-

ters. There appeared a remarkable sihiilatity

betvi^'cen the temper and manners of the llama, add
those of his Indian master. The same ttxildh^ss,

the same cool, phlegmatic tempei", the same per-

severance in labour distinguished bbth. Riid^e

and inarii6ciai as were the manners of the simp^le

Peruvians ; they had, however, learned, not onl^
to load the llama, as a beast of burden, but alsd

to yoke him in the plougli.

The Spaniards, upon settling in Peru, soioil

found, that this species whom tliey had tnOugM
too pitiful to be cultivated as the princip.il domes-
tic animal, was not ill qualified for the labours \i\

which the nature of the country induced thehi to

have recourse to its assistance. The roads werfe

^0 rugged and uneveji, that au animal, less sure-

footed, or of a temper less cool and phlegtnatic

than thf^ llama, could scarce travel along theih

with safety. For tiie labours of the mines, a crea-

ture of a more Impetuous, generous spirit, would
have been very ill" qualified" The Ikma convfiyl

VOL. II. Y
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the ores of Potosi over the mo«t rugged hilli, and
through the narrowest parts of the Andes. He feats

not to descend precipices, and climb steep accents,

where even man himself dares not accompany him.

An hundred and fifty pounds is his ordinary load.

The strongest carry two hundred. With this load,

the animal will travel on for four or five dnya

without indicating the smallest fatigue. He stops

to rest, without waiting for the directions of his

driver ; and obstinately reposes four and twenty

or thirty hours, before he can be prevailed upon to

resume his Journey. Requiring but a small por-

tion of food, he takes that by browzing as he tra-

vels, on any shrubs or herbage that happen to

fringe his path. At night he only rests and rumi-

nates.

Such are these animals in their domestic state ;

but as they are found wild in very great numbers,

^hey exhibit marks of great force and agility in

their state of nature. The stag is scarcely more
swift, or the goat, or the chamois a better climber.

All its shapes are more delicate and strong ; its

colour is tawny, and its wool is but short ; in their

native forest they are gregarious animals, and are

often seen in flocks of two or three hundred at a

time. When they perceive a stranger, they regard

him at first with astonishment, without marking

any fear or surprise ; but shortly, as if by common
consent, they simfTup the air, somewhat like horses,

ahd at once, by a common flight, take refuge dn

the tops of the mountains ; they are fonder of the

northern than the southern* side of the Andes;

they often climb above the snoWy tracts of the

mountain, and seem vigorous in proportion to the

coldness of their situation. The natives hunt the

wild llama for the sake of its fleece. If the dogs

surprise one upon the plain, they are generally suc-

cessful ; but if GHce the llama obtains the rocky
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precipice of -the mountain^ the hunters are ohiiged

to desist in their pursuit.

Besides serving as a beast of burden^ the llama

alTords various articles of no small utility to

human life. His wool, though of a strong, dis-

agreeable scent, is used as a material for cloth.

It forms, likewise^ so thick a covering on the ani-

inal, that he needs not a saddle to protect his

back under a load. His skin is of a very close

texture ; and is accordingly made into shoes by

the Indians, and used for harnesses by the Spa<*

liiards. The flesh, especially of the young Uama^
is wholesome and of a pleasant taste.

As our principal domestic animals, the horsc^

the ass, the sheep, and the goat, have, by the cares

of the European settlers, been introduced into

America ;. so the llama has ^Iso been imported
iijto Europe. But the climate of Spain, the coun-
try into which he has been brought, has always
proved too hot for this animal. Norway, Scotland^

©r the summits of the Alps or Pyrenees, might
perhaps prove more favourable ; the temperature

of these regions approaching nearer to the cold

of the Andes.

GUANACO. .

In form and manners the guanaco so nearly re-

sembles the llama, that he has been viewed by
so.ne eminent naturalist?;, as merely a llama in a
wild state. But as, besides various other distinc-

tions of character, the guanaco, whether tame or

wild, constantly refuses to associate with the Uama^
y/c caniiot hesitate to rank these animals as distinct

speeies

.

The guanaco inhabits that range of mountains
in South America, called tlic Cordilleras. Thf
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leverities of winter oblige him to descend into the

plains of Chili and Peru.

A full grown guanaco is about seven feet in

lengthy and four feet three inches in height. His
ears resemble those of a horse. His tail is formed
like a stag's. The upjiier parts of his bodj are

tawny ; the lower white. He has no protuberance
on his breast^ no bunch on his back. His fora

feet are longer than those behind. He nioves with
a sort of leaping pace.

This species are gregarious. On the summits
of the Cordilleras> they often assemble in flocks

of several hundred^. They are stronger, more ac-

tive, find piniblcr than the llama. /Although in

a state of liberty, thev are not secure from the per-

secution of .man. The value of their fleeces,

which are rather long smooth hair than wool^

renders them an object of profit to the Indian

hunter. When he surprises thtem in plapes of ea^y

access, he cannot fail of being successful in the

chace. But give them time to escape among the

precipitous clifis, which are their favouite haunts

;

and both men and dogs must desist in disappoint;-

ment from the pursuit. When young it is pur-

sued with dogs, and when old caught with nooses.

The flesh of the young animals is excellent, and

that of the old is preserved with salt. They seem

incapable of subsisting in either a warmer climate,

or a thicker atmosphere, than that of the ele-

vated region in w hich they, at present abound.

Paco.

Besides the llama, the Indians, before the ^r-

jrival of the Spaniards in South America, had

domesticated no other animal but the paco.

Xhe paco^ in shape nearly similar to the llama,
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but much inferior in ^ize, is covered Tivitb long*

fine wool, sometimes entirely black, and sometiiuet

of a brown colour, intermixed with yellow. It

Bcenis to hear nearly the same relation to tho

llama, as the ass bean to the horse. The llama

bears a load of a hundred and fifty pounds ; tlic

paco is overloaded if more than fifty be laid upon
oim.

The paco, as well as the llama and the guanaco,

is confined to that stupendous range of moun-
tains, which terminates /the southerp extremity of

the American continent. His fleece is an article

of great value. It is manufactured into gloves,

stockings, bed clothes, and carpets. Neither the

beaver of Canada, the goat of Angora, nor the

sheep of Caramania, affords a finer material for

cloth than the paco. His wool is as soft as silk,

and is sold at as high a price. His flesh 10 enteo^

^ough not very delicate food.

VlCUGWA.

In the vicugna, we have an animal which bear»

nearly ihe same relation to the paco, as tlie gunna-
co bears to the llama. In figure, and in the form
of his tail, he somewhat resembles our common
goat. But his neck is twenty inches in length ;

his head thick, short, and destitute of horns ; hisi

ears small, erect, and sharp-pointed. His wool

J3 shorter, but still finer than that of the paco, of
a beautiful rose colour, and of such a nature,

that a dye may be easily fixed upon it. Hif
beliy often afiords a bezoar.

This is a wild, but a gregarious animal. Like
the Uama^ the guanaco, and the paco, he is con-
fined within that lofty range of country, which
bounds the southern continent of America. He
vliiii^g and ieapi among the lofty clifls of the Cof ,
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Hilleras. The ^eatest numbers are found in the

nroyinccs of Chilis Coquimbo^ and the Copiapo.

Naturalists have generally regarded the vicugna

as being no other than the paco in a wild state,

Put, however favourable circumstances, the in-

tercourse of love never takes place between these

two animals.

The -vicugna is remarkably swift and timid, and
formed to endure the severest extremities of cold.

It is scarce possible to tame one of these crea-

tures. Their fleeces are a very alluring prize to

the Indian hunters. Their flesh too is delicate

and juicy. The method of taking them is to

drive a flock, or as many as possible, into some
narrow defile, surrounded to the height of three

or four feet, with cords, hung with small pieces

of linen or woollen cloth; these wave in the

wind, and so fright and confound the timid ani-

malsj that they cannot possibly mako their es«

cape.

? Ghilihuque.

• This species, which inhabits Peru and Chili,

is described as measuring about six feet in

length, and about four in height. It is covered

with woolly hair, and in its general appearance is

not unlike a ram. The ears are flaccid, or pen-

dulous ; the neck and legs long ; the tail like

that of a sheep, but shorter in proportion : the

wool is very ^oft, and the cQlour of the animal

is said to vary in difiiercnt individuals, bein^

either brown, black, ash colour or white.

This animal was employed by the ancient in-

habitants of Chili as a beast of burden, as well as

in ploughing. Its wool was also used in the manU'
facture of a fine silky cloth or stufi* ; but this is now

said to have given place to the introduction of
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l^uropean yroo), ai bciug stronger and more trr*

Tircable.

MUSK TRIBE.

The lousk animals are inhabitants, almost cx«
rlii'^'vt'lj, oi' India, and the Indian isles. Two or
tlir.i »fthe species arc so exceedingly small, at

siaicely to equal a rabbit in size. They arc vcrj
gentle, but excessively timid ; on the appearance
of a man they fly with precipitation into the re-

cesses of their native wilds. Liiie the camels they
lidvc no horns.

In their lower jaw they have eight front teeth ;

and in the upper jaw two long tusks, one on eacb
lide, which pioject out of the mouth.

TiBDTIAN MUSK.

The present species, the principal one of th«

tribcj is destitute of horns. The ears are somewhat
large, the neck thick, and the hair on the whole
body long, upright, and thick set. Each hair is

undulated, the tip ferruirinous, the middle Mack,
and the bottom cinereous. The limbs are very

slender, and of a full black colour ; and the tail

is so short, as to be scarcely visible. The length
of the male is about three feet, and that of the

female about two feet and a quarter ; and their

average weight is from twenty-five to thirty

pounds.

The Tibetian musk is a native of many parts

of Asia^ and is fouud tliiOughui:t ihc wiiole king*
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dom of t^ibet. It lives retired among ttie hig;he9t

and. rude»t mountains. Except in autumn it is 21

solitarj* animal ; but at this season large flocki

cdllect in order to change their place, being driven

southward by the approaching cold. During
this migration the peasants lie in wait for theni^

and cither take them in snares, or kill them with

arrows and bludgeons. At these times they are

often 80 meagre and languid from hunger and fa-

tigue as to be taken without much difliculty.

They arc gentle and timid, having no weapons
't^f defence except their tusks. Their activity is

very ^reat, and they are able to take astonishing

'ieapi over the tremendous chasms of the rdcks.

They tread so lightly on the snow, as scarcely to

leave a mark, while the dogs that are used in pur-

suing them, sink in, and are frequently obliged to

desist from the chace. In a state of captivity thejr

live but a very short time. They feed on various

vegetables of the mountains. They arc usually

taken in snares, or shot by cross-bows placed irt

their tracks, with a string from the trigger for

them to tread on and discharge the bow. Some-'

times they are shot with bows and arrows. Their

chase is exceedingly laborious.

In an oval receptacle about the size of a small

egg, is contained the well known drug called

musk. This bangs from the middle of the abdo-

men, and is peculiar to the male animal. A full

grown male will yield a drachm and a half, and

an old one two drachms. The bag is furnished

with two small orifices, the one naked and the

othei* covered with oblong hair». Gmelin tells

U9^ that On squeezing this bag, he forced the musk
through the apertures, in the form of a browrt

fatty matter. The hunters cut off the bag and

tie it up for sale, but often adulterate the contents

by mixing them wiih other matter to increaso their



IN|I1<*^ AND. B«A8IUAM MUfK. I6Q

fvf^jglii. Theouisk is^e^en fr.eq.ueotiy^la;keDCdtii»*

\y out, and a compositi<m of> the ammaifa ibl»ofi

find liver^ (for thi9 driip^bas niuch the appeamiice
of clotted bloodj) is iiiserted in its. stead; bitt

when the hags are opeued, the imposition is eafilji

detected. The deceit, however, most . comincyidjl

pr<Tctis^d« is thai of putting into> the hags Ultlte

b its of; Ici^j| . in order to augment the weight. "Xhi

animals abpiild be found in eastern countriiBa in

great, nufQbejg^ for Tavernier Jnforms us^ that ill

one joivney heicollected seven thousand' six haii-*

dred and seventy-three musk bags.

It is general^ asserted, that when the nusk
bag is first opened, so povierful an odour eoaiet

from it, that every person present is obliged? to

cover bis mouth and nose with several foldi of
linen, and that, nothwithstanding tHis precaution^

the blood will frequently gush from the nose.

When the ipusk is fresh, a very small quantity in

a popfined place it insupportable ; it causes giddi*

ness i^ the, headj and hemorrhages^ which baT9
spnjeti^es ^Kovfd fatal.

; . bi^k'Ahtiihsfi s^#-^if| «(

imi. ?j»bi« ?.li . ;Iwm1?% 7» i*f fia^l 4eli ': a*>qo-.'h>i/;

•j4i')/«»«ii lii'i; ,t Indian Musk<;,iv4!V MJ.t'»^^^4'^^*-^

This 'Species are inhabitants<«f India; some-
what lai:ger in size than the formep : and diatin-

guished by slender legs, oblong, erect ears> and4he
resemblance which their head bears, in shape^ to

that of a horse. *cQ^. A

ii, Jj lo to/a. J^^^siLiAji MUSR. I ikiKii-m%

:%^i-^A .-.: {a

Iv^isize^^' i^n :aiHwal lipproaches to an equality

with the :^uropeai| roebuck. ' Its back, sides,

4iest, an4 tliigh^, a^ of.a bright riust colour ; but ^

tB^jo^erp.i^rt ojf the bjtllyi and the inside of that

»

thurhg wKite. Its eves are4ar£e' a&d blauktriiii••Tr^u ii^sjssii 9is-c^srg€ nUwL vtmskmy.

rot. II.
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cafifmir fdcfaeiilon^ ; the tail six i4ic1^9long ; tlie

IfgtsleBdcr; jet muscular.

fheie creatures, peculiar to Guiaiiii dn^ Bfasil^

$m remorkablife for their tiniiditjTj and for a.cor-^

fsipondent lightness of form, and agilit/ of niotiorr.

Like-goats, ihty, are sometimes seen ttHiiding' with

tibeir ^ur legs togetlier on the point of a ruck.

The delicacy of their flesh draws upon them a

mmber df enemies. The Indians, as well as the

tig^rs> and other beasts of pr.ey,' all eagerly pursue

ifacm. Their safety is most endangered when
they attempt to swim ; for their legs are but very iU

mMfked 4d that exercise. Thcj are ranked in this

geoot, not as aifording musk, but as ifranting
iv<*,

ft";

THIS ililimftl is an inhabitant of J«ta and Cey-
k)R< lisik^tm is diminutive. It is not more than

OA^ lfo(6t ivc inches in length. Its whole weight
is ouly five pounds and a half. ltd ears are large

and open ; itst fail - vj^ry short ; its sides and

haunches are variegated"^ith spots, and transverse

bars of white on a cinereous olive ground. The
restef the upper part of its body is a cinereous

olive, without spots. Its throat, breast, and belly

flva^ite.
,

'• ^":-- '••

Jata musk.

!.•'! \

Peculiar to Jattt k anotlk^r animal of this

genus, equal in size to a rabbit, with remarkable
sh^d^r, poay legu ; with itk M^i and cart b&fe,

witb«iit pJitA in the grtfiHj ^t tinder the^ye ; huvin^
tt;iU on it» ktiMi ; -and Irtidor Mi #rOttt> two long
divergent hairs. Tli« neek ift li^atyi l^ith an in^
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crown ofthe head ; the general colour of tlie iKMijf

is ferruginous ; the neck and M}y are white, bat
the neck variegated with two dusk^ spots: The tail

is of a moderate lengthy and terminatet in a irhitt

tuft.

ju;,

•.(^

Pygmy musk; i,!*!:'., . .^, Uii^
1 • -iV

T^iB animal ii en inhabitant of the cimClMliI#1
India, and the Oriental ishinda, rather thaa 0i
Guinea. It is only nine inches and a half in leogtk^
has two small tusks in its upper jaw; large can;
and a tail an inch long. Its beflj is vrUite, aad
the rest of its body tawny; but the speciiDeng^Taiy

in colour. Among the Malays, they are cau^ii fa
great numbers, carried to market in cagva^ ilid

fold at a very moderate iirice. ., •

Leveriam muss.
.?:

' This species, if sue hit really be, feeemsto hia?t

been first described by. Seba, who aMurfts lis Uial

it is a native of Surinam, and described it as of*
ferruginous colour, thickly spotted with whiter

except on the head^ breast, and belly. He it not
very clear in his expressions relative to its tise^

but it seems to rank among the very small speciei^

such as the Javati, pyg<ny, fit. The anifkial

described and figured in the firit volume of
the Museum l^verianum, aAder the tide of mM»
chus delicatulus, or small spotted musk, appearl ••
very nearly allied to that of jSeba, that it is in

"

probability the same. ^ ,^

•t h
t-f :-. !

- •-. ^-s* '*'•
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f^^'^^Jl'^f'?' DEER TRIBE

^ui;« «i«*;ii*«ii*ii'yi

This is an active tribc^ inhubiting princif ally

wild and woody regions. In their contentions^

both among each other and with the rest of the

finiMi^einieatioD/ t&ese aniniaU not only use their

hdriMs but klso strike very furiously with tb^f
fof^ feei^ • Some of the spedes are employed by.

ttitftikiadas beasts of draught. The flesh of the

^Iwyle tribe k wholesome^ and that of some of the

HMsi under the name of venison^ is accountcdpar?,

tkif%)yd^Uciou^. ' :; !' .i

^><The hprna are solid and, branched. They are re-:

i^ewed every year ; and while young ar^ coTered
with a skin^ which is extremely vascular^ and

clothed with a fine velvet fi)f, thi(t driej^ shrivels,

and falls off when the horns have attained their

fumsieis. There ate eight front teeth in the lofi^er

jaife. ' In general this tribe is destitute of fani^e

teetf^, but sometiiTiesa single onp is found oji each

side m the upper ja^. > ; .:u;^i:,xA

ff? :/|We lelij or ntoo^e deer, is found in Europe,

i\t))crica, and Asia> as. far as Japan ; but it is

itiet vvith in greatest quantity in the: northern parts

of iioth' continents, where it frequent^ the forests.

It is often found larger than the horse^ both in

height and bulk ; but the length of its legs, the

bulk of the body, the shortness of the heck, and

uncommon length of the head and eurs, without

any appearance of a tail, render its form very auk-

ward. The hair of the male (which far exceeds the

female in size), is black at the points, cinereous iu

I I
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the iptddl^, and at tlie roots perfectly Mrhite. Thai
of the female is of a sandy brown^ but whitUkr

under the tJiroat, belly, and %nk. The uppeiv

lip is square^ very broad, deeply furrowed^ and
hangs niuch over th& mouth ; the nose is broads aodt

the nostrils extremely large and ^ide. The horns,:

iivhicb are found only on tlic males, have no brow^
antlers, and the palms are extremely broad. Thejl
are shed annually, and some have been seen that

weighed upwards of sixty pounds,^

Tne lee9 of the elks are so long, and their neeka;

so short, tnat they cannot graze on level grQUodj.

like Qther animals, but ar^ obliged to brow^^e the

tops of large plants, ana ihti leaves or brancliet of

trees..
j ^

,^,.^.|, p^i:f^t..^^^\i'm '^mtm* - :
»'^».,

. In all their actions and attitudes, they pppear vei^i^^

uncouth, and wheii disturbed never run, bpt qq|/
make off in a kind of trot, which the v^H^h^ oC
theiir .legs enables them to do. with great ifv^fgts,

and liipparently ^itfa much^ase. In their coaitnon

walk they lift th^ir feet yery high, and they ari&

able, without any difficulty, to step over a gate. Avt
feet la height.

.. i ik;

, Their faculty of hearing is supposed to be more
acute than either their sight or scent, which renders

it Very difficult to kill them- in the summer time,

and the^ Indians' have then no other method of
doing this, but by creeping after them among thft.

trees and bushes, till they get yvithin gun shot. la
winter^ when the snow is so hard frpzen that the

natives can go upjon it in their Know-shoes, they
are able frequently to run them down, for their

slender legs break through the snow at every step,

and plunge them up to the belly. They are so ten*

dcr-iooted, and so snort-winded, that a good runner'

will generally tire them in less than a day ; there

have been some, however, that haxc kept the hunt-
ers in chase for two days. On these occasions the
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Irtdians in c«ncr&I take with them tibthiti^'hioVe'

t^ii a knife or bajonct^ and a little bag, con«
tanting implements for lighting a fire. When the
p<M»r animals ur6 incapable of further speed, they
stand and keep their pursuers at bay with their head
and fore feet : in the use of 4he latter of which
thi^r' are^ 86 dexterous/ that the Indians are gene*
mUy obliged to lash their knives or bajoneti at the
end 'of a long sticky and stab the elk at a distance.

Some who have neglected this necessary prer.aution,

iflid railhly attempted to rush in upon them, have
r^eived vciy serious blows frrnn their fore feet.

Whett W6urtded they sometimes become furioils.

rush boldly on the hunters, and endeavour to trea4

them down ; in thi/^case the men are frequently

tfdmpfelled to leave their otiter garments, (on which
the animals Mrcck theif vengeance,) and escape
kito the trees.

- Iti Summer the elks frequent the margins pfrrver^
and liikes, getting into the water in oraer to avt>id

the itm^merable multitudes of tnusquetoes and
A^t^r flies that pester them during that season.

They are often killed by the Indians, while ihey are
dittssing rivers, or swimming from the main land
to "islands. When pursued in this situation^ they

a^e the most inoflensive of all animals, never
making any resistance. And the young ones are

s<^ simple, that, in North America, Mt. liearn^

fttfvv an Indian paddle his canoe up to one bf thenl^

and take it by the pell without the least oppdli-
tion; the poor harmless animal seaming, at the

^me time« as contented along-side the canoe, as if

swiming by the side of its dam, and Iupking iip

in the faces of those who were about ip lieeome
its murderers with the most tt;arless innocence;
using its fore feet almost every instaift to clear iti

eyes of musquetoes, which f^| tqe Huie were jf<|-

<»mrk&blv numerous^.

I

Mttnf
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Sometimes the Indians assemble in multitudes fn

their canoes^ and form Mrith them a vast crescent

towards the shore. Large parties then go intb

the woodsj surround an extensive tracts let loose

their dogs, and press, with loud hallooings, towar4s
the water. The alarmed animals ^y before the
hunters/ and plunge into the liake/ where they arc

killed with lance»or clubs, by the persons prepared
for their' reception in the canoes. ?» -

The Indians also sometimes inclose a lai'^^ii&jbs

of ground with stakes, woven with branches of

trees, which i?orm two sides of a triangle, the bot-

tom opening into a second inclosure completeli"

triangular. In the opeping are hqng snares made
of slip^ of raw hides. The deer 'are drivoi b^ii
party iathe woods, into the "^irst incl^osiire, atii

some endeavouring to foree their way iiito 't^l

farthest triangle, arc caught in the snares bythdilr

neck or hofiis ; ahd those which escape the siiiireili

and pass the opening, meet tlieir fate fVom m
arrows of the huqters directed at theni ftotHM
quarters..^,,;*. ;"''\

; ^'i/^ l,'''''^' .
'"'^ ''^^

The elks kre the easiesi to %ame Wmbaom^^tiifMi^

of any of the deer kind. 'Tticy will follow thfeSI

keeper to jBny distance ' frdm hoqse!^' atid at bii

eatr retura with him, without the least Wubl^
and without ever iittemptirig to deyratel froaiiftn

oath
''*' '"' '*""•'.''' x.^nMfctrrij '{.i-hho'.* hniii^uo

.\ An Indian 1iaA, at the factory at HudkoD'V.Bk£
iiltheyear 1777, twobf tbem so tame, that whett

he :(ya8 oil Ills passage to Prince of Wales's Fi^
in aic^poe, tbiey always followed him along, iltt

bank of the riYer ; and at night or on any ofti^

occasiOD^ ^heh be loaded, they generally csim^

and fpnjli^ on him, in the same manner as the'hibdt

'nfeVeif

Offered td siray'from the tents. He ^i^ not>' bohv^-

atic iiijinal would haVe done, and

; possess these aalmaU <vug^, kVk MC %fU9 umj
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crossed h deep buy iu one of the lakes, in order to

iiive a very circuitous rout along its bank, aud exr

pectcd the creatures would^ as usual^ follow him
round, but unfortunately a' night they did not

arrive ; and as the howling of wolves was heard irt

the (juurter where they were, it is supposed they

bad been devoured by tliein, for tbey-ivere never
afterwards seen.

M: D'Obsonville mentions his haviig in his

p9fsession, while in the East-Indies, an aninlal

whicb he calls a moose deer. From the warmth
of that climate it seems very doubtful ivhetber it

"Was not some other species, but as we have nq

% fttisfactory proof of its being such, we shall recite

bis aiccopnt. ** I procured it" he says, " when only

tea or twelve days pld, and had it for about two
jrearf, without ever tying it up. i even let it run

i^brQad[> and sometimes amused myself with makmr
iidicaw in the yard, or carrv little burdens; If

^lyra^s canid when culled, and I found few signs of

Vf^fltieDcej except when it was not allowed to rfeniain

near me. When I departed from the )«iand of

^ifm^tra^ I gave it to Mr. Law, of Lauristoh, tlie

(Cfvernor-gen^al, an intimate friend. This gentljB-

man, not bavine an opportunity of keeping it aboiit

lin person, as I had aone, sent it to his cduntry

Ik^use. Here being kept alone, and chained in a

confined corner, it presently became so furious as

nqt to be approached. Even the per£on who t\eij

wr ^brought its food was obliged to leave tjiiii it

a.di^aiice. After some months absence J returned

;

i|t; knew me afar off, and as I observed the effoi^ts it

made to get at me^ I ran to meet it ; aiid' nev^^

ihall I forget the impression which the caresses atid

tf^n9ports of this faithful animal made iipoU ftie.

A friend, who was present at th^ meeting,' bould

not forbear sympathizing with m^^ ;ao<! partalcing

iif<aiVlfeelrfle:s.''
'

'* '' '

I I
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Ah attempt had been made ki New York to ren-

der the elk useful in a^icultural labours, which
has been attended with success. Mr. Chancellor

Livingston, the president of the New York Society,

had two of these animals broken to the harness.

Though they had been but twice bitted, aind Were
two years old, they appeared to be equally cfi>cile

with colts of the same age. They applied their

whole strength to the drauf^ht, and went on a
steady pace. Their mouths appeared very tender,

and some care was nccessai'v to prevent them from

being injured by the bit. If, upon trial, it is found
that the elks can be rendered useful in harness, it

will be considerable acquisition to the Aineritans.

As their trot is very rapid, it is probable that, in

light carriages, they would out- travel the horse.

They are also less delicate in their food than that

animal, becoming fat on hay only. They are long-

lived, and more productive than any beast of bur-

den.

The Indians have a superstitious n6tion that

there is an elk of such an enormous size, that eight

feet in depth of snow is no impediment to its wxilk-

ing. That its hide is proof against weapons Of

every description ; and that it has an arm growing
out of its shoulder subservient to the same purposes

as GUI'S. They say also that this imaginary Animal
is attended by a vast number of other elks, which
form his court, and render him every sei'vii'e that a
sovereign can require of them. The Indians es-

teem the elk an animal of good omen, and believe

that to dream of it often is an indication of long
life.

*

When suddenly roused, and it is endeavouring
to make its escape, the elk is observed at times to

tall down, as if deprived for some moments of mo-
tion. Whether f.his be owing, as frequently has

'
* ) an epileptic fit, or whether itlUCU,

VOL. II A U
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merely urisQi from fear (bb u» sometime*, ohtopved

to be tiic cafie in honefl,) is not perliapBi omv to

determine. The fact, iiowever, is Kk^ w«11. autneib-

ticatcd to admit our doubting it. Thia haa ij^vent

rise to the popular superstition of attributing, to fibe

houfs the virtue of an- anti«cpileptic medidiie ; and
the Indians even Htill imagine ttiat the elk has lUo

power of curing itself of its. own disoiden^ or of.

preventing an approaching fit, by scratching itii

ear witii the hoof till it dmws blood;

The flesh of the elk is good, but tlie grain it.

coarse, and it is much tougher than any other kind'

of venison. Mr. Hcarnc remarks, that' the livers

of these animals are never sound ; and thatj like tha

other deer, they have no gall. According to Mi*.

Pcimant, the tongues arc excellent, and the nose so

like marrow, as to be esteemed the greatest deli-

cacy produced in Canada. Their skins, when
dressed by the natives, make excellent tent covers,

and shoe-leather. They are of very unequal thick-

ness ; but some of tlie Indian women, who: are

acquainted with the manufacture of them> render

them, by scraping, as even as a piece of thick cloth :

and, when well dressed, they are very soft. The
hair of the bams, which is of great length, is us^d

in stuffing mattresses and saddles.

The females have from one to three yoiing

at a time, and generally produce them towards

the latter end of Aprils or about the beginning of

May.

'Rein deer.

The rein deer is found in most of the northern

regions, both of Europe, Asia> and America. Its

l^eneral height is about four feet and a half. The
colour is brown above, and white beneath, but as

the animal advances in a&e it often becomes of a
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gieyiih ^hlte. ' IThe flpuic about the eyn hahm^
black. The hair on the under part of the aeok
ii much lon^ than the icit. Toe ihooft «re lonir«

iarge^ and black. Both rxps are Ibmithed wifii

hornt, hot thoie •of the male «i« raiich the largert.

These are long, blender, and branched ; £atniiho4

with brow-«iitler8, having widely expanded and
Jislmatedtips, directed forvi^ardg. To the Lap*
anders this animal is the svbstitute for the hone^
the cow^ the goat, and the abeep ; and it their tnHf
wealth. t . .

< :'..'',

Lapland is divided ikito two districtij the rnoun*

tainoui and the woody. The laoiintainouf part of
the country is at best barren and bleak^ excetsire-

\y cold, and uiiinbabiptable dtirinr tbe winter %

still, however, it is the most deeiriwie part of thil

frightful region, and is most thtckty peopled dvLt-

tog the summer. The natives generally reside em.

the declivity of the mountains, tbree or four cot-

tages tog'ctner, and lead a cheerful and social life.

Upon the approach of winter, they are obliged
to migrate into tlie plains below^ each bringing
down his whole herd, which often amounts to more
than a thousand, and leading them where the pas-
ture is in greatest plenty. The woody part of the
country is much more desolate and hideous. The
whole face of nature there presents a scene of
trees without fruit, and plains without verdure.

As far as the eye can reach, nothing is to be seen,

even in the midst of summer, but barren fields,

covered only with a moss, almost as white ai

snow ; no grass, no flowery landscapes, only here
and tlierea pine-tree, which may have escaped the
frequettt conflagrations by which the natives burn
down their forests. But what is very extraor
dinary, as the whole surface of the country is

clothed in white, so on the cootrary, the forest*

seem to the last degree dark and gloomy. Wbilii
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oo« kind of moss makes the fieldl look as if they

"Were covered with snow, another kind blackens

over all their trees, and even hides their verdure.

This moss, however, which deforms the country,

lerves for its only support, as upon it alone the

rein deer can subsist. The inhabitants, who, dur-

ing the summer, lived among the mountains, drive

down their herds in winter, and people the plains

and woods below. Such of the Laplanders as

inhabit the woods and the plains all the year

round, live remote from each other, and having

been used to solitude, are melancholy, ignorant,

and helpless. They are much poorer also than

the mountaineers ; for, while one of those is found

to possess a thousand rein deer at a time, none of

these are ever known to rear the tenth part of that

number. The reiu deer makes the riches of this

people ; and the cold mountainous parts of the

country agree best with its constitution. It is for

this reason, therefore, that the mountains of Lap-
land arc preferred to the woods ; and that many
claim an exclusive right to the tops of hills cover-

ed in almost eternal snow. As soon as the summer
begins to appear, the Laplander, who has fed his

rein deer upon the lower grounds during the win-

ter, then drives them up to the mountains, and

leaves the woody country, and the low pasture,

which at that season arc truly deplorable. The
gnats breed by the sun's heat in the marshy bot-

toms and the Nvcedy lakes, with which the country

abounds more than any other part of the world,

are all upon the wing, and fill the whole air like

clouds of dust in a dry windy day. The inhabi-

tants, at. that time, are obliged to daub their faces

with pitch, mixed with milk, to shield their skins

from their depredations. All places are then so great-

ly infested, that the poor uativcsj can scarce open

their mouths without feui ofi^utibcation ; the insects
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enter^ from their numbers and minuteness^ into the
nostrils and the ejcs^ and do not leave the sufferer

a moment at his ease. But they are chiefly enemieg

to the rein-deer ; the horns of that animal being
then in their tender state, and possessed of extreme
sensibility ; a famished cloud of insects instantly

settle upon them, and drive the poor animal almost

to distraction. In this extremity, there are but '

two remedies to which the quadruped, as well as

its master, are obliged to have recourse. The one
is, for both to take shelter near their cottagt^

where a large fire of tree-moss is prepared, which
filling the whole place with smoke, keeps off the
gnat, and thus, by one inconvenience, expels a
greater ; the other is, to ascend to the highest sum-
mit of the mountains, where the air is too thin^

and the weather too cold, for the gnats to come.
There the rein deer are seen to continue the whole
day, although without food, rather than to ven-
ture down to the lower parts, where they can
have no defence against their unceasing persecu-

tors.

Besides the gnat, there is also a gadfly, that,

during the summer season, is no less formidable

to them. This insect is bred under their skins,

where the egg has been deposited the preceding

summer ; and it is no sooner produced as a fly,

than it again endeavours to deposit its eggs in some
place similar to that from whence it came. When-
ever, therefore, it appears flying over a herd of

rein-deer, it puts the whole body, how numerous
soever, into motion ; they know their enemy, and
do all they can, by tossing their horns, and run-
ning among each other, to terrify or avoid it. All
their endeavours, however, are too gener&liy with-
out effect ; the gadfly is seen to deposit its eggs,

which, burrowing under the skin, wound it in seve-

ral places, and often bring on an incurable dis-

I I
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jLapJaud iherflfiRian ^i^vcvs ihis ^doer ifi pMtiine^ hii

greatest eve isio keep tbom frotm atCAljmgiitetfiifQ*.

m^» of the «iio)i«tai»s where tl^epe /i« !iio j&iOfiL hut
whf/» ihfi^ go naereiJy ;t9 b^ <«t e««e irei9 Itihie gnattB

An4 gadflichg tha^ (O'e ever 9!V#Q)jittg t|)«m. Al
Ito jtime tli«re ifi.a6trp«g (contest bieitwQeailie.dogy

fknd tbe 4wr ; ibe owe cnideavewrin^- io eUmb up
0^%mU tthe ^ide pf >the Jiill^ »nti to ^ato those

fwnmits thftt »fe cp<r«re4 in eternal suow« ; the

•ther (^vcUi^ ihem dcxwn^ by barkuigiEDd threaten-

ii^,. ^u4j in ft maooer, ^^pffipiellifi^ ihew into the

placep vfhetfi their fpi>d i^ in the greatei^t plenty.

There Ihe «!iei} Mid 40gs i;<Mifi4ie them ; guarding

them with the vtmofi firec^itioQ the 'vrhole day^

af)d d«;iwii«g i2}ie» home at the proper seasons for

milking.

The ftstmhi briogf forth in the middle of May,
2M»d giives milk till 9^ut ithe middle of October.

£v.ery jgnortniig aod en^eniog, during summer, the

l)f»r4«man retoms totjie oottage with his deer to be

milked, where the women previously have kindled

i»p ja smpky hre, which «irectcially drives off the

Kioaliis, «iid keeps the rein deer quiet while milkiag.

TkkQ ferpak fprniAhes about a pint, which, though
thipper ikH (Of the eow, is, nevertheless, sweeter^

9pd more npiirishiag.

Upon the return of the winter, whe» the ;gnats

apd flies are pp longer to be feared, the Laplaader

descends into the lower grounds ; and as there are

but few to dispute the possessiou pf that desolate

ib*ountry, he has an extensive range U> feed them
in. Their chief, and almost their only food at

that time, is the white moss already mentioned ;

whieh, from its being fed upon by this animal,

obtains the name of the lichen rangi&iripus. This

is of two kinds ; the woolly lichen, which covers

almost ftU the desert parts of the .couotry liKf
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snom ; the oilier ktblitoks andcdT«rs tbe:brtirttiBetf

oi die irree» im vet>y g^reat qiiat)11itie%». HoM«t«i>
uM^IeaBing these: itia^ be to the speotator^ the na^
live* esteems th«m' nm otreof his' ehoioett beMflllf,

and 'the most inihilgeii^} ^ft of mature. WliiUl

hiB fields areolotbediwitiii moss; he ettvtie» iseilhetf

the fertil%v nor tbe verdure of the Aote stfu^tv
litifdscape ; dittesedi up warmly ini bis) diB(et>-8ltiitf

ebtbe^ \vidi'sIioe»and>g|oves<uf? the: tMm^ mHte^
italsj he drives* bis herdd along the* deievt^v f^if^

lessaud; atease^ ignorant of any higher hixiiry^tfawa

what- thieir milk and. smoke-dried« flesh afibrdfir

him. Hardened to' the climate^ he sle^s-itt^tbif

mtditof^ ice^; or awaiting^ doses away hi^ titaa

with tobavoo';: whi^e* hi» fkithftil doga stippif

his* place^ and keep^ the herd from* wandering.

The deer^ in the* mean > time, vritfa instincts adapt^
to the soil^ pursue their food^.though coyeted inf

the deepest snow. They turn' it up with tfaeiv

naseiQ like swine;, and] eren though its surfkoe*

be fh>2»niand stiff, yet the hide ia sd hardektedt

iathatparl^ that' they easily avencome the diffi^

oulty. It sometimes, however, happens, thoUgli>

but rarely, that, the winter commences with' iMtiy

and' a frost ensuing, covers^ the whole country withi

a> glazed crust of ice. Then, iudeed> both the-

rein deer and the Laplander are undone ; they haVo
DO provisions' laid up in case of accident; atid the

only resource is to cut down the large pine-trees that

are covered with moss> which' furnishes but a^

scanty supply ; so that the greatest part of the

lierd is then seen to perish without a possibility

<^ assistance: It sometimes also happens, that

even this supply is wanting ; for the Laplander
often burns down his woods;, in order to improve
;^ud fertilize the soil which produces the moss,

upon which he feeds his cattle,

lu this, mannef^ the pastoral life is still continued
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near the pole ; neither the coldness of the "winter,

nor the length of the nights ; neither the ^vildness

ofthe forests^ nor the vagrant disposition of the

herd, interrupt the even tenor of the Laplander's

life. B^ night and daj he is seen attending his

favourite cattle, and remains unaffected, in a season

which would he speedy death to those bred up in

a milder climate. He gives himself no uneasiness

to house his herds, or to provide a winter subsis-

tence for them ; he is at the trouble neither of

manuring his grounds nor bringing in his harvest

;

he is not the hireling of another's luxury ; all his

labours are to obviate the necessities oi his own
situation ; and these he undergoes with cheerful-

ness, as he is sure to enjoy the fruits of his own
industry. If, therefore, we compare the Laplan-

der with the peasant of more southern climates',

we shall have little reason to pity his situation ;

the climate in which he lives is rather terrible to

us than to him ; and as for the rest, he is blessed

with liberty, plenty, and ease. The rein deer alone

supplies him with all the wants of life, and some
of the conveniences ; serving to show how many
advantages nature is capable of supplying, when
necessity gives the call. Thus the poor little

helpless native, who was originally, perhaps, driven

by fear or famine into those inhospitable climates,

would seem, at first view, to be the most wretch-

ed of mankind ; but it is far otherwise ; he looks

round among the few wild animals that his barren

country can maintain, and singles out one from

amcng them, and that of a kind which the rest of

mankind have not thought worth taking from a

state of nature; this he cultivates, propagates,

and multiplies ; and from this alone derives every

comfort that can soften the severity of his situa-

tioji.

Therein deer of th'« munfrv are of two kinds.
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the wild and the tame. The wild are larger and
stronger, but ntore michievous than the otheri.

Their breed, however, is preferred to that of the

tame ; and the female of the latter is ohen seat

into the woods, from whence she returns home
impregnated by one of the wild kind. These are

fitter for drawing the sledge, to which the Lap-
lander accustoms them betimes, and yokes them to

it by a strap, which goes round the neck, and comes
down between their legs. The sledge is extremely

light, and shod at the bottom with the skni of a
young deer, the hair turned to slide on the frozen

snow. The person who sits on this, guides the

animal with a cord, fastened round the horns, and
encourages it to proceed with his Toice, and drifes

it with a goad. Some of the wild breed, though
by far the strongest, are yet found refractory, and
often turn upon their drivers ; who have then no
other resource but to cover themselves with their

sledge., and let the animal vent its fury upon that.

But it is otherwise with those that are tame ; no
creature can be more active, patient, and willing ;

when hard pushed, they will trot nine or tm
Swedish miles, or between fifty and sixty English
miles, at one stretch. But, in such a case, the

poor obedient creature fatigues itself to death ^ and
if not prevented by the Laplander* who kills rt

immediately, it will die a day or two after. In
general, tliey can go about thirty miles without
Halting, and this without any great or dai^erouB
efforts. This, which is the only manner of travel-

ling in that country, can be performed only in win-
ter, when the snow is glazed over with ice ; and
although it be a very speedy method of convey**

ance, yet it is inconvenient, daug^erous, and trouble-

some.

Ill order to make these animals more obedient,

and more generally serviceable, th^ castrate them

;

VOL. II. B b
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this operation the Laplanders perform with their

teeth ; these become sooner fat when taken from
labour ; and they are found to be stronger in draw-
ing the sledge. There is usually one male left

entire for every six females ; these are in rut from
the feast of St. Matthew to about Michaelmas.
At this time, their horns are thoroughly burnished,

and their battles among each other are fierce and

obstinate. The females do not begin to breed til!

they are two years old ; and then they continue

regularly breeding every year till they are superan-

nuated. They go with young above eight months,

and generally bring forth two at a time. The
fondness of the dam for her young is very remark-

able ; it often happens, that when they are separated

from her, she will return from pasture, keep calling

around the cottage for them, and will not desist

until, dead or alive, they ^re brought and laid at

her feet. They are at first of a light brown ; but

they become darker with age ; and at last the old

ones are of a brown, almost approaching to black-

ness. The young follow the dam for two or three

years ; but they do not attain their full gro->vth

Until four. They are then broke in, and managed
for drawing the sledge ; and they continue service*

able for four or five years longer. They never

live above fifteen or sixteen years ; and when they

arrive at the proper age, the Laplander generally

kills them for the sake of their skins and their flesh.

This he performs by striking them on the back

of the neck with his knife, into the spinal marrow

;

upon which they instantly fall, and he then cuts

the artecies that lead to the heart, and lets the

blood discharge itself into the cavity of the breasts.

There is scarce any part of this animal that is

not converted to its peculiar uses. As soon as it

begins to grow old, and sometimes before the rut,

it is killed^ siod the flesh dried in the air. It u
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bIbo scmetimes hardened with smoke^ and laid up
for travelling provision^ when the natives migrate

from one part of the country to another. During
the winter, the rein deer arc slaughtered as sheep

vi'ith us ; and every four persons in the familj are

allowed one rein deer for their week's subsistence.

In spring they spare the herd as much as they can,

and live upon fresh fish. In summer, the milk
and curu of the rein deer makes their chief provi-

sion ; and, in autumn, tht y live wholly upon
fowls, which they kill with a cross bow, or catch

in springes. Nor is this so scanty an allowance

;

since, at that time, the sca-fowls come in such
abundance, that their ponds and springs are covered

over. These are not so shy as with us, but yield

themselves an easy prey. They are chiefly allured'to

those places by the swarms of gnats which infest

the country during summer, and now repay the

former inconveniences, by inviting such numbers of
birds as supply the natives with food a fourth part

of the year, in great abundance.

The milk, when newly taken, is warmed in a
caldron, and thickened with rennet ; and then the

curd is pressed into cheeses, which are little and
well tasted. These are never found to breed mites

as the cheese of other countries ; probably because

the mite fly is not to be found in Lapiand. The
whey which remains is warmed up again, and
becomes of a consistence as if thickened with the

white of eggs. Upon this the Laplanders feed

during the summer ; it is pleasant and well tasted,

but not very nourishing. As to butter, they very

seldom make anv, because the milk aflords but a
very small quantity, and this, both in taste and con-

sistence, is more nearly resembling to suet. They
never keep their milk till it turns sour ; and do
ttot dress it into the variety of dishes which the

more southern countries are known to do. Tho
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jvXy d«)icacy they make from it i» uriih wood<*

sorrel, which being boiled up with it, and coagu-

lating, the whole is pnt into casks or deer ftkins,

and kept under-grouud to b* eaten in winter.

The skii> is even a more valuable part of this

aniniat than either of the former. From that part

of it which covened the head and feet, they make
their strong »now shoes, with the hair on the out-

side. Of the other parts they compose their gar-

ments, which are extremely warm, and which cover

tbeni all over The hair of these also is on the

outside ; and they sometimes line them with the

fur of the glutton, or some other warm furred

aniiual of that climate. These skins also serve

them fur beds. They spread them on each side of

the fire,, upon some leaves of the dwarf birch tree,

aad in this manner lie both soft and warm. Many
garments made of the skin of the tein deer are

sold ei^ery year to the inhabitants of the more
southern parts of Europe ; and they are found lo

serviceable in keeping out the cold, that even

people of tlie first rank are known to wear them.

Li short,, no part of this animal is thrown away
as useless. The blood is preserved in small casks,

to make sauce with the marrow in spring. The
!born» are sold to be converted into glue. The sinews

are dried, and divided so as to make the strongest

kind of sewing thread, not unlike catgut. The
tongues, which are considered as a great delicacy,

are dried, and sold into the more southern provinces.

The intestines themselves are washed like our

tripe, and in high esteem among the natives.

ThustliA Laplander finds all his necessities amply
supplied from this single animal ; and he who has

& large herd of these animals has no idea of higher

luxury.

But although the rein deer be a rery hardy and

vigoroua aaimel,. it is not leithout its diseases, vi^
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haye already mentioned the pain it feels from the
o'oat, and the apprehensions it h under from the

&dfly. Its hide is often found ][*; .ced in a hun-
dred places, like a sieve, from this insect, and
not a few die in th'^ir third year from this very

cause. Their teats also are subject to crackings

so that blood comes instead of milk. They some-
times take a loathing for their food ; and, instead

of eating', stand still and chew the cud. They
are also troubled with a vertigo, like the elk, and
turn round often till they die. The Laplander
judges of their state by the manner of their turn-

ing. If they turn to the right he judges their

disorder but slight ; if they turn to the ieft, he
deems it incurable. The rein-deer are also subject

to ulcers near the hoof, which disqualifies them
for travelling, or keeping with the herd. But
jthe most fatal disorder of all is that which the

natives call the suddataka, which attacks this ani-

mal at all seasons of the year. The instant it is

seized with this disease, it begins to breathe with

great difficulty ; its eyes begin to stare, and its

nostrils to expand. It acquires also an unusual
degree of ferocity, and attacks all it meets indis-

criminately. Still, howerer, it continues to feed

as if in health, but is not seen to chew the cud^
and it lies down more frequently than before. In
this manner it continues, every day consuming
and growing more lean, till at last it dies from
mere inanition; and not one of these that ar«

attacked with this disorder are ever found to re-

cover.

Besides the internal maladies of this animal,

there are some external enemies which it has to
fear. The bears now and then make depredations
upon the herd ; but of all their persecutors, the
creature called the glutton is the most dangerous
and the most successful. The war between these
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ia carried on not less in Lapland than in North
America, where the rein deer is called the carribou,

and the glutton the carcHJou. This animal,

which is not above the si/c of a badger, waits

whole weck« together for its prey, hid in the

hranches of some spreading tree ; and when the

wild rein deer passes underneath, it instantly

drops down upon it, fixing its teeth and claws

into the neck, just behind the horns. It is in vain

that the wounded animal then flics for protection,

that it rustles among the branches of the forest

;

tlie glutton still holds its former position, and al>

though it often loses a part of its skin and flesh,

which are rubbed off against the trees, yet it still

keeps fast, until its prey drops with fatigue and
loss of blood. The deer has but only one method
of escape, which is by jumping into the water;
that element its enemy cannot endure ; for, as we
are told, it quits its hold immediately, and then

thinks only of providing for its own proper secu-

rity.

Therein deer are able to swim with such incre-

dible force and swiftness across the widest rivers,

that a boat with oars can scarcely keep paCe with

them. They swim with their bodies half above

water, and will pass a river or a lake even in the

coldest weather.

In Siberia, where they are extremely numerous,
they meet with a more rough and savage usage

than their fellows experience from the harmless

Laplanders. In the woody districts, where springes,

fire-arms, and spring-guns can be applied, the

natives resort to such for either the taking or kil-

ling of this harmless animal ; but in open plains,

where these contrivances would fail, many other

means have been invented. Those adopted by the

Samoydes seem the most uncommon.
These people go out in parties for the purpose of
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killing rein deer^ and when they perceive a herd,

tlw'V station the tame rein deer that they bring with

ttu'in on an elevated plain to the windward. Then,
from this place to as near the savage herd as they

can venture to come without alarming them, they

put into the snow long sticks^ at small distances,

and to each of them tie a goose's wing, which
flutters about freely with the wind. This being

done^ they plant similar sticks and pinions on the

other side, under the wind ; and the rein deer,

being busy with their pasture under the snow,

and being chiefly guided by their scent, generally

observe nothing of these preparations. When
every thing is ready, the hunters separate ; some
hide themselves behind their snowv intrenchments.

while others lie with bows and other weapons in

the open air to the leeward, and others again go
to a distance, and drive, by a circuitous route, the

game between the terrific pinions. Scared by
these, the wild rein deer run directly to the tame
ones, which are standing by the sledges ; but here

they are alarmed by the concealed hunters, who
drive them to theii companions that are provided

with anus, and these immediately commit terrible

slaughter among them.
If it happens that a savage herd are feeding

near a mountain, the hunters hang up all their

clothes on stakes about the foot of the mountain,
making also with the same frightful pinions a
broad passage towards it, into which they drive
the game. As soon as they are come into this path,
the women go with their sledges directly across

the farther end of it, shutting the rein deer in,

who immediately run round the mountain, and at

every turn are saluted by a shot from the hun-
ters.

On these occasions it is necessary that a number
of people should be present. The Samoydes,
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therefore, have recourse to other inventions to de->

ceive the caution of these animals. The marks-
man, for example, goes, clad in rein deer skins,

itooping in the middle of five or six rein deer,

trained for the purpose, Avhich he leads hy a rope

fastened to his girdle ; and he is enabled by this

means to approach very near tho v^ild herd without

being betrayed.

In autumn, ^hich is the rutting season, the hun-
ters pick out a strong uitd vigorous buck from
their droves, to whose ant lei.s they tie nooses, and

then turn him loose among the wild herd. The
wild stag, on observing a strange rival, immedi-
ately rushes on to fight him. During the combat,

he so entangles his antlers in the loops, that when
he descries the hunter, and strives to escape, the

tame buck strikes his head to the ground, and

there pins his antagonist fast till the marksman
can kill him.

All persons who have described the rein deer,

bave taken notice of a cracking noise which they

make when they move their legs. This has been

attributed to the animals separating and afterwards

bringing together the divisions of their hoofs;

which, as they inhabit a country generally covered

with snow, are therefore admirably adapted to the

surface they have most commonly to tread. The
under part is entirely covered with hair, in the

same manner that the claw of the ptarmigao

is with feathery bristles^ which is almost the only

bird that can endure the rigour of the same cli-

mate.

The hoofs, however, are not only thus protected,

but the same necessity which obliges the Lapland-'

crs to use snow shoes^ makes the extraordinary

width of the rein deer's Jioofs to be equally con-

venient in passing over snow, as it prevents their

sinking too deep, which they would be subject to
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UcrnsMj, did tho weight o^ their body reilottljr mi
ft imall p«iiit. This quadruped kiu, thorcfo?*,

an ioitinct to use a hoof of luch a form i^ a still

niore advantageous manner, by separating it whaa
tjie foot is to touch the ground, so as to caver ^
larger surface of snow. The insti^nt, hpwevev,
that tlie leg of th:« animal is raised, the vfidth

of the foot becomes inconvenient, especially when
it is going against the wind ; the hoof there*

fore, is then immediately contracted, and the
collision of the parts occasions the snapping which
is heard upon every motion of the animal.

'

Pontoppidan tells us, that the rein deer km
over hi8eye">lids a kind of skin, through which it

peeps, when otherwise, in hard showers of mow*
it would be obliged to shut its eyes entirely. He
however, seems to have mistaken this for, prebably^
a breathing-hole, somewhat similar to that near
the eye of the fallow deer, and some of the spc^

eiesof aatelope.

The rein deer east their horns annually. Tht
rudiments of the new horns are at first ceveie4
withakindtof woolly mem^ tne, which the cren*

ture, after sometime, rubn off. They also change
their hair every spring, during wbieh time tlM^

are very lean, and of little use.

Reiu deer were foiinerly known in Iceland, but
bj order of governor Tliodal, thirteen head were
sent over from Norway in the year 1770, of which
ten died from want of proper attention before they

reached the place. The three remaining ones

throve exceedingly well, and in the first two years

had several favwis. They have there their proper
food, for Iceland abounds with all those mosMs>
to which these animals have so great a partiality.

Sir Henry George JLiddell, bart. brought with
biai from Lapland, in the year 17S6, five rein deof
to England, whicli he kept at his seat at Eaiiugion

»0L. II. c c
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Castte it NoHhumberiatid: Thej bred, and there

was every prospect that they 'would succeed and
evelQ become prolific ; but^ unfortunately, some of

them were killed^ and the others died in conse-

quence of a disorder similar to tlwt called the rot

in sheep, supposed to have been occasioned 1/
the richness of the grass on which thejr were fed.

1-1.1n')Ti

-?>>(?) j.^f'

, J

»ii i Stag.

,11 T" ,J

• : '. ' 1 " >\ >.

U'

i The stag is an animal of a stately degant form.

When full grown, he is commonly between four

Ad five feet high. Often, when he enjoys abun-
dance of food, and lives undisturbed by mankind

or the beasts of prey, he attains a much larger

size. His legs are slender and elegant ; his UlU

ii short ; his eais large and pointed ; his horni

lofty and branchy. The hind is of a smaller and
more slender form, and destitute of horns. A red-

dish brown colour, which has gained this species

the appellation of red deer, distinguislies the up-

per part of the body ; the hinder part of the neck,

«nd the space between the shoulders, are marked
vi'ith a black list ; some part of the face is com-
monly black ; the belly and the lower side of

the tail are white. Sometimes we see yello\r

stags ; and sometimes, but very seldom, a white

one.

f If yte compare the stag and the bull, as to shape

and form, no two animals can be more unlike

;

and yet, if we examine their internal structure, wc
•hall jfind a striking similitude between them.

Iidced their differences, except to a nice observer,

will scarcely be perceivable. All of the deer kiud

want the gall bladder ; their kidneys are formed dif-

ferently ; their spleen is also proportionably larger

;

their tail is shorter ; and their horns, which are

•olid^.ace renewed every year. Such arc the dii*
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criminations between two ialbimtl^/Nyho of whick
is amcu^; the swiftest, and the ether the hea? iest

of the brute creation. '
'

The stag is one of those innocent and peaceable

animals that seems made to embellish the forest,

and animate the sof'itudes of nature. The easy

elegance of his form, the lightness of hi^ motions
those large branches that seem made rather for

the ornament of his head than its defence, the size,

the strength, and the swiftness of this beautiful

creature, all sufficiently rank him among the first

of quadrupeds, among the most noted objects of
human curiosity. v i ^^ :1;

The stag, or hart, whose female is called the
hind, and th3 young a calf, diifers in size and ia

horns fccr^ "allow deer. He is much larger^

and his hor ^ , round ; whereas in the fallow

kind they are broad and palmated. By these the

animal's age is known. The first y^ar the stag
has no horns, but a horny excrescence, which is

short, rough, and covered with a thin, hairy skin.

The next year the horns are single and straight ;

the third year they have two antlers, three the
fourth, four the fifth, and five the sixth ; this

number is not always certain, fbr sometimes there

are more, and often less. When arrived at the
sixth year, the antlers do not always increase ; and
although the number may amount to six or seven
on each side, yet the animal's age is then estimated
rather from the size of the antlers, and the thick*
ness of the branch which sustains them, than fron
their variety. • These horns, large as they seem,
are, notwithstanding, shed every yecr, and new
ones come in their place. The old horns are of *
firm, solid texture. But while young, nothio{;
can be more soft or tender ; and the animal, as if

conscious of his own inibecility at those times,

instantly upon shcddinjg; his former horns, iretiroi
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fromiht rcft of bii fePo« k^ and hides himself ia

iolitud^s 4od thiekcti, never Venturing out to

pasture^ except by night. During this timcj iviiich

moit usually happens in the springs the new horiis

are verj p£iiiBf«il, tod htve a quick «ensibility ot

any e.ite^hal impression. The flies, aiSo^ me eA-

tren^ely troublesome to hiAi, When the old hoi'n

is fallen oC the new does not begin immcdtatclt

to appear ; but the bones of the skull arc sccu

tovered oiily "V^ith a transptireht periosteum t>t

skin, Vl'hieh, as anktdmists teach us, coTefs the

bones 6f all animals. After a short time^ how-
ever, this skin begins to swell, and ixt form a

soft tUmouiP, which contains a great deal pf blood,

and which begins to be tovered with a downy mb>
stance that has the feel of telvet, lEind appears neiir«

\y 6f the Same colour with the rest of the animal'if

hair. This tumour erery day buds forward from
the poitit like the graft of a tfee ; and, rising by

decrees from the head> shoots oUt the antlers on

either sidci so that ih a few days, in proportion as

the ahifiial is in eondition, the wh<>le head is com-
pleted. Howeyer, aS was said above> in the

beginning, its coitsistence is tery toft> and has a

sort of bark» which is no more than a continua-^

tion of the integuttient of the shull. It is vel-

Veted and downy> and every where furnished with

blood-vessel Sj that supply uie growing horns with

ftourishntent. As they creep along the sides of the

b^aOche8> the print is mafked over the whole sur-

face ; and the larger ^.he blood-vessels, the deep-

er these markf are found to be : Arom hence arises

the inequality «>f the surface of the deer's horns

;

which^ as we see, are furrowed all along tho

«ides> the impressions diminishing towards the

point, where the substance is as smooth and as

But \t ouffht to bo observed, that

this substance, of which the horns are compose^
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'^^ni to ^larden ftt the bottom >»hi!e the upper
part remains soft, and still continues growing

;

from whence it appears that the horns grow dif-

ferently in deer from those of sheep or cows ; iii

which they are always seen to increase from the

bottom. How£;ver, when the whole head has re-

ceived its full growth^ the extremities then begin

to acquire their solidity ; the velvet covering, or

bark, with its blood-vessels, dry up, and theo

begin to fall ; and this the animal hastens, by
rubbing its antlers against every tree it meets.

In this manner, the whole external surface being

stripped otf by degrees^ at length the whole head
acquit es its complete hardness, expansion and
beauty.

It would be a vain task to inquire into the

cause of the annual producticm of these horns ;

it is sufficient to observe, that if a stag be castra*-

ted when its horns tire fallen oflf they will never

grow again ; and, on the contrary, if the same
operation be performed when they are on, they

will never fall off. If only one of his te8«>

tides are taken out, he will want the horn on that

side ; if one of the testicles only be tied up, he
will want the horn of the opposite side. ThR
increase of their provision also tends to facilitate

the growtli and the expansion of the horns ; and
M. BuiTon thinks k possible to retard their

growth entirely by greatly retrcnch>.ng their food.

As a proof of this, nothing can be more obvioua
than the difference between a stag bred in fertile

pastures and undisturbed by the hunter, aitd one
often pursued and ill-nourished. The former has
his head expanded, his antlers numerous, and the

branches thick ; the latter has but few antlcTK,

the traces of the blood-vessels upon them are but
iilight, and the expansion but little. The beauty
and size of their borna^ therefore, mark their

%i
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strength and their vigour ; sucii of them at are

sickly^ or have been wounded, never shooting out
that magnificent profusion 8o much admired in

this animal. Thus the horns majr^ in every res-

pect^ be resc ibled to a vegetable substance, graft-

ed upon the bead of an animal. Like a vegetable

they grow from the extremities ; like a vegetable

they arc for a while covered with a bark that

nourishes thctu ; like a vegetable they have their

annual production and . decay ; and a strong

imagination might suppose that the leafy produc-
tions on which the animal feeds, go once more to

vegetate in his horns.

About the beginning of spring, all of this

kind are seen to shed their horns, which fall off

of themselves ; though sometimes the animal as-

sists the efforts of nature, by rubbing them against

a tree. It seldom happens that the branches on
both sides fall off the same time, there often her

ing two or three days between the dropping of

the one and the other. The old stags usually

shed their horns first ; which generally happens

towards the latter end of February, or the bcgiiir

ning of March. Thote of the second headj (namcr

ly, such as are between five and six years old) shed

their horns about the middle or latter end of

March ; those still younger, in the month ofApril

;

and the youngest of all, not till the middle or latter

end of May ; they generally shed them in pooU
of water, whither they retire from the heat ; and

this has given rise to the opinion of th^ir always

hiding their horns. These rules, though true in

general, are yet subject to many variations ; and

universally it is known that a severe winter retards

the shedding of the horns. The horns of the

stag generally increase in thickness and inlieight

from the second year of its age to the eighth. Ip

this state of perfection they continue during the
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vigour of life ; but as the animal grows old, the

horns feel the impressions of age, and shrink like

the rest of the body. No branch oears more than

twenty or twenty-two antlers, even in the highe i,

state of vigour : and the number u subject to great

variety ; for it happens that the stag at orie year,

has either less or more than the year preceding, in

proportion to the goodness of his pasture, or the

continuance of his security, as these animals seldom

thrive when often rouzed by the hunters. The
horns are also found to partake of ihe nature of

the soil ; in the more fertile pastures they arc

large and tender ; on the contrary, in the barren

soil, they are hard, stunted, and brittle. As soon

as the stags have shed their horns, they separate

from each other, and seek the plainer parts of

the country, remote from every other animal,

which they are utterly unable to oppose. They
then walk with their heads stooping down, to keep
their horns from striking against the branches of

the trees above. In this state of imbecility they

continue near three months before their heads have
acquired their fuii growth and solidity ; and then)

by rubbing them against the branches of every

thicket, they at length clear them of the skiR

which had contributed to their growth and nou«
rishment. It is said by some that the horn takes

the colour of the sap of the tree against which it

is rubbed ; and that some thus become red, when
rubbed against the heath ; and others brown, by
rubbing against the oak ; this, however, is a mis-
take, since stags kept in parks where there are no
trees, have a variety in the colour of their horus^

which can be astribt d to nothing but nature.

This animal may differ in the term of his life

according to the goodness of his pasture, or the un-
disturbed repose he happens to enjoy. These are

111vantaifes that influeuce not only his zsis. ^<i^^'«a
•fe*-*
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size and hii vigour. The stags of the plains, tho

valleys, and the little hills, which abound in corn

and pasture, are much more corpulent and much
taller than such as are bred on the rock v waste, or

the heathy mountain. The latter are low, small,

and meagre, incapable of going to swift as the

former, although they are found to hold out much
longer. They are also more artful in evading the

hunters ; their horns are generally black and short,

while those of the lowland stags are reddish and
flourishing ; so that the animal seems to increase

in beauty and stature in proport.'Qn to the goodness
of the pasture, which he enjoys in security.

Of all the animals that are natives of this climate,

t1ier« are none that (uive such a beautiful eye as

the stag ; it is sparkling, soft, and sensible. His

Mnses of smelling and hearing are in no less per-

fection. When he is in the least alarmed, he lifts

the head and erects the ears, standing for a few
minutes as if in a listening posture. Whenever
Jhe ventures upon some unknown ground, or quits

his native covering, he first stops at the skirt of the

plain to examine all around ; he next turns against

the wind to examine by the smell, if there be any

enemy approaching. If a person should happen
to whistle or call out, at a distance, the stag is seen

to stop short in his slow measured pace, and gazes

upon the stranger with a kind of aukward admira-

tion ; if the cunning animal perceives neither dogs

nor fire-arms preparing against him, he goes for^

'Ward, quite unconcerned, and slowly proceeds

without offering to fiy. Man is not the enemy he

is most afraid of ; on the contrary, he seems to be

delighted with the sound of the shepherd's pipe;

and the hunters sometimes make use of that in*

strument to allure the poor animal to his destnie-

ticn.

The stag eats slowly^ and is very delicait io ttia
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choice of hts pasture. When he has eaten a sui'

ficiency, he then retires to the covert of some
thicket to chew the cud in security. His rumina-

tion, however, seems performed with much greater

difficulty tharn with the cow or sheep ; for the £^ras8

is not returned from the first stomach without

much straining, and a kind of hiccup, which h
easily perceived during the wholetime it continues.

This may proceed from thp greater length of his

neck and the narrowness of the passage, alt those

of the cow and the sheep kind having it much
wider.

This AnimaPs voice is much stronger^ louder,

and more tremuiQui in proportion as he advances

in age; in the time of rut it is even terrible At
that season he seems so traiisported with passion,

that nothing obstructs his fury ; and, when at bay,

he keeps the dogs ofl' with gnat iiitrepidity. Some
years ago, William Duke of Cuniberlapid caused ati-

ger uiid a stag to be inclosed in the same area ; and
the -.tag made so bold a defence, that the tiger was at

last obliged to fly. The stag seldom drinks in the

winter, and still less in the spring, while the plants

are tender and covered with dew. It is in the heat

of summer, and during the time of rut, thai he vs

seen constantly frequenting the side of rivers and
lakes, as well to slake his thirst, as to cool his

ardour. He swims with great ease and strcngrh,

and best at those times when he is fattest, his fat

keeping him buoyant, like oil upon the surface of
the wjiter. During the time of rut he even ven-

tures out to sea, and swims from one island to

another, although there may be some leagues dis-

tance between them.

The cry of the hind, or female, is not so loud at

that of the male, and is never excited but by ap«
prehension for herself* or her young. It

st^arce be mentioi^ed that she has no h
needi

uoras. Of tii&i

vot. li.
• I

B d
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she ii more feeble and uofit for Iinniing than tTi6

jnalc. When Once ihty have conceived, they srpa-

• rate from the males, and then they both hercf apart.

The time of g^^tation continues between eight and

nine months^ and they ^nerally produce but one

»t a time. Their usual season for bringing forth,

ii about the month of May, or the beginning of

June, during which they take jijreat care to hide

their young in the most obscur** thickets. Nor is

this precaution without reason, since £.!*Tiost every

creiture is then a formidable enemy. Tiifc eagle,

the falcon, the osprcv, the wolf, the dog, and all

the rapacious family of the cat kind, are in conti-

nual employment to find out her retreat. But,

what is rpore unnatural still, the stag himself is a

professed enemy, and she is obliged to use all her

arts to conceal her young from him, as from th«

most dangerous of her pursuers. At this season,

therefore, the courage of the male seems transferred

to the female ; she defends her young against her

less formidable opponents by force ; and when
pursued by the hunter, she even offers herself to

mislead him from the principal objects of her con-

cern. She flies before the hounds for halfthe day,

and then returns to her y mng, whose life she has

thus preserved at the hazard of her own. The
ealf, for so the young of this animal is called,

never quits the dam during the whole summer ; and
in winter, the hind, and all the males under a year

old, keep together, and assemble in herds, which
are more numerous in proportion as the season is

more severe. In the spring they separate ; the

hinds to brings forth, while none but the year olds

remain together ; these animals are, however, in

general, fond of herding and grazing in com-
pany ; it is danger or necessity alone that separates

'ttiem.

A he dangers they Lave to fear from other ani-
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mals, are qotUing vheu compared to those from
man. The men of every affe and i^ation hav^;

made the chase of the stag one of ti^eir most pi-

vourite pursuits ; and tUoie who firs( hunted from
necessity^ have continued il for aniu^enient. in

our own country, in particulars hunting was ever

esteemed as one of the principal diversions of the

great. At first, indeed, the beasts of chase had
the whole island for their range, and knew no
other limits tf.aii those of the ocean.

In the present cultivated <!tate of tliis country,

the stag is unknown io its wild natural stute ; and
such of them as remain among us are kept, under
the name of red deer, in parks among the fallow

deer. But they are become less common than
formerly ; its excessive viciousness, daring thp

rutting season, and the badness of its flesn, in-

ducing most people to part with the species. The
few that still remain wild, are to be found on the

moors that border on Cornwall and Devonshire ;,

and in Ireland^ on most of the large tnountaius of
that country.

In England, the hunting the stag and the buck
are performed in the same manner ; the animal is

driven from some gentleman's park, and then hunt-
ed through the open country. But tl^ose who
pursue the wild animal, have a much higher object,

as well as a greater variety in the chase. To let

loose a creature that was already in our postetsion,

in order to catch it again, is but a poor pursuit, as

t!ie reward, when obtained, is only what we before

had given away. But to pursue an animal that

owns no proprietor^ and which he that first seizes

may be said to possess, has something in it that

seems at least more rational ; this rewards the himt-
er for his toil, and seems to repay his industry.

Besides, the superior strength and swiftness of the
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ed of more Tfrioui arts to escape the hunter, and
teads him to precipices where the danger ennobles
the chait^. In puriuine the animal let loose from

^ park> as it is unused to danger, it is but little

Tersed in the stratagems ofescape ; the hunter fol-

io A/s as sure of overcoming, apd feels none of those

alternation! of hope and tear which arise from the

uncertaint^r of success, But it is otherwise with

the mountain stag ; haying spent his whole life in

a3tate of continual apprehension ; having frequent-

ly been followed, and as frequently escaped, he
]cnows every trick to mislead, to confound, or in-

.timidate his pursuers ; to stimulate thei ardour,

and enhance their success.

Those yho hunt this animal have their peculiar

terms for the diflferent objects of their pursuit.

Yhe professors in every art take a pleasure in thus

employing a language known only to themselves^

and thus aceumulate worths, which to the ignorant

have the appearance ot knowledge. In this manner,

the stag is called the first year, i calf, or hind calf
;

the second year, a knobber ; the third, a brock •

the fourth, a stag-guard; the fifth/ a stag ; the

sixth, a harit, The female is called a hind ; the

first year she is a calf; the second a hearse ; (lie

third, a H|n4« This animal is said to harbour in

the place where he resides.

Such are but a few of the many terms used by

hunters irf pursuing of the s^ag, most of which are

now- laid aside, or in use only among gamekeepers
The chase,' hewever, is continued in many pafts of

the country where the red deCr is preserved, and

still makes th^ amusenvent of such as have not

found out more liberal entertainments. In those

Tew places where the animal is perfectly >yildj the

amusement, as was said above, is superior. The
first great care of the hunter, when he lead? out

his bounds to the niouutain side, where the deer are
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generally known to harbour^ is io make choice of a
proper stag to pursue. His ambition is to unhar*

bour the largest and the boldest of the whole herd ;

and for this purpose he examines the tracks if there

be any, which if he finds long and large, ho con-

cludes that it must have belonged to a stag, and

not a hind, the print of whose foot is rounder.

Those marks also which he leaves on trees, by the

rubbing of his horns, show his siize, and point him
out as the proper object of pursuit. Now io seek

out a stag in his haunt, it is to be observed, that he

clianges his manner of feeding evei'v month. From
the conclusion of rutting time, which is November,
he feeds in heaths and broomy places. In Decem-
ber they herd together, and withdraw into the

strength of the forests, to shelter themselves from
the severe weather, feeding on holm, elder trees,

and brambles. The three following months they

leave herding, but keep four or five in a company,
and venture out to the corners of the forest, where
they feed on winter pasture, sometimes making their

incursions into the neighbouring corn-fields, to feed

upon the tender shoots, just as they peep above
ground. In April and May they rest in thickets

iind shady places, and seldom venture forth, unlcsi

rouzcd by approaching danger. In September and
October their annual ardour returns ; and 'h«n

they leave the thickets, boldly facing every dai^ r,

without any certain place for food or harbour.
VVhen, by a knowledge of these circumstances, the

hunter has found out the residence, and the quality

"f his game, his next care is to uncouplei and cast off

liis hounds in the pursuit : these no sooner perceive
the timorous animal tlrat flies before them, but they
altogether open in full cry, pursuing rather by the
scent than the view, encouraging each other to
continue the chace, and tracing the flying anioial

with the m«st amazing &agacity. The hunters also
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•re net less ardeqt in tbetr spaed OQ Ibofi«back^
eli«eringup the dogs, and directipe^ them where
to pursue. Oo the other hand, the stf^g, \vhen
unbarboured, flies at first with the swiftness of the

wiod, leaving his pursuers several miles in the

rear ; aud al length having gained bis former eo-

irerts^ ajid no longer hearing the eries of the dogs
and men that he had just left behind, he stops,

gazes round him, and seems to recover his natural

tranquillity. But this calm is of short duration,

for his inveterate pursuers slowly and securely

trace him along, and he once more hears the ap-

proaching destruction from behind. He agiin,

therefore, renews his efforts to escape, and again

leavcii his pursuers at almost the former distance
;

btii this second effort; makes him more feeble than

before, and when they com.e up a second tim?^, he

U unable to outstrip them with equal v* I^jcily.

The poor animal now, therefore, is obliged to

have recourse to all bis little arts of escape, which
flometinies, though but seldom, avail him. In pro-

portiouas his strength fails him, the ardour of

his pursuers is inflamed ; he tracks more heavily

•B the ground, and this increasing the strength of

the scent, redoubles the cries of the hounds, and

enforces their speed. It is then that the stag seeks

for refuge among (he herd, and tries every artifice

to put otF some other head for his owu- Some-

times he will send forth some little deer in his stead,

in the mean tiaie ^yiug close himself, that the

hounds may overshoot him. He will break into

one thicket after another, to find deer, rousing

them, gathering them together, and endeavouring

to put them upon the tracks he has made. His

old companions, however, with a true spirit of

ingratitude, now all forsake and shun him with

the nlost watchful industr; leaving the unhappy

creature to take his fa^te by him»eif. Thus abjio-
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doned of his nsllowfi^ he again tries other niM, bj
doubling and crossing in some hard bea4«n higb*

waj, where the scent is least perceirable. Ht
now also runs against the wind^ not only to cool

himself, but the better to hear the voice, and judee
of the distance of his implacable pursuers. It is

now easily p.-rceivable how sorely he is pressed, by
his uiauner of running, which, from the bounding;

easy pace with which he began, is converted into a
stiff and short manrter of going ; his mouth also it

black and dry, without foam on it; his tongue
hangs out ; and the tears, as some say, are seen

starting from his eyes. His last refuge, when everjr

otlier method of safety Ijas failed him, is to take the

water, and to attempt an escape by crossing what-
ever lake or river he happens to approach. While
swimming, he takes ail possible care to keep m
the middle of the st.eam, lest by touching tiie

bough of a tree, or the herbage on the banks,

he may give scent io the hounds. He is also

ever found to swim against the stream ; whence
the huntsmen have made into a kind of proverb.

That Ite that would hi a chase find, must up with"

the river and down with the "wind. On tfai« oc*-

casion too he will often cover himself under water>

so as to show nothing but the tip of his nose.

Every resource, and every iii't being at length ex*>

hausted, the poor creature tries the last remains
of his strength, by boldly opposing those enemies
he cannot escape ; he therefore faces the dogs and
men, threiitens with his horns, guards ;himself oii

every side, and for some time stands ti>t b*\'. In
this manner, quite desperate, he furiously aims at

the first dog or man that approaches ; ^and it often

happens that he does not die unrevenged. At
that time the more prudciit, both of the does and
men. seem wiilinir to avoid hini ? but the whole
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pack quickly coming* up^ he ii soon lurrounded
and brought down, and the huntsman winds a

treble mort, as it is called, with his horn.

This species were once numerous through Bri-

tain. The Saxon monarchs of England formed

some uncultivated tracts into forests for deer.

The princes of the Norman line, animated wilii

the most extravagant passion for the chace, and

careless of the welfare of their subjects, depopu-
lated their kingdom, razing villages, and levellini^

churches and .other religious houses, to form

forests for the maintenance of these and other wild

beasts. But in the progress of liberty and civili-

sation, the number and extent of those forests

were greatly reduced. Our monarchs learned to

consult the happiness of their subjects, and the

population of their dominions, in preference to

their own diversions. And though there are still

several royal forests in England, these are not

many, nor are they guarded by the same san>

guinary laws as formerly.

Besides being a tyrannical encroachn^'nt on the

liberties of the subject, and a savage depopulation

ofthe kingdom, the existence of so many forests, and

the forest-laws, were calculated to produce the most

unfavourable effects on the morals of the lower

classes of the people. Deer steiiling was a crime

of whi«h, when they could escape detection, the

youth made very light. But the parties who en-

gaged in such <in enterprise were generally lost to

sobriety and industry, and had their morals com-
pletely corrupted. We indeed owe the dramatic

productions of our admired Shakespeare to the

prosecution for deer stealing", which drove him

from his original occupation. But the same cir^

cumstances which excited a Shakespeare to the

exertion of powers of genius, ^ that might other-

ient
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wise have laid dormant, would undoubtedly con«

duct manjr others to extremities of guilt and mi->

sery.

The deer stealers practised some singular arts^

and had often dangerous and surprising adventures

in pursuing their forbidden sports. They would
sometimes watch the pregnant hind to her lair, and
when the calfwas dropped, pare its feet to the quick^

to prevent its escape till it became large and fat

enough to be killed. Sometimes, a brother deer

stealer was by moon shine mistaken for a deer, and
shot at with a bullet. Some of those fellows unce

advancing with a dog to a place in Wohner forest^

where they suspected a calf to have been de-

posited, the parent hind rushed out from the brake^

and making a vast sprin«; with all her feet chtii^

togetlier, pitched upon the neck of the dog, who
fell dead to the ground.

In the Highlands of Scotland, there are still

some red deer. Before the hereditary jurisdiction

6f the Highland chieftains was abolished, and
means employed to weaken the attachment by
which their vassals were so absolutely devoted
to their will, thoifiUinds used to be occasionally

assembled to hunt the deer over the wild hills

of the north ; the head of a clan went out to

pursue his sports with a parade of attendants, as
it he had been a mighty monarch. So late as in

the beginning of the last centurV, there were red
deer scattered over the hills of Galhnvay. Rut
by the eagerness with which the peasants pursued
them, they have been long since exterminated
from that district.

These animals afford various articles of utility

to human life. The firm and solid texture of the
horns, fits them for handles to knives and other
domestic utensils. The ski« is dressed into exceU
lent leather. The flesh, thougrh when taken m
OL. a. £ C
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Ihe rutting season, of a disagreeable taste and
smell J affords, at otiier times, wholesome and plea-

sant food. The tallow is made into very g-ood

candle . Spirit of hartshorn is a well known
stimulant. '

Wlien a herd of stacks have to pass a pretty wide
rivefj which they arc able to do without much diffi-

culty, they are said to rest their lieads on each other's

rumps. When the leader is fatigued, he retreats

to the rear, and suffers the next in succession to take
his place.

The natives of Louisiana hunt these animals
both for food, and as an amusement. This is some-
limes done in companies, and sometimes alone.

The hunter, who goes out alone, furnishes himsoif

"With the dried head of a stag, having part of the

skin, of the neck attached to it. This, a gun, and

a branch of a tree, or piece of a bush, are all that

he has need of. When he comes near any of the wild

deer, hiding himself behind the bush, which he

Carries in his hand, he approaches very gently till

he is within shot. If the animal appears alarmed,

the hunter immediately counterfeits the deers' call

to each other, and holds thread juiit above the

bush ; then lowering it towards the ground, and

lifting it by turns, he so deceives the stag with the

appearance of a companion, that be seldom fails te

come towa.ds it, in which case the hunter fires

into the hollow of his shoulder^ and lays him dead

on the spot.

When t!ie hunters go in large parties they form a

wide crescent round one of these animuls, the points

of which may be half a mile asunder. Some of

them approach towards the stag, which runs, af-

frighted, to the other side, when finding them on

that part advancing, he immediately rushes back
"" '

'
I driven from side to side, thein. Ill us n(

crescent closing into a cifcle, and gradually ap«

nionJ

shor]
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proachin^^ till ai length lie ia 6» much exhausted

as no longer t& he able to stand against them, b^t
qiiieflj submits to be taken alive. It sometimef
happens, however^ that he has sufficient strengtli

left to stand at bay, invvhich case he is seized from
beliind, but aeldcm in this case before some one it

-wotYnded. Thismodd of hunting is merely adopted
ns a recreation^ and is called " the dance of the

deer."

Much has frequently been said of the extreme
long life of the stag, and many wonderful stories

have been related by naturplists respecting it;

but there is great reason for supposing that this

animal does not o^^en reacti the age of fifty years.

Fallow deer.

The fallow deer is smaller than the stag^ of a
brownish bay colour^ whitish beneath, on the

insides of the limbs, and beneath the tail. Tho
horns, which are peculiar to the male, are very

different from those of the stag ; they are not

branched, but are broader towards the upper part,

and divided into processes down the outside. A
simple antler rises from the base of each, and a
similar one at some distance from the 6rst. In its

general form the fallow deer greatly resembles the
stag * and yet no two animals keep more distinct^

or avoid each other with more fixed animosity.

They are never seen to herd in the same place, they
never engender together, or form » mixed breed ;

and even in those countries where the stag is com-
mon, the biiek seems to be entirely a strangei ; in

short, they bot!i form distinct families ; which,
though so seemingly near, are still remote ; and
although with the same habitudes, yet retain an
tfnalterable aversion. The fallow deer, as they

ire much sm»llcr, so they seem of a nature lets
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robiirt iK<! less savage than those of the flag kind.

They are found but rarely wild in the forjBaits ;

they are, in ^eneral^ bred up in parks, ai^d ke,p%

for the purposes of hunting, or of luxury, ihdf
flesh being prr^rred to that of any other animaL
The horns of tine but k, as of ail Qih^t aD?"in«l«

4)f his kind, are shed every year, anf) tak« ihe utuiai

time foi* repairing. The only (di^f"Tenf(p betwejejy

it uiid the stag is, that this rhangc »;appens later ijn

the buck ; and its rutting time consi^qopn^ly falii

iiK^re into the winter. It is i30t fojM;td so furioui

rt tlm sckssim as thf former ; nor does it m inucfa

exhaust i< -vlf by the violence of its ardour, li.

does not quj» iv: nalorsi pastures in quest of the

tetWAh], lior j^.ov* k attack other animals with in-

discrimJuiTite f^Jceity i however, the males combat
for the female among each other ; and it is not

i)yithout many congests, that one buck is seep to

become master of ibe whole herd. It often hap*
pens, aho, that an herd of fallow deer is seen to

divide into two parties, and engage each other

with l^reiit ardour and obstinacy. They botb s^em
desirbus of gaining sonie favourite spot of the

park for pasture, and of driving the vanquished

ptrty into the coarser and more disagreeaj^le parts.

Bdch party has its leader, which is always the

oldest arid itroiigi^ist of the flock. They attack in

regular order of battle ; they fight with courage,

arid mutually support each other ; thej retire,

th^v rally, and seldom give up after one de-

feat. The combat is frequently renewed for

many days together ; till, after several defeats,

the weaker party is obKged to give way, an^! leave

the conquerors in possession of the object • thejr

contention.' .

The fallow -"r is easily tamed, as J f; »s upon
many things w h ii J the stag refuses. B . :, . 51 means

it preserves its tenispa bettef;>n4 ^ en i^fier

more
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rjtting, it does not appear entirely exhausted. It

continues almost in the same state through the

whole jeafj although there are particular reasons

when its flesh is chiefly in esteem. This animal

also browzes closer than the stag ; for which
;.'ason it is more prejudicial among young trees^

which it often strips too close for recovery. The
young deer eat much faster and more greedily than

the old ; they seek the female at their second }'ear;

liT.dj like the stag, are fond of tariety. The doc
g'jes with young above eight months, like the

h:nd ; and commonly brings forth one at a time ;

but they difler in this, that the buck comes to per*

faction at three, and lives till sixteen ; whereas the

stag does not come to perfection till seven, and livei

till forty.

As this animal is a beast of chase, like the stag,

to the hunters have invented a number of namei
relative to him. The buck is the first year called

a fawn ; the second, a pricket ; the third, a sorel

;

the fourth, a sore ; the fifth, a buck of the first

head ; and the sixth, a great buck ; the female is

called a doe ; the first year a fawn ; and the second a
tegg. The manner of hunting the buck is pretty

much the same as that of stag-hunting, except that

less skill is required of the latter. The buck is

more easihr rouzed ; it is sufiicient tojudge by the
view, and mark what grove or covert it enters,

as it is not known to wander far from thence ; nor,

like the stag, to change its layer, or place of re-

pose. When hard hunted it takes to some strong

hold, or covert, with v^Uich it is acquainted, in

the more giio<>i «^ parts of the wood, or the steeps

of the mou'L-iiciin ; not Wke the stag, flvntg before
the hounds, nor crossing nor doubling, nor using
any of the subtleties which the stag is accustinued
to It will take the water when sorely pressed,

nut seldom a gieat river ; nor can it swim so long,
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oorfo swiftly^ ts the forniGr. In general^ the

ttrengthj the cunning, and courage of this animal,

are inferior to those of the stag ; and, cousequeht>

Ij, it affords neither so long, so various, nor so

ebftinate a chase ; besides, being lighter, and not

tracing §o deeply, it leaves a less powerful and

lasting fcent, and the dogi in the puxtuit are more
frequcntljr at a fault. . >» .

,

Fallow deer inhabit through almost all Europr.

In France and Germany, they aie not numeroir.

Wild fallow deer are found in the forests of Li-

thuania and Moldavia, in Greece, and the north

of China. They were not originally natives ot

America. In Spain« they grow remarkably large.

They are more numerous in Britain than in any

other part of Europe. In Russia, they are entirely

unknown; in Sweden, preserved in p^rks. One of

the breeds which have been propagated in Britain

was originally introduced from Norway by king

James I. when he went to bring home his Danish
bride.

The flesh of the fallow deer is perhaps the n;ost

agreeable species of animal food. Both men and

dogs prefer it greatly to that of the stag. The
skin of the buck and the doe is dressed into the

best leather for breeches, gloves, &c. The horns

of this, as well as those of the species last de-

scribed, being compact, solid, and weighty, are

wrought into excellent handles for knives and other

utensils. Spirit of hartshorn is extracted from

them ; and after losing that spirit, they are reduced

by calcination, to what is called burnt hartshorn.

Ifhich constitutes a valuable materinil in fluxei for

promoting the fusion of metals.
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Roe buck.

tl5

• •'I. 1

Tsv roe buck is the smallert of the deer iLind

knovvn in our climate, and is now almost extinct

among as, except in some parts of the Highianda

of Scotland. It is generally about three feet

long, and about two feet high. The horns are

from eight to nine inches long ; upright, rounds

and divided into only three branches. The bodj
is covered with very long hair, well adapted tQ

the rigour of its mountainous abode. The lower
part of each h»ir is ash colour ; near the ends

18 a narrow bar of black, and the points are yel-

low. The hairs on the face are black, tipped with
ash colour. The ears are long, their insides of

a pale; How, and covered with long hair. The
spaces bordering on the eyes and mouth are black.

The chest, belly, and legs, and the inside of the
thighs, are of a yellowish white ; the rump ifi of
a pure w bite, and the tail very short. T'he make
of this little animal is very elegant ; and its swift-

ness equals its beauty. It differs from the fallow

deer, m having round horns, and not flatted

like theirs. It differs from the stag, in its smal-

ler size and the proportionable paucity of its ant-

lers ; and it differs from all of the ^oat kind
as it annually sheds its horns and obtains new oncs^

which none of that kind are ever seen to do.

As the stag frequents the thickest forests, and
the sides of the highest mountains, the roe buck,
with humbler ambition, courts the shady thicket,

and the rising slope. Although less in size, and
far inferior in strength, to the stag, it is yet more
beautiful, more srtive, and even more courageous.
Its hair is alvs iniooth, clean, and glossy ; and
it frequents only the driest places, and t>f the

puiest air. Though but a very little aniraail, as
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we have alreadj observed, yet, \Tben its yottnjp is

attacked, it faces even the stag himself, and often

comes off victorious. All its motions are eleg;]iot

and easy ; it hour' / ^hout effort, and continues

the course with but liftl latigue. It is also posses-

sed of more cuuuing in avoiding the hunter, is more
difficult to pursue, and, althoiigh its scent is much
stronger than that of the stag, it is more frequent-

ly found to make a good retreat. It is not with

the roe buck, as with th. Ug, who mver ofi'era

to use art until his strength is beginning to decline ;

this more cunning animal, when it finds that its

first ffforts to escape are without, success, returns

upon its former track, again goes forward, and
•g^ain returns, until by its Va,rious windings it has

entirely confounded the scent, and joined the last

emanations to those of its former course. It then«

by a bound, goes to one side, lies flat upon its

belly, and permits the pack to pass by very near,

without offering to stir.

Buf the roe buck differs not only from the stag

in superior cunning, but also in its natural appe-

tites, its inclinations, and its whole habits of living.

Instead of herding together, these animals live in

separate families ; the ^irt, the dam, and the young
ones, associate together, and never admit a stran-

fer .ato their l"!^t.le coMmunit; All others of the

eer kind are inconstant in their affection ; but

the roe buck never leaves its mate ; and, as they

have been gener^^liy bred up together from their

first fawning, they conceive so strong an a^td.h-

mciii, that they never af^?^ £;; arate. Their rui-

ting season continues bu*" ^fteeu days, from the

latter end of October to . lut the middle of No-
vember. They are not at that lime, like the sta^,

overloaded with fat ; they have not that strong;

odour, which is perceived in all others of the deer

kind ; they have none of those furious excesses)

;
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nothiog, in short, that alters their state ; they only
drive away their fawns upon .these occasions ; the
buck forcing them to retire, in order to make
room for a succeeding progeny ; however, when
the season is over, the fawns return to their does,

and remain with them some time longer ; after

which, they quit them entirely, in order to begin
an independent family of their own. The female
goes with young but five months and a half;

which alone serves to distinguish this animal from
all others of thr deer kind, that continue pregnant
more than eight. In this respect, she rather ap-
proaches more nearly to the goat kind.

When the female is ready o bririg forth, she
seeks a retreat in the thickest part of the woods,
being* not less apprehensive of the buck, from
whom i^he thou separates, than of the wolf, the

wild cat, and almost everv ravenous animal of
the forest ; she 8:enerally produces two at a time,

aim three but very rarely. In about ten or twelve

(la)' hese an able to follow their dam, except in

cases of warm pursuit, when their strength is not

equal tlie fatigue. Upon such occasions the

tenderness of i- o dam is very extraordinary ; leav-

ing them in t. deepest thickets, she offers herself

to the danger, flies before the hounds, and does

all in her power to lead them from the retreat

where she has lodged her little ones. Such animals

as are nearly upon her own level, she boldly en-

counters ; attacks the stag, the wild cat, and even
the wolf ; and while she has life, continues her

efforts to protect her young. Yet all her endea-

vours are often vain ; about the month of May,
which is her fawning time, there is a greater des-

truction among those animals than at any other

season of the year. Numbers of the fawns are

taken alive by the peasants ; numbers are found
out, and worried b? the dog;

J s*-:i»
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the yvoW, which has always heen their most invete-

rate <;iieniv. By these continual depredations upon
this beautiful creature, the roe bucl^ is everj' day

becoming scarcer, and the whole race in many coun-

tries is wholly worn out. They were once common
in England ; the huntsmen, who characterized

only such beasts as tliey knew, have given names
to the different kinds and ages as to the stag ;

tlius tliey called it the first year a hind ; the se-

cond a gyrle ; and the third a herause : but these

names at present are utterly useless, since tliu

animal no longer exists among us. Even in Prance,

where it was once extremely common, it is now
confined to a few provinces ; and it is probable

that in an age or two the whole breed will he to-

tally extirpated. M. BufTon, indeed, observes that

in those districts where it is mostly found, it seems

to maintain its usual plenty, and that the balance

between its destruction and increase is held pretty

even ; however, the number in general is known to

decrease ; for wherever cullivatio<i takes place

the beasts of nature are known to retire.

Many animals that once flourished in the world

may now be extinct ; and the descriptions of

Aristotle and Pliny, though taken from life, may
be considered ag fabulous, as their archetypes are

no longer existing^

The fawns continue to follow the deer eight or

nine months in all ; and, ii,pon separating, their

Aorns b^in to appear, simple and without antleis

the first' year, as in those of the stag kind. These

they shed at the latter end of autumn, and renew

during the winter ; differing in this from the stag,

who sheds them in spring, and renews them in sum-

mer. When the roe buck's head is complctel)f

furnished, it rubs the horns against trees in the

manner of the stag, and thus strips them of the

rDti^h skin and the blood-vesseU, which no Ion*
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ser contribute ia their nourishment and growth.
vVhen theie fall^ and new ones begin to appear^

the roe buck does not retire as the stag to the co->

Tcft of the wood; but continues its usual haunts,

only keeping down its head to avoid striking iti

horns against the .branches of trees, the pain of

which it seeras to feci with exquisite sensibility.

The stag, who sheds his horns in summer, ii

obliged to seek a retreat i^rom the flics, that at

tliat time greatly incommode him ; but the roe

buck, who sheds them in winter, is under no such
necessity ; ami, consequently, does not separate

from its little family, but keeps with the female

all the year round.

As the growth of the roc buck, and its arrival

at maturity, is much speedier than that of the stag,

30 its ' life is proportionably shorter. It seldom
is found to extend above twelve or fifteen years .;

and, if kept tame, \t does not live above six or

seven. It is an animal of a very delicate constitU'

lion, requiring variety of food, air, and exercise.

It must be paired with a female, and kept in a
park of at least a hundred acres. They may easily

be subdued, but never thoroughly tamed. No arts

can teach them to be familiar with the feeder,

much less attached to him. They 8t»U preserves
part of their natural wildness, and are subject to

terrors without a cause. They sometimes, in at-

tempting to • escape, strike themselves with such
force against the walls of their inclosure, that

they break their limbs, and become utterly dis-

abled. Whatever care is taken to tame them,
i)\^y are never entirely to be relied on, as they have
capricious fit's of fierceness, and sometimes strike

at those they dislike with a degree of force that is

very dangjirous.

The cry of the roe buck is neither so loud nar
io fre(|uent as that of the stag. The young onei
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have a particular manner of callid^ to the d«in^

which the hunters easily imitate^ and often thui

allure tlie female to her destruction. Upon some
oecasioiift also they become in a manner intoxicated

with their food, which during the springs is said

to ferment in their stoQiachs, and thev are then

very easily taken. In summer they ke^p plose

tinder covert of the forest^ and seldom venture

out^ except in violent heats, to drink at some

river or fountain. In general^ however^ they are

contented to slake their thirst with the dew that

fallf on the grass and the leaves of trees^ and seU

dom risk their safety to satisfy their appetite.

They delight chiefly in hilly grounds, preferring

the tender branches and buds of trees, to corn or

other vegetables : and it i$ universally allowed

that the flesh of those between one and two vf^ars

old is the greatest delicacy that is known. Pcr>

haps, also^ the scarceness of it enhances its ila>

vour.

Tail- liEss roe.

Thi3 animal inhabits all the temperate regions

of Russia and Siberia. It is larger than our com-

mon roe buck. But its chief distinction is the

w^nt of a tail. It is covered with a long thick

coat, of a clay colour on the under part of the

body ; wlhite on the buttocks ; and on thp other

parts, coloured like our roe. Its horns are di-

vided like those of our rpe, into three branches,

;ind are tuberculated at the base.

In summer these tail-less roes inhabit the lofty

nnountains of Hyrcania, Siberia, and that part of

Russia which lies nor^h*east of the rive: ^Volga.

In winter they descend frpm the moantaioB into

the adjacent plains.
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Axis.

nik

The axis is a very beautiful animal, nearly

of the size of the fallow-deer ; its horns dividing

into three branches, all pointing upwards, and its

tai! being of the same length as that of the fallow^

deer.

But of this species there are several varieties^

differing in size and colours.

The spotted axis is of a light reddish brown
colour, has its body beautifully variegated with
white spots, und is marked on the lowor pari of its

sides, next the belly, with a line of white, the un-
der parts are of a pale colour. The tail is reddish

above, and white beneath.

Piiny mentions this as an animal of India sacred

to Bacchus, characterizing iv, by the resemblance

which it bears of a fawn ; and its being sprinkled

over with white spots. The same species still

abounds in India. On the banks of the Ganges^
and in the island of Ceylon, they are very common.
From India they have been introduced into Europe.
Nor is the temperature of our European ctimatef

at all unfavourable to them. In the king of
France's parks, they have multiplied intq flocks.

In the duke of Richmond's parks in England, they
are said to have propagated with il.t faiKiw deer*

They have also bred in the prince of Orange's parks
near the Hague. In their manners they are mild
and peaceable, and refuse not the familiarity of
mankind. Their powers of smelling are so exqui-
site, that though they readily eat bread from the
hand, they refuse a piece which has been breathed
on.

Nearly of the same figure, but larger, and never

spotted, but sometimes varying in colour from light

red to white^ (ia vvhich latter state it M considered

i

11
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as a great curiosity,) is the middle-sized axis of

Pennant, an inhabitant of the dry hilly forests of

Borneo, Java, Celebes, Ceylon, and probably Su-
matra. Hundreds areoften associated in one herd.

They grow very fat, and are often pursued in Java
and Celebes, by numerous hunting parties, who kill

multitudes in one expedition. Their flesh, either

salted or fresh, is excellent food. The tongue is a
delicacy. The hides are articles of traffic.

A pair of horns, similar in shape to these of the

above varieties of the axis, but considerably larger

aud stronger, not less than two feet nine inches

long, and two feet four inches from tip to tip, are

to be seen in the British Museum. They are con-

jectured to belong to a still larger variety of this

same species ; a variety, which, as Mr. Pennant
was informed by Mr. Loten, are of a reddish colour,

as tall as a horse, and inhabit the low, marshy
grounds in the islands of Ceylon and Borneo.

Virginian deer.

The Virginian deer are a distinct species, com
mon to all the provinces of North America, south

of Canada, but more numerous .a the more

southern.

The horns are slender, with numerous branches

on the interior sides, and much bent forward:, but

without brow antlers. They are nearly ot the

same size as the Englilsh fallow-deer, only some-

times rather larger. Their general colour is a light

cinereous brown, the head of a deeper cast, aad the

belly, sides, shoulders, and thighs, brown mottled

with white ; the length of the tail ten inches.

They are numerous on the extensive plains lying

along the Missisippi and tin? rivers tliat run into

it. They are very probably likewise natives of

Their ruttimr season is in Soi)iember.
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From September till March, the bucks and does

herd together. The does then retire to bring

forth^ and live apart till^ with the return ofautumn,
both they and the bucks again feel the influence of
passion. They are wandering restless animals. Near
the shores, they are infested by insects, which de-

posit their eggs on the head and throat of the deer

;

and worms are of consequence generated in these

parts. From this and other causes, they are, in

such pastures, always lean, and in a bad condition.

On the hills and inland plains, they arc not exposed

to the same annoyances, and accordingly thrive

better. They are fond of salt, and resort eagerly

to places impregnated with it. Their skins have

been an important article of commerce to the states,

particularly of New York and Pennsylvania, from
which places more than twenty-five thousand ^ins
were imported in 1764.

They are objects of great consequence to the

savages. War and the chase are the two great

employments which occupy those simple people.

The ch.ace not only affords the means of subsist-

ence, but prepares the hunter for enduring the

fatigues, and practising the arts and stratagems ot

war. Vast numbers of those deer are annually

aestroyed by the Indian hunters ; who either sur-

round them, fire the woods in which thcv are she!-

tared, and, driving them into soiiu^ peninsula or

narrow defile, slaughter crowds at once, without
difficulty ; or, with greater artifice, disguise them-
selves in the skins of deer formerly killed, having
the heads and horns still appended to them, and
thus deceiving the unwary animals to approach
familiarly, slay them before thty suspect their

danger.
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MiatlCAN DEE».

This animal, in colour, figure, and size, resem-

bling our European roe, furnished with horns of a

different form, is confined, perhaps, to the southern

regions of the new world ; to Mexico, Guiana,

and Brasil. Its head is large ; its neck thick

;

its eyes large and bright. The skin of the young
is often marked with white rays. Its horns are

strong, thick, rugged, and bent forwards; trifur-

cated at the upper part, and furnished besides

with a sharp erect snag, separating from the

trunk of the horn, about an inch and an half above

the root. It does not live always retired in the

interior parts of the country ; but ventures out,

at times, upon the borders of the plantations.

Its flesh is not equal to that of our European
roe.

The Indian roe, whose horns are in the British

Museum, is considered by Shaw as a variety of

this species. They are about sixteen inches long,

very strong, am^ rugged, their ends bend forward,

and are divided into two branches, with many
processes.

Porcine dcer,

The porcine deer is an oriental animal, about

three feet six inches long, and nearly two feet and

a half in height. The figure of its body is thick

and clumsy, like that of a hog. Its legs are slen-

der and elegant. Its horns are thirteen inches

long ; its tail eight ; its head ten and a half. The
upper part of the neck, body, and sides, is brown ;

the body and sides are lighter coloured.

They are natives of Borneo ; and the late lord

I I «r^^ \-»%% ,..Ut c.^.1 1 ij-
«.aivc uivug'iiL one lO xijligiaiiu iiOiu uCiigui. A Utjf
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arc entrapped in pit- fa) Is dug in the ground, and
covered over with slight materials, on which the?

heedlessly trust tliemseives. Their feet are used

for tobacco stoppers. There is a spotted variety

of this species.

RlB^FACED DEER.

This deer is peculiarly characterized by three

longitudinal ribs extending between the horns and
tlie eyes. Its horns are supported on a bony pro-

cess, covered with hair, and rising three inches

above the scull. They are trifurcated, and have
the upper fork hooked. The upper jaw is on each

side armed with a tusk.

It is shaped like i.\e porcine deer, but inferior

in size to the British roe buck. Like the roe,

this species associates only in families. They are

/Hhabitants of Java and Ceylon.

Grey or Guinea deer.
'

This deer is of the size of a cat ; with long
oars ; grey on the upper part of its body, but black
lielow ; and marked between the eyes with a black
line,

This is an obscure species. The only description

of it was furnished by Linnaeus ; and, as the horns

were wanting in the specimen v/hich he examined,
he could not determine certainly whether it were
a deer, a musk, or a female antelope.

VOL. II. s
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GIRAFFE TRIBE.

In this tribe, of which but a single species has

been hitherto discovered, the horns are simple,

covered with skin, blunt at the ends, and each ter-

minated by a tuft of black hair. In the lower

jaw there are eight broad and thin front teeth, the

outermost of which on each side are deeply di-

vided into two lobes.

This animal, although nearly allied both to the

deer and antelope tribes, is so remarkable in its

structure, as, in an artificial system at least, to re-

quire a distinct (ilassiiicatioii.

GlRAriE.

This extremely singular quadruped is never

met with in a wild state but in the interior parts of

Africa, and even there it has been but seldom seen

by European travellers. Its head bears a consi-

derable resemblance to that of the horse, but is fur*-

nished with erect horns, covered with a hairv skin,

about six inches long ; these are blunt, as though
cut off at the ends, and each tufted with a brush

of coarse black hairs. The neck is very long,

thin, and erect, and has on the ridge a short erect

mane, which extends along the back nearly to the

origin of the tail. The shoulders are very deep,

which has given rise to the vulgar error that the

fore legs are longer than the hinder ones, a cir-

cumstance that proves on examination to be by

no means true. When they stand with their head

and neck perfectly erect, many of the giraffes

measure sixteen or eighteen feet, from the hoof to

the end of the horns In their native wiidi their
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lingular form given tlicin, at a distance^ the ap-

pearance of decayed trees ; and this is not a little

aided by their colour^ which is a reddish white,

uuirked with numerous large rusty spots.

They are of a mild and timid disposition. W hen
pursued, they trot so fast, that even a ^ood horse

is scarcely able to keep pace with [hi and hey

continue their course for a long timc; \ it re-

quiring rest. When they leap, the> b' ^i^i the

fore legs, and then the hinder ones, launer

of a horse whose fore legs arc tied togetii Their

general position, except when grazing, is <ith the

liead and neck erect. They feed principally on the

leaves of trees, and particularly ou those of a pe-

culiar species of mimosa, common in the country

where they are found, to which the extreme length

of their legs and neck admirably adapt them.

^\ hen they feed from the groiind, they are under
the necessity of dividing their fore legs to a con-

siderable distance. In preparing to lie down, thej

kneel like the camel.

It has been generally supposed that the giraffe

possessed neither the power nor the strength to dc-

I'nid^itself against the attacks of other animals ;

this, however, seems to be unfounded ; for M. le

\ ailhint has asserted, that by its kicks, it fre-

quently wearies,, discourages, and distances, oven'
the lion. The utility of the horns appears to be
liitlierto unknown ; tliis writer says, that they are

not used as weapons of defence.

The giraffe is never seen near tlie coasts of Africa,

confining itself entirely to the interior recesses of
the forests, whence it is never taken alive except
when young. From divers accounts that have
been left to us, it seems to have been known to the

ancients. Heliodorus, the Greek bishop of Sicca,

mentions it particularly in his time, and his des^
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cription seems more original and authentic thin

those of most of the old writers.

- " The ambassadors from the Axiomitaj," he says,

" brought presents to Hydaspes^ ai.d^ among other

things, there was an animal of strange and wonder-

ful species^ about the size of a camels and marked
upon the skin with florid spots. The hinder parts,

from the loini^ were low, like those of a lion ; but

the shoulders, fore feet, and breast, were elevated

above proportion to the other parts. The neck was
small, and lengthened out from its large body like

that of a swan. The head, in form, resembled a

camel, hut was in size about tvice that of the ly-

bian struthium, (ostrich) and it rolled the eyes,

which had a film over them, very frightfully.—It
differs in its g^ii from every other land or water

animal, waddling in a remarkable manner. Each
leg does not move alternately, but those on the

right side move together, independently of the

other, and those of the left in the same manner,

so that each side is alternately elevated. It is so

tractable as to be led by a small string fastened to

the head, by vvhich the keeper conducts it as he

pleases, as if with the strongest chain. When this

animal appeared, it^ strpck the whole multitude

with terror ; and took its name from the principal

parts of its body; being called by- the people ex-

tempore c^melopardalis.*'

The.flesh of the young giraffe is said to be good
eating. The Hottentots hunt the animal princi-

pally on account of its marrow, which^ as a deli*

cacy, they set a high value upon
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ANTELOPE TRIBE,

The antelopes are in general an elegant and
active tribe of animals^ inhabiting mountainouf
countries^ where they bound among the rocks with
so much lightnesii and elasticity^ as to strike the
spectator with astonishment. Some of them reside

in the plains, where herds of two or three thou-
sand are sometimes to be seen together. Thejr

hrows^e like goats, and frequently feed on the ten-

der shoots of trees. In disposition they are timid

and restless, and nature has bestowed on them long
and tendenous legs^ peculiarly appropriated to-

their habits and manners of life. These, in some
of the species^ are so slender and brittle; as to snap

with a very trifling blow ; the Arabs, taking ad-
vantage of this circumstance, catch them hy
throwing at them sticks^ by which their legs are

entangled and broken.

We shall complete the description of their cha-

racter from Goldsmith, who calls them gazelles.

The gazelles, of which there are several kinds,

can, with propriety, be referred neither to the goat
nor the deer ; and yet they partake of both na-

tures. Like the goat, they have hollow horns

that never fall, which is otherwise in the deer.

They have a gall-bladder, which is found in the

goat, and not in the deer. On the other hand, they

resemble the roe buck in size and delicacv of
form ; they have deep pits under the eyes like that

animal : they resenible-the roe buck in the colour

and nature of their hair ; they resemble him in

the bunches upon their legs, which only differ in

being upon the fore legs in these, and on the hind

legs in the other. They sccni, thejefore, to be of
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a middle naturf;^ between these two kinds ; or, to

speak with greater truth and precision, they form
a distinct kind by themselves.

The distinguishing niarks of this tribe of ani-

mals, by which they difler both from the goat

and ih^ deer^ a-re these, their liorns are made dif-

ferentivj being annulated or rin/^ed round, at the

same time that there arc longitudinated depressions

running from the bottom to the point. .They have

bunches of hair upon their fore Ici^s ; they have
a streak of black, red, or brown, running along

the lower part of their sides, and three streaks of

whitish hair in the internal side of the ear. These
arc characters that none of them are without ; be-

.sides these, there are others, which,, in general, they

are found to have, and which are more obvious to

the beholder. Of all animals in the world, the

gazelle has the most beautiful eye,„ extremely bril-

liant, and yet so lueek., that all the eastern poets

compare the eyes of their mistresses to those of this

animal. A gazelle>eyed beauty is considered as

the highest compliment that a lover can pay ; and,

indeed, the Greeks themselves thought it no inele-

gant piece of flattery to resemble the eyes of a

beautiful vvoman to those of a cow. The gazelle,

for the most part, is more delicately and finely limb-

ed than even the roe buck ; its hair is as short, but

finer, and more glossy. Its hinder legs are longer

than those before, as in the bare, which gives it

greater security in ascending or descending steep

places. Their swiftness is equal, if not superior,

to that of the roe ; but as the latter bounds for-

ward, so these run along in an even uninterrupted

coqirse. Most of them are brown upon the back

white under the belly, with a black stripe sepa-

rating those colours between. Their tail is of va^

rious lengths, but in all covered with pretty long

hair ; and their cars are beautiful^ well-placed^
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and terminating in a point.—They all have a clo-

ven hoof: the female has smaller horns than the

male.

Blue antelope.

This animal is larger in size than any ordinary

buck. Its horns are sharp-pointed^ taper, arcuated,

and reclining backwards ; they are twenty inches

in lengthy and marked with twenty prominent rings,

but sniouih towards the points. The hair of the

body is long.' The tail is seven inches in length :

and the hairs at the end of it seven inches. The
colour of the hair, when the animal is alive, is a
beautiful glossy blue grey: when dead, it takes

a grey colour. The belly is white ; and under
each eye, the face is marked with a large Ivhite

spot.

This animal is a native of Africa, in the neigh-

bourhood of the Cape ; but seemfs to be confined

within some districts at a considerable distance

from that promontory.

Egyptian antelope.

The animals of this species are of the same size

as our commoa domestic he-goat; but in figure,

colour, and agility, chiefly resemble the stag.

The length of a skin which Mr. Pennant examined,

was better than six fact six inches, reckoning from
itd nose to the tip of the tail. The tail, which is

covered with long black hairs, is, between the

rump and the end of the hairs, two feet six inches

long.

The belly, the rump, and the legs, are white;
but each leg is marked below the knee with a dusky
spot. The rest of the body is grey, or reddish

;

except that a black line runs along the back. ITie
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horns are alraost perfectly straight ; three feet

long ; of a blackish colour ,* each about an inch

and a half in diameter at the base, and distinguished

on the lower half by twenty or more prominent

wavy rings, the upper half smooth, and tapering

into a sharp point. The distance between the points

of the horns is fourteen inches. It has a remark-

able triangular spot on the forehead, which termi-

nates in a line running down its face, and dividing

into two patches, one on each side of the nose.

This animal is found in the neighbourhood of

the Cape. It is also an inhabitant of Syria, Arabia,

Persia, India, Egypt, and Ethiopia. It is supposed

to be the zebi of the holy Scriptures. Mr. Pa-

terson informs us, from his own observation, that

the horns of this antelope are remarkably long and

sharp ; and that, when attacked by dogs, it de-

fends itself sitting on its hinder quarters. Tliey

do not associate in hcrds^ but in small parties of

two or three.

Leucoryx.

The leucoryx is of the same size with a small

QX from Wales, or the Highlands of Scotland.

Its body is thick and clumsy ; its limbs rather

more elegantly formed ; its nose thick and broad,

like a cow's ; , its ears somewhat slouching ; its

horns long, sli^nder, slightly incurvated, annulated

for a part of their length, black, and terminating

with sharp points. Its tail reaches to the first

joint, and ends with a tuft.

The body of this animal is almost all over of a

milk-white colour ; only the middle of the face,

the sides of the cheeks, and the limbs, are tinged

with red. Its face is marked like that of the

Ej^ptian antelope.

The island of Gow Bahrein in the gulph of
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BassorA, ii tlie native region of the leucoryx.

Mr. Pennant relates from a fhiper M^hich he found

in the British museum, that Shah Sultahn IIuus-

lein kept some of thh species its curiosities, in a

park, at the distance of eight leagues from his-

capital. A fossil hofn from Siberia has been sus*

pected, by Dr. Paliaft, to h<ite been produced onf

Oib bead M a leacorjx.

'
' AlgAzel.

fifKiii spp^aH to b£ a toiisiderable^^eseinblante,

berth in !tize stnd other particulars^ between the al^

gazel and leticoryjK. But the horns of the alga<'

tel, thoHj^ii loni^, silender, and nearly upright, asf

Hrell ai the b^rnsof theleiicoryi, differ, ho\reter»

from those of the lattei' ilninial, in being gently

arched, nW back^ardl, but toward? each other.

They are always ahnUlated ; but the inequalities

produced by the rings dn the* Surfnt'i* of tne horir

ire less remarkable in stmie than in others. Thtf

breast and fhfer bilttocks of ihi^ Animal are v^hite ;'

Ihtf rest of its bddy is red.

India, Persia, fegyfrt, and Ethibpid, are! the?

ieoiintr^ which pfpdirce the algazel. II is a grC-

gariotis sLnfmal. Alon^ si plain it moves slowly ;

but <^limb# the side^ of hills with great vigour
and VeliStHy. it is eifrertrtsly shy lind timid ; yet,

trheh takeii aNV6, U easily taiiiedf. Autnmn is itsr

ieasdrt of tdve, «nd ^pririg, of partorition. Th^
d^i^fttal BU^dar, a (jdrtcretion ortcd highly valu-
•d fW hi supjrdsi^ Medrcal Qualities, strongfy
odofoos, ftfid ftrghly aromatic, was formerly
thought to be obtlamed only from this ariimal. Thtf
be2(Wf, however, is a:t present regarded as a con-
cretidft, not peeullft^ to any one anitnal, bot formed
^tbiiH maii^ of(hle# anrmals of the Miit, and evei
0* Earofi*, - »

vol. II, H h
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• ' Elk antelope.

In size and shape this animal bears some rescm.

blance to the elk. The forehead of the elk an-

telope is flat, and broad above the eyes ; but from

the eyes to the tip of the nose becomes gradually

narrower, till it terminates in a sharp point. The
breast is furnished with a dewlap, covered with

long hair. On the upper part of the forehead

stands a top of erect hairs. A thin erect mane
runs along the back, from the nape of the neck to

the origin of the tail. The ears are long and

pointed. Though the body is of a thick robust

form, the legs are slender and elegant. The height

of the animal is commonly between five and six

feet. The horns arc generally about two feet

long, of a dark brown colour, having each, from

the base for one third of its length, three sides,

and three ridges or ribs separating the sides, with

a spiral wreath running over both the ridges and
the sides ; from the termination of the ridges and

the spiral wreath, the rest of the horn is round
and smooth ; both horns rise almost in an upright

direction ; only their tops are slightly bent for-

wards. The hoofs are short, and surrounded at

their junction with the leg, with a circle of black

hairs. The tail does not reach to the first joint

of the leg, but is terminated with a tuft of long

black hairs ; the short hair covering it is of an ash

colour. The whole body, indeeii, except the tuft

at the end of the tail, the skin between the fetlock>

and the hoof^, and the thin erect mane^ is of &

bluish ash colour tinged with red.

India, Congo, and the southern parts of Africa,

are the countries which afford these animals.

Before Sparrman, no naturaj. historian had given

a description of the elk antelope from pefKval sfa*
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servation. That enthusiastic student of nature

had various opportunities, in his journey from the

Cape into the interior parts of Africa, both of ex-

amining the form and appearance, and of obser?>

ing the manners of this species.

They are gregarious, and are often seen in im-

mense herds in the extensive plains on the confines

of Caffraria, north-west from the Cape. The in-

dustry of the Dutch colonists, who hunt them
eagerly for their flesh, hides, and tallow, has al-

most exterminated them from the districts lying

nearer that promontory. Though the elk antelope

affords always a considerable, quantity of tallow^

and is generally fat and bulky, yet he is content

with such a moderate quantity of food as he can
crop from shrubs and bushes, without requiring

large quantities of grain or grass. When hunt-

ed, these animals always run, if possible, against

the wind, and will even face the hunter rather

than flee in a different direction. Their fatness

and heaviness render it difficult for them to run
along, if hard pursued ; and it is probable that

they turn their faces against the wind, when pur*>

sued, from finding that in this direction they be->

come not so soon so insufferably hot and breathless,

as when their progress is assisted by the force of
the wind. Some of the hunters pretend that they

have seen the elk antelope, when flei^ing with
all speed before a pursuer, exude from his neck
a bloody froth. Sometimes a mixture of melted
fat and blood is seen to gush, on similar occasions,

from the nostrils of the panting animal. At other

times, even the younger and fleeter bucks are seen

to drop down dead, when their strength is ex-
hausted in the flight, i

The flesh of the elk antelope is excellent food.

|t is of a fine grain^ very juicy, and tastes delici*

^tt'ly* Tl)6 br^ait especially^ is considered as

»



great ^alictoj. Tb« fat 0f the heart is w4 tm\j

very cnp^opi, but to fine and tender as to be no
had suUtitutc for butter ; and the Dutch farmers
at the Cape use U ]withoii| H^uvie in dressing ^heir

irictuals.

The hide on the neck ^f the elk antelope is yery

lbir|[ and tou|^ ; •ndj neit after that of the bu^r

lalOj makes the best traces for waggons, halters

for oxen, field-shoes, Ac. Both the Hottentots

And the Bosbiesmen use the horns of this animal,

irith wooden stalks ifitted to them, for tobacco
pipes ; from which they gulp up large draughts ot

smoke with the greatest avidity. A good draw
iog of one of these African tobacco-pipes is given

in the first of the plates annexed to the first vo-

l^me of Sparrraan's Voyage.

Haknk^sed aktelofs.

Thi« is one of the smaller antelopes. Its legs.

like those of the other antelopes, are long and

slender ; its nfck rather long and r«und ; its fore^

head broad, and somewhat prominent ; its ears

broad ; its horns situated almost on t4ie hinder

part of the bead, straight, spiral, and flattened so

as to have two angular sides ; its tail ten inches

in length, and covered with long shaggy hajr.

The length of this animal^ from the tip of t|ie

nose to the root of the tail, is about four feet and

a half ; the height, from the heels of the hinder

feet to tlie back, two feet eight inches. The hair,

over the whole body is short and smooth. Th^
ears are bare within. T^he females have no boms.

The ground colour c^f the body of this animal

is a. deep tawny. Beneath each eye, the face

is marked witli a white spot. On each side, the

body displays six transverse, and two longitudinal

W^ite Gripes of bandf^ so regularly disposed^ as to
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bave the appearance of harneasing. The thighs

are marked with white tpoti. The cheeki and th«

under part of the neck are white.

Thii animal is verj common in Senegal. It If

gregarious. Large herds of harnessed antelopes

are seen spread through the plains and woods of
the country of Podor. It inhabits the south of
Africa^ in Zwellendam and the adjoining district!

near the Cape ; hut appears not farther east than

Zwellendam, in those regions, till you reach the

country of the Tambuki. The flesh of the har-

nessed antelope is not tender or delicate.

Guinea antelope.

This animal is of a more diminutive size than
most of those antelopes wo have hitherto been

describing. It is about eighteen inches high ;

with slender legs ; a considerable length of neck ;

rather a sharp snout ; its forehead somewhat pro-

Diioent ; large ears ; dusky eyes, and under each
a cavity into which a strong'scented oily fluid is

constantly secreted, and there becomes concrete:

its horns not three inches long, slightly annulated

at the base^ and tapering gradually till they ter-

minate, each in a sharp point ; and between the

horns a tuft of black hairs, which serves as one of
the most striking characteristics of the animal.

The females are destitute of horns. The belly of
this elegant animal is white ; its tail, which is

ibort, white beneath, and black above ; the rest

9f t^e body of a yellowish brown colour.

Royal antelope.

This Ijttle creature is only about nine inches

high ; its legs arc not thicker than a goose quill

;
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the male has small^ straight, hlack horns^ smooth,

flhining as jet, aud only two inches Fong ; but the

female is hornless ; the ears are broad ; the legs

sre long in proportion to the size of the body, and

tery slender ; the hoofs are divided ; the horns

are annulated ; and the number of rings on a h(»rn

denotes the years of the age of the individual to

which it belongs. The colour of this little crea-

ture is chiefly a reddish brown ; but the belly is

white ; and the tail, which, though short, is co-

vered with pretty long hair, partly yellow, partly

red, and partly white.

It is amazingly swift; it springs readily over

walls twelve feet high, climbs the loftiest moun-
tains, 'and is never caught without the greatest

difficulty ; yet, when taken, and familiarized to

manjcind, it becomes very tame and mild.

It is a native of Senegal, and the other hot re-

gions of Africa ; and such is the tenderness of its

constitution, that it can scarce bear transportation,

and does not thrive in our colder European cli-

mates. It is called by the Hottentots noumetjes

;

it utters a long, shrill, warbling cry, amazingly

loud for so diminutive an animal. Its flesh is one

of the most exquisite delicacies that can appear oq

the table of the epicure.

Indostan antelope.'

The most remarkable peculiarities of this an-

telope are horns bending forwards, a mane on the

neck, a bunch on the back, and a long busby

tail.

It is about five feet high : the hair covering the

body is short, soft, and of an ash colour. The
fail is two and twenty, and the horns seVen inches

io length. It is furqisrhed with a dewlap on tho
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lovfer part of the breast, like a bull. The legs

are of an elegant slender form. The neck resem-

bles that of the camel.

rhis animal is an inhabitant of the most remote

parts of the Mogul's dominions in India : it is a
ruminating animal. It lies down and rises like tlK

camel. Its voice is of a harsh croaking sound* ^

Swift antelope.

This animal is chiefly distinguished by having
the extremities of its horns bent forwards in the

same manner as those of the chamois bend back-
ward. The ground colour of its body is tuwny ;

but the belly^ the lower part ofthe sides, the rump,
and the thighs, are of a pure white. The fore

part of the neck is also marked with a milk-white
spot. The individuals of the species, however,
are not all uniformly coloured. The horns are

eight inches in length, black and round, and bent

forward at the tips. The length of the body is

commonly about four feet ; and its height ap-

proaches to three. Both sexes have horns.

Africa is the native country of this species.

They are timid and gentle, easily tamed, but so

amazingly swift, that they seem to need neitlier

defensive weapons nor ferocity of manners to pro-
tect them from the tyranny of mankind. The
velocity oftheir flight has been compared by ^lian
to the awful impetuosity of a whirlwind.

Red antelope.

This animal resembles the roe buck in size..

It is aUout four feet in length, and in height two
feet three inches. Its horns are five inches and a
half long, almost smooth, only with one or two
iugiii rings at the base^ aad bent forwards at the
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point, but not so much as those of the preceding *

its body is all over of a pale red colour ; its ears

are longer than its horns.

This species is a native of Africa. They abound
in the country of Senegal^ and in the neighbour-^

liood of the Cape. Sparrman considers the steen*-

bock as a variety belonging to this species^ distio'

guished by a white spot over the eyes.

Striped antelope.

This anim»I> the koedoe of the Dutch colonisti

at the Cape of Good Hope^ is of a beautiful tall

fieure, with long slender shanks ; and though

of a less clumsy and heavy form, larger than the

elk antelope. The male koedoe is distinguished by

large spiral borns, with a ridge following the

wreath, compressed sideways, consisting of three

flexures, and measuring often between four and five

feet. The body of the animal is commonly nine

lect long, and four in height ; its predominant

colonr is a rusty brown ; the face is marked with

two white lines, originally one from the corner of

each eye. A brovrnisb white stripe extends along

the ridge of the back. Eight or nine white stripes

run down the sides. The posterior part of the

belly, with the fore part of the hinder leg, are alsd

white. A short mape adorns the upper part of th6

neck. A few long hairs bang between the throatt

and the breast. The tail is brown above, white

beneath, and two feet in length. The mouth of

the koedoe is furnished with cartilaginous processes

resembling tusks.

This species inhabits the south of Africa. They
are well known to the Dutch colonists at the Cape

of Good Hope, and have not escaped the notice of

the curious travellers from Europe who have

visited that reyiwu.
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their fatourite food. Thoui^h their form teemi to
promise agility and speed, yet are tbey said to run
slowly, and to become soon fatigued. No other
antelope is so easily overtaken by the hounds. But
When the foe approaches, the male turns, and brave-
ly defends himself with his horns. The female,

though not furnished with these v^eapons of dc
fence, is not swifter than the male. The flesh is

excellent food, the marrow delicious.

Common antelope.

The animals of this species are somewhat infer

rior in size to the fallow-deer. The general co-

lour of their body is a dusky brown, mixed with
red. The belly and the inside of the thighs are

white. The orbits of the eyes are likewise white

;

and a white spot marks each side of the forehead.

The horns are about fourteen inches long, marked
M^ith distinct rings nearly to the points, and bended,

by a double flexure, into a form resembling that

of the ancient lyre. The females are without
horns.

, Barbary and India are the regions which this

species is known chieilly to inhabit. The female

goes nine months with young, and produces only

one at a birth.

Bengal, as we learn from travellers, affords a
variety of this species, the horns of which resem"
ble those of the common antekpe of Barbary ; but
its face, back, and sides, are of a very deep brown
colour ; its belly and the inside of its legs arc
white ; its tail is black above and white beneath ;

and its size superior to that of the last variety.

Mr. Pennant distinguishes this animal by the
epithet brown, and conjectures that it may be the
same with the lidmee of Barbary, mentioned bv
UT. oimwin nis A ravels.

TOL. II. X i
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In <lie cahiiiot of the ^Marquis de Marigny, ipi

tlie Museum that was lately sir Ashton Lever's,

knd ill Mr. Pennaut's cabinet of natural curiosities,

iherc are several horns which appear to have be>

longed to a third variety of this species. They aro

ofa spiral form, but smooth and black. Two are

joined in a parallel direction, with the points

turned different ways ; and we learn, that, joined

Sri this niannef, these horns are carried by the

Fakirs and Sahtons in India, as a sort of a weapon,

and an ensign of dignity. With the animals which
atford them our European naturalists arc as yet but

imperfectly acquainted. , •>.

feARBARY ANTELOPE.

This species is distinguished by horns about

ii foot in length, first reclining backwards, then

bending in the middle, and reverting forwards, an-

liulated with about thirteen rings^ of which those

nearest the base encircle the whole horns, but

jthose approaching to the point a:re only half rings,

and also furrowed longitudinally. In size and

figure these animals nearly resemble the roe buck.

The colour of the upper part of the body is a red-

dish brown ; the bnttocks and the lower parts are

white : a strong dusky line divides the brown from

the white. Each knee is furnished with a tuft

of hair. The taiT is black above, and white

beneath.

This ipecies is gregarious. In Barbary, Egypt,

Arabia^ and Syria, they are seen in numerous herds.
(

' ' :\
'.;/'/' Kevel. ;;

.

Iti horni are, like those of the last species,

marked with rings, from fourteen to eighteen in

but instead of being round/ they areniiinher
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fiaitfHied on tlie sides. It is equal in size only to ji

small roe buck. In other respects, it bears ao

exact resemblance to the antelope of Barbar/,

Both females and males are furnished with horns.

These animals are known for inhabitants both

cf Senegal and of Persia. They herd together^

and are easily domesticated. Their flesh is juiey^

and of a very agreeable relish. , It hsU the odour of

*"•.:?:'.;••* 'v. y : ' - .cf ..> .m»:fi!'tmV A<

Sprinoer. , .., ..i,
U!il>i Ml .!l.:.il'i « K

The horns of this species, are seven inches longj^

of a deep black colour, annulated near the base,

but smooth towards the points^ for more than one

half of their length. They rise from the base,

almost in an upright direction; but as they ad-

vance, bend gently towards the sides ; formin^,^

each, with more than the upper half of its length,-

a beautiful curve. The horns of the two sexes are,

limiliar both in si7,e and shape. The ears are.

six inches and a half inlengtjd. The whole length

of the animal, from the nose, is but a very little,

more than four feet^ The tail is somewhat less

than a foot long, and towards the extremity very
ilender, and covered with a few dark brown hairs,'

from one to two inches and a h^lf in J^cugth. The.
eyes of this antelope are highly beautiful; but the

face is not marked w\th ppri ccriferi under them..
Brown is the predominant colour of the body, of,

this animal. THc face, the belly, and the rump,
are white, A white, lisi, which the animal can,
expand at pleasure, ej^tends from the tail, halfway

.

up the back. The lighter brown of the neck and.
sides is separated from the white parts of the body,

.

by brown stripes of a much deeper shade. T.he .•

cars are ash-cQlqured, and partly covered \»ith very
*

short hairs, parity bare.
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These antelopes are inhabitants of Africa. Iq

peasons of extreme droughty they advance from
the northern interior parts of that continent towards
the Dutch settieioenti, and proceed straight for-

V^ards till they penetrate to the sea. When their

progress is stopped by this barrier, they return

by the same road. They journey in immense herds,

j5r. Sparrman shot one of a herd of about two
thousand, that came all to drink at the same well.

M. Vaillaint, on his return from ?isiting the

Oonaqois and the Caffres, to the Cape, travelled

a while in the middle of a herd of these animals,

migratjog in search of water and cool shelter;

the number of which he estimates at much more
than fifty thousand. He, with his dogs, oxen,

carriages, and attendants, travelled in the midst of

the herd, without giving them any alarm. He
shot among them and killed three, without scat-

tering the rest. So peaceable, so insensible to

danger, is the species, or so difficult is it for invi-

dui^Ts wedged into so immense, unwieldy a herd, to

save themselves by flight. Hyaenas, lions, and
otjie;* beasts of prey, attend them on their march,

and thin their numbers with eager rapacity. The
Hottentots call them the lion's flocks of sheep.

Tlie form of thespring^r is rcmarkabl}' elegant.

Its manners are mild and playful. It runs with

considerable velocity ; and its race is frequently

interrupted by a bound, to the elevation perhaps of

two yards. At that height, r*ie animal seems to

suspend itself for a few moments in the air ; some-

times expands the white list on its back, and bjr

drooping its head, and gathering its feet together,

raises that part into a convex form ; and, at other

times, depressing its belly, sinks its back into

a concavity^ tilt the rump and t|ie neck almost

meet.

It would appear that the emigrations of thf
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apringeri are not regularly periodical. They for-

lake tracts of country which are desolated by
droughty or which they have bared of herbage,

for others where they may find water and pasture.

According to Dr. Sparrman's account^ they are

quickly dispersed before the pursuer when assem-

bled in moderate herds. Their flesh is juicy^ and
cf a good taste. In the collection of living ani-

mals kept by the Dutch governor, there are

many of this species ; yet their economy is very

imperfectly known. Sparrman gives a fine figure

of a springer.

Chinese antelope.

This species, the tzeiran of Buflfon, the yellow
goat of Du Halde^ in his account of China, qal-

Icd by the Mongals dseren, by the Chinese hoang
yangj and whang yang, are distinguished by yel-

low annulated horns, nine inches long, diverging
much near the points ; but having these turned

towards each other. The body is nearly four
feet and a half long, and in height two feet and
a half. The head is of a thick form, and the
nose blunt and convex above. The ears are small
and sharp-pointed. The structure of the wind-
pipe forms a remarkable protuberance on the neck.
The pits in the groin are uncommonly large. The
tail is short. The females are destitute of horns.

From the beginning of May, the period at which
the animal changes its coat, the hair continues,

through summer, short, close, and tawny. At
winter advances, it becomes long, rough, and
hoary.

These animals abound in the deserts inhabited
by the Mongal Tartars, and through all the wide
tract of country between Tibet and China. They
are likewise i^ong the aoiinaU bunted by the Bu-
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Tatti, and are sprrad throiigjh the couirtrjf between
Tangiit and the borders of India. They associate

in herds. Low rockv hills and dry 9unnj plains

lire their favourite haunts. Thoy select the sweet-

er plants. They avoid woodi* and water with the

most fearful solicitude. In running and leaping,

they exhibit amazing agility/ and are almost in-

defatigable. When taken young, they are easily

tamed. The young arc produced so late in the

season as the month of June. Thev are not less

watchful of their safety than swift. But notwith-

standing their vigilance and velocity, they escape

not the Mongal hunters. They spy out the herd

from an eminence, surround them secretly, and
easily shoot them attempting to escape. When
one of the herd breaks through, all his companions
follow in a single line ; whatever the obstacles

which opposed their passage ; however certain the

dangers into which they run. The hunters use a

»ort of whizzing arrows with brdad heads, and

having a round piece of bone with holes upon the

fhaft ; the noise of which contributei much to

stupify and confound the animals.

OURERI.

This, which seems much allied te the ritbock,

is thus described by Mr. Pennant, from Mr.
Allai land's Supplement to the Count de Buflfon's

History of Quadrupeds.
" Antelope with small straight horris, imall

head, long neck, long pointed ears'. Colour abovf
a deep tawny, brightening towards the sides, neck,

head, and legs ; lower part of the breast, belly,

b'jttocks, and inside of the thighs, white. Tail

only three inches long, and black. ' Hair on the

body short ; under the chest long and whitislj

;

on caeh knee a tuft of hair t the females are horn-^
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U>ss : length three feet nine inches to the tail. In-

habits the country very reniq^c from thu Cape ot

Good Hope. Seldom mora than two are seen to-

gether ; thej gencrallly haunt the neighbourhood
of fountains surrounded with reeds. Arc excel-

lent venison."

Shaw is not without some suspicion that this

may be only a variety of the ritbock.

K L IPSPR ING£R . O^JSOZXyl^ZV^iCACTMTaiZX;

This species is to be numbered among the hiie

acquisitions in natural history ; having been first

described by Dr. Forsfcr.

It is a native of Africa^ and is known to ihe

Dutch residents at tlie Cape of Good Hope by
the name of klipspringer. It inhabits the high-

est and most inaccessible parts of the rocky moun-
tains beyond the Cape ; leaping with surprising

agility from crag to crag, over the most tremen-

dous abysses.

Its size is that of a joebuck, and its colour

pale yellowish tawny, accompanied with a very

slight grclienish tinge : the horns are quite straight,

slender, upright, and sharp-pointed : they are

slightly wrinkled at the base, and are about five

inches in length. The female is said to be desti-

tute of horns, and has the head marked by some
black or dusky streaks ; the tail is extremely short,

10 as to be scarce visible. The flesh of the klip-

springer is much esteemed as an article of food.

The Count de Buffon, in his sixth supplemental

volume, seems to consider this species as a variety

of the nagor or red antelope.

'V .•ii'»1
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Write- FACED antelope.

So i^reat is the 8iniilitu>le between this ipccirs

tiid th( ^at-horned intelope, that the chief dif-

ference appeui to consist in size ; tli.j being larg-

er than a fallow deer. The horns resemble thoie

of tlie animal before mentioned, and are sixteen

inches long, and about five between tip and tip
;

they arc vefy strongly anniilated in the male,

but said to be nearly smooth in the female ; the

face is white ; the cheeks and neck, in the livjig

animal^ of a bright bay ; the back, and upper

parts of a ferruginous brown, with a dark stripe

down the back ; the belly and rump white, as

was also, in the Leverian specimen, the lower half

of the legs ; the sides of the body are marked, as

in many others of this genus, with a dark or

blackish stripe ; the tail is about seten inches

long, covered with black hairs, which extend

some inches beyond the end. The figure of the

kevel, or flat-horned antelope, in the sixth vo-

lume of the Count de Buflfon's supplement, so

perfectly represents this species^ that it might pass

for a very good representation of it ; and Shaw
confesses himself to be extremely s^Jcptical as to

the supposed specific distinction of this as well as

of some oiher antelopes.

The specimen which was preserved in the Le-

verian Museum measured rather more than three

feet from the hoofs to the top of ine shoulders,

and about five feet to the top of the horns.

RiTBOCK.

The ritbof X rt rif obock, so named from its

chiefly frequs^titi: ,5 ividy placr-s, was first describ-

ed by Mr. Aiiaa^acd, to i> horn a specimen was

v^
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•etit by cat^kin Qori6n. Mr. AlUmthd *nformi

uft that its tise it that of a roe buck, and its co-

irur a ver^ elegant palfe grey, with th* throat,

JUtilyt hip«> and iniidei of the Hmbs, \irhitc, but
without any dusky Wiit df separation aion^ tfib

kidt^s of the body, as in many other ahtcTopei.

Thfe horns are blaek, glossy, slightly annulated

for about half (l> '<* }ength, and are about one

foot tjiree inrli^> '^n,;, bent slightly forwards,

and sharp-poi/ited . the ears are very long, and
near the hise of . <i:h i^s a bare spot ; the tail is

elcveti in'-l!"s long, flat, and covered with long

whit6 huirs ; the eyes are black And beautiful^

with sintiftes benisath. Mr. AHahiand adds, that

he received another IpeciHieU, ^4'hich reaenibled

the formier ^itirely as to the hohas, biit difii^ri^

in coloiir, being of a rtddi^h H^ny. l^He femaHe

ritbock re^ttibles the male in colour; but hal

no horns, and is rather stiialler. Mr. Allamand
farther informs us, that tliis animal is called hj
the Hotteritots a, bi, k, <iach syllable being pro-
nounced with a kind of clacking ilf ihb tongn^;

not easily described or imitated by an European.
The ritbocki are thiefly found about a hundred

leagues to the north of the Cape of Good HopCj
in t/ooiH, and athong re^d.^ and i'ed^i in ^a^ery
plicei^ They go in stiidll h^rdi; and '^tii^imti

pnly irt^ pair»^ •;-'-'i:;i lo :m.>:^!: oiit •i-b:;.' .i>ti..,:;>

Bcisnock. •" ' '''" "•••'^i•*
1

In itA g^nehil form this ^c^rris most allied to

the hai^neised antelope, btit is said to be rather

sirialler. Like thiit spelcies, it inhabits woods, and
is found at a ^tt^i distance aboVe the Cajje of
Good Hope. lis colour is % dark brown above,
and white betieath ; the head and neck having
stimewhal of a rufous cast, and the tbiipbi are

TOL. II. K k
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Diarked with seTeral small round white -spols^ The
horns measure from tfa to thirteen inqhes in

lengthy and are black, and marked in a somewhat
spiral directini)^ with circular rings. - On the top

of the neck ;uid back is a slight appearance of a

mane ; the. tail is about six inches long*, and

white. The female is said to be destitute of horns.

The voice of the bosbock resembles the barking- of

,
,i, CINEREOUS ANTELOPE. . :; . :

This is described by Mr. Pennant from one of

Mr. Schreber's plates^ of which the description is

yet unpublished. It appears to be an elegant spe-

cies, and is supposed to be a native of Africa.

The head, hind p^^rt and sides of the neck, back,

lides^ shoulders, and thighs, of a most elegant

greyish ash colour ; front of the neck, breast,

bellj, and legs, pure vvhite ; horns marked with

spiral wreaths. Mr. Pennant places it among
those whose horns incline forwards. M ;;

V( ',,-'.
. . 1 .. .

SUMATR4N ANTELOPE. !» ;

, The Sumatran antelope seems to have been first

mentioned by Mr. Marsden, in his account of that

island, under the name of cambing ootan, or goat

of the woods. A specimen is preserved in the

British Museum, which is about the size of a

common goat, but stands considerably higher on

its legs ; its colour is an uniform black, but each

hair, when narrowly examined, is grey towards

the base ; on the top of the fieck, just above the

shoulders^ is a patch of whitish, bristly, long,

straight, hair, much strpnger than the rest, and

having somewhat the appearance of a partial

mane ; on each lidetbe lowerjaw it a ioogitudi'
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Bftl patch of yellowish white ; the ears are of a

moderate size^ marked internally with three obscure

longitudinal bands of white, as in some other

antelopes; the horns are six inches long, bending
slightly backwards, sharp-pointed, black, and an-

nulated near half their length with prominent rings

;

the tail is about the length of the horns, and
sharpish ; the hoofs rather small and black ; the

hair on the whole animal is rather harsh, and not

lighter coloured below or on the belly^ than on the

upper parts.
. ,, .

,
. ,

i

:
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'

' i - .... .':: '

., /, •
" CORINE. " *

.

Thi9 species have very slender horns, not mark-
ed with rings, but with circular rugs. In size

they are smaller than the roe buck. The neck, the

body, and the, flanks are tawny ,* the belly and
the inside of the thighs white, and separated from
the sides by a dark line. The ears are large.

A white, and, beneath it, a black line, marks each
side of the face. The knees are fucnished with
tufts of hairs.

Senegal, and some other parts of Africa, are the

country of this animal. Its colour, its velocity in

running, and agility in leaping, have induced some
naturalists to suspect that it might be the female of

the kevel, or flat-horned antelope. But its horns

are remarkably different from those of that species.

Cervine antelope.

The horns.of this antelope rise almost from one
base, and widening as they advance, bend, first

forwards, and then, after rising for a considerable

length, almost in an upright direction, turn their

points backw.ard. Measuring along the exterior

curvature, they are from six to nine inches io
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leqcth; they are annulafed nearly. ta the.poioi^;

enttrelj'ef a^ dee|)'bl^dk'c6l0^r ; "ktid comiiion to'

b'Sth sJxes.

*^ii ig « jnie\vhat aborc'fottr ftet iti llcight. A
cinnitnbn colour . predotninit^s over its bod)r. Tho
foreliba^ is'covere'dwifhi black and bro»vn hairs

infehnixed. A^Uroa4 bluek streak tixtencls over

me hii|de|r nart pjf the haunch, down, the thig^h,

a's fo iis to tneikiiep. Tlieanteripr parts of both

thp^ fore aqd the hih^^r legs are ajso marked with,

l)la!ck. f^o'narroSv stripds of the same colour,

rise one behind each ear, and run nearlj together

along the ridge of the back. The pori ceriferi

under the eyes are exceedingly small. The face

e}diibit$i at least tl^e rudiments of a beard apd

MH^iskeis.
* The tajl reachps nearly to the jpint of

^f\e^; it is^ covered with long bristly hairs, but

^cs rtot' iefniinate in a tuft. The legs' are of tlie

sinie, sjender and elegant form as tho^e ofthe other

arrtelopes. The buttocks are finely rounded. The

eats are^ asrinitie. The head.is large, and the fore-

head 6ighi The animal has no teeth intl^e upper,

and only eight in the lower jaw.
This speci^s^ap natives of Africa. Naturalists

have bcc(Jme acquaintod with them in Barbary,

and in ^he Ueignbourhood of the Cape. The
apciept Rpih$ns,^'\v^o ransacked almost cvcfy fo-

rest arid ran^ of moutitains througjh the known

world, for Wild beasts to exhibit in the Circus,

were not strangers to' this animal. Pliny mentions

the Bubal us as an inhabitant of Africa, and as

somewhat between a calf and a stag in form. The
same animal seems to b^ a native of Arabia.

Travellers tell, that its young are easily tamed,

arid associate readily with other cattle. The Ara-

bian name is Bkkar Uisch, or Bekker el Wash.

The inhabitants at the Cape are famiKarly ac-
;^i_-l :it.

Willi
^1 .._4i~1^^^_
tucBC itiiicivpca.
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in^j^f'd attempted to domesticate them ; but tliqr

often pursue and shoot them in the chace. Hercb
of t|)ein range through all the districts in which
the Dutch colonists are settled. Sometimes a
mlitiiry individual or a siiks^lepair are met with.

Even at its full speedy vtiis animal seems to

gallop with a heavy pace : yet, its motion is not

slower than that of any other of the large antelopes.

When pursued^ it often turns and gazes on iti

pur8uer> Fighting, it drops on its kneeS like the

gnu,, in order to rush oa its antagonist witk the
greater ir^petuosity.

Its flesh' is somewhat dry, hut of a'Dne/grftini

and of an agreeable high flavour. The I>utch

colonists make handsojuespoons of itshorns. The
cerumen which oozjcs. from its<pori ceriferi, is es-

teemed by the Hottontots fts a rare and excellent

medicine^ ,i ;

The. Senegal antelope of Mr. Pennant isTegardedf

n^erely a$ a variety of this species.' Its head, its*

loins, its eaf s„ are ail! nearly of the same Tortn as

those of the cervine 4 Antelope. Its tail ii iii the:

sftqie manner covered with coarse bristly hairs.

The whole skin: is, seven feet* in' length. But if

it have a mane, as Mr. Pennant represents, that

no doubt affords reason for ranking the animal as a
distinct species. It is an inhabitant of Senegal.

Th9 I^rench call it La gxande vachebrune^

QaMBIAN. ANTELOPE.

T|i 1$ -species bears ta considerable retemblanee,

in^hape.andicolottrs, to what (wc have- considertid

as a jsecondf.vaqietyuof:the last«species. Its ' horns
a^e^hi^rt^en inches loag, and annuUtediw Hit eight'

ori nifie rings, but rsmoath at "^ the- points. Its size

IS. 6^^9.1 ta,it|wi.tijof the; faliow^-deer^ itsforeJegff
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iij^ve the knees prptccted, by a covering of long

liaiis.

It is an inbabitant of Gambia and Senegal^ in

Africa ; one of the most timid animals of the kind

;

when pursued, it hesitates not to throw itself down
rocks aod precipices.

v.- 'I,

.frju ! ii^;
Guldensted's a.htelope. •

'

"

...
I '

-^ 1 . ' i * '
• I

i: yi >'i,tj ' \ :>.•'
,,;iTui& species was first described- by Mr. Gul-
deijisti^dj in the Petersburgh Transactions. He in-

forms us that it was found in Persia^ between the

Caspian and the Black seas ; that its size and

general appearance is that of a roe buck ; that

it is of a gregarious nature, and feeds principally

on the , artemisia pontica, or pontic wormwood.
T|ie horns are about thirteen inches loug^ and
smooth at the tips. The colour of the animal i$

a, cii|i?reou$ brown above^ with the belly and insides

of the limbs, and a space surrounding the tail,

white; the tail is short and full of hair. On
the fore partof the neck is a protuberance, but not

so large us in the preceding species. The flesh of

this animal is reckoned extremely good.

.•0 >! • -
' .V^5'4 J.

Gnu,

The form of this animal resembles partly the

bor.se, partly the ox, and partly the stag. It is as

large as a middle-sized horse ; the length of its

body between five and six feet ; its height between

four and five. Its neck, though neither so long

nor so slender as the neck of a horse, is, however,

longer and more slender than that of the ox, and

Adorned with a stiff erect mane. Its body displays

the elegant proportions of the horse ; and its tail,

though somewhat longer, is. like that of the horses
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copioi&ly> fi^nished w ith long hair. But the head

of the gnu is thick and large, and horaed like

the head of an ox. On the forehead, betweeipthe

noacr and the flexures of the horns, the face ih

covered with an oblong square brush of stiff black'

haij^Si turned upwards. On the inferior jaw>to<i

it has a beard of thick shaggy hair. Its legs are

long, and elegantly slender, like the legs of the

stag ; the space between the fore legs is covered

with long bushy hair. Its horns are rough ; they

rise on the hinder part of the head ;. and, bending

their direction forward for a short way, almost

close to the skin, they turn suddenly upwards, and

run back for a considerable length, so as to bear a

near resemblance in form, to the sickles common-
ly used through Scotland in cutting corn. The
females are horned as well as the males ; nor are

the two sexes distinguished from each other by an?

difference of the horns. The horns of the young
gnu are perfectly straight ; they acquire their

lexure as the animal grows older, and they lohg^
and thicker. f

The tail and mane of the gnu are of ali^bt
grey colour ; the shag oh its chin and its breast,

and the stiff brush on its forehead; black ; ajid the

rest of the body uniformly dark brown. li'»T i v^

The gnu is a lively capricious animal, iieree;

aad dangerous. When irritated, even tnough at

a distance from- its enemy, it expresses its resent-

ment by plunging, curveting, flinging out its legi

behind, and buttipg with its head against mole-^

hilis, bars, and other similar objects. These- ani^

Dials feed in large herds ; and it is only when a

straggler has been accidentally separated from th^

herd, that any of them is found in a solitary state*

The votee of thii species has obtained it from the

Hottei^tfltfthe name of gnu ; they sometimes uttet
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n Mfund like the bellowing^ of aa ox, and aome^
iitncs a clcaref fio4«.

The gnu is an ifthabittsnt of the soath of Afriea.

St is foufld chiefly intiie districts of Camdebo aiid

Agter Brua^es-hoogte. Or. Sparrmao seeinft ev^ii

lo think that it is confined \?ithin those regioiUh

The ilesh of the gnu is jcty juicy, and moM
agreeable and nourishing even than beef«

,/

Cbamois.

The chamois is nearly of the sabie rite with tlif

domestic goat. Its neck is slender ; its fof-ehead

elevated ; its horns slender, black, and upright,

vrith the points hooked backwards. Its tail is

ikort. Its hoofs are much divided. Its legs are

long and agile ; but not remarkably slender. Its

fars are tong, erect, and pointed. Behind each

tf the horns^ it has a large orifice in the skin of

Ilia head. The bead is rather short on the uppet

#f tlM body ; but upon the sid«s^, the haunchet

the neck, and the belly, long, like the hair of th«

i^BMtion goat*

, Tho body of the chamois is commonly, in spring,

•f A donor ash colour, which changes in summer
to a yellowish brnwn, mixed vrtth black ; and in

winter, aituming a darker sbade^ becomes deep

jbrown. Ita foreoead is brown. Its cheeks, chin,

and throat, with the inner sides of the ears are

white. A black line runs along the back. The

belly is yellowish. It is an inhabitant of the Alps

and the Pyrennees.

These animals are found in florka of from font

to eight;r, and even a hundred, dispersed unon the

crags of the mountains. They d6 not fM indis-

criminately, but only on the most dtfli<sate herbage

th^caawid* ^ 4 r
-
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Their sight is very penetratijk^, and theif sv'n^p

6f smelling a<id hearing remarkably »eute. WhcQ
the wind blows in a proper direction they ^re laid

to be able to scent a njan at the distance of a n^ile or
upwards.' Their voico somewhat reseinbj^s that of
a hoarse domestic goat ; by means of this they aff;

called together. When alarmed they adopt a dif-

ferent noise^ and advertise each other by a kind of
whistle. This tlie animal on watch continues s^

long as he can blow without taking breath : it ia

at first sharp> but flattens towards the conclusion.

He then stops for a moment, looks round on all

sides, and begins whistling afresh, which he con-

tinues from tmie to time. This is done vt^ith such
force, that the rocks and forests re-echo the sound.

His agitation is extreme. He strikes the cartl?

with his feet. He leaps upon the hi^^hest ^Um^
he can find t again looks round, )eap9 from qhq
place to another, and, when he discovers any thiiig

seriously alarnjing, he flies off. Thif whiftling ]^

performed through the nostrils, and consists pf ^
strong blowing, similar to the sound which a ma9
may make by fixing his tongue to the palate^ witij^

his tee4h nearly shut, his lips open, and somewhal;
extended, and blowing long, and with great force.

The chamois scramble among the inaccessible

rocks of the countify they inhabit with great agility.

They neither ascend nor descend perpendicularly^

but always in an oblique direction. When der

scending, in particular, they will throw themselves
down across a rock, which is nearly perpendieular^
aod of twenty or thirty feet in hei^i^ht, without
having a single prop to support their feet. lii dd-
icending, they strike their feet three or four times

against the rock, till they arrive at a proper restiug

place below. The spring of their tcndoqs is so

great, that, when leaping about among the preci-
vat. ir— — • • # •

'ri
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pice»> one would almost imagine tliat they pos'

lessed wings instead of limbs.

They are hunted during the w'nter for their

skinSj which are very uscfiil in manufactures ; and
for the flesh, which is good eating. Their chace

is a laborious employment, as much care is neccs<

sary in older to get near them. They are shot with

rifle-barrelled guns. They generally produce two

{roung ones at a birtii ; and are said to be long-

lVCu« '' , *
.

.s<n''*iti ^'H'
NYLGHAU.

i/ ".•', i1 .1^

The height of the nyl-ghau is somewhat more
than four ^et at the shoulder. The male is of a

dark grey colour, and famished with short blunt

horns that bend a little forward. There are white

spots on the neck, between the fore legs, on each

side behind the shoulder joints, and on each fore

foot. The female, which is destitute of horns, ^<)

of a pale brown colour, with two white and three

black bars on the fore part of each foot, imme-

diately abofe the hoofs. On the neck and part of

tlie back of each is a short mane ; and the fore

part of the throat has a long tuft of black hairs.

The tail is long, and tutled at the end. ,

In the Philosophical Transactions we have an

Accurate account of this animal by Dr. Hunter.

He says, *' tliat although the nyl-ghau is usually

reported to be exceedingly vicious, yet the one he

bad the care of was very gentle. It seemed pleased

with every kind of familiarity, always licked the

hand, which either stroked it, or gave it bread,

and never once attempted to use its horns offen-

sively. It seemed to have much dependancc on tlie

organs «f smell, wid luufTed keenly, and with con-
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liderablc noise, whenever anj perion came vritkio.

sight. It did the same when any food or 'drink*

was brought to it ; and was so easily offended

with an uncommon smell, or was so cautious, thai

it would not taste bread that was offered with.

a hand that, had touched .oil. of turpeotine of*

spirits. 1 * '\»5ri'B-»M» hi'n

Its manner of fighting was very particular^

This was observed at Lord Clive's, where two
males were put into a little inclosure ; and it wit
thus related by his lordship : while they were it

a considerable distance from each other, they pre-r

pared for the attack by falling down upon their

fore knees, and when they were come within soma
yards, they made a spring, and darted against each;

Othfer. , -,.,(ij .

; IriiliM "/ih »;>UT

At the time that two of them were in his stable/

Dr. Hunter observed this particularity, that when-
ever any attempt was made on them, they imme--
diately fell down upon their fore knees ; and some-
times they would do so when he came before them ;

but as they never darted, he so little supposed this

to be a hostile posture that he rather supposed it

expressive of a timid or obsequious humility. (-

The intrepidity and foree with which they dart

against any object, may be conceived from an anec-'

dotiD that has been related of the finest and largest

of these animals that has ever been seen in Eng-
land. A poor labouring man, without knowing
that the animal was near him, ^nd therefore nei-^

thpr meaning to offend, nor suspecting the danger^
came up to the outside of the pales of the inclosure^

where it was kept ; the nyl-ghau, with the swift-'

nessof lightning, darted against the wood-work>
with such violence that he shattered it to pieces,

and broke off one of his horns close to the root.

This violence was supposed to occasion his deaths

rrtiicii IjappcD^d Doi long af(cr. From this it ap«
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peari, ihti at certftin seasons the animal U vltl^ut

and fierce, hoiveset gentle it may be at other times.

The first of this species that ^ere broug;ht into

Sngiand were a male and female^ sent from Bom-
bay as a present to lord Clivej in 1767. They bred

every year. Afterwards two others were sent over

and presented to the qyeen by Mr. Sullivan. Thest
were the two above described.

They are ttnrommoii in all the parts of India

where we have settlements, those that arc found

tjiere baying been brought from the distant interior

parts of the coqntry. Bernier mentions them iii his

travels from Delhi to tl^e province of Cachemire.

He describes the emperor's amusement of hunting

^hem, and says that sometimes great numbers of

them are killed ; which proves them to b.e in suffi-

cient plenty about their native habitations. In se-

veral parts of the East th^y arc looked upon as

iroyal game^ and are Ottly hunted by the princes.

SCYTHIaK ANtELOffi.

Thk Scythian antelope is abo^it the 9ize of the

fallow deer, and of t grey yellowish colour. The
borhs are annulated> about a foot long/ and bent in

the form of a lyre. The head is somewhat large,

and the neck slender. The tail is about four

inches long, naked below, clothed above with

upright hairs, and ending in a tuft. The females

are without horns.

These animals are found in several of the dreary

open deserts of the c()iltinent about Mount Cau-
casus, thfe Caspian Sea, and in Liberia. They
chiefly confine themselves to countries where there

are salt-springs, for 6ti the plants that grow near

them, and on salt they princSpally tetS. While
feeding, they frequently walk backwards, and

pluck th« gra$s on each iiAt. Thfey are migratory.
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collecting in autumn in flocks^ which consiit of

some thousands^ and retiring into the southern

deserts. In spring they divide again into little

floclLs, and return to the north.

It seldom happens that a whole flock lies down
to rest all at the same time, but some are always

stationed on watch. When these are tired thej

give a kind of notice to such as hate taken their

rest, who instantly rise, and, as it were, relieve the

sentinels of the preceding hours. By this means
they often preserve themselves from the attacks

of the wolves, apd the insidious stratagems of the

hunters. They are so swift that they are able

for a while to out -run the fleetest borse, or grey-

hound ; yet such is their extreme timidity and short*

ness of breath, that they are very soon taken. If

they ace but bitten by a dog they instantly fall

down, and will not again attempt to rise. In run^

ning they seem to incline on one side ; and their

fleetness is for a short time so astonishing, that their

feet appear scarcely to touch the ground. In con-
sequence of the heat of the sun, and the reflection

of its rays from the sandy plains which they fre-

quent, they become in summer almost blind, which
is another cause of their destruction. In a wild
state they seem to have no voice, but when brought
up tame^ the young emit a sort of bleating, like

sheep.

The females bring forth only one young one at a
time, and this in the month of May. The young
are easily domesticated ; but the old ones, when
taken, are so wild and timid as to refuse food en-

tirely. The flesh of these antelopes is sometimes
eaten, but its taste is to most people very rank and
disagreeable. The horns and skins are of consi-

derable uie in a commercial view.

md
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GOAT TRIBE.

The animals of the gciat kind live principally in

retired mountainous situations, and have a rank and
unpleasant smelly especially the males. Although
Tery timid and shy while they continue in a wild

state^ they are easily rendered domestic^ and even

faniiliar. They differ from sheep, not only in the

erect position of their horns^ bu^ also, when they

£ght, in rising on their hind legs, and turning the

head on one side to strike ; for the rams run

full tilt at each other, with their heads down.
The horns are hollow, rough, and compressed ;

they rise somewhat erect from the top of the head,

and bend backwards. In the lower jaw there are

eight front teeth, and in the upper none ; and no
canine teeth in either. The chin is bearded.

Ibex.

The male ibex is larger than the tame goat, but

resembles it much in appearance. The head, in

proportion to the body, is small. The eyes are

large, ro^md, and brilliant. The horns are large,

weighing sometimes sixteen or eighteen pounds,

and measuring from two to four feet in length ;

they are flatted before, round behind, and divided

by several transverse ridges ; are bent backwards,

and of a dusky brown colour. The beard is long,

the legs slender, and the body short, thick, and

strong. The tail is short, and naked beneath.

The hair is long, ai)id of a brownish or ash-colour,

with a streak of black running along the back.

The belly and thighs are of a delicate fawn co
IlUUl
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males and hot so corpulent. Her colour is lest

tawny^ and her horns not above eight inches long.

These animals assemble in flocks consisting of
sometimes ten or fifteen^ but generally of smaller

numbers. They feed during the night in the

highest woods ; but at sun-rise they quit the woods^
and ascend the mountains, feediqg in their progress,

till they have reached the most considerable heights.

They are generally seen on the sides'of the moun-
tains which face tneeast or south, and lie down in

the highest places and hottest exposures ; but when
the sun is declining, they again begin to feed and to

descend towards the woods ; whither they also re-

tire when it is likely to snow, and where they

always pass the winter. The ibex inhabits the Alps,

Pyrenees, and Carpathian mountains.

The males that are six years old and upwards,
haunt more elevated places than the females and
younger animals ; and, as they advance in age, they

become more inclined to solit'ide. They also be-

come gradually hardened against the effects of ex-

treme cold, and frequently live entirely alone.

The season for hunting the ibex is during the

months of August and September, when they are

usually in good condition. None but the inhabi-

tants of the mountains engage in this chase ; for it

not only requires a head that can bear to look down
from the most tremendous heights without terror,

address, and sure-footedness in the most difficult and

dangerous passes, but also much strength, vigour,

and activity. Two or three hunters usually asso-

ciate in the perilous occupation ; they are armed with

rifle-barrelled guns, and furnished with small bags
of provisions ; they erect a miserable hut of turf

among the heights, where, without fire or covcrin<^,

fliey pass the night ; and, on waking in the morning,
they not unfrequently find the entrance blocked

vp with ioow iufee or four feet deep. Sometimes,
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in pursuit of this utiimal, being OTertaken bjr dark*

ness^ amid crags and precipices^ they are obliged

to pass the whole night standing, and embraced
together^ ia order to support each otber^ and tp

prevent themselves from sleeping.

As the animals ascend into the higher regions

very early in the mornings it is necessary to gain the

heights before thehj, otherwise tbev scent the hun-

ters^ and betake ^bemselves to (light. It wuuid
then be in vaiu to follow them, for^ when once

they begin to escape^ they never stop till thty are

entirely out of danger, and will even sometime^

run for ten or twelve leagues before they rest.

Being very strong, when they are close pressed

they sometimes turn upon the incautious huntsman
and tumble him down the precipices, unless he has

time to lie down, and let the animal pass oyer him.

It is said also, that when they cannot otherwise

avoid the hunter, they will sometimes tin ow tiiein^

selves down the steepest precipices, and fall ou their

horns in such a manner as to escape unhurt. Cer-

tain it is, that they are often found with only one

horn, the other being probably broken off in some

fall. It is even pretended, that, to get out of the

reach of huntsnien, they will hang by their horns

over the precipices, by a projecting tree^ and re-

main suspended till the danger is over. .

The ibex will mouut a perpendicular rock of fif-

teen feet at three leaps, or rather at three successive

bounds, of five feet each. It does not seem as if

be found any footing on the rock, appearing tti

touch it merely to be repelled, like an elastic sub-

stance strik,ing against a hard body. If he is be-

tween two rocks which are near each other, and be

wants to reach the top, he leaps from the side of

one rock to that of the other alternately, till he

has attained the summit. The fore legs being con-

tiderably shorter than the hinder ones, eaabl«9
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lb«9e adttnftU to ascend with ntiurh mbt^ «ai« (hart

to descend ; and on this ac<'ouiit it is that nothing

but tlie severest weather will induce them to go
down into the valleys.

Their voice is a short sharp whistle, not unlike

thatof the chamois, but of iess continuance ; some-

times they make « kind of giiort, by breathin«r hard

through the nostrils, and when young, they bleat.

The female, in gjencrjil, brings forth only one

young one at a time. Towards this she exhibits

great attachment, attd will defend it even against

the attacks of wolves and eagles. She sometime
takes refuge in a cavern, wher?^, presenting her head

at the entrance, she opposes tbe strongest enemy
with great perseverance.

The ibex is supposed by some to be tlie itock

from wbkh the coiYimon goat is derived.

This utiimal is superior in size ia the largest he«
goat^ : its form resembles the stag : its body is

covered with shaggy hair ; and, for the greatest

ptrt, of a grey or a yellowish rust colour ; a black
lilie rtins along the back ; its chin is furnished

with tk great beard, the colour of which is betweieti

a dun atid a chesnut ; its head is of a thick furm^

and remarkably hard ; its horns rise almost out
of one base ; diverge and bend backwards as they

advance towards the extremities ; but approach
nearer ea^h other, »nd are hooked at the points.

They a^rc Smooth and bla<*k, with sharp ridges oH
the Upper parts, which are hollow on the exterior

sides. The tail is very short and black ; the neck
snd joints are remarkably stout ; the belly affords

a bezoar. The females are generally destitute of
horns i and woen they happen to be furnished with
thew, Ibey $te Tcfy samli in comoarisoa with thost

mn
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of the males. The horns of the males are com*
moiilj three feet in length, and often eight pounds
in weight.

This ibex displays amazing agility ; it often

leaps headlong down precipices, and escapes un-

injured, by falling on its hu.ns. The moment it

reachts the ground, it springs up upon its legs/

and bounds nimbly away.

The lower mountains of Caucasus and Taurus,

the hills of Laar and Khoraian in Persia, the

island of Crete, and the Alps in Europe, are all

habitations of this animal.

Common goat.

The common donsestic goat, believed by some
naturalists to be nearest allied to the ibex, and by

others represented as a descendant of the Caucasan
ibex, is distinguished by horns which incline

gently backwards as they rise from their bases,

increasing the curve towards the upper extremity.

The male is honoured with a beard. The finest

bucks have pendent ears, thick thighs, black

thick soft hair, a long bushy beard, a short fleshy

neck, and a light head. The best she-goats haye
large bodies, thick thighs, long capacious udders,

and soft bushy hair ; and walk with a light lively

•tep.

The character of the goat is much less amiable

than that of the sheep. Viciousness, subtlety,

and lechery, are the predominant qualities of this

animal. Even in his ordinary motions he betrayi

the caprice of his character. He walks, runs,

leaps, retires, approaches, in the most irregular

manner imaginable. Our domestic goat, like the

ibex, is stmazingly swift and agile. He mounts

the most rugged mountains, and fearlessly ap-

proachei the iteeoest Drecioicei : and thouffh be
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tp|>etrs thui rashly to expoie himielf to certaib

danger, yet such is his address in running, climb-

ing, leaping, and balancing his body in difficult

situations, that he scarce ever meets with any unfor-

tunate accident. The plants which the goat pre-

fers for food are chiefly such as are despised by the

sheep, the cow, the horse, and most other domes-

tic animals ; and indeed grow in situations where
few other animals can approach them. Hemlock,
euphorbium, and several mosses, b'-'i absolutely

delicacies to the goat. He devoui^, with great

avidity, the bark, leaves, and branches of most

trees.

The she-goat goes five months with young, and
brings commonly one or two, but sometimes even

three or four at a birth. The kids are usually

produced between the end of Febi'uary and the be-

ginning of May.
Though fond of the summits of bleak and lofty

mountains, the goat is but ill qualified to bear

extreme cold. In France, goats are sheltered

under roofs in winter, as well as black cattle, and
fed with branches of trees, gathered for the pur-
pose in autumn, and with cabbages, turnips, and
other similar plants. But heat, however intense^

is scarce ever injurious to the health of goats ;

they bask in the rays of the sun, without feeling

themselves scorched, or in any other way disagree*

ably affected.

The domestic goat is well known through Eu-
rope, and even in the other regions of the globe.

Considerable numbers are kept in the mountainous
parts of Wales. The Welch goats are greatly

superior in size to any of the breeds cultivated in

other mountainous countries, and commonly of.

a white colour. In Caernarvonshire, they are

generally suffered to run wild on the rocks, in

both winter and summer. If we mav iudsre from
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tbe vnprmifm^ of th« ^opieni paitDral D<9(Hs, goUi
were in fh«i# di»y« tpoded in Crregfe una |t»l)' with

not lew car-* tliaii shptp. In Norway, goals are

numeroqSi nOtwith«Un(iing th^ir ipAbilHy to suffer

extretni* colcl, Nay, in thiat northern climate, thej'

thrive go prodigiously, that, as Pontoppidan r^-

late«^ not leii than seventy or eighty thousand raw
bides are annually exported from Bergen. Even
Iceland is not destitute of goat3 ; hut that

island is ^o scantily supplied with trees, shrubs^

and the other plants on which these animals de-*-

li^ht to browse, tiiat they are not numerous nor

thriving' there. Attempts have been made to in-

troduce this animal into (rreenland ; and as the

goat, when it cannot obtain its favourite ve-

getable food, refuses not to eat dried fish. His
found capable c-f subsisting even in that barren

and dreary region. Our common domestic goat
is not, indeed, a native of America ; but with the

ether chief domestic animals of th<* Old World,
has been conveyed thither by the settlers from Eu-
rope, lu South America, these animals have mul-

tiplied prodigiously ; but the climate of Canada
has been found too severe, ^frica^ India, Ma-
dagascar and the Oriental islands all a^^ord this

animal. Our voyagers to the South Seas found

abundance of goata in the island of Jpaq Fernan-

dez ; which, though in consequence of living in

regions where they are almost totally sequestered

fronn human intercourse, they were become in

their character and dispositions absolutely wild,

yet were of the same variety with the common
domestic goat of Europe. In Baiavia^ the Dutch
colonists have, among their othejr dopjcstic i^nimal9#

herds of goats. V»
A small island between Bonavista and Mayo is

related by an English voyager who visited (hegCj,

the Cane de Verd islands^ and the coast (>f Guinea/
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Mtlieyear 1566, to have conttined at that tiiM

such numbers of goats, that the Portugtieae who
inhabited it, uied annually tp export t> ci^rope

ahoiit 40,000 skins. The few inhabitant* of the

island valued the flesh so little^ that thej cbeer«>

fully supplied our voyager and fait company with
Bi many carcases as they epuld U«e^ without ex-

pecting any price.

The goat^ though less friend ly^ and less ser*

viceable to mankind than the sheep, affords, how«>

tver, a variety of articles of no small utility to

human life.

The flesh of this animal is wholesome food.

That of a spayed goat, six or seven years old, it

remarkably sweet and fat. The haunches, salted

and dried, make excellent hams. The dried blood
of tho he-goat is, with some persons, a specific

for the pleurisy and inflammatory disorders.

The milk is of the best kind ; much more
agreeable than that of the sheep, and possessed of

somf valuable medicinal qualities. The cheese

prepared from it is much esteemed in some places.

The cream is scarce ever separated for butter.

The milk and the whey are both eagerly drank, at

powerful remedies in cases of consumption. In

the summer months, people of consumptive habits,

through Scotland and Ireland, resort in consider*

abi« numbers to places where goat's milk is ob-

tained.

Th? horai of the goat are materials of manu-
facture, as well as those of the cow and the

ib^ep. Even the disagreeable odour of the he-

goat is thought to operate on the human frame a<)

ft euro for nervous and hysterical distempers, and
as a good preventative against many others.

Horses, it is imagined, find it very refreshing ; and
many persons of .skill in tL<% nnanagement of horses^
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keep a Bf-goat in their studi or stables^ for thii

very purpose.

But the skin is perhaps the most vqluablc part

of the goat. It is prepared for a great many pur-

poses^ either with or without the hair. It covers

the soldier's knapsack, rnd is manufactured into

bolsters and hangings. When dressed without

the hair, the skin of the kid especially becomes

a soft and pliant species of leather, excellent for

gloves, and fit to be made into stockings, bed*

ticks, sheets, and shirts. It takes a dye better than

any other skin ; is susceptible of the richest cor

lours ; and when it used formerly to be flowered

and ornamented with gold and silver, became an

elegant and superb article of furniture. The hair,

separated from the hide, is a valuable material to

the wig-maker. The whitest wigs are made oi

goats' hair. That on the haunches is brighter,

longer, and thicker, than that on the other parts of

the body. A skin well furnished with hair of a

good quality, is frequently sold at no less a price

than a guinea. Pliny relates, that in Cilicia, and
either in Syria or in the country adjacent to the

Afri<?an Syrtes, (for there are different readings of

this passage,) the hair of the goat used anciently

to be shorn in the same manner as in other places

the fleece of the sheep.

The tallow,of this animal is also an article ofcon*
siderable value. It is much purer, and approaches

in its nature much nearer to butter than the tallow

of either the ox or the sheep. Where goats are

numerous., it is often used by the poorer people

in the preparation of food. Candles made of it

are far superior in whiteness to those made of

other tallow, and burn better.
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Angora goat. .. i i

'

Tusi Angora goat is shorter in tlic form of its

body than our common c'lomestic goat. Its sides

are broader and more flaf., its legs shorter, and its

horns straighter. Its hair is soft and glossy, like

silk, and of a silver white colour, and hangs down
in curling lock*), eight or nine inches long. Its

horns are wreathed in a spiral form, and extend to-

wards its sides. Its cars are plain and pendulous.

These goats are confined within the tract of

country around the towns of Angora and Beibazar
in Asiatic Turkey. The goats of Cougna, the old

Iconium, are probaiily near allied in their charac-

ter to those of Angora. Tournefourt, inmcntioo*

ing the goats of these two different districts, re-

presents those of Angora as distinguished from
those of Cougna only by diversity of colour ; the

latter being all either black or brown. A Baron
Alstroemer attempted, with what success we knovir

not, to introduce this breed into Swrden, for the

sake of the hair. It is remarkable, that not only

the goat, but even the sheep and the hare of An-
gora have longer and softer hair than the same
animals in any other part of the globe.

The length, the fineness, the curling softness^

and the beautiful white colour of the hair of the

Angora goat, render it a very valuable commodity.
It is spun into thread, of which the finest camblet»
are wrought. The Turkish administration, with
a wise policy, prohibit this hair from being ex-

ported raw ; Decause the spinning of it affords

employment and sustenance to a number of their

subjects. An animal furnished with such precious
hair, would surely be a valuable acquisition to

Britain, if we niight hope that it would thrive in

I -if:
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our climate. Perhaps some patriot maj one day
make the experiment* ^ ,

YaiIIOCS COAtS*
•lffli.i\ ,1

r./ >

'-,•»

StRiA affords a peculiar variety ofthe goat^^itli

Ifts^ pendulous ears, and short black horns. The
ears are usuailj between oiie and two feet ia length,

ail4 sometimes so troublesome to the animal, that

the Owners find it propei* to cut off one of tliem for

its convenience. This goat is rather larger in size

than oiSr ComnfOn domestic goat ; its hair is

usually 5^11ow. This variety abounds through the

east, and is found also among^ the Kirghisian Tar-

tan. * The city of Aleppo is plentifully supplied

yfiih their milk. Tbey appear^ from the rcia*

tioR of Aristotle^ to have been known to the

avotOnti.

Africa affords a variety of the goat, di»tiiiguish->

ei chiefly by their dwarfish sit&e. The horns of

the tostle are short, thick, and triangular, and lie

flal; apbn the skull ; he is covered with rough hair

;

dnd ivfo long hairy trattles hadg beneath his chia.

Th€ female has smaller horns^ a smooth coat, and

BO wattles.

Whidaw, or Juda, irt Africa, breeds a peculiar

Tsriety, of a small size, withshoit smooth horns,

turtkitig' a little forwards a4 the points. Some
BBtural historians represent this animal as a native

df America ; others strenuously contend, that nei*

tl^r the goat nor any other domestic animal was

known in America before its discovery by the

Spaniards It would be difficult to decide in the

case* This goat is not confined to Widaw ; but

common also in Guinea^ Angola^ and some other

parts of Africa.
•

The Capricorn is aootbetf variety; th« chanui*
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teristic marks of which are short horns turned for-

wards'at the ends, marked on the sides with rings ;

and those more prominent before than behind.

M Bufifon considers these as an intermediate race

between the domestic and the wild goat.

A breed of tame goats resembling the common
kind, but without horns, inhabit the country of

the Caboiias, north of the Cape of Good Hope.
The ionrr-homed Whioaw U considered Hy

Buffbn as a variety of the whidaw ; the horns

are rather depressed than upright^ much longer,

and bending somewhat outwards and upwards in an
elegant manner at the tips ; the hair is long and
silkj, and the whole animal bears some resemblance

to a, small Angora goal. Buffbn describes it as

considerably larger than the whidaw, measuring

two feet nii!e inches in lengthy while the other was
only twenty-four inches long This variety is

represented in the present work, and seems to be

the kind mentioned by M. Sonnini in his Travels,

as common in some parts of Egypt, and which he
says has long> thick, soft, and silky bair, and sien-

der, handsomely turned horni.

SHEEP TRIBE.

Few animals render greater, or more essential
service to mankind than the sheep. They supply
us both with food and clothing ; and the wool
alone of the common sheep affords in some coun-
tries an astonishing source of wealth. They arc
all harmless animals, and in general exceedingly
•hy and timid. Both in running and leaping, theV

VOL. II. N
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exhibit much Irjs activity than the goats. They
collect in a wild state into small flocks, and though
they do not altogether avoid the mountains, gene-

irally prefer dry open plains. They fight by buttiog

against each other with their horns, and threaten

by stamping on the ground with their feet. The
female goes with young about five months, and
usually produces one^ sometimes two, and rarely

three at a birth.

There are, perhaps, strictly spieaking, but three

difierent species of sheep ; but oi the common sheep

there are no fewer than ten or twelve very distinct

varieties. The horns are hollow, wrinkled, and

bent backwards and outwards into a circular, or

spiral form, generally at the sides of the head.

The lower jaw has eight front teeth ; there are

none in the upper jaw, nor any canine teeth in

either.

Common sheep.

Thb genera] appearance of this animal is too

well known to need any description, but on atten-

tive examination of its properties and habits, will

afford considerable information and entertainment.
'' Those animals," says Goldsmith, *' that take

refuge under the protection of man, in a few gene-

rations become indolent and helpless. Having lost

the habit of self-defence, they seem to lose also

the instincts of nature. The sheep, in its present

domestic state, is of all animals the most defence-

less and inoffensive. With its liberty it seems to

have been deprived of its swiftness and cunning ;

and what in the ass might rather be called pa-

tience, in the sheep appears to be stupidity. With

no one quality to fit it for self-preservation, it

sisikes vain efforts at all. Without swiftness, it

endeavours to fly ; and without strength it some-
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times offen to oppoie. But ihtBe feeble attempts

rather incite tf.an repress the insult of eveiy

enemy ; and the dog follows the floek with greater

delight upon seeing them fly^ and attacks them
with more fierceness upon tneir unsupported at-

tempts at resistance. Indeed they run together in

flocks rather with the hopes of losing their single

danger in the crowds than of uniting to repress the

attack by numbers. The sheep^ therefore, were it

exposed in its present state to struggle with its

natural enemies of the forest, would soon be ex-

tirpated. Loaded with a heavy fleece, deprived

of th6 defence of its horns, and rendered heavy,

slow, and feeble, it can have no other safety than

what it finds froir ^an. This animal is now,
therefore, obliged i y solely upon that art for

protection, to whic. >w originally owes its degra-

dation.
'' But we are not to impute to nature the form-

ation of an animal so utterly unprovided against

its enemies, and so unfit for defence. The mouf-
floQ, which is the sheep in a savage state, is a
bold, fleet creature, able to escape from the

greater animals by its swiftness, or to oppose the

smaller kinds with the arms it has received from
nature. It is by human art alone that the sheep

has become the tardy, defenceless creature we find

it. Every race of quadrupeds might easily be

corrupted by the same allurements, by which the

sheep has been thus debilitated and depressed.

While undisturbed, and properly supplied, none
are found to set any bounds to their appetite.

They all pursue their food while able, and con-
tinue to graze till they often die of disorders oc-

casioned by too much fatness. But it is very dif-

ferent with them in a state of nature ; they are in

the forest, surrounded hv dangers, and alarmed

wUh unceasing hostilities ; they are pursued every

I
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hour from one tftct of .cbuntry L another ; and
spend a greater part of their time in attempts to

avoid their enemies. Tlius constantly exercised^

and coptJRifally prar '*sing all the arts of defence

and e^icape, the animaj at once preserves its life

and pative independence, together with jts swift-

ness, and thejslender agility of its form.

'' The shef'p, in it^ servile state, seems to be di-

verted of all iucliuations of its own; and of all

animai$ it appears the most stupid. Every qua-
druped has a peculiar turn of countenance, a phy-

siognomy, if we may so call it, that geripraliy

marks its nature. The sheep seems to have none

of those traits that betoken either courage or cun-

ning ; its large eyes separated from each other, its

ears sticj(ing out on ea(:h side, and its narrow nos-

trils, all testify the extreme simplicity of thi?

creature ; and the position of its horns, alsc show
that nature desis^ned the sheep rather for flight

than combat, ft appears a large mass of flesh,

supported upon four small, straight legs, ill fit-

ted for carrying such a burden ; its motions are

awkward, it is easily fatigued, and often sinks

under the weight of its own corpulency. In pro-

portion as these marks of human transformation

are more numerous, the animal becomes more help-

less and stupid. Those which live upon more
fertile pasture, and grow fat, become entirely fec-

h\e ; those that want horns are found more dull

and heavy than the rest ; those v/hose fleeces are

longest and finest, are more si'^jject to a variety

of disorders ; and, in short, whatever change*

have been wrought in this animal by the industry

of man, are entirely calculated for human advan-

tage, and not for that of the creature itself. It

might require a suecessiou of ages, before the

sheep could be restored to its primitive state of

activity, so as to become a match for its pursuers
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of the forcBt/'*—This picture is, however, too

higrhly coloured.

The ewe usually produces only one Iamb at a
time. There are generally, however, a good
many instances of two,- in a flock ; and on som«
very singular occasions, one parent will produce
three lambs at a birth. It is observable of this spe-

cies, that they drink very little. The juice of the

vegetables which they eat, and the dew and raia

with which the grass is often moistened, supply

almost all the moisture that they need.

Sheep, like other animals, are liable to various

diseases. Watf r often gathers in theii head, and
produces a disorder which soon proves fatal ; the

feet of whole flocks are often affected with a sort

of mortification, which makes them halt when
they walk, and renders them almost unable to

run ; at other times, the young especially, are

liable to sufier a speedy death from the effects

of noxious air evolved from their food in the sto-

mach The dropsy, phthisic, jaundice, and
worms in the liver, are also annually destructive

to considerable numbers of sheep. Several sorts

of insects infest this animal. A certain gadfly

is very troublesome, by depositing its eggs above
the nose, in the frontal sinuses ; a tick and a louse

likewise feed on the sheep ; of which it is some-

times relieved by the undistinguishing appetite of

the magpie and the starling. The ordinary term

of the life of those sheep which escape disease

and violence, is twelve or thirteen years.

The benefits which mankind owe to this animal

are very numerous. Its horns, its fleece, its flesh,

its tallow, and even its bowels, are all articles

of great utility to human life.

The horns are manufactured into spoons, and
many other useful articles. The manufacture of

the wool into cloths, has long formed the principal
'4

,1^
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source of ih^ riches of England. Wc know
not indeed whether the simple Britoaii and the

rude Sa;(on;J were acquainted with the important

uvet of wool : it is nioof probable that they were
jBot, But Henry II. paid 80 much attention to

the manufacture and improvement of this com<
inodity> as to forbid the use of any other but

English wool in the making of cloth. Yet^ the

excellence of English wool was long known be-

fore the English paid much attention to the art

of making woollen clothe or attained any supe-

rior skill in it. Wool was then a staple article

for exportation ; and the Flemings were their mer-
chants. But in the reign of queen Elizabeth^

several favourable -circumstances, which the ta-

lents and the patriotic spirit of that princess en-

abled her to take advantage of, conccrred to es-

tablish the woollen manufactory in England, in

that thriving state in which it has since continued.

In Scotland we have never attained great excellence

in this manufacture. Yet, the bonnets, which,

though now very much out of use, were in for-

mer times very generally used as a covering for the

head, and the stockings of such superior fine-

ness, for which the isles of Shetland and the city

of Aberdeen are still celebrated, are articles which
shew that the inhabitants of Scotland are not less

capable of ingenuity in this way, than their neigh-

bours of England. The Spanish wool has been

much celebrated ; and it is not very long since

broad cloth bearing the name of Spanish, was

prized above the English. But the wool produ-

ced in Britain has been, by "various arts, so much
improved, as to be now not inferior in excellence

to that of Spain ; and no woollen cloth is at pre-

sent esteemed superior to that of English manu-
facture. The sheep with the finest fleeces in Eng-
iaad are fed on the Coteswoid downs^ and in
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Herefordshire, DeTonahire, Lincolnshire, Suffolk,

and Yoricshire. The wool of Wales is coa/se ;

nor is that of Scotland, except in some instances,

remarkable for fineness. The wool of the small

sheep in the Highlands and the isles of Scot-

land is superior to the finest Spanish or English

wool.

The skin of this animal is prepared into leather

for an inferior sort of shoes, for the coverings of

books, and for gloves, and into parchment. The
entrails, by a proper preparation, are made into

strings for various musical instruments.

The milk of the sheep is thicker than cow's
milk. Its taste is rather disagreeably strong. It

is, therefore, rather made into cheese than used
for drinking. The cheese is rich, and of a strong

taste. It would probably be still better, if more
attention were paid to cleanliness in the preparing

of it. It were perhaps best to leave all the millt

of the ewe to her lamb.
The flesh of the sheep is perhaps our most va-

luable article of animal food. It is neither dis-

agreeably coarse, nor yet so tender and delicate

as not to afford strengthening nourishment. The
flesh of the lamb is, in the proper season, one
of the nicest delicacies that the epicure can de-

sire.

The bones are useful for various purposes. Of
these, as well us of other bones calcined, are made
the cupels used in the refining of metals.

Sheep, when enslaved by man, tremble at the

voice of the shepherd or his dog ; but, on the

extensive mountains where they range, almost

without controul, and where they seldom depend
on the aid of the shepherd, they assume a very

diffeient mode of conduct. In these situations a
ram or a wether will boldly attack a sinjj^le dog.

•uu wfteii cuwc vu VlCiOriOUs ; uui, wiien ivc
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danger is more alarming, they hare recourse to the

collected strength of the whole flock. On such
occasions they draw up into a complete body,

placing the females and young in the centre, whilst

the males take the foremost ranks, keeping close

by each other. Thus an armed front is presented

on all quarters, that cannot easily be attacked

\(rithout danger of destruction to the assailant.

In this manner they wait with firmness the ap-

proach of the enemy ; nor does their courage

fail them in the moment of attack ; for, vhea
the aggressor advances within a few yards of tlie

line, the rams dart upon him with such impetu-

osity as to lay him dead at their feet, unless lie

judiciously saves himself by timely flight. Against

the- attacks of single dogs or foxes, when in this

situation, they are perfectly secure.—A single ram,

regardless of danger, will often engage a bull ;

and his forehead being much harder than that of

any other animal, he seldom fails to conquer;

forjthe bull, by lowering his head, receives the

stroke of the ram between his eyes, which usually

brings him to the ground.

The sheep in the mountainous parts of Wales,

where the liberty they enjoy is so great as to ren-

der them very wild, do not always collect into

large flocks, but sometimes graze in parties of

from eight to a dozen, of which one is stationed

at a distance from the rest, to give notice of the

approach of danger. When the centinel observes

any one advancing at the distance of two or three

hundred yards, he turns his face to the enemy,

keeping a watchful eye upon his motions, aliow-

13^ 1 to approach as near as eighty or a hundred
¥ar. ) but, "when the suspected foe manifests a

; T' "'f coming nearer, the watchful guard
alarms his comrades by a loud hiss or whistle,

twice or thiice repeated, vvl"'n the whole party
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instantly scour awaj with great a^ilityj always
seeking the steepest and most iiiaces^ible parts oT

the mountauis.

It is verj singular that in the holms round Kirk-
wall^ in the island of Mainland, one of the Ork-
nejs^ if any person about the lambing time enters

with a dog, or even without^ the ewes suddenly

take fright, and through the influence of fear, it

is imagined, instantly drop down dead, as though
their brain had been pierced with a musket-ball.

Those that die in this manner are commonly suid

to have two, and sometimes three lambs within

them.

The fleeces of the sheep above Cairo are very

thick and long. The skins are used by most of'

the Egyptians for beds ; since, besides their being
very soft, it is said that in sleeping on them per-

sons are secured from the stings of scorpions, which
never venture upon wool, lest they should be en-

tangled in it. These fleeces are ( as at present is

done in some parts of England) taken ofl^ entire,

and one of them, long and broad enough to serve

a man as a mattrass, was sold as high as twenty

shillings sterling, whilst the whole animal alive,

and without its fleece, only brought about six

shillings.

There are in the voices of all animals innumer-
able tones, perfectly understood by each other, and
entirely beyond our powers of discrimination. It

should seem somewhat remarkable that the ewe can

always distinguish her own lamb, and the lamb its

mother, even in the largest flocks ; and at the time

of shearing, when the ewes are shut up in a pen

from the iambs, and turned loose one by one as they

are shorn, it is pleasing to see the meeting between
each mother and her young one. The ewe imme-
diately bleats to call her lamb, which instantly

obeys the Yrell-known voice, and, r«turning the

V-IL. II. o
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1)Ieaf, comes skipping to its dam. At first it is

startled bj her new appearance, and approaches her
with some degree of fear, till it has corrected

t!ic sense of sight by those of smelling and hear-

Even in Britain we have a good many different

breeds of this animal. Linna!us distinguishes the

breed peculiar to England as destitute of horns,

and having its tail and scrotum depending to the

knees. This is the fine large breed lor >»Mch
Warwickshire^ and particularly Lincolnshire is

noted. They have, in the course of the last

twenty years, been introduced into Galloway, and

other parts of Scotland, under the denomination

of mugg sheep. Their flesh is rather coarse,

and their wool intermixed with dry hair.—This

IS the hornless sheep of Pennant.

The northern regions of Europe, particularly

Gothland and Iceland, afford another variety of

the sheep, distinguished by having their heads

furnished with three, four, or eve;n five horns.

Besides this abundance of horns, the sheep of

Iceland are remarkable for straight, upright ears,

and very small tails. In stormy weather, the sheep

of Iceland, by a sagacious instinct, retreat for

shelter to the caves and caverns, v/hich are \ery

numerous over the face of that island ; but when
a storm of snow comes on too suddenly to afford

them time to gain such a retreat, the flock ga-

ther into a heap, with their heads towards the

middle, and inclined to the ground ; & posture in

which they will remain several days, without

perishing under the tnow. Among the herbs on

which they feed, t^e inhabitants of Iceland re-

mark that scurvy-grass contributes most to fatten

them. When the summer crop happens to fail,

the Icelaitdcrs are obliged to feed their fheep in

winter with chopped fish bones. Those iheep



SipMir to afford milk in more abundaneetbtn oun.
r. Van Troil n&ya, ihey ^ive from two to tix

quarts a day. The fleece is not shorn from the
sneep in that island, as with us ; about the end
0f May it loosens of itself and is stripped^ofi* at
once, like a skin.

The Spanish sheep, remarkable for the finenesf

of their wool, and distinguished by spiral horns,

bending outwards, are of a breed believed to have
been originally introduced into that kingdom from
England. Mention is made, indeed, of two va-
rieties of Spanish sheep, one of which, >:be Merino,
is highly valued for the fineness and quantity of

the wool; whereas the fleece of the other is of

a very inferior quality. A large proportion of
the flocks in Spain are of the former variety ; and
the care with which they are managed renders the

business of the shepherd much more complex in

jSpain than in most other countries. The number
of these sheep fed in Spain, is above four mil-

lions. In summer the flocks feed on the moun-
tains in the northern parts of the kingdom ; in

winter, they are conducted into the milder plains

of Estremadura and Andalusia, and distributed

into districts. A flock consists usually of about
ten thousand sheep, under the management of a
bead shepherd, with fifty inferior shepherds, and
as many dogs. In summer, the sheep are made
to eat a great quantity of salt. The .rams are, ai

is usual in other places, kept in separate flocks^

except during the rutting time. This begini

about the end of July ; and they are then distri.

buted among the ewes. The ^eece of a ram fre-

Quently weighs above five-and-twenty pounds ;

that 01 an ewe scarce ever more than five; but
the wool of the ram is not equally fine with that

of the ewe. In the middle of September the shep-*

)>frdi mark tbe sbeep of thieir flocks oo th^ loinij
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•with ochre diluted in water. This smearinp with

ochre not only distinguishes the she tp of diirerent

proprietors, but is also supposed to render the

wool closer and warmer, and to contribute to the

pre^servation of the sheep'y health. The end of*

September *»the period about which the flocks are

conducted from the mountainous pastures where
they have spent the summer, to milder and lower

regions. The shepherds are careful to conduct

each flockj if possible^ to the same pastures where
it has fed in former winters. The lambs are pro-

duced early in the season, in consequence of the

rams having been admitted to the ewes about the

end of July. In March the lamb« are trimmed
of a part of their tails, and the tips of their horns

;

marked on the nose with a hot iron ,* and such

of the males as are not meant to be kept for rams,

castrated, or at least incapacitated for generation,

by the squeezing of the scrotum, till the spermatic

vessels are twisted like a rope. In April the

flocks are led back to their summer pastures. In

May the fleeces are shorn ; every fleece contains

three sorts of wool ; the finest on the back and

the belly ; a second sort on the neck and the

sid^s ; and on the breasts, the shoulders, and the

thighs^ a coarser species. Considerably more
than nine millions, seven hundred thousand pounds

weight of wool are annually exported from Spain ;

of which^ notwithstanding the abundance and the

superior quality of our British wool^ more than

one third comes to England.
' The African sheep form a remarkable variety

of this species. Guinea and the desert of Sahara

are the places of which they are originally na-

tives ; and they have been introduced into Ame-
rica. Their form ii meagre ; their legs are long

;

the ears are pendent^ and covered^ not with wool,

but with hair ; the neck is shaggy ; and the cover-'
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in<^ of the whole body has so much of the dry-

ness and hardness of hair, that it cannot be with
any propriety denominated wool. These are con-

jectured to be the animals named by Leo Africa*

nus Adimain^ and described by him as being of
the size of an ass, and of the shape of a ram»
with pendent ears. = * <* i ^

The Cretan siieep mentioned by Bufibn under
the denomination of Wallachian, is remarkable
for large, spiral horns. The distance between
the horns of the ewe enlarges towards their tops ;

those of the ram are parallel. They are under-
stood to be natives of Candia ; numerous flocks

of them graze on Mount Ida ; they are also

spread through the other islands of the Archipe-
lago, and are frcqiicnt in Austria and Hungary.
The butchers in these last mentioned countries^

prefer them to all other sheep. In size, and in the

nature of the fleece, they difi^r not remarkabljr

from the common kind.

Those countries of Asia which abound most in

fheep, afibrd yet another variety, distinguished

by the amazing breadth and bulk of their tails.

They do not, as far as we know, difier consider-

ably from our common sheep, in any other res-

pects. They are generally white ; yet sometimes
vary in colour. The tail is seldom pointeu, but
commonly either square or round, much like a
cushion. The great size of the tail render^ it

often so incommodious to the sheep, that it is

found necessary to support it with a small wheel-
ed machine. Some of these tails weigh more than
thirty pounds. Persia, Assyria, Arabia, Egypt,
Ethiopia^ Barbary, and Tartary, all afford this

variety.

Of these sheep with large tails, the tails are

not all of the same form : some are short and
others broad^ and of a moderate length

;

kUlCH.
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others so remarkably long, as to obtain the sheep

that carry them the denomination of long tailed

sheep. The short thick-tailed sheep are commoo
among the Tartars. Tibet affords the broad-taiU

ed sheep ; which are in that kingdom distinguish-

ed likewise for the superior fineness of their wool.

This W00I4 n^t inferior in quality to that of Cara-

mania^ is^ like it^ wrought into shawls for the

great omrabs^ which are sold at a higher price

than those of any other manufacture. The long-

tailed sheep form the flocks of the Dutch colonists

at the Cape of Good Hope. A late traveller,

viho advanced from the Cape a considerable way
into the inland country, relates that he saw among
the Hottentots, in the country adjacent to Orange
rii^er, a sort of sheep with much longer tails than

those of the sheep about the Cape, and covered,

i:at with wool, but with coarse hair, which gave

them, at a distance, the appearance rather of

dogs than of sheep. The Cape sheep are not les^

distinguished by their ears, which are large and

pendent, than by their tails. The tail, in its na*

ture between fat and marrow, is a delicacy worthv

of the approbation of the nicest epicure. This

variety of the sheep was not unknown to the anr

cient Greeks and Romans. Aristotle mentiom
them as inhabitants of Syria ; and Pliny, proba-

bly on Aristotle's authority, repeats the sam(

fact.

Another variety of tbi species is the fat-rumjpi*

«d sheep, which is not provided with a tail, its

buttocks swell out like two globes, are perfectly

smooth, and scarce leave the os occygis discern-

ible. Its nose is arched ; its ears are pendulous ;

its legs are slender ; its head black ; its fleece

commonly white, but at times black, reddish, or

spotted. The globular buttocks are composed

solely of suet ; and are sometimes so Inrge as to
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weigh forty pounds. The whole body of the sheep

frequently weighs two hundred pounds. The
voice of this animal resembles rather the lowing of

a calf than the bleating of a sheep.

Sheep of this character abound through th&

deserts of Tartary^ from the Volga to the Irtish

and the Altaic chain. They are remarkably pro-

lific ; producing usually two, audnot unfrequently

three lambs at a birth.

The sheep of Bucharia are described by Linnaeus

and Pallas as a particular variety ; distinguished

by large pendent ears, and a large tail^ formed Hkft

a cushion. These are represented as a hybridoui

breed, produced by the copulation of individuals

of the long-tailed variety with others, either with
broad tails, or of the variety distinguished by tht

want of a tail. Lamb's skins, possibly of thtl

variety, are brought from Bucharia, Chiva, and
the adjacent countries, to Astrachan, and thert

sold at a very high price, on account of their

glossy appearance and furry texture. The wool
of some of them is curled ; that of others waved*
They are used in Persia, Russia, and other parts«

for the lining of coats, and the turning up of caps.

These are chiefly the skins of lambs taken out of
the bellies of ewes killed during the period of ges*

tafion. The instant the lamb is taken out of itl

mother's belly, it is killed and flayed. Lambs are

also killed for their skins, in the same manner, im*
mediately after being brought forth in the natural

way ; and these are «carce inferior to the othert.

One of these skins will sell at Astrachan for five Off

six shillings sterling. They are usually grejr 0t
black.

%,v
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This species is disting!;uislipd by lionis situated

on the summit of the hend, which at first rise up*
right, then bend, and are twisted outwards, like

those of the common ram ; and are, in the form of

its circumference. Bat on the interior side, but
rounded on the exterior. The head of this animal

resembles that of our common ram ; it has smaller

ears ; it is nearly equal in size to a small stag ; its

fore are shorter than its hinder feet ; its tail is very

thort, and white, tipped with yellow. The hair of

the body is very short in summer, and of a yellow-

ish ash-colour, mixed with grey. In winter, the

hair is an inch and half in length, and of a grey

ferruginous cplour ; the hair on the nerk is, in thi.o

season, rather longer than that of the body ; and

the hair under the throat still longer. Tn spring,

the animal casts its hair. The females are sniailcr

than the males. These animals, as well as our

common sheep, sometimes want horns.

Siberia, Kamtschatka, and the Kurili islands,

are the favourite regions of the wild sheep. Tlicv

are social animals^ and feed together in small

flocks.

In Kamtschatka, they ciford to the inhabitants

both food and clothing. The flesh, and ])articu-

larly the fat, the Kamtschadales esteem as diet fit

fqr the gods ; and there is no labour which they

wV'^ not undergo in the chase. Whole families

abandon their habitations in the spring of the year,

and occupy the entire summer in this employment,

amidst the steepest and most rocky mountains, fear-

less of the dreadful precipices which often over-

whelm the eager sportsman.

These animals are shot with guns or with arrows

;

•ometitnes with cross-bows placed la their patiii.
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'^iid discharged by their tretdin^ DCi t ttring nrhich

pylls the fatal trigger. They are aoinetiniet cha*

md bj <iog8, hut their fleetneti in a moment kavcff

theiic fur m (he rear. The purpose, however, is

answeral « they s re driven to the heights, vher#
they ol>:- atatul and view, as it were with con*

tempt, the dogs below ; while their attention ia

thus occupied, the huoter creeps cautiously

within rcvAch, amd brinjg^s them down with hia

gun.

In some (»f <ihe other northern countries, a great

inlatitude of horses and dogs are collected together,

and a sudden attempt is made to surround thera.

Great cation is necessary ; for if the animals per<^

ceive the approach of their enemies, either by
their sight or smell, they instantly take to iigh^
and secure themselves among the lolty and ioac*

cessible summits of the mountains.

The Kamtschadales do not shear these rfieep,

but leave the wool on till the end of Mav, when
it becomes loose, and is stripped entirely off ill

one fleece.—The dried flesh is in iLamtscfaatka an
article of commerce. . . .«

Father Rubruquis, who visited <he nations of
Xartary as ambassador from St. Lewis of France,

in the relation of his travels mentions this aftimal

under tlie name of artack, and tells us that ht
could scarce lift a pair of its horns with one
band.

This animal is ascribed by the andents to 'Spaift

Sardinia^ and Corsica, and still exists in Sardinia

and Corsica. Sever 8i4 nali^i have been imported
from these islands int^ );) itain.

General Paoli, v 'tio, after makixj^ a brave, but
ineffectual effort to vindicate and establish the

liberties of his country, found an honourable asy-

lum in Br'lain, imported from Corsica, a male
of this kind oamod Mariioo. Martino died at

TOf*, II. p p
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the age of four years. His horns were then tweo*
ty-two inches long ; but the poor animal happen-
ed to be ill-used in the latter part of his life^ other-

wise his horns would have been considerably loa«

ger.

TheCorsicans call the male mufro, the female

mufra. They inhabit the highest tracts of coun-

try in the island. They can only be shot or taken

hy stratagem ; nay^ such is their wildness^ cun-

nings and velocity^ that the old ones can never be

ti^ken alive. They feed on the most acrid plants,

^Vhan tame, they eat tobacco, and drink wine.

Their flesh, though always lean, is savoury and

agreeable to the taste. The skin is thick, ana is

used in Sardinia, both as an under shirt, for a

preservative against the noxious effects of bad

air« and a surtout, to defend the body against

the impression of thorns and briars, in passing

through thickets

.

, ;> j > i . ; ; >

;

t
If we may credit Hector Boecc, these animals

were once inhabitants of the British isles. He
ascribes to St. Kilda a species, of which his des-

cription nearly agrees with what we have here

said of this animal. To confirm his account,

which might otherwise perhaps not obtain credit,

a figure of an argali has been discovered in a

piece of Roman sculpture taken from Autonius'i

wall, near Glasgow.
The old rams of this species are very strong.

It is with difficulty that even ten men can bold

one of them. They quarrel like the rams in our

flocks of common sheep^ and in their quarrels

one often strikes the other down a precipice, where

he is instantly dashed in pieces, or soon perishes.

The horns of two or more, are sometimes acci-

dentally entangled ; in which case the^r fall dowri

and perish together. The young are easiiiy

tamed*. They produce vritU the-^otmooo sl^eep ;
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and i( is even laid that the progenj are not bar*

rcn.

Another variety i* thu§ 'cl^cribed by Mr. Pen-
uant :

'• Sheep with the hair on the lower part of the
cheeks and upper jaw« extremely long, forming a
divided or double beard ; with hairs on the sides

and body short; on the top of the neck longer,

and a little erect. The whole under part of the

neck and shoulders coveredwith coarse hairs^ not

less than fourteen inches long. Beneath the hairs

on every pait was a short genuine wool, the ru-

diments of a fleecy clothing. The colour of the
breast, neck, back, and $iides, a pale fe nginous.

Tail very short. Horns close at their base, re-

curvated, twei/y five inches long, eleven in cir-

cumference in the thickest place, diverging, and
bending outwards, their points being nineteea

inches from each other.

Mr. Peimi \t observed that the learned Dr,
Kay, or Caiu^ 'ves a g jd description of this ani-

mal from a specimen brought into England from
Barbary in tht ?ar 1561. Dr. Kay named it

tragelaphus on a suppo ition of its being the same
vrith the trogelapus ol liny.

^
.

'

• PuDu. ^; =•

This is a newly discovered species, having bctfi

first described by Molina in the Natural History

of Chili.

He informs us that it is a native of the Andes^
that it is of a brown colour, about the size of a
kid of half a year old ; with very hiuch the ap-
pt arance of a goat, but with small smooth horns,

bending outwards, and without any appearance of
beard. It is of a gregarious nature ; and when
the snow falls on the upper parts of the mountain!.

• • • »
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descends into the falleji in larg« herds to feed in

tlie plains of Chilly at which time it is easily taken

iiid tciidiiy t4iaM4. The fcinalo is without horns.

^

OX TRIBE.

Ths animals of this tribe are seldom found ex-

cept in flat pastureSj entirely avoiding mountains

and woodSf for which their form is extremely ill

calculated, as tbej are much more large and
clumsj than moft other animals. Their services

to mankind are more eonsidcrable than those even

of the sheep 2 fpr« in addition to the qualifications

of these animals^ they are employed as beasts of

draught and bufden. Their voice is called low-

ing and beiUowiiig. Thty fight by pushing with

their hornSji ^t*^ Kicking with their feet.

There ^fe about nin6 different speeiesj many of

them ho>vever so nearly cotmeeted as to render it

difficult in many instances to assign a proper dis-

tinction between species and variety. The com«
nion ox it found in no less than eight difierent va-

rieties.

lit the ox the horns are eoncave^ smooth, turned

outwardsi and forwards, in a semilunar form. In

the lower jaw there are eight front teeth ; there

are none in the upper, and no tusks in either jaw.

Common ox.

This animal in its wild ami native state, is dis-

tinguished by its sise, and the great depth and

shagginess of its haif^ wlii«i> about $he head,
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ntck, an^ snonMers, is sometimes of such a lengtb^

as almost to touch the ground. His horns are ra«

thnr short, sharp-pointed, exceedingly strong, an<t

stand distant from each other at their bases. Hit

colour is generally either a dark or a yellowish

hrown. His limbs are very strong, and hi»

vhole aspect savage and gloomy. He grows
to so enormous a size as sometimes to weigh six-

teen hundred, or two thousand pounds, and the

strongest man cannot lift the hide of one of these

from the ground. Wild oxen are found in tho

marshy forests of Poland, among the Carpathian

mountains, in Lithuania, and also in several partf

of Asia.

In Lord Tankerville's park, at Chillingham^

near Berwick-upon-Tweed, there is yet left a
breed of wild cattle, probably the only remains of
the true and genuine breed of that species at pre«

lent to be found in this kingdom.
Their colour is invariably white, with the muz^

zle black, and the whole inside of the ear, and
about one-third part of the outside, from the hip

downwards, red. Their horns are white, with
black tips, very fine, and bent downwards. The
weight of the oxen is from thirty-five to foly-five

ftonc, and of the cows, from twenty-five to thirty-^

five, fourteen pounds to the stone.

At the first appearance of any person near them
they set ofi* in full gallop, and at the distance of
two or three hundred yards, wheel round and come
boldly up again, tossing their heads in a mer.acing

manner. On a sudden they make a full stop at the

distance of fofty or fifty yards, and look wildly

at the object of 'their surprise: but, on the least

motion, they all turn round, and gallop ofi* with
equal speed, but not to the same distance, forming
a smaller circle ; and again returning with a bolder,

abd more nirentening aspect than beiore> ihey ap-
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jiroacli much nearer, probably within thirty yards,

when they make another stand, and a^ain gallop

off. This they do several times, shortening therr

distance, avid advancing nearer, till they come
within a few yards, when most people think it

prudent to leave them, not choosing to provoke
them further, as it is probable that in a few turns

more they would make an attack.

• The mode of killing them was perhaps the only

modern remains of the grandeur of ancient hunting.

On notice being given that a wild bull would be
fcilled on a certain day, the inhabitants of the

neighbourhood a»ser,ibled, somet.'.jcs to the num-
ber of a hundred horsemen, and four or five hun-
dred foot, all armed with guns, or other weapons.

Those on foot stood upon the walls, or got into,

trees, while the horsemen rode off a bull from the

rest of the herd, until he stood at bay, when they

dismounted and fired. At some of these huntings

twenty or thirty shot* have been fired before the

animal was subdued. On such occasions the

bleeding victim grew desperately furious, from
the smarting of his wounds, and the shouts of

savage joy echoing from every side. But from the

number of accidents which happened, this dange-

lous mode has been little practised of late years, the

park-keeper alone generally killing them with a

rifie-jfun at one shot.

When the cows calve, they hide their young foi

a week or ten days, in some sequestered retreat,

and go to suckle them two or three times a day.

If any persons come near the calves, these clap tlieir

heads closeto the ground, and lie like a hare in form,

to hide themselves. This soems a proof of their

native wildness, and it is corroborated by the foi

lowing circumstance that happened to Dr. Fuller,,

the author of the History of Berwick, who found a

biyden calf two days old, very lean apd weak, Qa-
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his strokinG^ its head it got up^ pawed two or

three times like an old bull, bellowed vevj loud,

went back a few steps, and bolted at his legs with
all its force ; it then began to paw again, bellowed^

stepped back, and bolted as before. But being

aware of its intentions, he moved aside, and it mis-

sed its aim, fell, and was so very weak, that though
it made several efforts it was not able to rise. It,

however, had done enough ; the whole herd was
alarmed, a. tl coming to its rescue, they obliged hira

to retire.

When any one of them happens to be wound-
ed, or is grown weak a.id feeble through age or

sickness, the rest of the herd set upon and gore it

to death.

These animals in their domestic state, are patient

and peaceable ; neither remarkably stupid, nor

eminent for docility ; affectionate to th»Mr young;
and even capable of some degree of attachment to

those vho use them kindly. Bulls are sometimes

so ferocious as to attack, even unprovoked, people

who pasa near them ; but the cow and the bullock

are seldom troublesome in this way, unless they

have been very improperly managed. The natural

character of all ruminating animals is evidently

mi!d and pacific. They are not armed with tusks

or claws. Their vicera are formed for the recep*

tion rather of vegetable food, which must pas?

through a long process before it can be converted

into aliment, than of animal food, which is more
speedily digested.

The age of the cow is known by the teeth and
horns. This animal is furnished with eight cutting

teeth in the lower jaw ; at the age of ten nior.ths,

the two middlemost of these fall out, and are replaced

by others, that are not so white, but broader; at

the age of sixteen months, the two next milk-white
4fieih f&il out likewise, and others ccm;; up i» their

m
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foom ; thus,, at the end of e?ery six mouths^ tlie

creature loses and gains, till at the age of tiiree

years, all the cutting teeth are renewed, and then

tney are long, pretty white, and equal ; but in pro-

portion as the aniiual advances in years^ they become
irregular and black, their inequalities become
smoother, and ti)e animal less capable of chewing
its food. Thus tlie cow often declines from this

single cause ; for as it is obliged to eat a great

deal to support life, and as the smoothness of the

teeth makes the difficulty of chewing great, a suffi>

cient quantity of food cannot be supplied to the

stomach. Thus the poor animal sinks in the midst
l»f plejity, and every year grows leaner and leaner,

till it di^s.

The horns are an<«ther, and a surer method of

determining this animal's age. At three years old,

they shed the out^ skin of the horns ; at four

years of age, the cow has small, pointed, neat,

«m(>oth horns, thickest near the head ; at five the

Siorns become larger, and are marked round with

the fornjer year's growth. Thus, while the animal

continues to live, the horns continue to lengthen ;

and every year a new ring is added at the root ; :
*>

that allowing three years before their appearance,

and then reckoning the number of rings, we have in

"both together the animal's age exactly.

As we have indisputably the best breed ofhorned

cattle of any in Europe, so it was not without the

fiame assiduity that we came to excel in these, as in

pur horses. The breed of cows has been entirely

improved by a foreign mixture, properly adapted

io supply the imperfections of ouf own. Such as

are purely British, are far inferior in size to those

on many parts of the continent ; but those which

we have thus i.iiproved, by far excel all otbery.

Our Lincolnshire kind derive their s»ze from the

HoUtein breed ; and the larfeUo^lcM £aUIc tMt
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are bred in some parts of England^ came origin.*

plly from Poland. We were once famous for a
wild breed of these animals^ but these have long
since been \vorn out ; and perhaps no kingdom in

Europe can furnish so few wild animals of all

kinds as our own. Cultivation and agriculture

are sure to banish these, wherever thej are found ;

and everj^ addition a country receives from art>

drives away those animals that are only fitted for

a statq of nature.

There is scarcely any part of the ox but is of
some use to mankind. JSoxes, combs, knife-han-

dles, and drinking-vessels are made of the horns.

The horns, when softened with boiling water, be-
come so pliable as to be formed into transparent

plates for lanterns ; an invention ascribed to king
Alfred, who is said to have first used them to pre-

sef-iie his candle-time measurers from the wind.

The dung of these animals is useful as manure.
GJue is made of the cartilages, gristles, and the

tiuer pieces of cuttings and parings of the hides>

boiled in water, till they become gelatinous, and
the parts sufficiently dissolved, and then dried.

The bone is a cheap substitute, in many instances,

for ivory. The thinnest of the calves' skins are

manufactured into Tellum. The blood is used as

ilie basis of Prussian blue. Sadlers, and otherSj

use a fine sort of thread, prepared from the sinews,

which is much stronger than any other equally

fine. The hair is valuable in various manufac-
tures ; and the suet, fat, and tallow, for can-

dles. The utility of the milk and cream is well

known.

From the circumstance of these animals fur-

nishing the Gentoom with milk, butter; and cheesej,

the: favourite food, they bear for them a super-

stitioiiis veneration, founded thus principally in

gratitude. Ther« i« scarcely aCkatoo to be fauqd

v«L. II q
q'
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that would not, were he under a forced option,

prefier sacrificing his parents or children to the

slaving of a bull or cow. Believing fuller in the

doctrine of transmigration, they are also alarmed

Aiihe idea of injuring the souls of those of their

fellow-creatures that have taken their abode in

these animal cases. This also tends to restrain

them from destroying designedly any of the brute

creation^ and to prevent them from dispossessing,

by violence, any being of that life which God
alone can give ; and they respect it in the flea

equally witTi the elephant.

The Indians, who use the ox in agriculture,

think it more convenient for their purposes to be

without horns. They have therefore a mode of

impeding the growth of these, by making an in-

cision, at a proper period, where the horns are

first seen, and afterwards applying fire to the

wounds.
The aurochs of the modern Germans, the urui

of Csesar and Pliny, was well known in ancieut

times as an inhabitant of the Hercynian forest.

Caesar describes this animal as little inferior to the

elephant in size ; in shape and colour like a com-
mon bull ; of amazing strength ; so ferocious as

to attack, even unprovoked, people who approach-

ed it ; and absolutely untameable.— -Their horns,

which were large, were often hooped with silver,

and used as cups.

The American bison, a variety of this species,

has short, rounded horns, pointing outwards. It

is covered in many parts with long shaggy hair,

and has a high protuberance on the shoulders.

The fore parts of the body are excessively thick

and strong ; and the hinder parts arc comparative-
ly very slender.

These animals range in droves, feeding in the

open savannahs moraiDg and evening. They re-
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tire during the sultry parts of the day to rest

near shady rivulets and streams of water^ frequent-

ly leaving so deep an impression of their feet in

the moist land, from the great >veight of their bo-
dies, as to be thus traced and shot by the artful

Indians. In this undertaking it is neccssarv that

tlie men should be particularly careful ; siwe,

when only wounded^ the animals become exces-

sively furious. The hunters go against the wind
as the faculty of smell in the bisons is so exquisit(

Jliat the moment they get scent of their enemy, they

retire with the utmost precipitation. With a fa-

vourable w'ind the men approach very near, since

the animals are frequently almost blinded by the

hair that covers their eyes. In taking aim they

direct their piece to the hollow of the should

der, by which means they generally bring them
down at one shot. If they do not fall, they im-
mediately run upon their enemy, and, with their

horns ai d hoofs, as offensive weapons, tear him
in pieces, and trample him into the earth.

They are so amazingly strong, that when they

fly through the woods from a pursuer, they fre-

quently brush down trees as thick as a man's arm ;

and, be the snow ever so deep, such is their strength

and agility, that they are able to plunge through
it much faster than the swiftest Indian can run
in snow-shoes. " To this," says Mr. Hearne, " I

have been an eye witness many times, and once
had the vanity to think that I could have kept
pace with them ; but though I was at that time
celebrated for being particularly fleet in snow
siloes, I soon found that I wag no match for the
bisons, notwithstanding they were then plunging
through such deep snow, that their bellies made
a trench in it as large as if many heavy sacks had
been hauled through it."

|n Canada the hunting; of the bison U a very
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common employment cf the nativei. They draw
up in a large square, and commence their opera-

lions by setting fire to the grass, which, at certain

seasons, is very long and dry. As the fire goes on,

they advance, closing their ranks as they proceed.

The animals, alarmed by the light, gallop con-

fusedly about, till they are hemmed in so close, that

frequently not a single beast is able to escape.

In Louisiana the men mount on horse^^ack, each

with a sharp crescent-pointed spear in his hand.

Thev approach with the wind, and, as soon as the

animals smell them, they instantly make off ; but

the sight of the horses m derates their fear, aud

the majority of them, from their luxuriant feed-

ing, arc, at certain times of the year, so fat and

unwieldy*, as easily to be enticed to slacken their

pace. A s soon as the men overtake them, they

endeavour to strike the crescent just above the

ham, in such a manner as to cut through the ter

dons, and render them afterwards an easy prey.

The hunting of these animals is also conunon in

leveral parts of South America. It commences
with a sort of festivity, and ends in an entertain-

ment in which one of their carcases supplies the

only ingredient. As soon as a herd of cattle is

-•een on the plain, the most fleet and actire of

the horsemen prepare to attack them, and des-

cending in the form of a widely extended crescent,

hunt them in all directions. After a while they

become so jaded and weary, that they seem ready to

sink linder their fatigue ; but the hunters, still

urging them to flight by their loud cries, drive

them at last from the field. Such as are unable

to exert the necessary speed for escape are slaugh-

tered. The hunters from these supply themselves

with what flesh they want, and abandon the rest

io the wolves.

The sagacity which the animals exhibit in de-
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fending themselves against the attacks of thewoJves

is admirable. When they scent the approach of a
drove of those ravenous creatures, tlie herd throws
itself into the form of a circle, having the weak-
est in the middle, and the strongest ranged on
the outside, thus presenting an impenetrable fronrt

of horns. When, however, thejr are taken by sur-

prise, and have recourse to flight, numbers of

those that are fattest and most weak infallibly

perish.

Attempts have been made to domesticate these

animals, by catching the calves and herding them
with the common kind, in hopes of improving the

breed. This has not, however, been found to an-

swer, for, when they grew up, they always became
impatieitt of restraint, and, from their great

strength, would break down the strongest inclo-

sure, apd entice the tame cattle to follow them.

The uses of the biSon are various. Powder-
flasks are made of their horns, The skin forms an
excellent biifl' leather, and, when dressed with the

hair on, serves the Indians for clothes and shoes.

The Europeans of Louisiana use ihem for blan-

kets, and find them light, warm, and soft. The
flesh is a considerable article of food, and the

bunch on the shoulders is esteemed a great delicacy.

The bulls, when fat, frequently yield each a hun-
dred and fifty pounds weight of tallow, which
forms a considerable article of commerce. The
hair, or wool, is spun into gloves, stockiijgs, and
garters, that are very strong, and look as well as

those made of the finest sheep's wool.

The great Indian ox is another variety of this

species. Its horns are short, and bend backwards,
close to the neck ; its shoulders are loaded with

a large lump, the flesh of which is very fat and
delicious ; its hair is of a reddish colour When
ftl^e breeil is crossed by intermixture with our
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common European cattle, the lump disappears

in a few generations. Madagascar affords the

fame variety ; and thej grow there to an enor-

mous size. Pliny mentions Indian oxen, of the

size of camels, with horns four feet wide. He
mentions also Syrian' oxen, that wanted dewlaps,

but had a bunch on the back.

India affords also another variety of this species

;

the bos Indicus of Linnaeus, and the zebu of M.
Buffon. It has a lump on the shoulders ; but
its horns are almost upright, only bending a lit-

tle forward. It is used both as a l/east of draught,

and for riding. It is very mild and peaceful, and

often displays a degree of affection to mankind.
In Abyssinia there are two distinct races of oxen.

One of these is destitute of horns, and' is employ-

ed in bearing burdens ; the others are remarkably

large, about twice as big as our common Euro*
pean cattle. The Abyssinians fatten them with

milk, and kill them for eating. Their horns are

sufficiently capacious to hold five gallons, and

are used for pitchers.

A del, or Adea, and Madagascar, are said

afford snowy white cattle, as large as camels, \

pendulous ears, and hunch backs. White cattle,

with black ears, are ascribed to the island of Ti-

nian. The island of Guam affords cattle of the

same appearance. The laiit or dant of Leo Afri-

canus, is, perhaps, of this species. L's hair, he

informs us, is white ; it resembles the ox in shape,

but has 'smaller legs, and comelier horns. Its

hoofs are black. Targets, impenetrable by bullets,

are made of its hide.

The cattle of Holstein and Jutland are among
the largest produced in Europe. Their pasture

being very rich, they consequently grow to an

uncommon size, and the cows yield a great dea)

of milk.
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Podolia and the Russian Ukraine^ in the tracts

adjoining to the rivers Bog% Dnieper^ and Dnies*

ter^ afford a fine breed ^ith large horns, and a
dusky line along the back. Vast quantities of
these cattle are annually sold in Germany at a
high price. The same breed abounds in Hun-
gary.

Grunting ox.

The grunting ox has a short head^ abroad nose^

and thick hanging lips. His ears are large, cov-
ered externally with coarse, bristly, hairs, and
pointing downwards, but not pendulous. His
horns are short, slender, round, upright, and sharp

pointed, and bend inwards ; they are remote from
each other at the bases ; and the hair forms a long
curling tuft between them. The whole body is

covered with long hair, much like that of a he-

goat ; and of so considerable a length on the in-

ferior part of the body, as to cover half the legs.

His hoofs are large ; upon each of the hinder feet

there are two tufts of hair, one before, the other

behind ; on each of the fore feet there is only one
tuft, which is placed behind. The shoulders are

loaded with a bunch. The tail is long and
bushy.

This animal is commonly black all over the

body, except on the front, tllie mane, the ridge of
the back, and the tail : these parts are white.

The horns of the tame animals of this species

have been observed to vary in colour, from red

to black ; and to be sometimes white as ivory.

Some have no horns, but so thick a frontal bone,

that it is very difficult to knock them down with
an ax.

There is probably a greater and smaller variety

il
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of the grunting ox ; the former much exceeding
the bulk of our common cattle.

The voice of these animals is remarkable : in-

itead of lowing, like the former species of this

genus/ they grunt like a hog. In their manner
they are ferocious. Though susceptible of do-

mcstication, they retain^ even in a tame state, their

natural ferocity. When red, or other gaudy co-

lours strike their eyes, thty are instantly agitated

with fury ; their eye-balis glare ; they raise and
move their tails ; and even shake the w^hole body.

The wild breed, denominated bucha, are very

dangerous. If the hunter only wounds one of

these^ without killing him on the spot, he turns

and pursues the assailant ; and, if he overtakes

him, raises him on his horns, and tosses him to

death.—Tl>ey are used as beasts of burden ; and

their milk is a valuable object of commerce among
the Tartars. Even the genuine breed were so

tame, as to submit to draw the waggons of the

wandering Tartars. The owners used to disarm

them, by cutting oflf the tops of their horns.

The stomach of the grunting bull is said to

afford a bezoar highly esteemed by the nations

of the East ; but the tail is still more valuable.

It is one of the chief articles of commerce which
Tibet affords. Mounted on a silver handle, it

f(tfms the cbowraw or fly-brush, so necessary, and

so generally used through India. People of

fashion, both when they walk abroad, and when
they appear in ceremony at home, are constantly

attended by two servants, with brushes of this

kind, (chowrabadars) whose business is to drive

away the flies. The tail of this animal is 'Hso

fastened, as an ornament, to tlie ear of the ele-

phant. The Chinese adorn their bonnets with

tufts of the hair which «t affords, dyed red.
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With the Mongali, and with most of the other

eastern nations^ the cow is an object of worship ;

andt accordiiigtj^ this animal is often respectfully

mentioned in their sacred books.

fr.i, Buffalo.

The buffalo is considerably larger and stronger

thin the ox. His horns extend for a considerable

length in an horizontal direction from their bases^

and then bend upwards ; they arc not round, but
flattened ; and on one side sharp. His skin is

black ; his hair thin and short ; his tail bare
;

and his forehead adorned with a tuft of curling

hair. The body of the buffalo is thicker and
shorter, his legs longer, and his head smaller in

proportion to the size of his body, than that of
the ox ; his ears arc also larger, and his skin

thicker and harder. His eyes are white ; his nose

broad and square ; and he has no dewlap. His
body is of a : square form ; his tail shorter and
more slender than that of our common cattle. Th«
horns of these animals are sometimes amazingly
large. In the British Museum there is one six

feet six inches long, weighing twenty-one pounds^
and sufficiently capacious to hold five quarts.

The buffalo exists both in a tame and a wild
itate. The wild buffalo is very fierce and dan-

gerous, if attacked. He is afraid of fire, and
even provoked at the sight of any thing red-co-

loured. He delights to wallow in mud, is fond
of the bjinks of rivers, And is an excellent $\Vim-

mer.

Even the tame buffalo is a violent and udtract^

able animal ; HeXt to the ho^, the dirtiest of do-^

mestic animals ; ungraceful in his appearance, and
twkvrard in his motions. His voice is deeper and

TOfc. lU R r
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sf,ron^er than that of the bull ; and hii benow*
inff hideously frightful.

Notwithstanding the general resemblance which
the form of the buffalo beilrs to that of the com-
mon oxt yet the ox and the buffalo are distinct

species. They refuse to copulate together ; the

female buffalo will not suffer a common calf to

suck her, nor will the cow suckle a young buffalo

;

the female buffalo goes tweWe months with young

;

our cows only nine.

The milk of the buffalo^ though generally in-

ferior in quality to that of the cow, is used for

the same purposes ; in those countries in which
the species is domestic, it affords a great deal of

cheese. The flesh of this animal is also eaten ;

but it is black and hard^ has a disagreeable taste,

and a more disagreeable imell. The only part

that can be called good eatine is the tongue. The
akin is more Taluable than the flesh ; it is solid,

pretty flexible, and almost impenetrable ; and it

accordingly prepared into excellent buff. The
horns are employed in yarious manufactures. The
strength and size of the buffalo render him su-

perior to the ox as a beast for the draught. A
ring, passed through his nose, enables the driyer

to manage him. He carries his head and neck

low ; and of consequence the whole streng^ of

the body is employed in drawing. These ad?an-

taget of size and carriage are to considerable^

that two buffaloes will draw as much as four

strong horses.

The buffalo ii a naiiye of the warm cli-

mates. These animals abound in India, Abyssinia,

Egyptj and in the neighbourhood of the uape of

Good Hope. They exist in a wild state in Ma-
iabar^ Borpeo, and Ceylon. The negroes of Ma-
labar, and of Guinea, where tfiey are also nume-
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roui, are fond of hunting them. They mount a
tree, or hide in a thicket^ and ihoot the buffalo af

he passes.

In Abjssinia, the buffalo grows twice as large

as our ox. On account, as well of his enormous
the, as of the thickness and blackness of his skin,

he has there obtained a name ligoifiring taurele*

phas.

In India^ the tame buffalo is more peaceable
and tractable than in any other country. In Egypt
too, this animal is sufficieatly manageable.

It is said to be a singular sight to see, morning
and evening, large herds of them cross the Tigris

and Euphrates. They proceed, all wedged against

each other, the herdsmen ridine on one of them,
sometimes standing upright, ana sometimes couch-
ing down ; and if any of the exterior ones are out
of order, stepping lightly from back to back, to

drive them along.

A very singular circumstance relative to these

animals, is recorded by those who completed the

voyage to the Pacific Ocean, begun by Captain

Cook. When at Pulo Condore they procured

eight buffaloes, which were to'be conducted to the

ships, by ropes put through their nostrils and round
their boms ; but when these were brought within

sight of the ship's people, they became so furious

that some of them tore out the cartilage of their

nostrils, and set themselves at liberty ; and others

broke down even the shrubs to which it was fre-

quently found necessary to fasten them. All at-

tempts to get them on board would have* proved

fruitless, had it not been for some children whom
the animals would suffer to approach them, and
by' whose puerile, management their rage was
quickly appeased ; and when the animals were
brought to the beach, it was by their assistance in

twisting the ropes about their legs, that the moa
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were enabled io throw them down, and dy that

means get them into the boats. And what appears

to have been no less singular than this circumstance

was, that they had not been a day on boards before

they became perfectly gentle.

The buffalo is also an inhabitant, or, at least

an occasional visitant of the Gold Coast of Guinea.

Bosmau relates, that these animals are found all

•ver Guinea ; but in such small numbers, that one

of them is scarce to be seen in three or four years.

On the Slave Coast, they are sometimes found in

great numbers. Those in this tract of country

appear to be of the same form and character with

those in the neighbourhood of the Cape. They
are of a red colour. Bosman mentions that those

which he saw, though very swift, had the appear-

ance of being lame.

In the large island of Sumatra, in the East In-

dies, the buffalo, called by the natives carbovv, is

the principal domestic animal. The buffalo of

that island seems to possess some peculiar charac-

teristics, and must therefore be regarded as a

distinct variety. Like the other buffaloes that have

been already described, the buffalo of Sumatra has

a large, heavy body, short legs, and large hoofs

;

its horns turn backwards, but sometimes point for-

wards,and are always in the plane of the forehead.

The tail is slender, reaches only to the middle joint

of the leg, and terminates in a bunch of hair. The
female goes nine months with calf; and suckles

her calf for six. When crossing a river she carries

her young on her back. The voice of the animal

is a weak, sharp cry, very unlike the lowing of

oxen.

These bofikloes, as well as those of other coun-
tries, delight to roll io mud and water. They
display great dexterity in throwing the water with

the horn over their back and sides^ when there is
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Bot cufficient depih to cover them. The mud«
mixed with the water, forms a crust on their skins^

bj which they are preserved from the stinging of

insects ; which^ on account of the thinness of their

hair^ must otherwise prove very troublesome to

them. Their proprietors light fires at night, to

afford them an opportunity of drying the mud on
their bodies, by exposing themselves to the smoke.
Even of these Sumatran buffaloes there are two

varieties, the white and the black. Both are em-
ployed in labour ; but the white arc scarce ever

killed for food. Different reasons have been as-

signed for this exemption ; some of the natives

say, that the white are suffered to live uninjured,

because they are accounted sacred ; others say,

that the only reason is the inferior quality of their

flesh.

In Sumatra, the buffalo displays considerable

docility and address. It is taught to lift the shafts

of a cart with its horns, and place the yoke fixed

to them across its own neck. The rest of the har-

i]ess consists of a breast-band, and a string passing

through the cartilage ofthe nose. This animal is

not capable of undergoing much fatigue ; any ex-

traordinary exertions, especially in the heat oi .the

day, are likely to put an end to its life. The
female buffalo affords better milk than the cow of

Sumatra, but that not in so large a quantity.

Wild buffaloes are also known in the same island.

They are considered, not as an originally wild

breed, but as stray cattle, and are therefore distin-

guished by the name of carbow gellan. They are

gregarious ; and it is remarkable, that in herds

they are not »o ready to attack the passenger as

when met singly. Like the turkey, they discover

an antipathy at jed colours. They are as swift
ui runnin**" as an ordinar*' horse. When alarmed
or attacked^ they flee for a short distance ; then
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face about, and form into a regular body ; and,
when the cause of their apprehensions advances
nearer, again take to flight ; thus tfaej alternately

retreat and face about till they gain some place
of security. Among the inhabitants of the forest,

the tiger is their principal enemy : but only the fe-

males and the weaker males fall a prey to his rapa-

cilv.

An animal of this species, but almost naked,

and considerably smaller than those which have
been described, was, a number of years ago, exhi-

, bited in London, under the name of bonasus. Its

rump and thighs were quite bare ; the hairs, thin-

ly scattered over the rest of the body, were bristly

;

the rump was marked with two dusky stripes,

pointing d6wnward«'; the thighs with two transverse

stripes ; its horns were compressed sideways, taper,

and sharp at the points. It was said to come from
the East Indies.

In the Celebes, there is an animal of the size of

a middling sheep, which appears to be a variety of

the buffalo. It is called anoa ; is a gregarious ani-

mal ; and is found in small herds on the mountains

of those islands, which abound in caverns. It is

exceedingly difficult to take any of these creatures

;

and even in confinement, they are so remarkably

fierce as to rip up the bellies of stags kept in the

same paddock.
Ceylon affords a peculiar sort of an ox, which

may, perhaps, be referred to this species. Its back
stands up in a sharp ridge ; its legs are white half

way up ; and it is called the gauvera. Mr. Pen*

nant mentions his having received information that

there are hunched-backed oxen in that island ; and

thinks these the animals intended in the aborc de-

scription. ,
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Musk ox.

This animal, which is only mentioned by Buf-
fon as having a strong smell of musk, and as being,

on account of that quality, distinguished by most
travellers under the name of musk ox, is consider-

ed by Mr. Pennant, with sufficient propriety, it

would appear, as a separate species.

The horns of the musk ox seem almost to join

at the base ; as they rise, they bend inwards and
downwards for a great part of their length ;

but near their termination, turn outwards. Near
the base, the horn measures two feet round ; it

tapers towards its extremity, and is sharp at the

point. Measured alon^ the curvature, its length

is only two feet. The head and body of this ani-

mal are covered all over with dark red silky hairs,

which are so long as to trail on the ground, and
hide the proportions of its shape. Its shoulders

rise in a lump ; and its legs and tail are very

short ; it is not so tall as a deer ; but its body is

more bulky. ,

The following more accurate description of a

cow of this species we borrow from Mr. Pennant,

who formed it from a complete skin, which he was
tiicky enough to obtain : the nostrils are long and
open ; the two middle cutting teeth broad and sharp-

edged ; the three on each side of these small and
truncated. The lips are covered with short white

h&irs on the fore part, and with pale brown hairs

on the sides. The hair extending down the middle
of the forehead is long and erect ; that on the

cheeks and the throat long and pendulous, so as to

form a long beard. On the neck, the sides, and
the rump, the hair depends in the same manner,
and reaches nearly to the ground. Between the

bicder part of the head and the shoulders there
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is a thick upright mane of yerjr long^ soft hair.

Between the bases of the two horns the hair is

partly white, and partly of a light rust colour;
the mane, which extends to the middle of the back^

but becomes gradually narrower towards tliat

part, is a reddish dun. On the middle of the

back is a large roundish bed of hairs, only threa

inches in length, and entirely white upon the

surface ; but near the roots of a pale brown co-

lour. The hairs upon the other parts of the body
are entirely black. The black hair is the longest,

measuring not less than seventeen inches. That
between the horns, with the mane running to the

middle of the back, is finer and softer than any

human hair ; and the white bed on the middle of

the back is almost of the same nature as woo).

Under the hair, all over the body, the animal

is covered with ash coloured wool, most exqui*

sitely fine.

The length of the hide, from the nose to the

tail, is about six feet four inches. The head alone

measures fourteen inches. The] legs appear to be

little more than a foot long. The horns are pla-

ced exactly on the sides of the head ; they are

of a whitish colour ; the space between them is

nine inches ; the length of the horn is thirteen

inches and a half ; at the base it is eight inches

and a half round ; it is bent the same way as that

of the bull. The ears are three inches long, and

stanci erect ; they are slender and even, sharp at

the points, but broad in the middle ; they are

covered with a thick lining of dusky hair, mark-

ed with a white stripe. The hoofs are short,

broad, and black ; the false hoofs large in pro-

portion to these. The tail is a mer« stump, three

inches long, and concealed by jerj long hair.

These animals are confined within_a not very

exteauve tract in Nottb Amedc». They appear
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little farther south than in the country between
Churchill river and the river of Seals, on the west

side of Hudson's Bay ; from thence they inhabit

to the latitude of 73° north, beyond which the

human inhabitants of those regions have not pene -

trated. They are most numerous between the

latitudes of 6G° and 73°. They are also found in

the land of the Cris or Cristinaux and the Assini-

poels, as well as among the Attimospiquay^ a na-

tion supposed to inhabit about the head of the

river of Seals^ probably at no great distance from
the South Sea ; and it appears that they extend

southward, even to the provinces of Quivera and
Cibola. Some skulls of animals of this species have
been found on the mossy plains near the mouth of

the Oby, near Siberia ; but as the species is not

known to inhabit thai country at present, it has been
conjectured that the carcases to which these

skulls belonged, may have been floated on masses
of ice from America; or the species may have
been once common to both Asia and America.

These' animals seldom visit tracts of wood, but
delight in rocky barren mountains. They run
swiftly, and display great dexterity in climbing
locks.

They are shot by the Indians for their flesh and
skins. The flesh tastes strongly of musk ; and
the heart particularly is so njuch infected as to be

scarce eatable. The rest of the body, however,
is very wholesome food. The Indians use the

skins as blankets ; they also dispose of both tise

flesh and skins at the forts of the Europeans ;

bringing them down every winter in considerable

quantities. The hair is so amazingly fine, that

stockings have been made of it finer than silk.

VOL. II. s s
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Arnee

This is an Indian species, known chiefly from

its vast horns, which are sometimes seen in mu-
seums, and from Indian paintings^ in which it is

occasionally represented.

In the work of Mr. Kerr, it is said to have

been met with by a British officer in the woods
above Bengal, and to have been about fourteen

feet hi^h, which is to be understood of the mea-
sure from the hoofs to the top of the horns. It

is said to partake of the form of the horse, the bull,

and the deer, and to be a very bold and daring ani-

mal. Mr. Kerr in his publication adds a figure of

this species from an Indian painting. In this paint-

ing the animal appears, in proportion to the human
figures standing near, to be at least eight feet

high at the shoulders. It is of a black colour,

quite smooth, and without either protuberance or

mane. Horns of the animal exist in the British,

E.ad other museums.

Cape buffalo.

Th£ savage disposition of this animal renders

it well known about the Cape of Good Hope,
and in the several other parts of Africa where it

is found. It is very large and enormously strong.

The fore parts of the body are covered with long,

coarse, and black hair. The horns are thick,

and rugged at the base, sometimes measuring

three feet in length, and lying so flat as to cover

almost all the top of the head. The ears are

large and slouching. The body and limbs are

very thick and muscular ; and the animal is

above eigkt feet long, and six in height. The head
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hangs down^ and bears a most fierce and malevo-
lent aspect.

In the plains of Gaffraria the buffaloes are so

common that it is by no means unusual to see u

hundred and fifty, or two hundred of them in a

herd. They generally retire to the thickets and
woods in the day time, and at night go out into

the plains to graze.

Treacherous in the extreme, they frequently

conceal themselves among the trees, and there

stand lurking till soqne unfortunate passenger

comes by, when the animal at once rushes out into

the road, and attacks the traveller, who has no
chance ,to escape but by climbing up a tree, if he

is fortunate enough to be near one. Flight is of

no avail, he is speedily overtaken by the furious

beast, vfho, not contented with throwing him
down and killing him, stands over him even for a

long time afterwards, trampling him with his

hoofs, and crushing him with his knees ; and not

only mangles and tears the body to pieces with his

horns and teeth, but likewise strips off the skin,

by licking it with his tongue. Nor does he per-

form all this at once, but often retires to some
distance from the body, and returns with savage

ferocity to gratify afresh his cruel inclination.

As Professor Thunberg was travelling in Gaf-

fraria, he and his companions had just entered a

wood, when they discovered a large old male

buffalo, lying quite alone, in a spot that, for the

space of a few square yards, was free from bushes.

The animal no sooner observed the guide, who
went first, than, with a horrible roar, be rushed

upon him. The fellow turned his horse short

round behind a large tree, and the buffalo rushe<l

»traight forwards to the next man, and gored his

hofse 10^ dreadfully in the belly that it died soon

9£Us, Tliese two climbed into Uosb, %v4 the fa-
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rious animal made his way towards the rest, of

whom the Professor was one, who were ap-

proaching, but at some distance. A horse with-

out a rider was in the front ; as soon as the buf-

falo saw him he became more outrageous than

before, and attacked him with such fury, that

he not only drove his horns into the horse's breast,

but even out again through the very saddle.

This horse was thrown to the ground with such

excessive violence, that he instantly died, and

many of his bonrs were broken. Just at this mo-
ment the Professor happened to come up, hut

from the narrowness of the path having no room
to turn round, he was glad to abandon his horse,

and take refuge in a tolerably high tree. The
buffalo, however, had finished ; for after the des-

truction of the second horse, he turned suddenly

round, and galloped away.

Some time after this, the Professor and his party

ecpied an extremely large herd of buffaloeo grazing

on a^ plain. Being now sufficiently apprized of the

disposition of these animals, and knowing that they

would not attack any person in the open plains^

they approached within forty paces, and fired

amongst them. The whole troop, notwithstanding

the individual intrepidity of the animals, surprised

by the sudden flash and report, turned about, and
made off towards the woods. The wounded buffa-

loes separated from the rest of the herd from
inability to keep pace with them. Amongst these

was 'an old bull buffalo, which r^n with fury

towards the party. They knew that, from the si-

tuation of the eyes of these animals, they could see

in scarcely any other direction than straight for-

ward ; and that in an open plain, if a man that was
pursued darted out of the course, and threw himself

flat on the ground^ they would gallop off to a con-

BiaeraDie aisiance oeiore luey missed uim. iuese
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circumstances prevented their suffering any material

alarm. The animal, from this contrivance, passed

close by them, and fell before he appeared to have
discovered his error. Such, however, was his

strength, that notwithstanding the ball had entered

his chest, and penetrated through the greatest part

of his body, he ran at full speed several hundred
paces before he fell.

The Cape buffalo is frequently hunted, both by
Europeans, and by the natives of South Africa.

In Caffraria he is generally killed by means of
javelins, which the inhabitants use with considera-

ble dexterity. When a Caffrc has discovered the

place where several buffaloes are collected together,

he blows a pipe, made of the thigh bone of a sheep,

which is heard at a great distance. The moment
his comrades hear this notice they run up to the

spot, and surrounding the animals, which they take

care to approach by degrees, lest they should alarm

them, throw their javelins at them. This is gene-

rally done with so sure an aim that out of eight or

twelve, it is very rarely that a single one escapes.

It sometimes happens, however, that while the

buffaloes are running off, some one of the hunters

who stands in the way is tossed and killed ; but
this is a circumstance not much regarded by the

Caffrarians. When the chase is ended, each one cuts

off and takes away his share of the game.
Some Europeans at the Cape once chased a buf-

falo, and having driven him into a narrow place, he

turned round, and instantly pushed at one of his

pursuers, who had on a red waistcoat. The man,
to save his life, ran to the water, plunged in, and
swam off J the animal followed him so closely that

the poor fellow had no alternative but that of

diving. He dipped overhead, and the buffalo,

losing sight of him, swam on towards the opposite
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shore^ three miles distant^ and, as was supposed^

would have reached it, had he not been shot by a

gun from a ship lying at a little distance. The skin

was presented to the governor of the Cape, who had
it stuffed, and placed it among his collection of

curiosities.

Like the hog, this animal is fond of wallowing in

the mire. His flesh is lean, but juicj, and of a
high flavour. The hide is so thick and tough,

that targets, musket-proof, are formed of it ; and
even while the animal is alive, it is said to be in

many parts impenetrable to a leaden musket- ball

;

balls hardened with a mixture of tiii^ are, there-

fore, always used, and even these are often flattened

by the resistance. Of the skin, the strongest and
best thongs for harness are made. The Hottentots,

who never put themselves to any great trouble in

dressing their victuals, cut the buffalo's flesh into

slices, and then smoke, and at the same time half

broil it, over a few coals. They also frequently

eat it in a state of putrefaction. They dress the

hides by stretching them on the ground with stakes,

afterwards strewing them over with warm ashcs^

and then with a knife scraping off the hair.

HORSE TRIBE.

Thk animals of this tribe perform various and

essential, services to mankind. All the species, ex-

cent one, have single hoofs ; this, however, which

is an inhabitant of the mountains ofSouth America,

has divided hoofs, as in the several kinds of cattle.
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Tliev all fight by biting, and kicking •^ith their

hind tV«t ; and they have the singular property of

breathing only through their nostrils.,

They are gregarious, and in a wild state inhabit

the most retired deserts. Of the six species row
known, only one has been discovered as a native of
the new continent, tHe rest being confined to Africa

and Asia.

The gcpi rit cl^victers of the horse arn six

fiarallel fro^^t teeth iu the upper, and six in the

ower jnw, the i utter somewhat projecting. There
is aho die canine tooth on each side, in both jawsj

remote from th^ rest.

Common horse.

The horse is known among most nations in the

world, in a domestic state. In gracefulness of

form and dignity of carriage, he appears superior

to every other quadruped. Among all the inferior

animals, man has found no other servant equally

manageable and useful with the horse. He is

lively and high spirited, yet gentle and tractable ;

vigorous and active ; keen and ardent in his exer-

tions, yet firm and persevering. He seems equally

qualified for all the diiferent purposes for which man
can employ his services ; he submits peaceably to the

draught ; rejoices in the race ; in hunting, seems

to catch the eagerness of his rider, and disdains

PM every ^^ itatie ; on the road, proceeds cheerfully,

and seems to acqnire for his master the attachment
of a companion ; in war, he learns to perform every

evolution with the utmost dexterity, and displays

a degree of ardour for battle which the courage
even of the bravest soldier cannot exceed. He is

liable to several diseases, though not to such a
variety as his master. To some of these he would,
nn doubt, be naiiimllv «iihipnt in anv itate ; others
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of them are occasioned by our wanton abuse of

this noble animal ; and others, perhaps the greater

number, he owes to our ill-directed fondness and
care. He feeds upon grass and grain ; fights with

his hoofs and teeth ;' defends himself from flics

with his tail. The skin of this animal ia used for

collars and harness, and other similar purposes ;

and the hair for chair bottoms, floor cloths, and
fishing lines. The flesh is eaten by some rude
nations, among whom the animal abounds ; the

milk of the mare is also drunk ; and the Kalmyks
and Mongals prepare from it a spirit of considera-

ble strength. The period of gestation is two hun-
dred and ninety days. The mare suckles her

foal with fondness, and defends it from injury.

The young horse, or mare, does not acquire the

canine teeth till the age of five years. The voice

of this animal is peculiar ; we call it neighing.

Horses are known to live, when their days are not

shortened by ill usage, commonly to the age of

five and twenty or thirty years ; and sometimes to

forty or fifty : such as are remarkably large sel-

dom live so long as those of a moderate size.

The horse, like the other tame animals, has, no

doubt, been originally domesticated by human art.

Wild horses are still found in various parts

of the world. But this species of animals have

been so long known in a domestic state, and their

useful qualities have caused them to be difl'used

80 generally over the globe, that it is impossible to

discover, with any degree of certainty, of what
country they were originally natives. Wild horses

are found in the country lying around the lake

Aral ; oxx the river Tom, in the southern part of

Siberia ; in the great IVIongalian deserts ; and

among the Kalkas, north-west of China. These

horses are smaller than the domestic ; their hair,

particularly in winter, is very thick, and of a mouse
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colour. Tlieir heads are larger, in proportion
to their bodies, than those of the tame horses ;

and their foreheads remarkably arched. They
herd together in large companies, and often
gather round the horses of the Mongals and
Kalkas, while grazing in the fields, and carry them
off among them. They are observed to be very
watchful of their common safety. While the herd
is feeding, one of their number is placed as senti-

nel on an eminence ; when danger of any kind ap-
prcaches, he warns his fellows by neighing, and
they all betake themselves to flight with the ut-
most velocity. Yet the Kalmuks frequently sur-

prise them, ric!-3 in among the herds, on very fleet

tame horses, and kill them with broad lances.

Hawks are also used in taking the wild horses

;

those birds are taught to fix on the forehead of
the quadruped, where they tease and distress it in

such a manner, as to prevent it from escaping its

pursuer.

In the wilds of Africa too, the horse is said to

be found in a state of nature. In the country ad-

joining to the Cape of Good Hope, numbers of
wild horses are found. Their size is small, their

dispositions vicious ; and no art, we are told, can

succeed in taming them. The negroes kill them
for eating.

In the deserts on each side of the river Don,
particularly towards the Palus Maeotis and the

town of Backmut, there are a race of wild horses,

which are known to be the progeny of the Russian

horses that were turned loose from the siege of

Asoph in the year 1697, for want of forage. The
Cossacks chase and kill these for their skins.

When they happen to take a young one, it is do-

mesticated by coupling it, for a few months, with

a tame horse. These are much stronger than the

came horses of the country. The horsei of the

Tt
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Tartars copulate and breed \rith the wild horses^

which carry them off : the offspring produced hy
this intermixture are distinguishable by their co-

lours. In Spanish America^ there are vast herds

of wild horses. But they are known to have been

originally introduced by the Spaniards, when they

first conquered that country. Being suffered to

run about in those extensive and unappropriated

fields and forests, witliout restraint or culture,

they ha7e become strangers to man, and have mul-
tiplied so amazingly, that they are now spread

over all the south of the American continent, nearly

to the Straits of Magellan. The inhabitants of

those regions are not without arts for taking them.

When taken, they are easily famed ; and though
suffered to return to their former state of freedom,

they never afterwards forget their masters. An-
tient authors mention wild horses as inhabitants

of many other countries. Herodotus speaks of a

race of white wild horses that were found on the

banks of- the river Hypanis in Scythia, and men-
tions another tribe in the north of Thrace, whose
hair was five inches long all over the body. Strabo

«peaks of wild horses on the Alps, and in Spain.

Cardan, who visited Scotland in the minority of

queen Mary, and had the honour of curing Hamil-
ton, archbishop of St. Andrew's, of a dangerous
disease, relates, that wild horses then abounded in

his country, and in the Orkney isles. And, in-

deed, we are told, that in the Highlands of Scot-

land, many of that small breed of horses, known
in the low countries by the name of shelties, still

run about, almost wild, among* the hills, in a state

very little different from that^)f the wild horses in

South America. It is worth notice, that the fa-

bulous records in which the earlier history of an-

tient Greece is preserved, represent horses as hav-
UlfT been first dom<^Bfirafor1 hv ih^ inhuhifnnfs of
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Thessaly, a country bordering on Thrace. The
fable of the Centaurs is well known. From every

fact that antient authors have preserved, or mo-
dern travellers relate concerning the horse in a wild
stale, this species of animals appear to have been
destined by nature for inhabitants, not merely of
one or two diflerent tracts of country, but of a
considerable part of the globe. An animal so

useful and so friendly to man^ is happily qualified

to be his servant and companion in maiay varieties

of climate, and through a great diversity of local

circumstances.

But of all countries in the world, where the

horse runs wild, Arabia produces the most beau-
tiful breed, the most generous, swift, and perse-

vering. They are said to be found, though not

in great numbers, in the deserts of that coun-
try ; and the natives use every stratagem to take

them. Although they are active and b|autiful,

yet they are not so large as those that are bred up
tame ; they are of a brown colour, their mane and
tail very short, and the hair black and tufted.

Their swiftness is incredible ; the attempt to pur-

,sue them in the usual manner of the chase, with

dogs, would be entirely fruitless. Such is the

rapidity of their flight, that they are instantly out

of view, and the dogs themselves give up the vain

pursuit. The only method, therefore, of taking

them is by traps, hidden in the sand, which en-

tangling their feet, the hunter at length comes

up, and either kills them or carries them home
alive. If the horse be young, he is considered

among the Arabians as a very great delicacy ; and

they feast upon him while any part is found re-

maining ; but if, from his shape or vigour, he

promises to be serviceable in his more noble capa-

city, they take the usual methods of faming him,
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by fatigue and hunger, and he soon becomes an
useful domestic animal.

The usual manner of trjing their swiftness, is by
hunting the ostrich ; the hoi'se is the only animal

whose speed is comparable to that of this creature^

which is found in the sandy plains, with which
those countries abound. The instant the ostrich

perceives itself aimed at, it makes to the mountains,

while the horseman pursues with all the swiftness

possible, and endeavours to cut off its retreat.

The chase then continues along the plain, while the

ostrich makes use of both legs and wings to assist

its motion. However, a horse of the first speed

is able to out-run it ; so that the poor animal is

then obliged to have recourse to art to elude the

hunter, by frequently turning : at length, finding

all escape hopeless, it hides it head wherever it

can, and suffers itself to be tamely taken. If the

horse, ii^ a trial of this kind, shovi^s great speed,

and is not readily tired, his price becomes propor-

tionably great, and there are some horses valued at

a thousand ducats.

But the horses thus caught, or trained in this

manner, are at present but very few ; the value <

of Arabian horses, over all the world, has, in a
great measure, thinned the deserts of the wild
breed ; and there are very few to be found in

those countries, except such as are tame. The
Arabians, as we are told by historians, first be-

gan the management of horses in the time of
Sheque Ismael. Before that, they wandered wild
along the face of the country, neglected and use-

less ; but the native then first began to tame their

fierceness, and to improve their beauty, ; so that

at present they possess a race of the most beautiful

horses in the world, with which they drive a trade,

and furnished the stables of princes at immense

f<

11* iui;».
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*' TlitTe is scarce an Arabian," sajs Buflfon^
" liow poor soever, but is provided with his horse.

They, in general make use of mares in their or-

dinary excursions ; experience having taught them
that tiicy support fatigue, thirst, and hunger, bet-

ter than the horses arc found to do. Thej are also

less vicious, of a gentler nature, and are not so apt

to neigh Thej are more harmless also among
themselves, not so apt to kick or liurt each other,

but remain whole days together without^the least

wiischief The Turks, on the contrary, are not

fond of mares ; and the Arabians sell them such
horses as they do not choose to keep for stallions

at home. They preserve the pedigree of their

liorses with great care, and for several ages back.

They know their alliances and all their genealogy ;

they distinguish the races by different names, and
divide them into three classes. The first is that

of the nobles, the antient breed, and unadulterated

on either side : the second i.j that of the antient

race, but adulterated ; and the third is that of

the common and inferior kind : the last thev sell

at a low price ; but those of the first class, and
evfen of the second, amongst which are found
horses of eqiial value to the former, are sold ex-

tremely dear. They know, by long experience,

the race of a horse by his appearance ; they can
tell the name, the surname, the colour, and the

marks properly belonging to each. When they

are not possessed of stallions of the noble race

tliemselves, for their mares, they borrow from
their neighbours, paying a proper price as with

us, and receive a written attestation of the whole.

In this attestation is contained the name of the

horse and the mare, and their respective genealo-

gies. When the mare has produced her foal, new
witnesses are called, and a new attestation signed,

ih which are described the marks of the foal^ and

I! I
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the day noted when it was brought forth. These
attestations increase the value of the horse ; and
they are given to the person who buys him. The
most ordinary mare of this race sells for five hun-
dred crowns ; there are many that sell for a thou-

sand : and some of the very finest for fourteen or

fifteen hundred pounds. As the Arabians have
no other house but a tent to live in, 4;his also serves

them for a stable ; so that the mare^ the foal, the

husbandf the wife, and the children, lie all toge.

ther indiscriminately ; the little children are often

seen upon the body or the neck of the mare, while

these continue inoffensive and harmless, permitting

them thus to play with and caress them without
any injury. The Arabians never beat their horses

;

they treat them gently ; they speak to them, and
seem to hold a discourse ; they use them as friends

;

they never attempt to increase their spee^ by the

whip, nor spur them but in cases of necessity.

However, when this happens, they set off with
amazing swiftness ; th<^y leap over obstacles with
as much agility as a buck ; and, if the rider hap-
pens to fall, ' they are so manageable that they

stand still in the midst of their most rapid career.

The Arabian horses are of a middle size^ easy in

their motions, and rather inclined to leanness than
fat. They are regularly dressed every morning
and evening, and with such care, that not the

smallest roughness is left upon their skins. They
wash the legs, the mane, and the tail, which they

never cut ; and which they seldom comb, lest they

should thin the hair. They give them nothing
to eat during the day ; they only give them io drinic

once or twice j and at sun-set they hang a bag io

their heads, in which there is about half a bushel

of clean barley. They continue eating the whole
night, and the bag is again taken away the next

morning. They are turned out to pasture in the
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beginning of March, when the grass'is pretty high^
at which time the mares are given to thean

stallion. When the spring is past, they take them
again from pasture, and they get neither grass
nor hay during the rest of the year ; barley ig

their only food, except now and then a little straw.

The mane of the foal is always clipped when about
a year or eighteen' months old, in order to make
it stronger and thicker. They begin to break
them at two years old, or two years and half at

farthest ; they never saddle or bridle them till at

that age ; and then they are always kept ready
saddled at the door of the tent, from morning till

sun-set, in order to be prepared against any sur-

prise. They at present seem sensible of the great

advantage their horses are to the country ; there

is a law, therefore, that prohibits the exportation

pf the mares, and such stallions as are brought into

England are generally purchased on the eastern

shores of Africa, <and come round to us by the Cape
of Good Hope. They art; in general less in stature

tlian our own, being not above fourteen, or four-

teen hands and a half high ; their motions are

much more graceful and swifter than of our own
horses ; but, nevertheless, their speed is far from
being equal ; they run higher from the ground ;

their stroke is not so long and close ; and they are

far inferior in bottom. Still, however, they must
be considered as the first and finest bried in the

world ; and that from which all others have de-

rived their particular qualifications. It is even

probable that Arabia is the original country of

horses ; since there, instead of crossing the breeds

they take every precaution to keep it entire. In

other countries they must continually change the

races, or their horses would soon degenerate ; but
there the fame blood has past down through a lon^
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succession, without any diminution either of force

or beauty."

The race of Arabian horses has spread itself

into Barbary, among the Moors, and has even ex-

tended across that extensive continent to the westera

shores of Africa. Among the negroes of Gambia
and Senegal, the chiefs of the country are possessed

of horses ; which, though little, are very beautiful,

and extremely manageable. Instead of barley,

they arc fed in those countries with maize, bruised

and reduced into meal, and mixed up with milk
when they] design to fatten them. These are con-

sidered as next to the Arabian horses, both for

swiftness and beauty ; but they are rather still

smaller than the former. The Italians have a

peculiar sport, in which horses of this breed run

against each other. They have no riders, but

saddles so formed as to flap against the horses!

sides as they move, and thus to spur them forward.

They are set to run in a kind of railed walk, about
a mile long, out of whioh they never attempt to

escape ; but, when they once set forward, they

never stop, although the walk from one end to

the other is covered with a crowd of spectators,

which opens and gives way as the horses approach.

Our horses would scarcely, in this manner, face a

crowd, and continue their speed, without a rider,

through the midst of a multitude ; and, indeed,

it is a little surprising how in such a place, the

horses find tlveir own way. However, what our

English horses may want in sagacity, they make
up by their swiftness ; and it has been found upon
computation, that their speed is nearly one fourth

greater, even carrying a rider, than that of the

swiftest barb without one.

The Arabian breed has been diffused into Egypt

ts well at Barbary, and into Persia also ; where,
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it we are told by Marcut Paulus, there ire ttudi

of ten thousand white mares all together, very fleet,

and with the hoof so hard^ that shoeing is unne*
cessary. In these countries, they in general girc
their horses the same treatment that they give
in Arabia, except that they litter them upon a bed
of their own dung, dried in the sun, and then
reduced to powder. When this^» which is spread

under the horse about five inches thick, is moisten-

ed, they dry it again, and spread it as before. The
horses of these countries a good deal resemble

each other. They are usually of a slender make,
their legs fine, bony, and far apart ; a thin mane,
a fine crest ; a beautiful head : the ear small and
well pointed ; the shoulder thin ; the side rounded,

without any unsightly prominence ; the croup is

a little of the longest, and the tail is generally set

high. The race of horses, however, is much de-
generated in Numidia ; the natives having been
discouraged, from keeping the breed up by the

Turks, who seize upon all the good horses, with*

out paying the owners the smallest gratuity for

their care in bringing them up. The Tingitanians

and Egyptians have now, therefore, the fame of

rearing the finest horses, both for size and beauty.

The smallest ofthese lust are usually sixteen hands

high ; and all of them shaped, as they express it,

with the elegance of an antelope.

Next to the barb, travellers generally raok tbt

Spanish genette. These horses, like the former,

are little, but extremely swift and beautiful.

The head is something of the largest ; the mane
thick ; the ears long, but well pointed ; the eyes

filled with fire ; the shoulder thickish, and the

breast full and large. The croup round and
large : the legs beautiful, and without hair ; the

pastern a little of the longest, as in the barb, and

the hoof rather too high . Nevertheless, they movt
V0|. II, V u
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y/'xih great ease, and carry them8e1ve!i eitremel?
well. Their most usual colour is black, or a dark
bay. They seldom or never have v«'hite legs, or

^vhitc snip. The Spaniards, who ha ye a ground-
less aversion to these marks, never breed from such

as have thenr. Thev arc all branded on the but-

tock with the owner's name ; and those of the

province of Andalusia pass for the best. Thes<!;

are said to possess courage, obedience, grace, and
spirit, in a greater degree than evcii the barb ;

and, for this reason, they have been preferred as

war-horses to those of any other country.

The Italian horses were once more beautiful

than they arc at present, for they have greatly neg-

lected the breed. Nevertheless, there are still

found some beautiful horses among them, particu-

larly among the Neapolitans, who chiefly use them
for the draught. In general, they have large

heads and thick necks. They are also restive, and

consequently unmanageable. These faults, how-
ever, are recompensed by the largeness of their size.

by their spirit, and the beauty of their motion.

They are excellent for show, and have a peculiar

aptitude to prance.

The Danish horses are of such an excellent size,

and 30 strong a make, that they arc preferred to

all others for the draught. There are some

of them perfectly well shaped ; but this is but sel-

dom seen ; for in general they are found to have a

thick neck, heavy shoulders, long and hollow back,

and a narrow croup : however, they all move well,

and are found excellent both for parade and war.

They are of all colours, and often of whimsical

ones, some being streaked like the tiger, or mottled

like the leopard.

The German horses are originally from Arabian
and Barbary stocks ; nevertheless, they appear to

be small aad ill «h!&n(»d • it is said also, that they
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•re weak and wasliy, with <cndcr hoofs. The
Hungarian horses, on the other haud^ are excel-

lent for the draught, as \vcll as the saddle. The
Hussars, who use them^in war, usuailj slit th^ir

nostrils ; which is done, as it is said, to prevent

their neighing, but, perhaps, without any real

foundation. * • ti^i J' >i

The Dutch breed is good for the draught, and
if generally used for that purpose over Europe :

the best come from the province of Friezlannl.

The Flanders horses are much inferior to the for-

mer ; they have most commonly large heads, flat

feet, and swollen legs ; which are an essential

blemish in horses of this kind.
' The French horses are of various kind ; but
they have few that are good. The best horses

of that country come from Limosin ; they have
a strong resemblance to the barb, and, like them,
are excellent for the chase; but they are slow
in coming to perfection ; they are to be carefully

treated while young, and must not be backed till

they are eight years old. Normandy furnishes

the next best ; which, though not so good for the

chjise, are yet better for war. In general, the

French horses have the fault of being heavy
« shouldered, which is opposite to the fault of the

barb, which is too thin in the shoulder, and is con-

sequently, apt to be shoplder-sHpt.
' Having mentioned the horses most usually known

in Europe, we pass onto those of more distant coun-
tries, of whose horses we can only judge by re-

port. We mentioned the wild horses of America.
Such as are tame, if we may credit the latest re-

ports, are admirable. Great numbers of these are
bred up to the chase, and are chiefly kept for this

purpose, particularly at Quito. Ihe hunters, ai
U!loa informs us, are divided into two classes ;

part ou fooi^ the ather ou horseback : toeone'
I
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buiinesi of the footmen ii to rouie the deer ; and
that of the horiemeu, to hunt it*do>vn. The^ all,

at break of dajj repair to the place appointed,

which is generally on the sijmmit of a hill^ with
every mau hii greyhound.* The horsemen place
themselves on the highest peaks ; whilst those oo
foot range the precipices, making an hideout

noise, in order to start the deer.' Thus the com-
pany eitend themselves three or four leagues, or
more, according to their numbers. On starting

any game, the horse which first perceives it sets o^
and the rider, being unable to guide or stop him,
pursues the chase, sometimes down such a steep

slope, that a man on foot, with the greatest care

eould hardly keep his legs ; from thence he flies

up a dangerous ascent ; or along the side of a
mountain^ so that a person, not used to this exer-

cise, would think it much safer to thvow himself

out of the saddle, than commit his life to the pre-

cipitate ardour of his horse. The other horses

which join in the chase, do not wait for the ridera

to animate them ; they set forward immediately

upon seeing another at full speed ; and it becomes
prudent in the rider to give them their way, and
at the same time to let them ('cd the spur, to

carry him over the precipices. 1 hese horses are

backed and exercised to this method of hunting ;

and their usual pace is. trotting.

There are said to be very good Horses in the

islands of the Archipelago. Those of Crete were

in great reputation among the ancients, for their

swiftness and force;, however, at present they

are but little used, even in the country itself,

because of the unevenness of the ground, ^hich

is tliere very rocky and mountainous. The original

horses of Morocco are much smaller than the Ara-

bian breed ; however, they are very swift and

vigorous. In Tprkey there are to be found
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lioriet of ftlmoit all races : Arabian!, Tartart,

Hungarians, and those natural to the place. The
latter are very beautiful and elegant ; tliejr havt
a great deal of fire, swiftness, and management;
but they are not able to support fatigue ; they eat

little ; they are easily heated ; and they have skint

so sensible, that they can scarcely bear the rubbing
of the stirrup. The Persian horses are, in general^

the most beautiful and most valuable of ail the East.

The pastures in the plains of Media, Persepolii,

Ardebil, and Derbent, are excellent for the purposo
of rearing them ; and there were bred in thoit

places vast numbers, by order of the governmeni
of Persia^ while that country was under any go*
vernment. Pietio deila Valle prefers th^ horses of
Persia to those of Italy ; and informs us, that thev

are in general of a middle size ; and although
some are found even of the smallest stature, yet

that does not impair their beauty or their strength ;

yet, in some places, they are of a very good size,

and as large as the English saddle horses are gene-

rally found to be : they hate all a thin head, A
fine crest, a narrow breast, small ears well placed,

the legs fine, the hoof hard, and the croup beauti-^

ful ; they are docile, spirited, nimble, hardy, ccNK*

rageous, and capable of supporting a very great

fatiene ; they run very s^rFiftly, without bemg
easiTy fatigued : they are strong and easy, being
only supplied with barley and chopped straw ; they

are put to grass only for six weeks in the spring

;

they hate always the luil at fall length, and there

k no such thing as geldings among the nnniber ;

fliey arc defended from the air, as in England, by
body-clothes ; ihey iattend them with the most
pmictual exactness ; and they ar6 rid generally in

a snaffle, without spurs. Great miinb^rs of these

fcrc every year transported into Turkey, but chiefly

into the East Indies : lK>v^e\er. after sikU'. tr»ve!leri

[{
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agree that they are not to be compared to the

Arabian horses, either for courage, force, or beau-
ty ; and that the latter arc eageily souglit^ even in

Persia. .• i ' ;

The horses' of India are of a very indifferent

kind, being weak and washy. Tiiose which are

used by the grandees of the country, come from
Persia and Arabia ; they are fed with a small

quantity of hay during the day ; and at night they

have boiled peas^ mixed with sugar and butter,

instead of oats or barley : this nourishment sup-

ports them^ and gives them strength ; otherwise,

they would soon sink and degenerate. Those na.

turally belonging to the country, are very small

nod vicious. Some are . so very little, that Ta-r

verner reports, that the young Mogul prince, at

the age of seven or eight, rode one of those little

horses, that was not much larger than a grey^

hound ; and some years since, one uf these was
brought over into this country, as a present to the

queen, that measured no more than nine hands
high ; and was not much larger than a common
mastiff. It would seem, that climates excessively

hot, are unfavourable to this animal. In this man-
ner, the horses of the Gold-coasts and of Guinea,

iure extremely little, but very manageable. It is

4^ common exercise with the grand^^es of that coun-

try, who are excellent horsemen, to dart out their

lances before them upon full gallop, and to catch

them again before they come to the ground. They
have a sport also on horse-back, that requires great

dei^tcrity in the rider, and a great share of activity

iu; the horse : they strike off a ball, with a battle*

flore, while they are upon a full gallop, and pur-

suing it, strike it again before it comes to the

ground ; and this they continue for a mile together,

striking sometimes to the right, and sometinies tQ

^ue iefi^ with iMnassing speeu and agijity.
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The horses of China are as indiflferent as thosdr

of India : they are weak, little, ill-shaped, and
cowardly. Those of Corea are not above three

feet high ; almost all the breed there are made
geldings, and are so timorous, that they can be ren-

dered no way serviceable in war ; so that it may be

said, that the Tartar horses were properly the con-

querors of China. These, indeed, are very service-

able in war ; and although but of a middling siz^,

yet they are surprisingly patient, vigorous, swift,

and bold ; their hoofs are extremely hard, though

rather too narrow ; their heads are fine, but ra

ther too little ; the neck is long and stiff ; thie

legs of the longest ; and yet, with all these faults,

they are found to be an excellent breed. Thft

Tartars live with their horses pretty much in the

same manner as the Arabians do ; they begin to

back them at the age of seven or eight months,

placing their children upon them, who manage
them even at that early age. By these means they

break them by little and little, till at last, about

the age of six or seven years, they are capable

of enduring amazing hardships. Thus they have

been known to march two or three days without

once stopping ; to continue five or six without

eating any thing except a handful of grass at every

eight hours ; and, besides, to remain without drink-

ing for four and twenty hours. These horses,

"which are so vigorous in their own country, lose

all their strength when they are brought into

China or the Indies ; but they thrive pretty well

in Persia and Turkey. The race of little Tartars,

towards the north, have also a breed of little horses,

which they set such a value upon, that it is for-

bidden to sell them to stranjcc^rs : these horses have
the very same qualites with those of the larger

kind ; Which thev nrobablf derive froiii a similar

treatment* - There are also very fine horses in Cir-

Mm
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cassia and Mingrelia. There are some greatly

esteemed in the Ukraine^ in Walachia, Poland,

and Sweden ; but %vc have no particular accounts

of their excellencies or defects.

In Norway, where the roadf> are most of them
impassable for carriages, the horses, which are

nearly all stallions, are remarkably sure-footed,

they skip along over the stones, and are always
full of spirit. Pontoppidaa says, when they go up
and down a steep cliff, on stones like step», they

£rftt gently tread with one foot, to try if the stone

be firm ; and in this they must be left entirely

to their own management, or the best rider in the

world would run the risk of breaking his neck.

When they have to descend steep and slippery

places, and such frequently occur, they, in a

Mirprisine manner^ like the asses of the Alps,

draw thoir hind legs together under their bodies^

and thus slide down. They exhibit much courage

when they contend, as they are often under the

necessity of doing, with the wolves and bears, but

particularly with the latter. When the horse

perceives any of these animals near him, and has

a mare or gelding with him, he first puts these

behind out of the way, and then furiously attacks

his encijiy with his fore legs, which he uses so

expertly as generally to come off the conqueror.

Sometimes, however, the bear, who has twice the

stfength of his adversary, gets the advantage, par-

ticularly if the horse makes an attempt, by turning

round, to kick him with his hind legs ; for the bear

then instantly closes upon him, and keeps such

firm hold, as scarcely by any means whatever to be

shaken off: the horse in this case gallops away

with his enemy, till he falls down and expires from

loss of blood.

There are few countries that can boast a breed

of horses ao excellent as our own. Tbc EngHih
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fiuntAts are allowed to be among: the noblest, most
tlcfT'^iit^ and useful animals in the world. VVhiist

the French, and many other European nationg,

seem only attentive to »pirit and pttrade, we trjiin

ours principally for strenijrth and dispatch^ Theirs,

however have the advantag^e of never coming
down before, as onrs do, because, in breaking,

they put them more on their haunches, while we,

perhaps, throw them too much forward. With
unwearied attention, however, to the breed, and
repeated trials of, all the best horses iu different

parts of the world, ours are now become capable
of performing what no others can. Among our
racers we have had one (Childers) which has beeu

known to pass over eighty-two fret and a half in a se-

cond of time, a degree of fleetness perhaps unequal-

led by any other horse. In the year 1745, the post*

master of Stretton rode, on different horses, ahmg
the road to and from London, no less than two
hundred and fifteen miles in eleven hours and a

half, a rate of above elglitwMi miles an hour. And
in July, 17S8, a horse belonging to a gentleman
of Bil liter-square, London, was trotted for a
watrer, thirty miles in an hour and twentv-fivc

minutes, which is at the rate of more than twenty-

one miles an hour. In Ltmdon, there haye been

instances of a single horse drawing, for a short

i?pace, the weight of three tons ; and some of the

pack horses of the north, usually carr\' burdens
weighing upwards of four Imndred pounds ; but
the most remarkable proof of the strength of the

British horses, is in our niilixihorses, some of which
have been known to carry, at one load, thirteen

measures of corn, that in ilic, whole would amount
to more than nine hundred pounds in weight.

Though endowed wifh vast strength, and areat

powers of body, such is the disposition of the

horse, that it rarely cxortfi cither to its inafter's

is
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prejudice :' on the contrhrv^ it^vill endure fatigues^

even to deaths for our benefit. PruTidence seemi,

to have implanted in him a benevelent disposition^

and a fear of the human race, with, at the same
time, a certain consciouwiess of the services we can
render him. We have, however, one instance :)|

recollection of injury, and an attempt to revenge it.

This is inserted in a v^ork of D. KoUe, Esq. of

Torrington, in Devonshire :—A Baronet, one <»f

M^hose hunters had never tired in the longest chase^

once encouraged the cruel thought of attempting

completely to fatigue him. After a long chase,

therefore, he dined, and again mounting, rode

him furiously among the hills. When brought
to thu stable, hi^ strength appeared exhausted,

and he was scarcely able to walk. The groom,
possessed of more feeling than his brutal master,

could not refrain from tears, at the sight of so

noble an animal thus sunk down. The Baronet,

some time after, entered the stable, and the horse

made a furious spring upon him, uid had not the

groom interfered, would soon have put it out of

his power ever again to misuse his animals.

The barbarous custom of docking the tails,

and cutting the ears of horses, is in this country

very prevalent. The former, principally witii

waggon horses, under the pretence that a bushy

tail collects the dirt of the roads ; and the latter,

from the idea that they are rendered more elegant

in their appearance.
" Thus, from ideal necessity,

we deprive them of two parts of their body prin-

cipally instrumental, not only to their own ease

and comfort, but in their utility to us. By taking

away their ears, the fttraiels are destroy<:d which

they always direct to the place from whence any

sound is heard, and they arc thus rendered nearly

deaf. And in the loss of their tail, they find even

» stiii greater ioconveBicnce. During t\i\intmor
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ihey are perpetually teased with swarmg of iosects,

that either attempt to suck their blood, or to

deposit their eggs in the rectum^ which they

have now no means of lashing off ; and in wifiter

they are deprived of a necessary proftection agaiaa^

the cold. f

But of all others^ the custom that we hav9
adopted, for it is found in no other nation thap
his, of nic^iingthem, is the most useless and absurd.
It is an affecting sight to go i ito the stable ol
some eminent horse-dealer, and there behold j^

range of fttie and beautiful steeds with their tails

cut and slashed, tied up by pulleys to give theqA

force, suffering such torture that they sometWes
never recover the savage gashes they have received;

and for what is all this done ?—that they may bold

their tails somewhat higher than they otherwise

would, and be for 6ver after deprived of the power
of moving the joints of them as a defence against

flies !

In the histoiy of the Academy of Sciences ut

Paris, a mode is laid down by which horses may
at any tim^ be stopped, when they become so unruly

as to run away. This is founded on the principle

oftheir always standing still when suddenly deprived

of sight. M. Dal^sme has there shewn a very easy

minnfer of disposikig two lines, which let fall at

dnce lipon thfe eyfes of each of two coach horses

i piece of leaih^)*, 6o as immediately to hinder them
Aroni ^^eitig. These cords may be pulled from
within the Carriage, This appears capable of

bMng improved itito an useful preventive to tlie

f)ital accidents which sometimes occur from unruly

or highly fed horses. . . * w . . ,

.•ii-.
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' In its size and e:^nerai appetiraiice, this animal

ae&rly reseiiibtcs the common mulc^ tlie progeny of

the birse and the ass. Its head is rather large

in proportion to the body ; its forehead is flat, anu
becomes narrower towards the extremity of the

nose. Its ears are considerahiy longer^ than tho,8e

of the horse ; they st^nd erect ; ^qd»r^ lined with

a thick coat'of whitish curling hair. In both ja>\s

it has only thirty^eight teeth ; wherf^as ^|ie conunou
horse is possessed of forty. Its n^cj^ is ^lendtif

and firm, not loose ^nd soft, The breast swells

forward, and is sharp. The limbs are long and
finely shaped ; the thighs thin like the common
mule's. There is an ova) callus within t\ie fofe

'legs ; but none on ilie hinder legs. The hoofs

are ob'ong, smooth^ and black. The iv^W resembh'tS

that of a cow ; it is slender ; for one half of ijts

length hare and covered oh the other with long

ash-co loured hairs. ,[ -
;

' This animal changes its coat with the season.

In winter^ its hair is about two inches lpng« soft,

like that of a camel, waved on the back, and, oq

the superficies, of a grey-colour, but under th^t of

a brownish ash-colour. In summer, the hair is

much shorter, beautifully smooth, and marked aJ4

over tke body with beautiful round spots. Tl^e

extremity of the nose is, at this time, white ; and

from that part, up the front, the colour is nearly

tawny. The buttocks, the inside of the limbs, and

thf under part of the belly, are white. A blackisfi

line extends from the mane, ^Ipng the ridge of t|ie

back, to the tail : thi; line becomes broader upon

the loins, and narrower again as it approaches the

tail. The upper part of the body is now of a light

yellowish giey colour,—paler to>yards the sides
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^le body of this animal, between lie tip of the

nose and the base of the tail, is six ici"* and a half

Ions: I the trunk of the tail ineasureii one foot four

inch^is ; the hairs depei d about eight inches beyond
the extremity of the trunk. The height of the

animal is about three feet nine inches.

The wild mule, the Hemionos, or half-ass of

Aristotle, is mentioned by that philosopher to have
been found, in antient times, in Syria. Pliny in-

forms us, on the authority of Theophrastus, that

it was then found likewise in Capadocia. This
animal is no longer found in t^ese countries ; but
it is now known for an inhabitafit of the deserts

between the rirers Onow and Argun, in the

most southern parts of Siberia: of the extensive

plains and deserts of western Tartary, and of the

celebrated sandy desert pf Gobi, whicb reaches to

India.

These animals shun tracts of wood, and lofty,

snowy mountains. They are not numerous in Si-

beria : those which are there met with seem to be
only stragglers, that have originally wandered
from the large herds which are found to the south of
the Russian dominions. In Tartary, they frequent

chiefly the country lying around the lake Taric-

jioor ; a salt lake, which becomes sometimes dry.

They live in separate parties, each of which,
consisting of nriares and colts, with an old male at

their head, is seldom above twenty, and frequently

under that number. The period of their copula-

tion is about the middle or end of August. They
produce only one foal at a time ; at least, the in-

stances in which a female has more, are very rare.

In its third year, the animal attains its full growth,
with the due proportions of form, and the colours

which distinguish it during the rest of life. Wlien
the young have reached this age, the elder mules

their socl*:tv, and they associateespel thciu frora
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yf^hh new parties of their own age. The wild
taules usually carry their heads drooping, and on

A level with their bodies ; but in running they

raise the head and erect the tail. They nei<^h in

* deeper tone^ and with a louder voice than the

horse.

1; I

All.
,i 1 i

Ttit horse and tfi6 tM« though nearly apnroacli-

\tig in fornij are of t^o distinct kinds, difierent in

their natures, and Were there but one of each kind,

both races Would probably be extinguished. Their
iihapes and their habits may, indeed, be very nearly

alike; but there is something in every animal, besides

its conformation of way of life, that determines its

specific nature. Thus th^re is much greater resem-

blance between the horse and the ass, than between
the sheep and the goat ; and yet the latter products
an animal that is by no means barren, but which
quickly reproduces an offspring resembling the

sheep ; while the mule of the former is marked
tvith almost certain sterility. The goat and the

sheep may be therefore said to be of one kind,

although so much unlike in figure ; while the

horse and the ass are perfectly distinct, though so

closely resembling.

The wild ass has, by dome writers, been cori-

founded with the zebra, but very improperly, for

they are of a very different species. The wild ass

is not streaked like the zebra, nor is his shape so

beautiful ; his figure is pretty much the same as

that of the common ass, except that lie is of a

brighter colour, and has a white list running' from

his head to his tail. This animal is found wild

in many islands of the Archipelago, particular I v

in that of Cerigo. There are many wild assci;

ill the deserts of Lvlija and NuTnidia^ that fuh
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y^Uh lucb aMisingf swiftneis. .uat scarce ereii the

coursers of the country can overtake them. Wlieo
they see a man, they let up a horrid braying, and

»top short atl together, till he approaches n^iu

theiii ; they then, as if by common consent, fly off

with ereat speed ; and it is upon such occasions

that they generally fall into the traps which are prei*

viously prepartni to catch them. The natives take

ihem chiefly upon the account of their flesh, which
they estceui as delicious eating ; and for their skinf^

of which that kind of leather is made which if

called shagreen.

Olearius relates, that the monarch of Persia

invited him o^ka certain day, to be present at aq

entertiiinment of a very peculiar nature, which wai
exhibited in a small building near the palace, re**

scmbling a theatre. After a collation of fruits

and sweetmeats, more than thirty of those wild

asses were driven into the arra, uuiong Nvhicli the

monarch discharged several shot, and iiome arrows,

and in which he was imitated by some of the rest

of his attendants. The asses finding- themselvea

wounded, and no way of escapi' ^, mstantly began
to attack each other, biting with great fierceness,

and braying terribly. In this manner they con-
tinued their mutual animosity, while the arrows
were poured in from above, until they were all

killed ; upon which they were ordered to be taken
and sent to the king's kitchen at Ispahan. The
Persians esteem the flesh of this siiimal so highly,

(hat its delicacy is even become a proverb among
them. What may be the taste of the wild ass's

flesh we are unable to say ; but certain it is, that

the flesh of the tame ass is the worst that can be

obtained, being drier, more tough, and more dis*

tgret'able than horse flesh. Galen even says, that

it is ver}' unwholesome. Yet we should not judge
hastily upon the diflcrcnt tastes of different people.
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in the preference tlicy give to certain^pleats. The
climate produces very great changes i(| the tender-

ness and the savour of several viandsi;: that beef,

for instance, which is so juicy and goo<) in England,
is extremely tough and dry when killed under tlie

line ; on the contrary, that pork, v^hicb is with
us so unpalatable in summer, in the warmer lati-

tudes, where it is always hotter than herey is the

finest eating they have, and much preferable to any

liog's flesh in Europe.
' The ass, like the horse, was originally imported

into America by the Spaniards, and afterwards by
other nations. That country seems to have been

peculiarly favourable to this race of animals ;

and where they have run wild, they have iimiti-

plied in sych numbers, that in some places lliey

are become a nuisance. In the kingdom of

Quito, the owners of the grounds where tlity arc

bred, suffer all persons to take away as many as

they can, on paying a small acknowledgment, in

proportion to the number of days their sport

lasts. They catch them in the following manner.

A number of persons go on horseback, and are at-

tended by Indians on foot : when arrived at the

proper places, they form a circle in order to drive

tlieminto some valley ; where, at full speed,, tiicy

throw the noose and endeavour to haitci' llum^

Those creatures, finding themselves enclosed, make
very furious efforts to escape ; and, if only one

forces his way through, they all follow with an

irresistible impetuosity. However, when noosed,

the hunters throw them down, and secure theni

with fetters, and thus leave them till the chase is

over. Th n, in order to bring them away with

greater facility, they pair them with tame beasts

of the same kind ; but this is not easily performed,

for they are so remarkably fierce, that they ottrii

hurt the per.sous who undertake to manage them,
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They hate all the IwiftneM of hbrse^ and neither

declitities nor precipices can retard their career.

When attacked^ they defend thenHelves with their

heeh and mouth with such activity, that, without
slackening their pace, they ot*t(;n maim their pur«
suers. But the most remarkable property in itwfik

creatures is, that a(1t«r carrying^ thi'ir first load^

their celerity leaves them, their dangerous ferocity

is lost, and they sooti contract the stupid look and
dulness peculiar to the asinine species. It im also

observable, that these creatures will not piinut

a horse to li?e among them. They always feed

together ; and, if a horse happens to strav into th«

place where they graze, they all fall upon him s

and, without giving him tne liberty of flyings

they bite and kick him till they leave him dead
upoK the spot.

Such is this animal in its natural state, ftwift^

fierce, and formidable ; but, in this state of tame*-

ness, the ass presents a tery difierent picture ; the

moment his native liberty is repressed, he seemi

entirely to give up all claims to freedom ; and hi
assumes a patience and Mlbmission even butnbler

than his situation. He is, in a state of tamebe^^
the most gentle and quirt of all animals. He
sufiers with constancy, and, pcrhapis, with couragCi

all the ill-treatment that cruelty and caprice ara

pleased to inflict. He ii temperate with regard

to the quantity and the quality of his provision.

He IS contented with the most neglected weeds ;

and makes his humble repast upon what the horse

and other animals leave behind. II be gives the

preference to any vegetable, it is to the plantain ;

for which he is often seen to neglect every other

herb in the pasture : but he is chiefly delicate with

respect to his water ; he drinks only at the clearest

brooks, and chiefly those to which he has been

ffccustomed. He drinks aa soberly as be eats;

vou II. V y
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and neviBTj like the horse^ dips his nose into the

stream. As he is seldom saddled, he frequently

rolls himself upon the grass ; and lies down, for

this purpose, as often as he has an opportunity,

without minding what becomes of his burden.

He never rolls, like the horse, in the mud ; he
even fears to wet his feet ; and turns out of his

way to avoid the dirty parts of a road.

When very young, the ass is sprightly, and tole-

rably handsome ; but he soon loses these qualifi-

cations, either by age or bad treatment, and he
becomes slow, stupid, and headstrong. He seems

to show no ardour,- except for the female, having
been often known to die after the covering. The
•he-ass is very fond of her young ; and we are as-

sured that she will cross fire and vi^ater to protect

and rejoin it. This animal is sometimes not less

attached to his owner ; by whom he is too often

abused. He scents him at a distance, and dis-

tinguishes him from others in a crowd ; he know s

the ways he has passed^ and tlie places where be in-

habits.
' When over-loaded, the ass shows the injustice

of his master, by hanging; down his head and low-

ering his ears ; when he is too hard pressed, he

opens his mouth and draws back his lips in a very

disagreeable manner. If his eyes are covered, he

will not stir a step ; and, if he is laid down in

such a manner, that one eye is covered with the

grass, while the other is hidden with a stone, or

whatever is next at Land, he will continue fixed in

the same situation, and will not so much as attempt

to rise to free himself from those slight impedi-

ments. He walks, trots, and gallops iike a horse ;

but, although he sets out very freely at first, yet

he is soon ttred ; and then no beating will make
Mm mend his pace. It is in vain that his unmcr-

cituj riaer exeris niR whip at his Q\idzel i ih#
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poor little animal bears it all "with patience^ and
without a groan ; and, conscious of his own imbe-
cility, does not offer eren to move.

' Notwithstanding the stupid heaviness of his air^

he may be educated with as much ease as any
other animal ; and several have been brought up
to perform, aiid exhibited us a show. In general^

however, the poor animal is entirely neglected.

Man despises this humble useful creature, whose
efforts are exerted to please him, and whose ser-

'

vices are too cheaply purchased. The horse is the

only favourite, and upon him alone all expense and
liibour are bestowed. He is fed, attended, and
stabled, while the ass is abandoned to the cruelty

of the lowest rustics, or even to the sport of chil-

dren, and, instead of gaining by the lessons he
receives, is alwa^e; o er. He is conducted along

by blows ; he is rr iUed by unnecessary stripes;

he is overloaded by the lazy ; and, being generally

the property of the poor, he shares with them in

their wants, and their distresses. Thus this faith-

ful animal, which, were there no horses, would be
the first of the quadruped kind in our esteem, is

now considered as nothing ; his properties and
qualifications being found in a higher degree else-

where, he is entirely disregarded ; and, from being
the second, he is degraded into one of the most
useless of the domestic quadrupeds.

For this reason, very little care has been taken
to improve the breed ; it is suffered to degenerate ;

and it is probable, that of all other animals this

aione is rendered feebler and more diminutive, by
being in a state of domestic servitude. The horse,

the cow, and the sheep, are rendered larger by the
assiduity of man ; the ass is suffered to dwindle
every generation, and particularly in England,
where, some have asserted, it is probable that, but
fo|' the medicinal qualities of its milk, the whole



m
a|>eciet. w^uJil h«,vje tee oqw lK#ii eiiingUMlied.
$6v.ej;tbele8$, ^«t haiw goocl r^ ^som to belie?«

tbatj were the same cure bestowed on the ass that
is. spofitt upon th/e hoi}se, wer& the same industrj

Useii iu c-rossiiig fhe breed and improviDg it, we
t^Quldr 8QG the ass become;^ from his pieseut mean,

stfi^e^. a, vesy portl^r and serviceable animal ; we
shpMid fi.ud him rival the horse in some of his per-

f(^ctions> ajj,d exceed him in others. The ass, bulk
foe buil(^ is stroDgei; thau the horse ; is more siire-

fQoC^id;; andj, though moce slow jn his mptioos^

b^ 13 much leshti apt to start out pfthe way.

J^i old maii»^whoa few ye'dts-ago spid vegetables

in London, Ujied in his employment an as8« ivbich.

conveyed his baskets from door to door. Frequent-
ly. }ie gave the- poor industrious creature a hand-

fiU of hay, pr some pieces of. bread, or j^reens,

by w^ of refreshment and reward. The old

ihjan.had no need of any ^oad for the animal, and
s^do^njndeed, had he to. lift up his hand to drive

it'oui His kind treatment was one day remarked

tphipi* and he was asked whether his beast was

apt iQ be stubborn. " Ah ! Master/' he replied

"it is of no u^to be cruel, and as for stubborn-

ness. I» cannot complain, for he is ready to do any

thipg, aiid, tO' go any where. I bred him myself^

H^ is, sometimes tikjttiah and. playful, audt once run.

away from me ; you, will hardly believe it, but

th^e were mote than fifty people after him, ai-

tempting. in vain to stop him,; yet be turned back

of himself, and never stoppM till he ran his head

kindly, into my bosom."
i;iie Spaniards, of all people in Eiirope, seem

alone to be acquainted with the value of the ass.

TJbey take all proper precautions . to improve the

breed ; and Goldsmith saw a jjick-ass,, from that

country, above fifteen hands higji. This aniwal,

Virtwovnp aAoms nrinrinallv a imf.lVf^ nf ATafaia. A
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?^4iiiales k ^'jo\rs ta pvdducfe thd Iftrgirat and
thft be»ii theirUze and spMrit decline in propor<*

Haa ftft they advance into colder regions.

Though now so common in all parts of En|;;IaBd^

tiie ass wa««entirely lost amongst us during the reigii

Q§ queen Elizabeth. Holingshed informs us thai

our land did yield no asses. However, there are

accounts of their being common in England beford

that time« In Sweden, they are at present a sort

of rarity; nor doefr it appear by the last history of
Norway, that they have yet reached that country.-

It is in the hotter ciimMte» alone that we are tot

look for the original of this serviceable creature.-

In Guinea, they acte large? and mos^e beautiful thaiv

even the horseS' of the same country. In Persiait

they have two kinds ; one of which is- u«ed fop

hurd^s, being slow and> heavy^ ; the other, whicb
is/ kept, for the saddle, being smooth, stately^ andl^

nimble. They are managed a» horses^ only that

the rider sits> nearer the crupper, and they ar6

taught to anihie like them. They genei^Yly cleave

their nostrils to give them more room fur brcath^^

ing, and many af these are sold for- forty or Mtf.
pounds*

The ass is ^ ab much more hardy animal tha;n tbtj

hnrse, and liable to fbwer diseases. Of all animals

covered with hair, he is the least? subjectto vermin,

for he has 'no lice, probably owing to the dryness and
hardnesrof his skin. Like the horse, be is three

or four yisars in coming to perfection ; he lives till

twenty or tiventy-five ; sleeps: much less than the
horse ; and never lies down for that purpose, un--

iess very much tired. The she-ass goes ahove
eleven months with young, and never brings forth

more than one at a time. The mule may be en-

gendered >either between a horse and a she^ass. o^
between a jaek^ass and ik mare. The latter breed
is> cv^ry wiiy^ preferable^ being. iarger> stronger^
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and better shaped. It is not yet well k 3wnw1ie«
tber the animal called the Gimerro be one of these

kiiids ; or^ as is asserted, bred between the a^s and
the bull. While naturalists affirm the impossi-

bility uf this mixture, the natives of the Alpine
countries, where this animal is bred, as strongly

insist upon its reality. The common mule is very

healthy, and will live above thirty years, being
found very serviceable in carrying burdens, par-

ticularly in mountainous and stonj places, where
horses are not so sure-footed. The size and
strength of our asses is at present greatly ini>.

proved by the importation of Spanish jack-asses ;

Hud it is probable we may come in time, to equal
the Spaniards in breeding them, where it is not un-

common to give fifty or sixty guineas for a mule;
and, indeed, in some mountainous coui^tries, the in-

habitants cannot well do without them. Their man-
ner ofgoing down the precipices of tile Alps, or the

Andes, is very extraordinary ; and with it we will

conclude their history. In these passages, on one

side are steep eminences, and on the other fright-

ful abysses ; and, as they generally follow the di-

rection of the mountain, the road, instead of lying

in a level, forms at every little distance steep de-

clivities, of several hundred yards downward.
These can only be descended by nvulcs ; and

the animal itself seems sensible of the danger.

and the caution that is to be used in such descents.

When they come to the edge of one of these des-

cents, they stop, without being checked by the

rider ; and if he inadvertently attempt to spur

them on, they continue immoveable. They seem

all this time ruminating on the danger that lies be-

fore them, and preparing^ themselves for the en-

counter They not only attentively view the road,

but tremble and snort at the danger. Having
ureoared for the descent, thev nlace their fore feet
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in posture as if they were stopping themselves ;

they then also put their hinder feet together^ but
a little forward, as if they were going to lie down.
In this attitude, having taken as it were a survey

of th^ road, they slide down with the swiftness of
a meteor. In the mean time, all the rider has to

do is to keep himself fast on the saddle, without
checking the rein, for the least motion is sufficient

to disorder the equilibrium of the mule ; in which
case, they both unavoidably perish. But their

address, in this rapid descent, is truly wonderful

;

for, in their swiftest motion, when they seem to

have lost all government of themselves, they fol-

low exactly the different windings of the road, as

if they had previously settled in their minds the

route they were to follow, and taken every pre-

caution for their safety. In this journey, the na-

tives, who are placed along the sides of the moun-
tains, and hold by the roots of the trees, animate

the beast with shouts, and encourage him to pei-

severanc J. Some mules, after being long used to

these journeys, acquire a kind of reputation for

their safety and skill ; and their value rises in pro-

portion to their fame.

Zebra.

There are three animals of the horse kind
which have been more observed than any other.

The horse, which is one of the most stately and cou-
rageous ; the ass, which is one of the most patient

and humble ; and the zebra, which is one of the

most beautiful, but at the same time one of the

wildest animals in nature. Nothing can exceed
the delicate regularity of this creature's colour^

or the lustrous smoothness of its skin ; but, on the

other hand, nothing can be more timid or more
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It is ckiefljT a native of iht soutbcrn parts n(

Africa ; and there are vrhole herds of them often

«een feeding in those extensive plaius that lie to-

wards the Cape of Good Hope. However, their

watchfuloess is such, that they will 8u0er nothing
to come near them, and their swiftness so great

that they readily leave every pursuer far behind.

The zebra, in shape, rather resembles the mule,
than the horse or tne ass. It is rather less than
the former, and yet larger than ihc }?****r Its

ears are not so long as those of the ass, and yet uct

flo small as in the horse kind. Like the ass, its

head is large, its back straight, its legs finely

placed, and its tail tufted at the end ; like the

fiorse, its skin is smooth and clofie, and its hind

quarters round and fleshy. But its greatest beauty

lies in the amazing regularity and elegance of its

colours. In the male, they are white and brown

;

in the female, white and black. These colours

are disposed in alternate stripes over the whole
body, and with such exactness and symmetry, that

Doe would think nature had employed the rule and

etfngpasa to paint them. These stripes, which,

like so many ribbands, are laid all over its body,

are narrow, parallel, and exactly separated from

each other. It is not here, as in ether party-co-

loured animals, where the tints are blended into

each other ; every stripe here \% perfectly distinct^

and preserves its eolour round the body« or the

Unfib, without any direioution. In thi« manner are

the head, the boay, the thighs, the legs, and even

the tail and the ears beautifully streaked, so that

at a little distance, one woijtld be apt to suppose

that the animal was dressed out by art, and not thus

admirably adorned by nature.

In the male zebra, the head is striped with fine

bands af black and white, which in a manner cen^

tre in the forehead. The ears are variegated with
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a wliite and dusky brown. The neck has broad
ttripef of the same dark brown ruhniiig round it,

leaving narrow white Htripes between. The body
is striped also across the bat k with broad biLiidi,

leaving narrower spaces of white between theiu^

and ending in points at the sides of the bellyj which
is white^ except a black line pectinated on each

tide, reaching from between the fore legs, along

the middle of the belly, two thirds of its length.

There is a line of separation between the trunk of

the body, and the huider quarters, on each side

;

behind which, on the rump, is a plat of narrow

stripes, joined tosetherj by i. stripe down the iuid«

die, to the end of the tail. The colours are diffe-

rent in the female ; and in none the striped seemi

entirely to agree in form, but in all they are equal-

ly distinct ; the hair equally smooth and fine ; the

vhite shining and unmixed ; and the blackj or

brown, thick and lustrous.

Such is the beauty of this creature, thai it seeint

by fiature fitted to satisfy the pride iind the plea-

sure of man : and formed to be taken into bis ser-

Tice. Hitherto, however, it appears to have dis-

dained servitude, and neither force nor kindness

have been able in any considerable instance id wean
it from its native independence, and ferocity. But
this wildness might, perhaps, in time, be sur-

mounted ; and, it is probable, the horse and the

ass, when first taken from the forest^ were equally

obstinate, fierce, and unmanageable. M. Bufi'oa

informs us, that the zebra, from which he took

his description, could never be entirely mastered,

notwith<itanding all the efforts which were tried to

tame it. They continued, indeed, to mount it,

but then with such precautions as evidently show-
ed its fierceness, for two men were obliged to hold

the reins while the third ventured upon its back ;

and even then it attempted to kick Nvhcnrvrr it

VOL Ji. z /.
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(Perceived ant person approaching. That wtticb
Was kept io the queen's manegerie, at Buckingham
Gate, ^at even more vicioua than the former

;

and the keeper who shewed it^ took care to inform
the spectators of its ungovernable nature. tJpon
Cfolasmith's attempting to approach, it seemed
^uite terrified, and was preparing to kick, ap-
pearing as wild as if just caught, although taken

extremely young, and used with the utmost indul>

gence. Vet still it is most probable that this

animal, by time and assiduity, could be brought
under subjection. As it resembles the horse in

form, without all doubt it has a similitude of
nature, and only requires the efforts of an indus-

trious and skilful nation, to be added to the num
ber of our domestics. It is not now known, w hat

were the pains and dangers which were first un-
dergone to reclaim the breed of horses from savage
ferocity ; these, no doubt, made an equal opposi*

iion ; but, by being opposed by an industrious

and enterprising race of mankind, their spirit was
at last subdued, and their freedom restrained. It

is otherwise with regard to the zebra ; it is the

native of countries where the human inhabitants

are but little raised above the quadruped. The
natives of Angola, or Caffraria, have no other idea

of advantage from horses but as they are good for

ifood ; neither the fine stature of the Arabian

courser, nor the delicate colourings of the zebra,

liave any allurements to a race of people who only

consider the quantity of flesh, and not. its confor-

mation. The delicacy of the zebra's shape, or the

painted elegance of its form, are no more regarded

by such, than by the lion that makes it his prey.

For this reason, therefore, th« zebra may hitherto

have continued wild, because it is the native of a

country w here there have been no successive efforts

made to reclaim it. All pursuits that have been
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lutheita iQitiiuUd afaJMt it, weM rath«r agaioit

it» life than iti liberty ; the animal hai thus been long

taugni to consider man as its most mortal enemy *

an4 it is not to be >vondered that it refusei to yield

obedience ivhere it has so seldom experienced

percy.

It is v«ry likelv^ therefore, as a more civilized,

people are nqw placed at tiie cape of Good Hop^,
vrhich is the chief place where this animal is found(«

that we may have them tamed and rendered ser-

viceable. Nor is this extraordinary beauty the

only motive we have for wishing this animal among^

the number of our dependents : its swiftness is

said to surpass that of alliAthers ; so that the speed

of a zebra is become a proverb among the Spa-*,

niards and Portuguese. It stands better upon its

legs a|so than the horse ; and is consequently

stronger in proportion. Thus, if by proper care>

we improved the breed, as we have in other in-

stances, we should probably, in time to come, have
a race as large as the horse, as fleet, as strong, and
much more beautiful.

A beautiful male zebra, at Exeter Change, Lon-

don, appeared to have entirely lost his native wild-

ness, and was so gentle as to suffer a child of six

years old to sit quietly on his back, without ex-

hibiting the least signs of displeasure. He was
familiar even with strangers, and received those

kind of caresses that are usually given to the horse,

with evident satisfaction.

This animal, whith is neither to bo foand in

JEurope, Apia, pr America, is nevertheless very easilv

fed. One which came over into England some years

ago, would eat almost any thing, such as bread,

meat, and tobacco ; another subsisted entirely upon
hay. As it so nearly resembles the horse and the

ass in structure, so it probably brings forth an-

iiually «s th§y do^ The neise theymakc n ueither
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like that of aliorie nor an ass^ but more reseiriblini^

the confused barking of a mastiff dog. In tht
two which Goldsmith saWj there was a circum-
•tance that seems to haVe escaped naturaiists ;

livbich is, that the»kin hangs loose belcw the jaw
upon the neck, in a kind of uewlap, which tajiei

away much from the general beauty. But whe-
ther this be a natural or accidental hlcmisbj he
^ould not take upon him to determine.

These aniuialsare often sent as presents to the princes

pf the east. W e arc told, that one of the governors
of Batayia gave a zebra, which had been sent to him
irom Af^riea, to the emperor of Japan, for which
}ie received, as an equivalent for the company, a
present to the value of sixty thousand crowns.

Teller, also relates, that the Great Mogul gav^
two thousand ducats for one of them. And it is

frequent with the African ambassadors to the

cour^t of Constaiitmople, to bring ^ome of these

animals with tbem^ as presents for the Grand
|Si£>nior.

In some parts about the Cape of Good Hope,

there are many zebras; and a penalty of fifty rix>

doU^rs is inflicted on any person who shoots one

pf them. Whenever any of them happen to be

caught alive^ they are ordered to be sent to the

goveraor.

••••!';*' '"U QUAGGA.

' Thv quagga nearly resembles the zebra. It js

of the same size ; but its ears are shorter than

that animal's ; and it has no stripes on its fore

legs, loins, or hinder parts. The flanks arc spotted;

the runip uniformly coloured ; and the belly, legs,

and thighs arc of a ferruginous white.

A tame quagga, which Dr. Sparrman saw at the

(pape, was so pleased with the familiarity of man-
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kind, that, instead of shunning those who approach-
ed it. it came up to receive their caresses. The
quagga is much more tractable than the zebra,

and is even yoked by the colonists at the Cape, in

teams, with horses. It is remarkable of this ani-

mal, likewise, that notwiihstandmg its being of a
mild character, it is an overmatch for the hyaena;

pursues that fierce creature whenever it makes its

appearance ; and protects the horses with whom
it associates from the hyaena's violence, from which
they would otherwise suffer. The quagga is, like

the zebra, a social animal, but never associatei

with the zebra.

Cloven-footed horse.

The very name of this species, seems to imply
a kind of equivocal and anomalous being ; one of
the most prominent characters of the present genus
being a simple, or undivided hoof. Indeed, ii

only a single specimen of this animal had been
described, we might have hesitated as to admitting
it otherwise than as an accidental variety.

The cloven-footed horse is a native of South
America, and was first described by Molina, in

his Natural History of Chili. In its general ap-

pearance, size, colour, and many other particulars,

both external and internal, it resembles the ass ; but

has the voice and ears of a horse, and has no cross,

or transverse bands over the shoulders. It is very

w' !. strong^, and swift, and is found in the rocky

regions of the Andes, or Cordilleras of Peru and
Chili. The hoofs are divided like those of rumi-

nant animals.

It is singular that this curious species, which
seems as it were to form a kind of link between the
f'lnvpn.hnnfprl nnri whnlp.horiff^H frihpR. should have
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SO leag lemaincd unknown to the natuiaUsis of
Europe,

HIPPOPOTAMUS TRIBE.

Only one species has hitherto been discovered

as belonging to this tribe. This has four front

teeth in each jaw ; the upper ones standing distant

hy pairs, the lower prominent^ and the two middle
ones the longest. The canine teeth arc solitary

;

those of the lower jaw extremely large, curved,

and cut obliquely at the ends. The feet are each

a';ined f&t the margin with four hoofs.

Hippopotamus.

The hippopotamus is a very large animal, ex-

ceeding even the rhinoceros in size. He is some-
times not less than seventeen feet long, and gene-

nerally about seven feet in height. His head is of

an enormous size ; his mouth amazingly wide

;

the jaws are armed, each with four cutting teeth,

and two tusks. The teeth in the lower jaw are

straight, nnd point forwards almost horizontal

;

the two middlemost longer than those on the sides ;

those in the upper jaw are disposed at regular

uistances from each other. The tusks in the up-

per jaw are short ; those in the lower very Iting,

and truncated obliquely. A tooth is sometinses

twenty-seven inches long, and weighs six pounds

nine ounces. In figure, the hippopotamus rescm-

blea an ox more nearly than any other conniion
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^4{rtAl.giQtmai. His eyes and nbfttrils ^tis >df«))ropoiitiMi^

ately small. His eard are small/ ^cnttted/ and
covered ^ithih with a thick Hmug of shorty fin^

hairs. A few slender tufts^ hair ar^ ^scattered

ovi?r the lips. The body isthiiily tdV^rtd Itith

hair, i£t first sifht scarcely discetnihl^. tt app^ari

r£^ou.^e-^i!oure<i at coming out of the water, hvH
whtin dry of an obscure brown. Oil the tieck;

the hair is thicker than on the rest of the bodv.

but not ;o thick as to form a mane, llie tail h
aliijjst l?are, and about a foot in length. The
legs are short and thick ; the boofs dittded into

/'our seprirate parts. Though an amphibiotis ani^

nial^ tiie hippopotamus has no membranes connect-

ing the divisions of the hoofs. ^ '

Africa seems to be the only division t/£ xhfe

flobe inhabited by this species. The Nile, thfc

[iger, the Gambia, the Zaira, are the chief Titrcn

in which they have been discovered. Botthey are

observed through all the other considerable rivers^

and the lakes of the African continent. Ftom th^

information of the Jesuits, and of Biruce, a later

and more accurate observer, we learn tbat theiy

abound in all the lak^s and rivers of Abyssinta,

'Nubia, and Upper Egypt. Cultivation has €*•

pelled them from Lower Egypt. Sparrman repre-

sents them as not less numerous in the southern

parts of Africa. It had been imagined, that

hippopotami never ventured into the ocefan, and
scarce ever descended so low as to the mouths df

rivers ; but this philosophical traveller relates

that he actually observed several hippopotami in

salt water, at the mouths of th'? rivers Kromme
and Camtour ; and i>j ^Lc district of Krakekama,
saw on the s^a-be- r i, evident traces of one of these
animals that had come.oi^t of sea, but iistantlj

retired back : he was also informed by a captain

Burtz^ that on the eastern coast of Africa he had

I
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ofteQ seen hippopotami raise thi^ir heads ahoye thf
Bu^face of the sea^ to breathe and neigh. In
(Gruinea, the rivers, lakes, and marshy grounds,
afford numbers of hippopotami.

The Behemoth of Job is understood to have been
no other but the hippopotamus ; his strength, his

size, and his manners, are beautifully alluded to by
the writer of that sublime book.

The manners of this species are pretty well known.
Their av«rful size has attracted attention. They are

said to be polygamous, and the females much more
numerous than the males. The feaiale brings fuith

her young on land, but suckles it under water.

rb.;3 calf is but of a very moderate size for some
time after birth. One caught by Dr. Sparrumn,
virbich was supposed to be about a furtniglu ur

three weeks old, measured three feet and a half in

length, and two feet in height. It is suckled by
the mother, and remains for a while under her

protection ; how long we know not. When
caught, this calf uttered a squeaking noise, like

a scared, or wounded hog. The voice of the

adult animal is a neighing sound, which some
describe as having a perfect resemblance to the

neighing of a horse, ; while others represent it as a
loud sonorous noise, between the bellowing of an

ox^ and the roaring of an elephant.

Although an inhabitant of the waters, the hip-

popotamus is well known to breathe air like land

animals. On land he finds the chief part of his

food. He may, perhaps, occasionally feed on

aquatic plants ; but he very often leaves the waters,

and commits wide devastations through all the adja-

cent cultivated fields. On the banks of the Nile, he

often defeats the hopes of the husbandman ; even

a large field of corn or clover is soon entirely

despoiled of verdure by his capacious jaws In

the south of Africa, he commits siinilar ravages.
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Kot only grtif, but b«i>gh» aiid .roots ,
of trees and

«brubi are articks of Ui« ordiiiar^ food, tn cul-

tivated tracts, it is commonly in the ni^ht that Vie

llippopotamua leaves bi» retreats in the- rivers, and

tiranders into tbe fields. He descends to the bottom

of the deeprtt river, and walks along it with the

fame slow, stately paco, as if ou laud, and breath-

ing the open air. Kcit he cauiifit continue under

water beyond a certain l«-ngth of time. He itiuit

ascttnd at intcrvab to i\te surface to discharge the

contents of lis lungs, and draw in fre^h ^ir. He
appeara At times in tbo mt-f. aiul if seen (j;oing out

vitb the tide ; b«t it a>p4)ear&. pfobable« that se8«*

itater does not Serve bi0r» to drink; for, $parrman
retakes, tbtil a hippopiotamURf who, l;(ttvto9 been

disturbed in Ahe rivers, bad tukeo refiige iri the

sba, was obter)v«d to eon)<' every night o^n shore to

^iak water u4 of a M^hbouring vfoy^, till he
vrias at hut akiot. ^ It hast^^n pretende^,^.i;)^i the

bippopotaxnuB dey^tlrs |;reat quantities oif 6sh ;

liut it appears withthe fullest evidencei,vbotl^,,frv>(ti

like relations of tntMfiy travellers, aii^ fr^in iitfi

utructure of the sto«n»<'b iQ specimena which ba^e
been di?«ected. that be is iH>urished aolely, or ^ir

most solely, on Yc^tbble foK)d. tle:wa)|LS tvitl^.ft

tardy fEC&.; and is capable 'of so little agiliifr t,l)ait

even a hilleok> or wall o^|l very aiioder,i|te bei^K^«

presents to him>aa irtsurmiouBtablebarcier. - tJoje^s

when accidentally; provoked or wqui|cled> be ,|8

never ofionstve. But, wben lus f«ry is provoi^ed,

reverige is easily in bit power. Witb his teeth nje

easily- breaks a bo«t in p4ece» ; or vyjlicre tlte 'riyer

iftinot top Atep^ he will f^ise i^ on bis back^ , and
^over»«t I*:.:- . ,i-,,.r}. ;

., V
'

., s ,,,..,

The Egypt!ian6 practise a very urtful contrivance
fftr destroying this ani^r.^l. Qn some place wherie
they expect au hippo^^ aus to pass, they throw a
bif^evqxiaatity of peas „ ipese ^e biiitgry animal ea" !l

VOL. li. S
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gerly devours as soon as he perceives them : such a
duantity of dir^food soon disposes him to drink : and
the water swelling thepe^s in his bell^^ bursts the

vessels, and he falls dead on f'lo hore. The Hot-
tentots sometimes pnir'i.*^ h iime stratagem.

But they more commujiy citiiei intercept the ani-

mal in pits dug in prices through which he has

been observed to pass^ or shoot him with tin

l)alls. -'-;•'* .i*» i^i;ji.
' MW.n •» JB h,,0/'Kl v >i /

^ The 'bip']:ibpoiamu8 affords many » i 'r • -
. : T con-

siderable utility to human life. His flesh is a

iivholesome^ ' and not unpleasant food. The Hot-
tisntots, the CitfrarianSj and even the Dutch colo^-

nists at the C-'.pe^ eat it with great eagerness. In

Egypt likewise this animal has been sought for his

iSesh. Dr. PocGck saw it sold in the market.

The negi^oes of Angola, Couffo, and of the whole
west <^oa^ cf Africa in general, though they vene-

iratc thr. mighty inhabitant of the risers as a deity,

yet scjuple not to eat him. The flesh is said to be

tender. The fat is not so rancid and greasy as that

of most btlret animais.' The gelatinous part of the

feet, when Well-dreSscd, is a great delicacy. The
dried tOng'tiie of aii hippopotamus is < considered,

^<(ven at the ,Cape of Good Hope, as a rare and
saVoury dfsh. Dr. Sparrman, oii his return to

'Eurctt)e,^ftn^ishedthek?ngof Sweden', table with

*'6he of, tJiiBS<i tongues, twd feet eigi . inches in

iength. The teeth of the hippopotamus are of a

harder aii<f whiter subst^nd^^ than those of the

i^iephsiut. IJentiats prefer them on accia!int of these

Equalities, even to ivory, for the' replacing last teeth

in' the human jaw. The hide is raili..f thicker

than that of the rhinoceros. It .^ sufficient load

Ybr a caiitcl. The inhabitants of tae 'ape make
exccTloVrt VhipS of it, which^ after beiug' used for

^sofne urfte, become itiore pliable than tbqse made
of ttic 'lifde of the I'hiiijDccxos:. ,Tiier.*i©«d of this

A
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anbMl if •tfidHo4>e ui^d by the l«|lMr»ip«kiii|etf att

one of their oolourSiOi.n i. ;if h-fnuul iib •'>bi- -^U

< ficlon tpeaki of a tame hippopotamuiu)ui tniaial i

of a verymild and gentle character : and Sparrmaar
is of opiniopj that a calf of this species Biigbi b«<|

brought up; tkme^ without much difficulty j.andt
that thus the curiosity of Europeans migpt ooc6j

niord be gratified with a sight of living spfcimeiif* (

as were the Romans at the games of Scaurus^ u>^ >b

- A Dutch colonist, Sparrnian tells, fancied he;

bad found the ob petrosura of the hippppotamiMr
reduced to powder, and taken in small quMtltieijt

an excellent remedy iq ciis^s of QftpvulMPp^. j^Mtha
cularly in children. lij^ii hit ^j^.iiU

lit )ii,i{)ii^\l iir ••« Of . i;'?8 i)!VK' ,».v'M»;l»uJjo'-I

>•;,>(>->? /'fNiii^ TAPIR T^IBE. '*'" "*'''' *''^' ''^

-i.Mi! «;.»;•> ?i».v .
•)' ', ^ »rirj '..iJ? f(i .>!Uj'»ii:n

The tapir tribe, of which but one species is at

present discovered, has ten front teeth in both jaws^c
the canine teeth single, and iucurvated ; five,

erindersin both jaws, on each side; very broad
icet, with three hoofs, And ft false hoof ,q^ the fore

f^t* •

. .^ -anua .._^

.U fH;;; in ^;,|^'!*; «> Tapir. ;>.fTijn»i i!j*ij^i/i^ i>'fn

Tbe tapir is shaped somewhat like a hog, and of^

the size of a heifer halfa year old. Whenyoung,.
his body is speckled with white ; after he is full

grown, it changes to a dusky colour. The nose bears

some resemblance to the proboscis of an elephant,^

arid servps the same purposes ; extending far be-

vpnd the lower jaw, and being susceptibk.of con*



Mi u»iw;'-^'^

»

tMctk»^ nr^laitofi ti the phunrtofUkt iinhwI;
its sides are turro^^ed in a singulftr flianner. Only
tkemate, iwfwevef, it 19 said, is aniMd with this

pr<ibo«oi« } tile snout of the female, it setiui, is not
pyiNTiinenC, nor tier upper jaw pfolonged beyond
the lower. The extremities of both jawR are
pNoioted i each contains ten cutting teethi and as

many grinders. The ears are ereM, ovak and bor**

idered with white. The eym are small ; the back
•rbhed ; the legs short; the tail bare/ and of s
vwy diminutive size. The hair over the bodv is

short, like that of a horse. A bristly mane, the

j^air of which is an inch and a half in length, runt
along the neck.

South Ainerica is the native country ofthe tapir.

He inhabits along the «astern side of the Dutch,
Portugueze, and Spanish dominions in that part of
America. He is one of the largest quadrupeds
of the new world, Marshes, .and solitary woods,
bordering on some lake or river, are his favourite

retreats. In the heat of the dav he conceals him-
self in the gloom of the forest, or under water ; for,

like the hippopotamus, he is, in some measure,

amphibious, swims well, or dives and walks a4 his

ease on the bottom. If roused from the forest, ho

retreai^s for security to the water. At night he

wanders abroad in search of food. He lives on

fruss, sugar-canes, and fruits. His voice is a

issing whistling noise; he is a salacious, slow,

and sluggish animal. He is an object of pursuit

to the Indian hunters. His skin often resists an

arrow, nt musket- ball ; and when harrassed by

dogf«, ho forgets his natural mildness, turns upon
tlierA^ and often tears their skin, or mutilates their

liiiibs. Yt-t his skin is sometimes penetrated by

the pojsont d arrows of the Indians ; and numbers
of dogs will ovorpower hiiD, although a jwurt fall

intlie attaok. . '
'
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He it capable of domefltioattoDi In Guiana, the

tapir it sometimes introduced into tbj farm yard.

"When gentljr treated, he, like othet naturally mild

animals, contracts great familiarity wirh mao^
distinguishes his master, discovers anection to the

hand that feed? him, and will slip his nose into

the pockets of people who approach; him, in search

of food. < ,

The thickness^ and the close texlirre of hit akin^

render it an article of considerable value. Hit
ilesh is eaten by the native Americans, but not a
very delicate species of food. The legs, if roasted

for four and twenty hours^ become, it is said, not
diiagreabie even to the palate of an £uropeaii»

The Indians use the skin chie|ly for bucklerv.
''.., ••»•••. I..' *tHi;i-;r.l --U ^..."Ui Hill

•\M

HOG TRIBE.
. i t

.

,
I '

"

n'vf

•. iVJ

The manners of these animals are in general
.11th} jind disgusting. They are fond of wallowiyir
iu the mire, and feed almost mdifferentty on animal
and vegetable food, devouring even the most cor«
lupted carcases. With thtir stroiig iti..dint»ut

Hiiout they dig up the earth in search of roott

and other aliment hidden under the surface.

They are exceedingly prolific.—The male is

narmed the boar, the female sow, and the young
ones are called pigs,

III the upper jaw there are fou' front teeth, the
ixnnts of which converge : and, usually, six in the
lower jaw, which project. The canine teeth, or
tusks, are two in each j.iw ; those above short,

while those below are long, and extend out of tha

1

'

ft'
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irioutfa. The snout is prominent, moteable, and has
the appearance of having been cutoff, or truncated.

The feet are cloven, *

.

!l 'H

Common hog.

1 iii «'4

' ;' '';(! -i- A-

"J i

. The wild boar, the stock or original of the

domestic hog, is smaller than the tame hog, and
does net varjr in his colour as those of the do
mestic kind do, but is aiwuvs found of an iron

grey, inclining to black ; bis snout is much longer

than that of the tame hog, and the ears are shorter,

rounder, and black ; of which colour are also

the feet and the tail. He roots the ground in a

different manner from the common hog ; for as

this turns up the earth in little spots here and
there, so the wiH boar ploug^hs it up like a fur-

row, and does irreparable damage in the culti-

vated lands of the farmer. The tusks also of this

animal are larger than in the tame breed, some ot

them being seen almost a foot long. These, as is

well known, grow from both the upper and under

jaw, bend upwards circularly, and are exceedingly

sharp at the points. They differ from the tusks of

ihe elephant in this, that they never fall ; a 1 it

is remarkable of all the hog kind, that they never

shed their teeth, as other animals are said to do.

The tusks of the lower jaw are always the most

to be dreaded, and are found to give very terrible

wounds.
The wild boar can properly be called neither a

solitary nor a gregarious animal. The three first

years the whole litter follows the sow, ami the

family lives in a herd together. They are then

called beasts of company, and unite their common
forces against the invasions of the wolf, or the

more formidable beasts of prey. Upon this their

princi|)al safety while young depend:*, for when at-

I
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tacUeJ, th^ giv(^ each other mutual > assistance^

calling' to each other with a very loud and fierce

notie ; the strongest face the danger; thej form a
ring, and the weakest fail into the centre. In tbi»

position few ravenous beasts dare venture to attack

them, but pursue the chase where there is less re-

sistance and danger. However, when the wild boar
is come to a state of maturity, and when conscious^of

his own superior strength, he then walks the forest

alone and fearless. At that time he dreads no single

creature, nor does he turn out of his way even for.

man himself. He does not seek danger, and 'he

does not much seem to avoid it.

This animal is therefore seldom attacked^ but
at a disadvantage, either by numbers, or whea
found sleeping by moonlight. The hunting the

wild boar is one of the principal amueemenits of

the nobility in those countries where it is to bd
found. The dogs provided for this sport are of the

slow heavy kind. Those used for hunting the

stag, or the roebuck, would be very impioper, as

they would too soon come up with their prey ; and,

instead of a chase, would only furnish out an en-

gagement. A small mastiff is therefore chosen ;

nor are the hunters much mindful of the goodness

of their nose, as the wild boar leaves so strong a

scent, that it is impossible for them to mistake its

course. They never hunt any but the largest and
the oldest, which are known by their tracks.

When the boar is rear'd, as is the expression for

driving him from his covert, he goes slowly and
uniformly forward, not much afraid, nor very far

before his pursuers. At the end of every half

mile, or thereabouts, he turns round, stops till the

hounds come up, and offers to attack them. These,

on the otiicr hand, knowing their danger, keep off,

and bay him at a distance. After they have fof
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•while gazed iipen each other with mutual anj.

nosity, the ^ boar again slowly goes on his couise,

and the dogs renew their pursuit. In this man*
Ber the charge is sustained, and the chase con*^

tinaes till the boar is quite tired, and refuses to

^ any farther. The dogs then attempt to close

in upon him from behind ; those which are yow^g,
fierce, and unaccustomed to the chase, are gene-
fallj the foremost, and often lose their lives by their

ardour. Those which are older and better tf aiued,

are content to wait until the hunterit cuu^t n^,, w ho
ftrike at him with their spears, and, after several

blows, dispatch or disabk hiin. The instant the

anitnal is killed, they cut off the testicles, which
Would otherwise give a taint to the whole flesh ; and
the huntsmen celebrate the victory with their horns.

The domestic hog is, generally speaking, a very

harmless creature, and preys on no animals but
either dead ones, or such as are incapable of re-

•istance. He lives mostly on vegetables, yet can

devour the most putrid carcases. We, however,

generally conceive him to be much more indelicate

than he really is. He selects, at least, the plants

of his choice, with equal sagacity and niceness,

and is never poisoned, like some other animals, by

mistaking noxious for wholesome food. Selfish,

indocile, and rapacious, as many think him, no

animal has greater sympathy for those of his own
kind. The moment one of them gives the signal

of distress, all within hearing rush to its assist*

ance. They have been known to gather round a

dog that teased them, and kill him on the spot.

Inclose a male and female in a sty when young,

and the female will decline from the instant her

companion is removed, and will probably die of a

broken heart. This animal is \vell adapted to the

mode of life to which it is destined. Having to
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^in a subsistence principally by turning up the
earth with its nose ; wefiiid that the neck is strong

and brawny ; the eyes small, and placed high iq

the bead ; the snout long ; th 'logf callous and
tough ; and the power of smelling peculiarly acute^

The external form is, indeed, very un<Aieldy, but by
the strength of his tendons the wild boar if enabled
to 8y from the hunters with surprizing agility.

The back toe on the feet of this animal prevents iti'

slipping while it descends steep declivitie^.

In Minorca the hog is converted into a beast of
draught ; a cow, a sow, and two yoi^pg horses,

have been seen in that island yoked together, and
of the four the sow drew the best. The ass and
the hog are here common helpmates, and are fie-*

quently yoked together to plow the land. In '^ome

parts of Italy, swine are used in hunting for truffles,

which grow some Inches deep in the ground. A
eoid being tied round the hiuu l<g of one of ihe

animals, the beast i» driven into the pastures, and
we are told that whenever it stop? and begins
to root with its nose^ trufiles are always to be
found.

In proof that these animals are not destitutt: '%(

lagacity, it would perhaps be unnecessary to reti<^

any other accounts than those of the var*\.uj
** teamed pig'^" which have at different times been
exhibited in this country. The following is^ how-
eTer, an instance more surprising than, perhaps, any
even of these :—A gamekeeper of Sir Henry MiM-
Oiay (named Tupor,) actually broke a black suw
to find game, and to back., and st^nd. Slut, which
was the name he is^ave her, was rendered as staunch
as any pointer. After Sir Henry's death, this pij

fointer was sold by auction for a very considerable

sum of money ; but possibly the secret of breaking;

iwine to the field expired with the inventor.

The hog is oo^ of those animals that are doora>

'fi
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«d to clear the earth of refuse and filth ; and that

couvT^rt the most nauseo.. «»iTul;» inio the richest

nutriment in its flesh. It has not altogether hecn

unaptly compared to a miser, who is useless and
rapacious in his life^ but at his death hccmnes of

public use^ by the very efl'ects of his sordid man-
ners. During his life he renders little service to

mankind, except in removing that filth which other

animals n^ject.

,
The e^iTireme tkickness of his hide and fat ren*^

der&fhehbg' almost insensible to ill-treatment, and

instances hive even occured of mice eating their

way into the fat on the back of one of these animals

without incommoding the creature. Although
natural ly ihoflfensive, he possesses powers which^

when called into action, render him a very formi-

dable enemy. He is, however, .stupid, inactive,

and drowsy ; and nothing but the calls of appetite

interrupts his repose, to which he always returns at

soon as this is satiatec^.

The senses of smelling?; and taste are enjoyed by

these animals in ^i:l m nt rfection. Wind seems to

have great iniluehtc on them, for when it blows

riolently they seem much agitated, and run to-

wards the sty, sometimes screaming in a most vio-

lent manner. Naturalists have also remarked, that

on the approach of 'bad weather, they will bring

•traw to the sty, as if to guard against its eflVjcts.

The country people in some parts of England have

s singular adage that " pigs can see the wind."

The female goes four months with young, and

has very numerous litters, sometimes so many as

twenty at a time. These auimals live to a consi-

derable age, even to twenty-five or thirty years.

The flesh, though very nutritious, from not being

so digestible as some other kinds of animal food,

is supposed to be unwhoiofOiM to p«rtout w4io lead

Sedentary lives.
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la the island of Sumatra there is a variety of thii

species that frequents the impenetrable bushes and
marshes of the sea-coast. Tliese animals live on
crabs and roots ; they asiiociate in herds, are of a

grey colour, and smaller than the English sNvinc.

At certain period;! of the year, they swim in herds

consisting of sometimes a thousand, frum on'' rdtf

of the river Siak to the other, at its moutii,

is three or four miles broad, and again re^iri i

stated times. This kind of passage als *

place in the small islands, by their swimming tV

one to the other. On these occasions they ,&«

hunted by a tribe of the Malays, distinct from all

the others of the island, who live on the coasts oi

the kingdom of Siak, called Salettians.

These men are said to smell the swine long be-

fore they see them, and when they do this, they im-
mediately prepare their boats. They then send out
their dogs, which are trained to this kind of hunt-

ing, along the strand, where, by their barking,-

they prevent the swine from coming ashore, and
concealing themselves among the bushes. During
the passage the boars precede, and are followed by
the females and the young, all in regular rows, each

resting its snout on the rump of the preceding one.

Swimming thus in close rows, they form a singular

appearance.

The Salettians, men and women, meet them in

their small flat boats. The former row, and throvr

large mats, made of the long leaves of the Panda-
mus odoratissima interwoven through each other,

before the leader of eacli row of swine, which still

continues to swim with great strength ; but, soon

pushing their feet into the mats, they get so entangled

as to be able either no longer to move them, or only

to move them very slowly. The rest are, however,
neither alarmed nor disconcerted, but keep close to

each ether^ nooe of them leaving the position in
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pt iVHMrtAit lim^,

vrhich ihtf were placed The men thftt r©w to-
wards them in a lateral direction^ and the women^
armed with lon^ javelins^ stab as many of the swine
US thejr can reach. For those bevond their reach,

they are furnished with smaller spears^ about six

feet in length, which they are able to throw to the

difltanoo of thirty or forty feet' with pretty sure

9iin. As it is impossible for them to throw matt
before ail the rows, the rest of these animcls swim
9ff in regular order^ to the places for which tbey

fOt otit, and for this time escape the danger. A9
jtibe dead swine are found floating around in great

Vtimbers, they are picked up .ind put 'into larger

iM^ats, which follow for that purpose.

Some of these swine they sell to the Chinese

jtraders who visit the island ; and of the rest

they preserve in general only the skins and fat.

The latter, after being melted^ they sell to the

Maki Chinese ; and it is used by the common
]pc<»ple instead of butter^ as long as it is not ran*

fidj and also for burning in lamps^ instead of cocoa*

iHCtoiU ..-'. \ . ,

r^;;:- ETHIOPIAN HOG.
..•>*'"•'".''

Til I a animal is much allied^ in its general ap-
pearance, to the common hog ; but is particularly

oistiuguished from it by a pair of large semicircular

k>be9 or wattles placed beneath the eyes. The
snout is also much broader, and very strong and

callous.-^It is a native of the hotter parts of Af-
rica, and is a very fierce and d?.ngerous animal.

It resides principally in subterraneous recesses,

which it digs with ito nose and hoofs ; and, when
attacked or pursued, it rushes on its adversary

with gree^t force, striking, like the common boar«

with its tusks, which are capable of infiictiog the

ri^sK trcnendaus wmsade.
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Th«8e creatures inhabit the wildest^ moat ancul«
tivated, and hottest parts of Afric9>, fron^ Senegal

to Congo, and they are also found on the island

of Madagascar. The natives carefully avoid their

retreats, since, from their savage uatuie^ thty often

rush upon them unawares, and gore them with
their tusks. ; huci oH .- MSv^-iK/r :i:m riU-i.^'W^ i'f

A boar of this species was, in 1765^ sent bj
the governor of the Gape of Good Hope to the

prince of Orange. From confinement and atten*

tion he became mild and gentle, except when
eflfcnded ; in which case« even those persons to

whose care be was entrusted were afraid of him.

In general, however, when the doof of his cage
was opened, he came out in perfect good humour,
gaily frisked about in search of food, and greedily

devoured whatever was given him. He was one
day left alone in the court-yard for a few minutes,

and on the return of the keeper was found busilj

digging into the earth, where, notwithstanding the

ceujented bricks of the pavement, be had made
an amazing large bole, with a view, as waT^fter-

wards discovered, of reaching a common sewer
that passed at a considerable depth below. It was
not without much trouble, and the assistance of
several men, that his labour could be interrupted.

They, at length, however, forced him into his cage,

but he expressed great resentment, and uttered a
sharp and mournful noise. ^

His motions were altogether much more agile

and neat than tkose of the common hog. He would
allow himself to be stroked, and evtn stemed de-

lighted with rough friction. When provoked, or

rudely pushed, he always retired backward, keep*

ing his face towards his assailant, and shifkinsr his

liead, or forcibly striking with it. Wiieu, after

long confinement, he was set at liberty for a little

whil^ he was Tec^f gay, aud, ieupcd about in an

/
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entertainkig manner. On these occasions he would,
with his tail erect, somctiiiies pursue the fallow-

deer and other animals. :•" '»^i '
i '.j.oj.ij

His food was principallj grain and roots ; and of

the former he preferred barley and the European
wheat. He was so fond of rje-bread« that he

would run after anj person who had a piece of it in

his hand. In the acts of eating and drinking he al-

ways supported himself on the knees of his fOre

feet ; and would often rest in this position. His
eyts were so situated as to prevent his seeiug

around him« being interrupted by the wattles and
prominences of his face ; but, in; compensation for

this defect, his senses of smelling and hearing were
wonderfully acute.

Dr. Sparrman, \vhen he was in Africa, pursued
•everal pigs with the old sows, with the intention

of shooting one of them, but though he failed in

this object, their chace afforded him singular plea-

sure. The heads of the females, which had before

appeared of a tolerable size, seerafed, on a sudden,

to have ^rown larger and more shapeless than they

were. This momentary and wonderful change, as-

"^onished him so much the more, as riding hard

over a country full of bushes and pits, he had been

prevented from giving suBicieot attention to the

manner in which it was brought about. The
whole of the mystery, however, consisted in this :

"each of the old ones, during its flight, had taken a

pig in its mou(h ; a circumstance that also explain-

ed to him another subject of his s#prize, which

was, that all the pigs which he lad juat before

been chasing along with the old ones, had vanish-

ed on a sudden. But in this action we iind a kind

of unanimity among these animals, in which they

resemble the tame species, and whifch they have in

a greater degree than many others. It is likewise

very astonishing, that the pig9 ibould be carried

\
\.
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abbiit. in this manner bietween luch large tusks as

those of their mother, without being hurt, or cry-

ing out in the leasts He was twice afterwards

witness to the same circumstance.

The flesh is very good^ and not unlike thai of the

German wild boar. i\in>,t\ ] , ,
. j (, ,.

.

'

-,11 H, i,

.. i 'iif ^i' 1

Cape Verd hcg.

This animal is of the size of a common . hogj

and peculiar to Africa. The species are diffused

through the tract of country between Cape Verd
and the Cape of Good Hope. The head is long ;

the nose slender. The tusks are large, hard as

ivory, and in the upper jaw, thick and truncated

obliquely. The ears are narrow> erect, and pointed.

The tail is slender, and terminates in a tuft, reach-

ing down to tbo highest joint of the leg. Each
jaw is furnished with twelve grinding teeth. The
body is covered all over with long, fine bristlei.

This species has been, by some naturalists,

confounded with that immediately preceding.

But the form of the head, the structure of the

mouth, and the manner in which the.body is co-

vered, establish a sufficient distinction between

them.

'

Babyroussa. '

li^

The babyroussa is of the size of a common
hog, which it somewhat resembles ; however, it

IS pf a more slender form ; but what chiefly dis-

tinguishes it, is tlie size and the shape of its tusks.

Each jaw is furnished with two. Those in the inferior

jaw rise eight inches out of their sockets, towards
the eyes. The sockets of those above are placed

on the outside of the jaw ; and the tusks rise twelve

inches out of them ; they bend like horns, till their
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points nearly touch the forehead. The eari tra
•mall, erect, and pointed, 4 few weak bristlei

€0?er the back ; the rest of the body is covered
with a sort of soft woci. The tail is long, oftea

twisted, and terminat^'s in a point.

The babyroussa is found in the islands of Ja?a-
Celebes, and Boero in the East. A few individuals

are often diffused through the other islands of the

Indian Ocean. The species are naturally greii^a-

rious. Their sense of smelling is extremely acute.

Plants, and leaves of trees are their favourite food.

They grunt like our common hogs. They are not

unsusceptible of domestic;ition. To escape from
a pursuer, they often rush into the sea, and swim to

a distance, or conceal themselves by diving. They
even swim pccasiooally from isle to isle. X baby-

roussa is often seen to rest ita bead in a forest, by

hooking its upper tusks on some bough. None
of these animals ever commit any devastations in

gardens. ...... u:,;/ v."

r

Mexican hog.

This animal bears an imperfect resemblance to

the common hog, but is smaller and more compact.

Its body is- about three feet in length. Its niouth

is furnished with four cutting t^eth in the upper

Jaw, with six in the lower, and with two tusks in

each. Its head is not of such a taper, wedge-like

form, as that oi the common hog. Its cars are

short, erect, and pointed. Its eyes are neither sunk

nor prominent. The bristles covering its body^

are long and stiff. They resemble, indeed, rather

the quills of the porcupine, than the bristles of the

hog. On the neck and back they are longer than

on the sides. The bcllv is almost entirely bare.

A band of white extends between the shoulders and

the breast. There is no tail to protect the hinder



parts. A gland on the back from uliich there
constantly distils a wheyisb, fetid liquor, H the
most remarkable pcculiaritj ot this species The
first Europeans who became acquainted with this

animal, fancied this gland the navel, preposterous.

\y disposed by nature on the back« instead of the
belly, i .

• ^ ? aw

^
The manners of the Mexican hott ate n(fi very

different from those of the hogs of Asia and Europe.
Mexico* and all the warm climates of South Ameri-
ca, possess numerous h^rds of this species. Their
instincts and arms for offence and deftennce, are
much the same as those of our ho£. They seem
more social in their dispositions. They are gene-
rally found associating together in parties. Though
only an individual be singled out, the whole body
joins with generous valour against an enemy. They

frunt with a stronger and harsher voice than the

ogs of Asia or Europe ; but are scarce ever

prompted by fear or rage, to squeak in the same
wild tone. Port^sts are their favourite haunts;
they resort not, like ouf domestic hog, Or Wild boar^

to marshes and mires. Fruits, seeds, and roots,

are their favourite food. They eat also serpents,

toads, and lizards ; and display great dejitterihr

in tearing off the skin of those reptiles with their

feet.

Their oeconomy has not been Tr»*y mintftely

studied by naturalists. A number of yotitig ones

are produced at a birth ; and the mother treats

them with the tetidemess and solicitous care of H
parent. Although existing chiefly in a wild state,

they arc susceptible of domestication ; buthO paiM
can overcome their natural stupidity arid indocility.

The beasts of prey, not less than man, are hostile tO

tins species. Tlie American leopard, or Jaguar,

one of their most formidable enemies, often falll

amid a her'd^ after destroying the greatest part Of

TOL. II. O C
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them ; wesry with irlau^hter, and ratlicr exhausted

by his own (jxortiuns than overcomes hy theirs. It

IciMed in full health, the flesh of the animal is

agreeable food ; provided tiie gland on the back
be cut off, and the liquor which it secretes, care-

ful Ij washed from the carcase at the instant of

death.

, There are probably several varieties of this spA.

clesj distinguished by diversities of colour and

ifFbis animal constantly refuses to copulate with
our European swine.

,^^j
,

'••;.

1. '. ':

7>f4i .V CETACEOUS ANIMALS.;
*

•)V (..

-

!;»''/,'•

The cetC; consisting of four tribes of animals^

which live altogether in water, constitute Liiinazus's

seventh order of Mammalia. They inhabit chiefly

the seas of the polar regionsj and many of the spe-

cies are of huge size. From their external shape,

and habits, they seem nearly allied to the hsh, yet

they arrange with great propriety as an appendix

to the four footed animals. It is true that they

reside in the same element with the scaly tribes,

and are, like them, endowed with progressive

powers of motion in that element, yet in their inter-

nal structure they entirely agree with the (^ua*

drupeds.

; Like the. land animals, they breathe air by means
oflungs : this compels theni frequently to rise td

the surface of the water to respire ; and on this

account it is that they always sleep on the surface.

Their nostrils are open^ an4 situated on the sum-
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mit of the heacl> which enablei threm to draw io the

air without raisings the mouth, mid coniequently

the head out of water. These noitrils also serve

them iu expelling the superfluous watfr which thejr

take in at the mouth every time they attempt to

swallow their prey. They have also warm red

blood ; and they produce and suckle their young
in the same manner as the land animals. Their
flesh is red^ and bears a great resemblance to that

of the horse : some of it is very firm ; and about
tlie breast and belly it is mixed with tendons.

They likewise resemble the quadrupeds in having
moveable eye-lids, and true bones; and in their

power of utttring loud and bellowing sounds, a
faculty altogether denied to the scaly tribes.

The cetaceous animals have a smooth skin/ not

covered with hair. Their feet are very fthort

;

those in the fore part of the body being formed like

fiaa, and the hind ones united into an horizontal

tail. The substance of the latter is so firm and
compact, that the vessels will retain their dilated

state even when cut across. i j -si

The fat of this order of animals is what we g^
nerally tefm blubber : this is afterwards, by boil-

ing, manufactured into oil. It does not coagulate

in our atmosphere, and is probably the most fluid

of all animal f»ts. It is found principally on the
outside of the musicles, imim^diately under the

skin, and is in cbnsiderable quantity. The blubber
appears principally to be of use in poising ttieir

bodies; it also keeps off the immediate contact of
the water with the flesh, the continued cold of
which might chill the blood ; and in this reapect

it serves a purpose similar to that of clothtiig to

the human race. '^ '' ' ' • ''' v i- <

^;. l';;fU-7-' 'y.:nii '.... . ..... ,'
-
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NARWHAL TRIBE.

l-'U

This genui of animftU is disting^ui&hed hy the
liaving oucioo,tibr»nd soroctime^ tyiro teeth project-

ing from the upper jaw, long, straight^ and spiral.

It has. a, spiracle or breathing place on the top of

\U head. Thera ar« but iyvo Species hijthertp dis-

covered belonging to thia.genus^ &n^ one of these

4$ spoicwhat obscure.

':';>!'i tv ;<'.: •<\ <,-. ••:. ....
i . l}iUJ N^j^RWBAfc, on SEA UNI/CORiy.

: Tb9 narwhal i$ about twenty feet long, f|roni

the mouth to the tail, of a more slendep make than
thccocnii^On Greenland whale ; and its fat is in lesf

fibundM)C,e. It hnhabits the seas of Iceland and
Qr^eni.(iiid> and the northern part of Pavis-s straits,

ftnd if se^B in the same northerly iegions with the

rest of the cetaceous tribes. Nature hag, however,

dislinguigbed it fjroni every otlier kind of whale,

by ths^ foriukdaUie weapon in the form of a tooth,

Wbiqb projects from its upper jaw. Amongst all

that variety 4»f 9f:n^our which she h^s conferred

upon her different tribes in the animal kingdom,
slia ha|« perhaps* contrived no instrument of de-

itruciion lO dreadful as the horn of the narwhal.

Tim ejtttraordinary instrument generally springs

ffoiri the upper jaw on the left side ; into the

^velvet of which it reaches a foot and a half. It is

Iti itttt tl, and twisted in spires, as we soipetimes sec

n bttf of iron ; its length is from seven to eight

feety and of the thickness of a man's arm: it is

of a white colour, harder and heavier than ivory.

From the size of this weapon, most naturalists

coiisider it as aa horuj rather than a toolh ; but it
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resembles in every respect tb« %asks of • boar, or
an elephant ; it rises lilce them^ from a socket in

the jaw ; it is of the same strong 4}ubstantej and
possesses tiie same solidity. Willoughby regards

it as the only real example of an unicorn afforded

by nature ; and after a minute examinaiiqp of all

the substances that ar^ imposed upon the public,

for the horns of the unicorn^ he pronoiinc^ them
impositions on the.crcdulity of mankind.

This naturalist had the greater merit in ipaking

a discovery of this nature, because in bis time tbfP

capture of shales was not very frequent, and the.

meant of detection were proportionably few io

number.; The tcoth of the narwhal about a c;enr

tury ago was universally ascribed to soni^ ;land

animal; it had often been dvg upjtoiong fossil

substances, and from that, circumstance it was
naturally bestowed upon a terrestrial owner. Pliiqr

had long ago described an aniqial resembling a
horse, with a single horn spring from the miJdlf
of its forehead. Upon this animal, which a far^

ther knowledge of nature has proved to, be -ficti^

tious, the tooth of the narwhal was unanimously
conferred; and the finding of so precious aremaiiiw
was considered a» a fortunate incident, that. af*>

forded a strong testimony of the veracity of that
historian.

But it was not the curiosity of mankind alone,

nor the rareness of the object, and the siogularity

of its forrn^ that brought the narwhal's tooth into

such high repute in the different countries of
Europe. A medicine was prepared from it, which
was long given out by the quacks as an infallible

specific against poison, and malignant fevers.

At length, however, these frauds were detected

and exposed by one of the privy counsellors, who
had a concern in the w|)ale fishery, and received

by the return of bis own vessels a number of those
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teetii, some of wliich were of the eoortiious lengfh
of three yards.

The error of supposing this armour of the
narwhal a horn, has led some writers to suppose,
that as among quadrupeds the female was often
found without horns, so these instruments of de-
fence were only to be found in the male. This,
however, has often been contradicted bv actual ex-

perience; both sexes are found armed in this man-
•hcr ; and in all the varieties of the horn, whether
wreathed or smooth, bended or straiiijht, it is uni-

formly strong, sharp, and deeply fixed. There can
be no doubt, but that an instrument of this nature
ii intended for the defence of the' animal on which
it is bestowed. It is thus that the narwhal uses it

;

. whenever it is urged to employ this terrible instru-

"hieiit, it is said that it drives directly forward
iigainst its enemy, and pierces him through.
^ But notwithstanding this implement of war, and
its amazing velocity and strength, the narwhal is

t>ne of the most harmless and peaceable inhabi-

taints of the ocean. It wants teeth for chewing,
'aiid a tilroat for swallowing any bulky prey: of

consequence it commits hostility against no ani-

mal ; but is constantly seen sporting inoffensively

among the greiit monsters of the deep, never at-

tempting to injure any of them. It is called by
the Greenlanders the forerunner of the whale ; for

. wherever it is seen, that fish seldom fails soon to

appear. The manners of these two species nearly

resemble each other ; the food of both is those

insects which we shall hereafter describe; and both

are peaceable and innocent, though qualified by

their strength or their arms to spread general des-

truction.

So little does this fish avail itself of those im-

plements with which nature has provided it, that

tb.ey appear rather an .impediment, than a meani
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of defence. It is at no pains to keep them in re-

pair for action ; btit on the contrary^ the tooth

h constantly seen covered with weed?, slime, and
all the filth of the sea. In one instance, they evi-

dently operate to the destruction of the owners

;

lor the narwhals being' gregarious animals, they

are no sooner attacked by a fishing vessel, than
they crowd together in such a manner, that they are

mutually embarrassed by their tusks, and are pre-

vented from sinking to the bottom. In this situa-

tion the harpooriers seldom fail of striking one or

two of those that are longest detained upon the

surface of the water ; and the quantity of the oil^

which they produce renders their capture an objecf

of, very considerable emolument. > ;

rj Spurious narwhal.

A SPEC IKS .most allied to the narwhal, but noti"

perhaps, strictly speaking, of the same genus : no
teeth in the mouth ; but from the extremity of the

upper mandible project two minute, conic, obtuse,

teeth, a little curved at the tip, weak, and not

above an inch long : body elongated, cylindric^

black. Besides the pectoral fins, and horizontal tail,

is also a minute dorsal fin. It must be numbered
among the rarest of the whales. Its fiesh and oil

are considered as very purgative : inhabits the

main ocean, seldom coming towards the shore :

feeds on the loligo : has a spiracle like other whales.

Both flesh and oil are eaten, but not without ap-

pre^hension^ for the reason before mentioned : gene-,

rally found dead, being very seldom taken living.

The above is the description of Fabricius, in hii

Fauna Groenlandica, and the animals seems to have

bstm dkMCiibed jb|y op other author.
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MoaT of the speciei of this tribe are sixt/ feet

ftud upwards in length, and none of them under
twenty. Their Bkin is in general black, or brown

;

^crj thick, and altogether without hair : it is often

observed to have marine plants and shell-fish adher-

ing to it. Some ofthe whales inhabit the northern,

Und some the southern ocean : and one or two ot

the species are found in both. The females generally

produce but one young one at a time.

The external conformation of the fishes of this

genus, no less than their size, serves to characterise

them among the other inhabitants of the deep.

They are covered with a dark coloured cinereous

|4in ; they are moved, commonly against the

%rind> and with vast rapidity by means of a hori-

zontal tail^ aided >y three fins ; two pectoral, and

froe back fin ; but inaonie species, the last is want-

ing^. The head is commonly extremely large, in

proportion to the si2e of the body, being in some
equal to a third of the si^e of the fish. The ani-

mal is directed toit» prey by two small eyes, fur-

tiished with eye-lidi, and not superior in size to

those of an ox« As the cetaceous tribes all

breatbe by means of luug$i, they have no branchisfe

nor external apparatus for that purpose. In the

middle of the bead^ there is one, sometimes two

orifices, through which they spout ^ater to a vast

height, and with a great noise. With these ori-

fideg raised abofe the surface, the whales sleep and

breathe^ gently moving their fins, to keep them

poised upon the summit oi the water. Wbcnirti-

mersed below the surface, or while devouring their

»«. ... ^*.^a» m? * ^1 _ Ali.
ter uaavoiuabiy ruihes into tiie tnroai ana
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fullg^j Mid if, in this matmer, rjected tvcry time

Ihfy rise for a sufvplf of air. If the aaiiual be

Wounded, it spouts the air and water ivith a tio-

Icnce sufficient to overset a ship ; and the noise it

Occasions, is heard like the discharge of cannon,

at the dt^ance of some miles.

Animals of such enormous strength and magni-
tude, we might imagine, would spread terror and
devastation aH around them, and make an indis-

crirainate siau^ghter of the inferior tribes. No
creature, however, is iess tnracious than the com-
ftion whale : almost no animal substance is crer

found in it» stomach ; it feeds, as sOnic allege,

upon diflferent insects that float on the erurface ;

according to others, upon the medusa or sea-blub-

l^er. Its food, we are certain most be extremely

mninte, for the capacity of its throat does not ex-

ceed four inches, a size beyond all prtrportion,

tmaller than that of other animals.

The small quantity of food th^t sufBce*^ the

whale, may justly surprize us, when we consider

their size, and the numbers of these animals ti<at

often herd together. Had their voracity been pro-

portioned to their bulk and numbers, the ocean
itself would hardly have afforded a sufficient sup-
ply. The insects upon which they feed are black:,

and about the size of a bean : they ari^ of a round
form, like snails in their shells, and are seen floating

in clusters together upon the waret. These the

whak sucks up in great numbers, and bruises

them with the barbs or pipes with which its mouth
is intcrnallv covered. Nourished with this food, it

becomes the fattest of all animals, whether terres-

trial or aquatic.

To a slender appetite, the whale adds peace-

able and harmless manners : ft pursues no other

fish, but leads an easy and indolent life en the

Irosom of the wates, aud is inoflennve, proportion*

oil. II. 3 D
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cd to its ability to do mischief. Among^ (and aoi-
nals, we have had occasion to observe^ that
sovereignty does not always follow strength or
size : the elephant and camel jQy before the tyger

and the lion ; while the eagle posscstics a decided
superiority over the vulture and the ostrich. The
same law obtains among the inhabitants of the
ocean ; where the whale, if he holds the sceptre,

holds it by a precarious tenure, for it may easily

be wrested from him by his subjects. There is a
strong analogy between his manners and those of
the elephant : both are the strongest and largest

animals in their respective elements ; rueither oScrs

injury ; and each is terrible when provoked to

resentment.

The common whale, whatever honours Tulgar
prejudices may have conferred upon it, has no pre-

tensions to the sovereignty of the ocem : on the

contrary, as it is a peaceable and inoffensive animal,

it has many enemies disposed to take advantage of

itf^ disposition, and inaptitude for combat. There
is a small animal of the testaceous kind, called the

whale-louse, that sticks to its body, as we see shells

stick to the foul bottom of a ship. This creature

insinuates itself chiefly under the fins ; and, in

defiance of all the efforts of the whale, it still

keeps its hold, and lives upon the fat, which it is

provided with instruments to extract. The fisher-

men, however, often witness the encounters of

the whale with a much more terrible enemy. At
the sight of the sword-fish, this largest of animals

is seen agitated in an extraordinary manner, and

leaping ft'om the water as if with fear. Wherever
it appears, the whale perceives it at a distance,

and flies from it in the opposite direction. The
whale has no instrument of defence except the tail

:

with that it endeavours to strike the enemy ; and

a sinele blow takiasr nlace. would effectually do-
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•trojr tlie adversary : but the sword-ilih is at active

as the other is strong, and easily avoids the stroke ;

then bounding into the air, it Uills upon it| sobja*

cent enemy, and endeavours, net to pierce with,

its pointed beak, but to cut Mrith its edges. The
sea all about is seen dyed with blood, proceeding

from the wounds of the whale ; while the enormous
animal vainly endeavours to reach its invader, and
strikes with its tail against the surface of the water,

making a report at each blow louder than the
noise of a cannon.

A still more fatal enemy of the whale, is an ani-

mal of its own order, called by the fishermen of
New England, the killer. Of ferocious habits,

and furnished with strong, sharp teeth, these

animals, when they surround a whale, seldom allow

itto come off with life. They tear and mangle
its flesh on all sides, till fatigued with fighting,

and overcome with wounds, it falls a prey at last to

their fury ; and after it expires, the tongue is ex-

tracted, the only part which they devour.

By the constant hostilities of these various ani-

mals, the race of whales has probably been gradu-
ally diminishing in number for several ages. From,
the largeness of their size they cannot easily be
concealed from their destroyers ; and as they are

distinguished by sterility among the finny tribes,

their destruction cannot soon be repaired : but of.

all the causes of the waste and diminution of this

order of fishes, the interference of man has operated

by far the most powerfully. His hostilities have

been incomparably more fatal than those of all the -.

rest of their enemies ; and a greater number is pro^

bably destroyed in a season by the ingenuity of the

fishermen, than is devoured by the rapacious ani-*

-

mals in an age.

The inhospitable shores of Spitzbergen were *

t resort i?f the whales ; .aailUljlUH- >w «fv Ills §'9mm
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for mora tliiii three ceotunes, notwitiaBduif^f Iht
CoidocM «f the flimate, giid th« terrors of the icy

lea, a greet oumbei; of European ibipi have vquu*
ally frrqiMiited those de%ty abodef* aod at leoi^th

tbinned tb^t ouinber of tbcir irifaabitaiits.

Tbe whaic fishery was earriad on, for the lakt
of tbe oil^ loni? before tbe use of whale'bone v^as

discovered. The substance which bas obtained

that nanie, adheres to the upper jaw ; and is fornoix

fd of thin parallel lamin». snuit of thf longest

four yards in length. Of these there are about
seven hundred in all : about two thirds of that

number are of a length fit for usoj tbe rest beiqg
too short. The oil is extracted from different parti

of tlie body ; the tongue alone ofsome fish yielding

from fivu to six barrels.

As early as the beginning of the fourteenth

^ntury/the liisrayneers were in possession of a
irery considerable trade to the coast of Greenland

;

they long enjoyed the profits of a lucrative trafl&c

in train oil and whale-'bone, before the ^nghsb.
attempted to obtain any share of that commerce.
What probably first gave them an idea of the

advantage9 to be reaped from it, was tbo accident

of onii of their ships bringing a cargo of whale-'

bone and tfain oil from the bay of St. Laureuee,

part of the burden of two large Biscayan shipA

that had been wrecked thorc about the year 1594,

A few years after that period, the town of Hull
had the honour of first attempting that profitable

branch <»f trade. At present it seems to be on the

decline^ the number of fish being gieatiy reduced

by ii\eW constant capture for such a v^^st length of

time. U is now said that the fishers, from a defect

of whales, s^PPIy themselves to seal fishery, from

which animals they also extract an oil^ and turn

tlio skins to good account. Thi« trade, however,

will uQt probably be of any long ceuliMauce^ fuf
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iheM sliT and timid creatures will soon bt induced
to quit those shores hy being perpetually harrasaed.

We are informed too, that the natives of Green*
land already begin to suffer from the scarcity of
seals in their seas. The flesh of these animals

constitutes their principal subMstence : and should
they be at last eatirpated, or desert the coast, that

miserable people would be in danger of perishing

through want. , ; ;< .

Before the year 1598, the whale seems never to

have been taken on our coaits^ but when it was
accidentally driven ashore. It was then deemed a
royal fish, and the king and queen divided the spoil

between them ; the king asserting his right to tho
head, and her majesty by prerogative entitled to the

tail. A total revolution in the fashion of eatables^

and the great quantity of these fish that are uow im-
ported, has rendered tbii precogrative of. royalty of
less importance, and even ludicrous : formerly, how*
ever, the whale, aa well as the fHitfpoise> and dol-

phin, was probably a dish served at the royal

board ; and from its magnitude it must have held

a very respectable station there.^ Such dainties

continued in vogue so late as the reign of Henry
VIII ; for, in a household book of that prince, it

is ordered, that if a porpoise should be too bi^
for a horse load, allowance should be made to the
purveyor Even in the reign of queen Elizabeth^

we find directions for the dressing and serving up
of the dolphin with porpoise sauce ; a composition

of vinecrar, crumbs of bread, and sugar.

The 9esh of the whale has always made a part

of the food ol sonne savage nations The natives

of Greenland, as well as the barbarous tribes that

inhabit the vicinity of the south pole, eat the flesh

prepared in variiMis wavs, and drink the oil, which
IS with thecu a first rate delicacy. The finding of a
whale is as advssture tf»««nain y%ntfiff #l«flk ST^^^S^

CwV4«^>^V( ^u ««ii»vM|^ i>u« u«va!%
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forlun^^e cucui nces of ihnif wretched liret.

They make their ab de besidp it ; and seldom remove
till ^^vy have left nothing but the bon. n. In the

daj WiHoughby, the eating whale was |a:rowing

into disuse in England ; und at present the Dutch
sailors, iwell as our own, will nr taste it except
in cases of urgent necessity ; it is 8aid, however,
that the French seamen frequently dress and UHe it

as their ordinary food at sea. The wretched inha-

bitants of the island of Feroe, who live one hulf

oftlieyearon salted gulls, are also, wo are told,

very fond of salted whales flesh ; tlic fat of the

bead, after being well seasoned, they hang up in

the chimney, and eat like bacon.

Tke internal structure of the whale, we have
already remarked, resembles almost in every respect

that of quadrupeds : like them they possess lungs,

a hilocular heart, a diaphragm and urinary blad-

der.

As the cetaceous fishes resemble terrestrial ani-

mals in their conformation, so they are also dis-

tinguished by similar appetites and manners

:

among them the act ofcopulation is said to be per-

formed irtore humano, and the female once in two
jears feels the access of desire. In the inferior

tribes of fish, we can discern hardly any thing like

pairing between the males and females, and have no

Testiges of conjugal fidelity. The mutual attach-

ment of the whales, however, exceeds whatever we
are told of the constancy of birds.

Whenever a pair of whales are at'.icked by the

fishers, they mutually assist, it is asserted, in the

defence of each other ; and when one is wounded
the other Rtill attends, lending every aid in its

power ; and i, motives of fear, or self preservation,

can urge it to *"?frt iti associate. An instance

is recorded of >i« , wh?ti;b, after maintaining an oh-

stinate con fl lit i\\ Icfence of \*m companion, thiM



had been struck by a harpoon, and on leeing il

expire under the wounds it had receipt !, stretched

itself upon the dying fish and yielded up its br(*ath

at the same instant.

The period of gestation among the ceiacooui

fishes is said to be nine or ten months ; the female

commonly produces one, and never above tvt^o

young. Durilur the time of her pregnancy, and
particularly ^t I'.e birth of her offspring, she ii

uncommu* ly kut. .he embryo, it is said, when
first peicrpti*>fe, is about seventeen inches long ;

and i^',f cub, v hen excluded, is of a black colour^

and ; '. feet in length. The two breasts of the

whale arc hid within the belly j but when she

suckles her young, she can produce them at plea-

sure, when they are protuberant about two feet

before her body. The teats resemble those of a
cow ; while the colour of the breasts, in some i%

white, in others speckled ; in all they are filled

with a large quantity of milk, resembling that ot*

land animals.

From what has been said concerning the pro*
creation of whales, it appears, that these animals,

in fecundity, are far inferior to the rest of the in-

habitants of the deep. Nothing, however, can

exceed their care and tenderness for their offspring*

when produced. The female whale carries her

cub with her wherever she goes; and when pur-
sued by the fishermen, she keeps it supported be-

tween her fins. Even when wounded, she still

clas"^ har young one ; and when forced to plunge
into the deep to 'Avoid the strokes of her pursuers,

she carries it down along with her ; but rises

sooner than usual, to allow it time for respiration.

It is, however, but for a short period, that the

young whales stand in need of this parental assist-

ance : their growth is »o remarkably rapid, that

. it may occasion some doubt concerninfi* tiie account*
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tliat tLtt g:iveii of their extraordinaiy long^tltab

The cubs continue at the breast of the mother onlY
IW a jear, during which period the^ attain to a con*
siderable size, and are called short-heads by the
•ailors. The mother, at the eud of that period^

Is extremely lean and emaciated, while her cub ii

80 large and fat^ that it frequently yields abo?c
fifty barrels of blubber. The next year after they
faa?e left the breast, they are called stunts ; be-
cause they decrease in their fatness, and yield

icarcely an half of the produce that is obtained

from them when suckling. After two years, the

young whales are called skull fish ; and though
for awhile they continue of an inferior size, there

18 no mark by which their age can be ascer-

tained.

Though the whales are gregarious animals, yet

every individual propagates only witli those of its

own kind ; and without mixture of breed, they

transmit an unpolluted race to posterity. When
they are seen in shoala of different kinds together^

or making their migrations in large companies,

from one ocean to another, their object probably

is security and mutual defence. Hardly any in-

stinct less powerful than that of self preservation,

from the attacks ofsmaller but more powerful fishes,

could induce them to an union, by which the scar*

city of food must be so greatly increased.

Common whali^.

This is the larg'est animal known, if the kra-

ken and sea>serpent be supposed fabulous. In the

north sea, where it is most frequently taken, it

measures about sixty feet in length ; and there is

reason to believe that before the fishery had
committed such vast depredations, there were

many of this species seen of a far superior size.
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In the warmer latitudes, where they are less frcr

quently taken, and consequently have time to gain
their full size, they are stilJ seen of the immense
size of an hundred feet.

Though the antients were acquainted with Hiis

species of whale, yet it does not appear that they
knew its uses, or practised the fishing of it.

Aristotle has described it by the name of the
bearded whale, from those hairs or strainers that

surround the mouth to prevent the escape of its

food, when the animal discharges the water from
its mouth. Pliny has given it the name of mus.
cuius, probably for the same reason.

It has already been remarked, that the food of
this species is the medusa or sea-blubber ; and it

is probably the necessity of procuring this food
that confines the animal in its residence to the arc-

tic circle. Few of them are ever seen so far frouth

as the British shores, though the antients mention
a large kind that obtained its name from frequent •

ing our coasts.

The head of the common whale is equal to one
third of the size of its body : the fistula?, or two
orifices for spouting out the water are placed in

the middle. This species has no teeth : in their

room are situated the black horny laminse, called

whale-bone, so long used in the ladies' stays, in the

construction of umbrellas, and for various other

purposes. These laminae give off" a part of their

substance, which constitutes those bristles that sur-

round the mouth, the supposed use of which has

already been described. Closely confined by these

bristles lies the tongue, the tenderest part of the

animal, which was formerly salted up as a great

delicacy.

About four yards distant from each other appear

the eyes, externally not larger than those of an oi£.

{

I:
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but constituting a pretty large ball within. This
picturesque visage is rendered tremendous by the
large opening of the mouth, which, when the jawi
are extended, is no less than eighteen feet wide.
On the back of this animal there is no fin : but
the two lateral ones are exceedingly large ; and
with them, as we have s'^en, it supports its young.
The tail is broad, semilunar, and horizontal ; it is

of such vast strength, that by a stroke of it upon
the surface, the water is so much agitated as to

overset a boat if it is near. The penis is included

in a strong sheath, and is seven feet in length.

The colour of whales varies very much ; the

back being in some red, and the belly generally

white. Some are marbled with black and white,

while others arc entirely black, and some white.

Their skin is smooth and slippery, and their colours

in the water are extremely beautiful. In the belly

of one described by Rondeletius there was found
no kind of fish only a sort of mucus, foam, water^

and sea weed.
To the Greenlanders, as well as to the natives of

more southern climates, the whale is an animal of

essential importance ; and these people spend much
time in fishing for it. When they set out on their

whale-catching expeditions, they dress themselves

in their best apparel, fancying, that if they are not

cleanly and neatly clad, the whale, who detests a

slovenly and dirty garb, would immediately avoid

them. In this manner about fifty persons, men and

women, set out together in one of their large boats.

The women carry along with them their needle*

and other implements to mend their husband's

clothes, in case they should be torn, and to mend

the boat, if it happen to receive any damage.

When the men discover a whale, they strike it with

their harpoons, to which are fastened lines or
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straps^ two or three fatfaoms long, made of seal

skin, having at the end a bag of a whole scal'tf

skin, blown up. The huge animal, by means of

the inflated bag, is, in some degree, compelled to

keep near the surface of the water. When he is

fatiguedi and rises, the men attack him with their

spears till he is killed. They now put on their

spring jackets (made ai*i in one piece of a dressed

seal's skin), with their boots, gloves, and caps,

which are laced so tightly to each other, that no
water can penetrate them. In this garb they

plunge into the sea, and begin to slice o0* the fat all

round the animal's body, even from those parts

that are under water : for their jackets being full

of air, the men do not sink, and they have means
of keeping themselves upright in the sea. They
have sometimes been known so daring as, while
the whale Ma? still alive, to mount on his back and
kill him from thence.

Fin FISH.

This species is distinLr:uished from the common
whale by the tin upon the back, placed low, and
near the tail. It is sometimes found in the British,

but is more frequent in those tracts of the northern

ocean, where the whale fishery is carried on. It is.

however, a booty which the fishermen seldom
choose to pursue : the whale-bone adhering to

its upper jaw is short and knotty, and therefore

of very little value : the blubber also yielded by

this species is very inconsiderable in quantity • qnd
these circumstances, added to its extreme fierceness

and agility, render the capture both difficult and
dangerous ; our seamen generally neglect it.

But meagre as this animal may seem to those

whose object is the procuring of oil, it is held in

great esteem by the miserable Grcenlanders ; for
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its flesh affords then) a fopdj which to men so poor-
Ijr supplied^ is very agreeable,

This fish is generally of the same length with
the co^nmpo whale, but of a much more slender

conformation. The lips are brown like a twisted

rope : the spput-hole is as it were split in the top

of its headj through which it blows water with
much more violence, and to a greater height, than

the common kind. The fishers are not fond of
seeing }t ; for on its appearance the others retire

from those seas. It is impossible to determine

whether this species be the same with the phvsaioB

?,nd physeter of the ancient writers, so vague are

the ietfni in which they speak of that fish.. If

that particular name was assigned it from its facul-

ty of spouting water, or blowing, the habit is not

p,eculiar to any one species, but common to all the

whale kind. It would appear from the name
given it by Linnsus, that he believed this to be the

animal spoken of by these writers.

PiKE-HEADED VtHAJjIi.

This species measures fifty feet, or more in

length, and is found both in the nnrthern and

southern ocean. It is of a moderately slender form,

somewhat thick on the fore parts ; and its colour

18 black ajbove, and white beneath \ the upper

part of the belly is marked by numerous longitudi-

nal plaits, or wripkles, the insides of which are of

9 red colouf. The head is moderately large, and

of a gradually tapering form, yet ending in a

9omewbat broad, or obtuse tip. It has a double

spiracle, qr blow-pipe on the head, the holes of

"Vlirhicb ajre approximated, and which it can close

in such a n>anner, by a common operculum, as to

appear single : before the nostrils on the head are

tji-ee rows of circular eoyexides : the lower jiw
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is rather narrower than the upper ; the eyes are

situated beyond the spiracle^ on each side the head ;

in the upper jaw are very numerous laminae of
^vhale'boneJ not above a foot in length; and in

the lower jaw is a cavity to receive them; the
tongue is large, fat, .wrinkled, and liver-coloured,

and from this towards the throat hangs a loose

skin, like an operculum. The pectoral fins are
large, entire on the posterior edge, but round-cre-
nated on the anterior. The dorsal fin is of a fatty

cartilaginous substance, and is situated on the hind
part of the back, above the vent, and is nearly per-

pendicular. Behind the dorsal fin runs. a carina,

or sharp edge, as far as the tail, which ia slightly

divided into two somewhat pointed lobes. Thii
species \hcs principally on a small species of sal-

mon, called salmo arcticus, as well as on the argo-

nauta arctica and the ammodytcs tobianus, or launce.

When in the act of opening its mouth, it dilates

the abdominal plaits or furrows, which lie ip pairs^

and on account of the colour of their internal sur-r

face, present, at this juncture, a highly beautiful

spectacle ; the fore part of the belly appearing as

if elegantly striped with red. This species blows
less violently than others ; and is often observed

stationary, as it were, or as if sleeping on the sur-

face, sometimes lying on one side, and sometimes

striking out of the water, and flapping itself with

its fins, as ifto clear them from barnacles, &c. which

occasionally adhere to them. It is a very timid

animal, and always swims away from the physeter

microps, or high-finned cachalot, which is its

general enemy. Its flesh and oil are used like

those of other whales ; and from the skinny flap at

the root of the toni^ue, as well as from the intestines,

are prepared windows by the Qreenlanders.
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BCNCHED WHALE.

This species is a native of tlie northern' sea%
and is said to be of the same general form with
the great whale, but of smaller size, and to have
the back furnished with one or more tubercles

:

the variety with a single tubercle is found about
the coasts of New England ; the other, which has
«ix tubercles along the back, is supposed to occur
about the coasts of Greenland ; but neither seem
verj accurately known : their whale-bone is said to

be pf a pale or whitish colour.

C Under-jawed whale.

This is a native of the northern seas, and seems

much allied to the pike-headed whale, but grows
to a much larger size, havincf been found^^ it is

said, of the length of seventy eight feet^ measuring

thirty-five feet in girth ; the head is large ; the

mouth very wide; the Icwer Lp much broader

than the upper, and semicircularly turned at its ex-

tremity, while the upper is somewhat sharp or point-

edatthetip. The laminae of whale-bone arc black,

and short in proportion to the size of the animal,

the longest not measuring more than three feet

;

the spiracle is double, and placed on the front ;

the belly is marked by plaits or furrows, as in the

balaena hoops, and on the lower parts of the back is

a fatty fin. The colour of this species is black

above, and white beneath. In the year 169S a

specimen was taken on the coast of Scotland. Its

dimensions were as above described ; the tongue

measured fifteen feet and a half in length, and ihe

two spout-holes on the forehead were of a pyra-

midal form ; the pectoral fins ten feet long, and

the tail eighteen feet broad.
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Rostrated whale.

I
I

This is by far the most elegant in its appear-
auce of all the M^halebonc whales. It is rarely

known to attain the length of twenty-five feet.

The head, upper part of the back, fins, and tai]«

are of a dark or bluish brown ; but the sides and
abdomen are of a beautiful white, with a Tery
slight tinge of pale rose or flesh coldur, and are
marked, for nnore than half the length of the ani-

mal, by very numerous longitudinal plaits, or fur-

rows ; the ears are small, as is also the head, and
the snout is much more elongated than in any other
species, gradually tapering to the extremity, which
is slightly pointed ; the back fin is small and
situated at no great distance from the tail : th«
pectoral fins are small and narrow ; and the tail is

divided into two longish and pointed lobes. The
whole animal has an elegant fish-like form, and
has none of that uncouth appearance which pre-

vails in the larger species.

CACHALOT TRIBE.

ra-

nd

The fishes of this genus are not of such enor-

mous size as those last described : they are, when
full grown, from fifty to sixty feet long, and six-

teen feet in thickncfls. Their heads are still more
disproportioned to the size of the body, than that

of the cotnmon whale : in the latter animal it is

equal to a third of the body ; in the former it

coriitiiutes an naif. The cachalots are diftioguish
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€(1 from all the other cetac-cous tribes, bj liATlnr
sharp arcuated teeth in the lower jaw : their bo-
dies being more slender, they arc more active than
the Greenland whale ; are capa')le of remaining
longer at the bottom ; and yield a smaller quan-
tity of oil. The tongue is commouly small, but
the mouth 'and throat are so capacious, that the

animal could easily swallow an ox. The teeth are

about seven inches long, exceedingly thick and
hard ; they tnier, when the mouth is shut, into a

number of cavities iu the upper jaw, prepared for

their reception.

This formidable conformation of the mouth and

throat seems to indicate an extraordinary degree of

voracity in these animals. The history of the

cachalot corresponds to these appearances : for

while the stomach of the whale is seen to con-

tain hardly any thing but frothy that of the cacha-

lot is crammed with a variety of diflferent kinds of

iishes ; some half digested, others whole ; some
small, others eight or nine feet long. The cacha-

lot, therefore, is probably one of the most rapa-

cious fishes of the deep : and is as destructive

among the lesser tribes, as the whale is harmless.

But it is not to the smaller iishes alone, that this

animal is formidable ; among these the contest is

soon ended, for it can devour thousands at one

swallow ; it pursues and terrifies those of its own
order, the dolphin, and the porpcsse to such a de-

gree, that they are frequently driven ashore in en-

deavouring to escape.

Of the cachalot there are no less than seven va-

rieties : that of a black colour, with two fins ;

ihe cachalot with a white back, and the same

uumber of fins ; the species with its spout-

nole in the neck ; that with the spout near the

mouth ; that with three fins, and sharp pointed

teeth : that wkh three fius. and sharp edged teeth

;
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and^ lastly, tbe cachalot with three fins, and flat

te<ith. AH these were indiscrrminately termed sper-

tnaceti whales, till Mr. Pennant borrowed that

tiatne from the French, by which they are now
distinguished.

From the smallncss of its si^e, as well as its

Herceness and agility, the capture of the cachalot

^vould seldom be attempted by the fishers, were it

not for the sake of those valaable medicines, sper-

ttiaceti and ambergris, which these animals have

been found to contain. The various purposes to

which these substances are applied, both as drugf
and articles of luxury, have rendered the cachalot,

which supplies them, a fish in great request, and
its capture the ni6st advantageous object in the

Greenland trade.

Spermaceti is the name erroneously given to

that substance which if found in the head of the ca-

chalot, and which is by no means the semen, but the

brain of the animal. Goldsmith gives the follow-

ing account of the method by whic^ it is extracted.

The outward skin of the head being taken off, a

covering of fat appears, about three inches thick ;

and under that, instead of a bony skuU, the animal

has only another thick skin, that serves for a cover*

ifig and defence of the brain. The first cavity, or

rhamber of the brain, is filled with that spermaceti

which is supposed of the greatest purity, and is of

the highest value. From this cavity there is gene-

rally drawn about seven barrels of the clearest

spermftccti, that, thrown upon the water, coagu-
Itites like cheese. Below this there is another

(hauiber^ just over the gullet, which is about
seven feet high.; and this also contains the drug,

but of less value. It is distributed in this ca-

vity, like honey in A hive, in small celis, separated

from each other by a membrane like the inner skin

of an cs;^. In proportion as the oily subttauce if

TOL II. 3 F
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drawn away from tliit part, it fills anew from ever?
part of the body ; and from this is generally ob-
tained about nine barrels of oil. Besides this, the
spinal marrow, which is about as thick as u man's
thigh, and reaches all along the bark -hone to the

tail, where it is no thicker than one's finger, aflurds

DO inconsiderable quantity.

Formerly the spermaceti was obtained, but in

small quantities, and was sold at u very high
price, from the supposition of its great efticacy as

a medicine. Though it still enters into the com-
positions of the apothecary, yet it is rather to give
a consistency to his medicines than to add to their

virtue ; and since the art of converting the whole
oil of the cachalot into spermaceti by boiling has

been discovered, the article has decreased rapidly

in its value. It has now fallen below the price of

wax, and is used instead of it for candles.

Ambergris is the other medicine, for which
mankind arc indebted to the cachittot ; and this

substance, rather than the former, should have ob-
tained the name of spermaceti, because it is found
in the place where the seminal vessels of other

animals are commonly situated. F3r a long time

tile world was taught to believe,, that ambergris

was a substance to be found only in small quantities

upon the surface of the water. The trade in

these articles was originally in the hands of men
of obscure and suspicious characters ; and this

was one of the arts by which they endeavoured to

add to the mysterious nature, and value of the

commodity. Time, which reveals the secrets of

the mercenary, has at last discovered that this me-
dicine is the produce of the cetaceous fishes.

Among tlie intestines of the cachalot is found a

bag three or four feet long, filled with liquor of

a yellowish colour, and thinner than oil ; and in

this fluid, the ambergris w geen floating in round

Is
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lumps, from one to twenty pounds weight, and
never above four in the same fish. These balls of
ambergris, the purposes of which, in medicine and
perfumes, arc so well known, are not indiscrimi-

nafely found in every fish : it is only the oldest and
strongest that yield it in any considerable quantity.

Blunt-ueadeo cachalot.

This species sometimes visits the coasts of Bri-

tain : a dead one was cast ashore near Edinburgh
in the year 1769, which measured fifty-four feet,

from the mouth to the tail ; audits greatest cir-

cumference was thirty feet.

The head of this animal is of an enormous size,

far exceeding the proportions of the whale. The
upperjaw projects five (cei beyond the lower ; and
its length is about fifteen feet, the other being only

ten. Near the snout, which is quite blunt, ana
near nine feet high, is placed that orifice peculiar

to the cetaceous order, by which they spout the

water. The lower jaw is armed with forty-six

teeth, all pointing outward to meet the sockets^

where they enter into the upper. The teeth are

about seven inches in circumference at the bottom,

sharpening as you approach the top ; they are all

bent, and like the teeth of the other cetaceous fishes,

they are white, and polished like ivory. Far back,

and towards the hind part of its monstrous head,

are placed the eyes, wliich are very small in pro-

portion to the size of the animal whose motions

they are intended to direct. The back fin of this

species is wanting, and in its place there is found
a large protuberance : the two pectoral fins are

placed hard by the corners of the mouth, and are

about three feet long. The penis is seven feet and
a half; the tail bifurcated, and fourteen feet from
tip to tip. Such are the monstrous dimensions of
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this unshapely animal. In its great outlines wa
still recognize the general characters of the order ;

and though inferior in size to the whak^ it is far

more trenieniJpps jp its aspect, aud fiercei: in its

mannas.

Small cachalot.

This fish is described by Sibbald, who mentioni
a shoal consisting of an hundred and two that was
ca^jt on shore at the same time upon the Orkney
isles. According to th^t writer, it wanted thje

spout'holes, that are reckoned characteristic of
this order of fishes ; it is probable^ howevcrj that

what he has described as nostrils, was this opening,

vbi,ch nature, as we have already seen, has destined

for a different purpose.

This species is far inferior in 8i:^e, to that above
described ; the largest of that great number just

mentioned did not exceed twentyrfour feet in

length. Its head js round, and the shape of ih(B

teejtii the reverse of those of the blunt-headed k^d.
They are smaller at the back th^^m at the top,

where they arc quite flat, marked with concentric

lines. Their bottom is pierced with a small orifice,

bearing no resemblance to the large cavity, de-

scribed in the former species. The back fin is

Wanting; ; instead of it is a rough knotty kind of

space.

3mALL-EY^D jCACHALOT.

This is of equal, an4 sometimes eveq superiof

size to the ^rst descfibed species, and is a native of

tt^ie northern seas. Tb.c head is very )arge, and

ngarly half' tj^c length of the body ; the eyes extreme-

ly sm^l), and the snout slightly obtuse ; on the

back is a lone and somewhat upright, narrow.
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and pointed fin. This species swims swiftly, and*

is said to be. a great enemy to the porpesse^ which
it pursues and preys upon. Its colour is black
above, and white beneath. Same of the supposed
varieties of this whale, are said to be grown to the

length of eighty or an hundred feet. The teeth

are of a more curved form than the rest of the

genus. •

A variety is mentioned by Brisson, in which the

teeth are straight, or nearly so.

v',, High-finned cachalot.

This is particularly distinguished by the great

length and narrow form of its dorsal fin^ which is

placed almost upright on the back, it is said by
some authors to appear at a distance like the mast
of a ship ; the animal grc^ving, if we may believe

report, to the length of an hundred feet. In its

general appearance, it is said much to resemble

the former species, of which it may, perhaps, be
a variety, rather than truely distinct, but so much
obscurity still prevails with respect to the cetaceous

a^ilmals, that this point inust be considered ai verjf

doubtful.

>i

DOLPHIN TRIBE.

These animals inhabit various seas, being occa-
sioually found both in hot and cold climates. They
arc much smaller than the whales, the largest spe-

cies, which is the grampus, seldom exceeding

t^^enty or five and twenty feet in length. jLh9 co«
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lour of three of the species is black on the upper^
and white on the under parts ; that of the remaining
one is entirely Trhite. Thej are often seen in shoals

of from five or six, to iwdniy and upwards^ gam -

boling about the ocean. Their food consists al-

most wholly of fisb^ and princi{»aHy of nmckerel
and herrings.

They have teeth in both their jaws ; and their

spiracle or breathing hole h on the anterior and
upper part of the head. Their tails., as intheother
animals of this order, are horizontal, contrary to

the position of the tails of hshj v/ldch are always

upright.

PORPCSSE.

The porpesse is well known in all the European
seas. In its general forna it very much resembles

tfie dolphin ; it is, howeTer, somewhat lesft in size,

and has a snout both much broader and shorter.

It is genera>lly from- six to seven feet in length

;

thick in the fore parts, and gradually tapering

towards the tuil. The eolour is cither a bluish

Ibhlack, or a tery dark brown above, and nearly

white beneath.

T^ese animals live chiefly on the smaller fish,

such as mackerel and herrings, which they pursue

"with much eagerness. They also root about the

shores with their snout, in quest of food, in the

manner of the hog ; and Mt. Ray says that in the

stomach of one that he dissected he found several

sand-eels. They are often seen to gambol on the

Kurfiicc of the ocean, which is always looked upon

;\s a sure sign of foul weather. They occasionally

fy'ongregate in vast numbers.

In the river St. Lawrence, in Canada, these ani-

mals are very numerous ; and, as they generally

frequent, the ehoai water there, in search of prey*
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tbe^natives adopt the following method of catching
them. When the fishing season arrives, the peo-
ple collect together a^reat number of sallow twigs,

or slender branches of other treeS;, and stick them
pretty firmly into the sand-banks of t!ie river,

\7hich at low water are left dry : this is done on
the side towards the river, forming a long line of
twigs at moderate distances, whiph at the upper
end is connected with the shore, an opening bcifig

left at the lower end that they mav enter. As the

tide rises, it covers the twigs, so v i to keep them
out of sight : the porpesse, in quest of his prey,

gets within the line, where he continues his chase
till he finds, by the ebbing of the tide, that it is

time to retire into deeper water. He now makes
towards the river, but the twigs being then in part
above water, and all agitated by the current, he
no sooner sees them shaking about than he takes

fright, and retreats backwards as far as he can
IVom this tremendous rampart. The tide still

continuing to ebb, he returns time after time ; but«

never being able to overcome his dread of these

terrific twigs, he rolls about until he is deserted

entirely by the water ; when those who placed the
snare rtlsh out in numbers, properly armed, and
in this defenceless state overpower him with ease*

In this manner more than a hundred of these huge
creatures (one of which will yield about a hogs-
bead of oil) have been killed at one tide.

The porpesse was once considered as a sump-
tuous article of food, and is said to have been
occasionally introduced at the tables of the old
English nobility. It was eaten with a sauce com-
posed of sugar, vinegar, and crumbs of fine bread.

it is, however, now general
lj(;

neglected, even by the

sailors.

In America the skin of this animal is tanned and
J 1 _?ii.
mresivu wiiu oonsioeraote care. a.i nrsi it is ex-
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tremely tender, and near an inch thick, but it »
shaved down till it becomes somewhat transparent.

It is made into waistcoats and breeches by the in-

habitants ; and is said also to make an excellent

covering for carriages.

DOLPHIN.

The body of the dolphin is oblong and roundish^

and the snout narrow and sharp-pointed, with a
broad transverse band, or projection of the skin oi»

its upper part. It is longer and more slender than
the porpcsse, measuring nine or ten feet in lengthy

and about two in diameter. The body is black
above and white below. The mouth is lery wide,

reaching almost to the thorax, and contains forty

teeth ; twenty-^onc in the upper, and nineteen in the

under jaw : when the mouth is shut, the teeth lock

into efach other.
''

This animal inhabits the European and Pacific

Oceans, where it swims with great velocity, and
preys on f}sh ; and it is sometimes seen adhering to

whales when they leap out of the water. A shoal

of dolphins will frequently attend the course of a
ship for the scraps that are thrown overboard, or the

barnacles adhering to their sides. Sir Hans Sloane

was informed by some who had sailed in the Guinea
ships, that the same shbal of dolphins has attended

them for many hundred leagues, between the coast

of Guinea and Barbadoes. And sir Richard Haw-
kins had them follow hit ships above a thousand

leagues ; he knew them to be the same by the

marks in their bodies made by being struck with

irons from the vessels.—Their motion, when they

iwim behind or alongside ofa ship, isnot very quick,

affording frequent opportunities ofbeing struck with

harpoons. Some of them are caught by means of a

line and hook baited -^ith nieces of ^sh or garbage.
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Tliey are fond of »wiinming^ round casks or logs of
WGO*} that they find drivinff in the sea.—In th«!

ailing of the French fleet to Egypt, in f'' year 1798,
several dolphins were occasionally observed under
the bows of the vcs8elt>. Their motions, says M.
Denon, somewhat resembled the undulating mo-
tion of a ship. They sprang forward in this man-
ner sometimes to the distance of twenty feet and
upwards.

The dolphin was in great repute among the an-*

tients, and both philosophers and historians seem
to have contended who shovM relate the greatest

ab»ttrdtties concerning it. It was consecrated to

the gods, was celebrated for its love to the human
race, and was honoured with the title of tlie Sacred

Fiah.

Kind gen*rou8 doIpli!nf> love the rocky shore^

Where broken waves with fruitless anger roar.

But though te sounding shores they curious come^
Vet dolphins count the boundless sea there home^
Nay, should these- favourites forsake the main,
Neptune would grieve his meVincholy reign.

The calmest stillest, seat, when left by them,
Would rueful frown^ and all nt^oyous seem.

But when the darlings frisk in wanton play,

The waters smile, and ev*ry wave looks gay*
4

In all cases of shipwreck the dolphin was be*

lieved to be in waiting to rescue and carry on
shore the unfortunate mariners.—Arion, the mu-
sician, when thrown overboard by the pirates, is

said to have been indebted for his life to this

animal.

But, past belief, a dolphin's arched back^

Preserved Arion from his destined wrack

;

Secure he sits, and with harmonious strains,

Requites the bearer for Sis friendly pains.

TWt/. It.
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How these absurd tales orifi^iiated, it is impot-

uible even to conjecture, for the dolphins rertainly

exhibit no marks of peculiar attachment to man-
kind. If they attend on the vessels navigating the

ocean, it is in expectation of plunder, and not of

renderinj^ assistance in cases of distress. By the

seamen of the present day they are held Father in

abhorrence than esteem, for their frolics on the

surface of the water are almost the sure signs of an ap-

proaching gale.

The painters both of antient and modern times

have invariably depicted the dolphin with its back
greatly incurvated. This crooked form, however,

is never assumed by the animals, except in the act

of leaping out of the water. Dolphins are said to

change their colour before they die, and again after

they are dead.

Their flesh was formerly in great esteem ; it

is, however, very dry and insipid : the best parts

are those near the head. It is seldom eaten now,
but when the animals that are taken happen to be

young and tender.

Grampus.

The grampus is from tw'cnty to twenty-five feet

in length, of a very ferocious disposition, and
feeds on the larger fishes, and even on the dolphin

and porpesse. It is said, also, to attack other

whales, and to devour seals, which it occasionally

finds sleeping oii the rocks ; dislodging them by

means of its back fin, and precipitating them into

the water. In its general form and colour it re-

sembles the rest of its tribe ; but the lower jaw is

much wider than the upper, and the body in pro-

portion somewhat broader and more deep. The
back fin someiimes mea^ires six feet in length.
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It is found in the Mediterranean sea, as well as in

both the northern and souther*: oceans.

This animal is a decided enemy to the wliales
;

great flocks of them attack the largest of thtse,

fastenrng round them like so many bull dogs,

making them roar out with puin^ and frequently

killing and devouring them.

From their vast agility they are not often caught.
They seldom remain a moment above water ; but
their eager pursuits sometimes throw them olF their

guard, and allure them into the shallow waters.

In this case the hungry animal continues to flounder

about, till either knocked on the head by those

who happen to observe it, or till the tide comes
seasonably to its relief. In one of the poems of
Waller, a story (founded in fact) is recorded, of

the parental affection of these animals. A grampus
and her cub had got into an arm of the sea, where,

by the desertion of the tide, they were inclosed on
every side. The men on shore saw their situation,

and ran down upon them with such weapons as

they could at the moment collect. The poor ani*

mals were soon wounded in several places, so that

all the immediately surrounding ater was stained

"with their blood. They made many efforts to escape,

and the old one, by superior strength, forced itself

over the shallow into a deep of the ocean. But^
though in safety herself, she would not leave her

young one in the hands of assassins. She, there-

fore, again rushed in ; and seemed resolved, since

she could not prevent, at least to ^.hare the fate of

her offspring. The story concludes with poetical

justice ; for the tide cQmiog io^ cpnyeyed them
both off in triumph.
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•en

BiDEST 90LPHI1I.

This is introduced br Mr. Hunter into the

Philosophical Transactions, and is the bottle-uoscd

ivhale of Dale, it has the general appearance of

the dolphin^ hut has a much shorter snout, the front

Yjulgidg out very much above, and has only two
teeth, \yhich are situated in front of the upper jaw.

The specimen mentioned by Mr. Hunter measured

twenty -one feet in length. The pectoral and back
iins are small, and the latter placed pretty low oi|

the b^ck.

NaRR0W*8N017TED DOLPHlir.

Known only from the head, or bones ofthe jawf.
Supposed to inhabit the Indian seas. Thejaws are

fextremely narrow in proportion to their length,

which is about two feet ; the teeth are small, not

numerous, distant, and shaped somewhat like th«i

|uolares of quadrupeds.

Beluga.

This is a species which appears t« have beei|

0Ot very distinctly knpwn till within a few years

past. It is a native of the northern seas, and, like

the porpcsse, sometimes enters into rivers. It has
been well describeiEl both by Fabricius and Pallas.

It is of a more elegant appearance tlian the rest of
this tribe, and when full grown is entirely milk-
white, in some specimens tinged very slightly with
rose-colour, and in others with blueisb. It mea-?

sures fronr twelve to eighteen feet in length, and
sometimes even more, and preys upon all kinds of
middle-sized fish ; as herrings, cod, flatfish, &c.

s a gregarious species, and is often pb-

I
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served swimming in large shoals^ the young ac-
jcompanying their parents, and the whole forming
a beautiful spectacle, from the unusual colour.

They are also observed to follow boats for a con-
siderable time together. The head of this species

is rather small than large ; and is joined to the

body by a kind of almost imperceptible neck, or

contracted part ; the spiracle is situated on the top

of the head, and is internally double ; the eyes are

very small, blueish, and the opening of the mouth
by no means wide : the teeth are rather blunt, small,

not very numerous, being about ten on each side,

in both jaws ; the auditory passages arc situated

a little beyond the eyes ; the body is f/&h-shaped,

thick in the middle, and tapering towards the tail,

which is slightly lobed, or divided ; the back has

a kind of longitudinal ridge on the lower part,

as in the great whale. The pectoral fins are thick

and fatty, and are marked at the edge into five

slight divisions ; they contain the bones of the

five fingerii, which may be easily felt within the

fin ; there is no back fin. The skin on every part

is smooth and slippery, and the animal is generally

very fat.

When this animal swims, says Dr. Pallas, it bend«

the tail inwards in the pi^^ner of a craw-fish, by

which means it possesses the power of swimming
extremely fast, by the alternate incurvation aoci

extension of that part. It has so great a ge.ieral af-

finity with the seals, that the Samoids consider it as

a kind of aquatic quadruped. It produces only one

young at a birth, which is at first of a blue tinge,

and sometimes grey, or even blackish ; acquiring

a» it advances in age the pure milk-white colour.

END OF THE SECOND VOLUME.
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ADDENDA.

AyECDOTss AND DESCRIPTIONS, chiejUf illustro,*

twe of the manners of the most remarkable ant-

mals, collected from various Tetpectable autho'

rities.

3

Monkeys.

DR. Buchanan^ in his travels through India, in*

forms us of ?*; "curious particulars concerning

the veneration in v> ih monkeys are held by the

inhabitants of that country.

The monkeys in India are extremely destructive,

not only plundering the gardens, but in some in-

stances attacking the houses of the inhabitants.

At Mail-cotay the roofs are covered with thorns,

to prevent these troublesome animals from tearing

up the tiles, and casting them at the heads of the

people who are traversing the streets. Yet such is

the blindness of these idolaters, that the very person

who applauds his Guru for having ground the Jainas,

an hetorodox people, with their priests, in an oil

rail), because they would not listen to his instruction,

will shudder with horror when he contemplates the

murder of a monkey.

The monkeys are not only defended by popular

superstition, but they are under the immedip^e pro-

tection of the Daseris, a kind of religious mendi-

cants, who assemble round any person guilty of their

death, and allow him no rest, until he bestows oa
the animal a funeral, that will cost him from one h«n-
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dred t5 two hundred fanams, according to the num-
ber of Daseris that have assembled on the oc-

casion.

The proprietors of the gardens used formeriv
to hire a particular clas» (k men, who took these

animals in nets, ^nd then by stealth conveyed them
into the gardens of some distant village ; but v.s

the people there had recourse to the same expe-

dient, aH parties have become tired of this practice.

After aH^ the intelligent traveller delivers it as his

opinion, that if government ordered the extirpation

of the monkeys, the inhabitants would secretly rejoice,

though for decency's sake the^ might raise an ex-

traordinary clamour.

Some species of monkeys are said to paint their

£icesofared colour, by rubbing them against the

fifuit of a certain tree, which, from that circumstance,

bas taken the name of the monkey's face tree.

The inhabitants of Java pretend to a fellow feeling

for one species of monkey whi».h they call wow-wow,
(hey having a tradition, that their ancestors originally

wrung from that species of ape.

Rhinoceros

Vaillant, in his second travels in Africa, ^ives us

the following curious and animated description of tlie

hunt of two of those animals.

In the midst of this immense menagery, the va-

riety of which kept me in a continual state of en-

chantment, I was surprised not to Ifind that pro-

digious number of rhinocero«^^es which had been

mentioned to me by the people of Ilaiipashorde.

One day, however, Kluas, who Avas always con-

cerned in every matter of importance, and the first

to communicate agreeable intelligence, came in great

haste to my tent to inform me, that he had observed.

•I iome distance from my camp, two of these am-
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mals, standing ':uht?y, close to each other, in the

middle ot the phin ; and that I had it in my power
to enjoy the pleasure of the finest hunt I had ever
yet experienced.

The hunt indeed promised to he amnsin«' ; hut,

independently of danger, I foresaw that it was likely

to be attended with difficulties. To attack two such

formidable enemies, it was necessary to use great

precautions^ and that we should approach them in

such a manner, as that they might neither sec nor
smell us, which is always very difficult. I at first

proposed to form a ring, which should surround

them on* all sides ; and to advance u[)on them,

gradually contracting a circle so as to unite the mo-
ment we v.ere about to commence our attack ; but

the savages assured me that, with these animals, this

plan was impracticable. I gave myself up, there-

fore, entirely to their directions ; and we set out

armed alike, with a good fusee, and with the neces-

sary courage. All my hunters wished to be of the

party, and each proposed to display the greatest

prowess. I caused two of my strongest dogs to be

led in a leash, in order that they might be let ioooe

on the rhinoceroses in case it would be fotnd neces-

sary. We were obliged to make a long circuit to

gain the lee side of them, lest they should smell us,

aiong a river, the course of which v>e followed un-

der cover of the large trees that grew f)n its banks,

when Klaas soon made us observe the two animals,

at about the distance of a quarter of a league in the

plain.

As one of them was much larger than the other,

1 supposed them to be a male and a female. Motion-

less by the side of each other, they were still in the

same posture in which KLias had first seen them,

but they stood with tlieir noses to the wind, and
consequently presented to us their rumps. It is the

custom of tfiese animals, when thus at rest, to plaoe

Vol. 2 3 H
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themselves in the direction of the wind, order that

they may discover by their smell what enemies they

have to dread. From time to time, however, they

move their heads round to take a look behind them
;

but it is only a look, and tliey soon return to their

former position.

We had already deliberated on the disposition to

be made for commencin^^ the attack, and I was
giving some orders to my company, when Jonker,

one of my Ilottentote, requested that I would per-

mit him to attack the two animals alone, as a

bekruyper.

My readers will here recollect, that, when I

foolishly attempted to cross the elephant's river near

its mouth, on the trunk of a tree, Jonker was one
of the swimmers who saved my life ; and that in

return, at the desire of my companions, 1 raised

him to the rank of hunter. At that time he was

entirely a novice in this exercise ; but I have al-

ready remarked, that he afterwards became a mosi

excellent shot, and surpassed all the rest of my
hunters, particularly in the art of creeping.

I have before observed that hunting in Africa has

no resemblance to that in Euro})e ; that to get vrithin

reach of certain wild animals, we must approach

them without being perceived ; and that it is im-

possible to get near them but by creeping on the

belly. Those who have acquired this art are called

bekruypers ; and it was in this quality that Jonker

asked leave to attack alone the two rhinoceroses,

assuring me that he would acquit himself to my
satisfaction.

As his design would not prevent the execution ot

our plan ; and as, in case his particular attack should

not succeed, it would not impede our general one,

I granted this request. He then stripped himself

naked, and, taking his fusee, proceeded towards the

anunals^ creeping on his belly like a serpent*
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In the mean time I pointed out to my hunters

the diiferent postr they were to occupy. They re-

paired to theih by circuitous ways, each accompa-
nied by two men. As for me, 1 remained on the

spot where I was, with two Hottentots, one of whom
hield my horse, and the other my dogis ; but, to

avoid being seen, we posted ourselves behind a

bush.

In my hand I held a j^lass, which had often ena«

bled me (o sec the operation of stage maciiinery;

and the ciVect of our theatrical decorations. How
chansred the scene ! At this moment it brought be-

fore me two hideous monsters, which at times turned

towards mc their frightful heads. Their movements,.

which indicated fear and observation, soon became
more fioquent, and I was appreliensive they had

heard the agitation of ray dogs, who, having dis-

covered them, made efforts to escape from the keeper,

and rush upon them.

Jonker still kept slowly advancing, but with his eyes

fixed on the two animals. If he saw them turn theii

heads, he stopped and remained motionless. One
would have taken him ft.r a large stoue ; and indeed,

in this respect, I myself vvas deceived.

He continued crccpnig, with various intcrrup-

*tions, for more than an hour. At length I saw him

proceed towards a large bush of eupliorbia, which

was only two hundred paces from the animals.

Being certain, when he reached it, that he could

conceal himself tlicre without being seen, he rose

up ; and, casting his eyes every where around, to

see whether his comrades had arrived at their post^,

he made preparations for firing.

During the time he was creeping along, I had

followed him with my eye ; and, in proportion aa

he advanced, I felt my heart beat with an involun-

tary Daloitation. This palpitation, however, in-

creased, when I saw him so near the animals, < nd

/
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just upon the point of firing at one of them. What
would I not have given at that moment to have
been in the place of Jonker, or at least by his side,

that I might have brought down also one of these

savage monsters? I waited with the utmost impa<
tience for the report of the gun, and I could not

conceive what prevented him from firing ; Ijut the
Hottentot who stood near me, and who was able by the

bare sight to distinguish him as perfectly as I could

with my glass, informed me of his design. He told

me, that Jonker did not fire, because he was wait-

ing till one of the rhinoceroses should turn round,

that he might, if possible, take aim at its head ; and
that on the first motion they made^ 1 should he^^r the

report.

Presently the largest of the two having looked

behind, was immediately fired at. Being wounded,
he sent forth a horrid cry ; and, followed by the

female, ran furiously towards the place froni which
the noise had proceeded, I found my heart now
agitated by the most violent emotion, and my fear

was carried to its utmost extent. A cold sweat

ditVused itself over my whole body ; and my heart

beat with such force, as to prevent me from breath-

ing. I expected to see the two monsters tear uj)

the bush, tread the unfortunate Jonker under thpir

feet, and rend him to pieces ; but he had thrown

himself down with his belly on the ground ; and this

stratagem succeeded. They passed close by his

side without perceiving him, iind came straigl]t to-

wards me.

My fear now g-ave place to joy, and J prepared

to receive them ; but my dogs, animated by the re-

p'^^"^ tiiey had heard, became so restjess on their ap-

p li, that, being unable to check them, I ordered

th-f. to be let loose, and encouraged them tp the
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Wticn the animals saw this, they instantly turne'^
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isidc, and proceeded towards another of the hun«
.erB placed in ambusii^ ironi whom they received a
tiiird Hre. My dogs, on the other hand, harassed

them prodigiously, which still increased their rage.

They kicked at them in the most terrible manner

;

ploughed up the plain with tiieir horns ; and, dig*

^ng furrows in it seven or eight inches in depth,

threw around them a shower ol pebbles and stones.

During this time^ we all kept approaching, in or-

der to surround them more closely, and to unite

against them our forces. The multitude of enemies

by which they found themselves enclosed rendered

Ihem completely furious. The male, however, sud-

denly stopped ; and, turning round to attack the

dogs, endeavoured to rip up their bellies with his

horns ; and, while he was engaged in pursuing them,

the ff male quitted him, and made her escape.

I was highly pleased at her flight, w'lich I con-*

sidered as a Fortunate circumstance ; for it is cer-

t^in that, notwithstanding our number, and our arms,

we should have been much embarrassed by two so

formidable adversaries, i must even confess, that,

without the assistance of my dogs, we should not have

been able to combat, but with great hazard and
danger, the one that remained. The bloody traces

which he left wherever he went, announced that he
had received more than one wound ; but, reduced

to despair, he pnly defended himself with the greater

obstinacy,

After a fruitless attack, which continued for some
time, he began to retreat ; and seemed as if de-

sirous of gaining some bushes, apparently with a

view of finding shelter, and to prevent his bpjug
harassed but in front. I guessed his stratagem

;

and, in order to disappoint him, I rushed towards

the bushes, and made a sign to the two hunters who
were nearest me to advance thither also. He wasonly

m
ill

ill
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cordingly we all, at the same time, prcaented our

pieces, and, discharfjing our three shots, he instantly

fell, and was never after able to rise.

I beheld his fall with the utmost satisfaction : as

a hunter, and a naturalist, it afforded me a double

triumph.

Thouf^ mortally wounded, the animal still con-

tinued to defend himself when lying- on the ground,

as he had done when on his legs. With his feet he

threw around him heaps of stones ; hiju nw.lhT we
nor our dogs durst venture to approac h him. I wisi ed

to put an end to his torments, by firing one more ball,

and was making preparations for the purpose, when
my people entreated me to desist. As I could not

ascribe their request to sentiments of pity, I was at

a loss to conceive what could be their motive.

I have already said, that all the savage tribes, and

even the people at the Cape, and in the colonies,

set a high value on the dried blood of the rhinoce-

ros, to which they ascribe great virtues in the cure

of certain disorders, and which they consider in par-

ticular as a sovereign remedy for obstructions. The
reader will recollect, that when Swanepoel, intox-

icated by Pinar, fell under the wheels of my carriage,

and had one of his ribs broken, he asked me for the

blood of the rhinoceros ; but as non^ of it could be

had, he drank some brandy in its stead. Nature

alone effected a cure ; but he ascribed it to the

liquor, and acknowledged that this remedy, equally

proper, he said, for the sick and the sound, was

preferable ta the other. His companions, however,

had retained their prepossession ; and they were de-

lermincd to have astore of rhinoceros* blood. The

animal had lost a great deal by his wounds. It was

with much regret that they saw the earth moistened

with it around him, and they were apprehensive

that a new wound would increase that loss.

Scarcely had the animal breathed his last, when.
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boUi old and new Hottentots all approached with

eagerness, in order to collect the blood. With that

view, they cut open its belly, and took out the blad-

der, which they emptied. One of chem then applied

the mouth of it to one of the wounds, while the

rest shook a le^ of the animal to make the bloofl

flow more readily. In a little time, to their great

joy, the bladder was filled ; and I am persuaded,

that with what was lost, they might have filled

twenty. I had appronched the body also, but with
a diflerent design ; for my intention was Only to

measure and examine it. The savages of tlie horde,

accustomed to see snch animals very often, assured

me that it Was one of the largest of its species. I,

however, did not believe them ; and what induced

me to doubt their information was, that its principal

horn was only (in French measure) nineteen in-

ches three lines in length ; and I had seen horns

much longer in the possession of some of the Dutch
planters. The height of the animal was seven feet

five inches, and its length from the snout to the root

of the tail eleven feet six inches.

Elephant

The elephant, which is, perhaps, the mildest of

1^; all large animals, appears, when provoked, to be

I { more prone to resentment than others of the mtist

ferocious disposition. An instance of his vindic-

tive spirit occurred to some Dutch boors, who tra-

velled to the eastward in search of tlie place where
the Grosvenor Iiiuiamau was cast away, which
is remaikable in this respect, and the authenticity

of which cannot be called in question. This
animal, after iiaviiig received into his body several

large musket ]}alls, and twice fallen on the ground,

crept with difficulty into a thick thorny coppice,
'• Conceiving him to be done for," says Jacob Van

I,

4
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Recncn, " Tjaart Vandcr Walt, Lodewvck Prinj,

and Igfnatius Mulder, rode up to the thicket ; when
rushin{^ furiously out of his hidinir place, ho

lashed his probo«cis round the body of Prins, who
was on horseback, dragged him oif to the ground,

and trod him to death ; then driving one of his

tusks into his body, he threw him to the height of

thirty feet into the air. The other two dismounting,

hid themselves in the thicket. The elephant look-

ing round him, and perceiving only the horse of

Vandcr Walt, began to follow it, but, presently

turning about, walked up to the spot where the

corpse of Prins was lying. At this instant our

whole party renewed the attack, when, afer r<^r v-

ing several bullets, he again escaped into the thicket

Thinking that we should now see no more of him,

we began to dig a grave for our unfortunate com-
panion, when the elephant again rnshed furiously

opon us, drove the whole party away, and remained

triumphant over the dead body. At tlie distance

of an imndred puces, Tjaart Vandcr Walt put a

bullet into his carcase, after which we all fired,

when, having staggered for some time, he fell to the

ground, and was put to death by the Hottentots."

These natives pretend to say, that whenever an

elephant is provoked to kill his enemy, he tears the

carcase in pieces, and devours it : at least, such is

their conclusion, as no vestige of the remains is

ever found on the spot. Perhaps it is more con-

sistent to suppose, that he carries it away to some
place of concealment. It is a common observation

that, numerous as these animals are in many parts

of Southern Africa, neither the tusks nor any part

of their skeletons are ever found above ground,

which has led to the conclusion, that the elephants

must bury their dead. Vander Kemp is inclined

to believe the fact to be true. One of his party

having shot an elephant, they went the following

¥',
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morning with a view of tiking out its tuskf^ when
Ihcy tbund from ftfteen to twenty of -these animals

busily employed in removing the dead corpse with

their snouts.

At Heiura, says Dr. Buchanan, I went into the

forests about three cosses, to a small tank, farther

than which the natives rarely venture, and to which
they do not go, without being much alarmed by
wild elephants. In this forest these animals are

certainly more numerous than either in Chittagony

or Pegu. I have never seen any where so many
traces of them. The natives, when they meet an
elephant in the day time, hide themselves in the

grass, or behind bushes, and the animal does not

search after them ; but were he to see them even at

a distance, he would run at them, and put them to

death. It is stragglers only from the herds, that in

the day time- frcqtient the outer parts of the forest.

The herds that at niffht destroy the crops, retire

with the dawn of day into the recesses of the fo«

rest r and thither the natives do not venture, as

they could not hide themselves from a number.
It is said that at the above-mentioned tank there

was formerly a village ; but that both it and several

others on the skirt of the forest have lately been
withdrawn, owing to an increased number of ele-

phants, and to the smaller means of resistance which
a decreased population allows. The forest is fret;

from underwood or creepers ; but the whole ground
is covered with long grass, often as high as

a man's head. This makes walking rather disagree-

able an^^angerous, as one is Kable always to stum-

ble over rotten trunks, to rouse a tiger, or to tread

on a snake. These latter are said to be found of

great dimensions, and have been seen as thick as

the body of a middle-sized man. Their length doet

not exceed seven cubits

The Cad CurMoara are a"rude tribe of Karnatm
Vol, u. 3 t
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nvho are exceedingly poor and wretched. They
watch the fields at night, to keep off elephants and
,wild hogs. Their manner of driving away the

elephant is by running against him by a burning
torch made of bamboos. The animal sometimes
turns and waits till the Curubaru comes close up

;

but these poor people, taught by experience, puth
boldly on, and dash their jtoiches against the ele-

phant's head, who never fails to take immediate
pight. Should their comMge &il, and should thej

attempt to run away, the elephant would imme-
diately pursue and put them to death. The Curubam
have no means of killing so large an animal, and on
meeting one in the day time, are as much alarmed

as any other of the inhabitants. These poor people

frequently suffer from tigers, against which th^ir

tvretched huts are a poor defence : and ^hen this

wild beasi is urged by hunger, he is regardless of their

burning torches.

The cutari rice is that most comiiM)nly cultivated

in this part of India, as it is less liable than the

others to be injured by the herds of wild elephants

;

for these animals though they eat rice, do not

kill that kind when they tread on it.

Yaillant informs us, that there exists in some
part of Africa, either a variety or species of the

elephant, oi which the male has no tusks. They
are called by the Hottentots poes-kcps, and are

much more dreaded than other elephants. The
ame author as^tures us, tliat the feet of an elepluint,

when roasted on the embers^ are esteemed fare and

delicious morsels. ^

Dog

This following anecdotes illustrate the character

6f the dog, and appear strongly to inculcate the

Wiief ef a merciful proYideuce occasionaiiy inter*
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l^osin^j alhiost tniraculouslj^ for the protection of the
*

innocent. ' ^\'' '-

/

^

' ^ *^

Mr. Johnson, a traveller from* Manchester, orf

his rout through Scotland^ on horseback, i\'a8 be-

nighted ; and passing a small public house on the

road, he thought it better to take up his lodging

there if possible, than to proceed further that night.

On eiitering the house, he found only an old wo-
man, who, to his inquiries, answered, that she would
accomodate him ^ith a bed, and provide for the

horse in a small shed, if he would assist her in

giving him hay, &c., as there was no other person

then in the house. This was agreed to by Mr.
Johnsoh, who, after taking a little refreshment, was
shewn by the old woman to his bed-room.

A large Dane dog, which accompanied him on his

journey, offered to go up to the room along with him,

which the old woman strongly objected to ; but Mr.
Johnson firmly persisted in having him admit-

ted. The dog, on his entrance, began to growl,

and was^ very unruly. His master attempted to

quiet him in vain—he kept growling and looking

angrily under the bed; which iridnced Mr. Johnson
to Took likewise, when, to his great astonishment, he
saw a man concealed at the further end. On en-

couraging the dog, he sprung immediately at the

man, while Mr, Johnson seized his pistols, and
presenting one to the man, who had a large kAife in

his hand, and was struggling with the dog, swore

that he would instantly shoot him, if he made fiirtlier

resistaftce. The man then submitted to be bound,

ahd' acknowledged his intention was to. rob and
murder Mr. Johnson, which was thus providen-

tially prevented by the wonderful sagacity of hii

feithful dog. Mr. Johnson after properly rastening

the man, and securing the door, went (accompanied

by his dog) to the shed where his horse was left,

which he instantlv mounteds and escaped wiChQUi
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injury to the next town^ where he gave the ministeF
of justice a full account of the horrid attempt^ who
^d the culprit taken up and punished for the viUany.

A favourite do^, belonging to an English noble-

xnan^ had fallen into dis^ace^ from an incorrigible

habit of annoying the flocks of the neighbouring
fkrmers. One of these having in vain driven the
depredator from his premises^ came at length to the
offender's master^ with a dead lamb under his arm,
tlie victim of the last night's plunder. The noble*

man^ being extremely angry at the dog's transgreg-

sion, rang the bell for his servant, and ordered hiiv

to be immediately hanged, or some other way dis<

posed of, so that, on his return from a journey he
was about to undertake, he might never see him^

again. He then left the apartment, and tlie fate of

the dog was fbr a few hours suspended. The inter-

val, though short, was not thrown away. The con*

demned animal was too much an adept in the tones,

of his master's voice, to believe there w^ any hope
left for a reversion of his sentence. He therefore

adopted the only alternative between life and death,

by making his escape. In the course of the even-

ing, while the same servant was waiting at table, hi.^

lordship demanded if his order had been obeyed
respecting the dog. " After an hour's search, he is

no where to be found, my lord," replied the servant.

The rest of the domestics were questioned, and their

answers similar. The general conclusion for some
days was, that the dog, conscious of being in aisgrace,

had hid himself in the house of a tenant, or some
other person who knew him. A month, however,

passed without any thing being heard respeeting

Ilim ; it was therefore thought he had fallen into the

hands of his late accuser, the former, and beea

hanged for his transgressions.

About a year after> while his lordship was jour-

seying into Scotland^ attended only by one servant.
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« vtf^Tt storm drove him to shelter in a hovel be-

longing to a public-house> situated at some distance

from me road, upon a heath. The tempest con-

tinuing, threatening rather to increase than abate,

the night coming on, and tliere being no house

suitable to the accommodation of such a guest, his

lordship was at length induced to dismount, and go
into the litde inn adjoining the shed. On his

entrance, an air of surprise and consternation marked
the features and conduct of the inn-holder and his

Vfife. Confused and incoherent answers were n^ade

to common questions ; and, soon after, a whispering

took place between the two forementioned persons,

^t length, however the guest was shewn into a small

parlour, a faggot was thrown on the hre, and such

refreshments as the house afforded were preparing,

there being no appearance whatever of more favour-

able weather allowing them to depart.

' As the servant-maid was spreading the cloth,

a visible tremor shook her frame, so that it was not

without difficulty she performed her office. His
lordship noticed a certain strangeness in the whole

group ; but remembering to have heard his servant

mention the words, " my lord," as he alighted from
his horse, he naturally imputed this to their having

unexpectedly a guest in their house above the rank

of those whom tliey were accustomed to entertain.

The awkwardness of intended respect in such cases,

and from such persons, will often produce these

embarrassments. His lordship having now made u;^

his mind to remain that night, supper was served

;

vrhen a most unexpected visitor made his appear-

ance. " Good heavens !" exclaimed his lordship,
" is it possible I should find my pocr dog alive, and
in this place ? How wonderful ; how welcome !"

He stretched forth his hand to caress his long lost

favourite ; but the dog, after looking earnestly at

fcis antient master, shnmk fsom him^ and kept aloof.

li

I
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And took the first opportanity of the door being
opened to leave the room ; but still took his station

on tlie other side of the door, as if watching some
ex]>ected even t

.

! : i i

.

Of the dog's history from the time of his ' elope-
ment^ little more resulted from inquiry, than that he
had one day followed some drovers who came to

refresh themselves and their cattle ; and that, appear-
ing to be foot-sore with travel, and unable to pro-
ceed with his companions, he staid in the house, and
had remained there ever since. This account was
obtained from the hostler, who added, he was as

harmless a creature as any betwixt Scotland and
Ireland. His lordship, intending to rise early in

the morning, to make up th^ time thus sacrificed to

the night, which was still stormy, ordered the ser-*

mnt to shew him to his chamber. As he passed the

common room, which communicated with the par-

lour, he noticed the inn-keeper and his wife in earnest

discourse with three men, muffled up in horsemen'^

coats, who seemed to have just come from buffeting

the tempest, and not to be a little anxious to

counteract its effects ; for both the landlord and his

wife were iilling their glasses with spirits. Hh
lordship, on going to lijs chamber after the maid
and his ov\n servant, heard a fierce growl, as from
the top of the stairs. " Here is the dog again, my
lord," exclaimed the servant. " He is often cross

and churlish to strangers," observed the maid, " yet

he never bites." As they came nearer the door, his

growl increased to a furious bark ; but upon the

maid speaking to h'm sharply, he suffered her to

en^er the chamber, and the servant stepped back to

hold the light to his lord. On his old master

advancing towards the chamber, the dog drew back,

and stood with a determined air of opposition, as

to guard the entrance. His lordship then called the

dog by his name ; and on repeating some terms of
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fondness, which in past times he had familiarly been
accustomed to, he licked tiic hand from whose ten-

dcarments he had so loag been estranged. But he
fitiU held firm to his purpose, and endeavoured to

oppose his master's passing to the chamber. Yet
the servant was suffered, without further disputing

the point, to go out ; not, however, without another

growl, though one rather of anger than of resist-

ance, and which accompanied her with increased

fierceness all the way down stairs, which she descended
with the same strange kind of hurry and confusion

that had marked her behaviour ever since his lord-

ship's arrival. His lordship was prevented from

dwelling long on this circumstance, by an attention tu

the dog, who^ without being solicited further, went
a few paces from the threshold of the door, at which
he kept guard : and afier caressing his lordship^

and using every gentle art of aftectionate persuasirm,

(speech alone left, out,) went down one of the stairs,

as if to persuade his lordship to accompany him.

His lordship had his foot upon the threshold^ when
the dog caught the skirt of his coat between his teeth,

and tugged it with great violence, yet with every

token of love and terror ; for he now appeared to

partake the general confusion of the family. The
poor animal again renewed his fondling, rubbed

his face softly along his master's side, sought the

patting hand, raised his soliciting feet, and during

the use of these endearing ways, he whined and trem-

bled to a degree, that could nb! escape the attention

both of the master and the servant. -J
" I should suspect," said his lordship, " were I apt

to credit omens, from a connection be;i^ixt the de-

portment of the people of this inn, and the unac«

countable solicitude of the dog, that there is some-

thing wrong about tiiis house." *^ I have long
been of the same opinion," observed the servant,
'* arid wioh, your honour, we had been wet to the

If

(I
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nothing more than the

skin in proceeding* rather than to have stopped
here."

" It is too k Jj talk of wishes," rejoined hia

lordship^ " neither can we set off now, were I dis-

posed, for the hurricane is more furious than ever.

Let us therefore make tlie hest of it. In what pail

of the house do you sleep ?" "Close at the head<<
your lordfhip's bed," answered th(* domestic, " in a
little closet, slip-side of a room by the stairs- -there,

my lord," added the servant, pointing to a sniai! door
on the right.

** Then g<j to bed, we are not wholly wHhout m^^nn
of defence, you know ; and %'/hichever of us shali

be first dain>ed may apprize the other. At the

same time, al! this n <iv b<

work of our own fancies."

The anxiety of the dn^ him\% this conversation,

cannot be exprcs-sed. On die servant leaving the

room, the dog mn hastily to the door, as if in hopes
Jhis lordship would follow ; and looking as if to en-

tice him so to do. Upon his lordship's advancing

a few steps, the iigilant creature leaped up with

every sign of Satisfaction ; but when he found these

steps weie directed only to close the door, his de-

jection wa3 depicted in a manner no less lively than

nad been bin joy.

It is scarcely possible not to be impressed by these

unacconntable circumstances, yet his lordship was
almost ashamed of yieidin^^ to the apprehensions

they inspired ; and,, finding all quiet, both above and
below, except the noise of the wind and rain, and
finding that no caresses could draw the dog from

the part of the room he had chosen, his lordship

made a hee for the poor fellow with one of the mats,

and then sought repose himself. Neither his dog,

however, nor the master, could rest. The former

rose often, and paced about *^e room : sometimei

he came cloae tQ the bed cv .Ins, and iometipiei

«...
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whined piteoiisly, although the hand of reconcilia-

tion was put forth to sooth him. In the course of

an hour after this, his lordship, wearied with con-

jecture, fe$l asleep ; hut he was soon aroused by his

tbur fi:>oted friend, whom he heard scratching vio-

Jlently at the closet dpor ; an action which was ac-

con^p. i ied by the gnash in^j of the dog's teeth, inter-

iiiixe-i with tiie most furious grovvlings. His lord-

ship, who had laid himself down in his clothes, and
literally resting on his arms, his brace of pistols being
under his pillow, now sprung from the bed. The
mm hi(i ceased, and the wind abated, from which
drcnmsiances he hoped to hear better what was
|)assfng. But nothing, for an instant, appeased the

rage of the dog, who, finding his paws unable to

force a passage info the closet, put his teeth to a
small aperture at the bottom, and attempted to

gnaw away the obstruction. There could be no
longer a doubt thai the cause of the mischief, or

dangier, whatsbeveir it might be, lay in that closet.

Yet lii^re appeared some risk in opening it ; more
particularly when on trying to force the lock, it was
found to be soured by some fastening on the inside^

A knockitvg was nQw heard at the chamber door^

through tlie key-hofe of which a voice exclaimed]^

" For Good's sake, my lord, let me in !" His lordship,^

knov^ng this to proceed ^om his servant, advanced

armed, and admitted him. " All seems quiet, my
lord, below stairs and al^ve," said th<e man, ''fori
have neVer closed' n^ eyes! For heaven's sake,

what can be die rnktl^ with the dog, ,tp,ma|(esucli

fl dishitd bcirking ?'* " That I am resolved to know,"
wid' his lordship, fiiriotiidy pushing the doset door.

'

No iooner was it k. ft up^n, Unan the dog with

inconceivab'ft'rapTd'^^ rtishediii, and was followed

both by the ihitsr r and th^ man. The ccndie had
gond out irt' the li^ii^tle; and the extreme darkness

" n iceing any object

Vol.n. Sx
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whatever. Rut a hustling mrt of noise was heavd
at the further end of the closet. His lordship then

fired oiie of his pistols by way of alarifl. A piercing

cry, ending in a 4quu groan, immediately came
from the dog. " Great God !" exclaimed his lord-

ship, '' I have surely destroyed my defender." He
ran out for a light, and snatched a. candle from the

inn-holder, who came, in apparent bonsternation^

as if to inquire into the alarm of the family. Others

of the house now entered the room ; but without

paying attention to their questions, his lordsKip ran

towards the closet to look for his dog. ^' The door

is open 1 the door is open !" As his lordship was re*

entering the closet, he was met by his servant, who>
wiili every mark of almost speechless consternation

in his voice and countenance, exclaimed, " O my
lord ! my lord ! I have seen such shocking sights,"

and, without being able to finish his sentence, he
sunk on the floor. Before his master could explore

the cause of tliis,, or succeed in raising up his fellen

domestic, the poor dog came limping from the closet,

while a bloody track marked his path. He gained,

with great diSficulty, the place where his lordship

stood aghast, and fell at his master's feet,. Every
demonstration of grief ensued ; but the dog, unmind-
ful of his wounds, kept his eyes still intent upon the

closet door ; and denoted that the whole of the

mystery was not yet developed.

Seizing the other pistol from the servant who had

fallen into a swoon, his lordsdip now re-entered

the closet. The wounded dog crawled after him^

when, on e^^ctpnining every part, he perceived, in

one corneal an opening into the inn-yard, by a

kind of trap-^bor, to whic)^ some broken steps

descende;d. The dqg seated himself on the steps ;

but there was ,nothing to be seen but a common
sack. Nbr was any thing visible upon the floor^

except some <lr$)ns of bloody part of whiph wer«
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/laently those which had isBued from the wound
of the dog himqelf^ and part roust have been of long

standinfifj as they were dried into the boards. His
lordship went back into the bed-chambor^ but the

dog remained in the closet. On his return, the dog
met him^ breathing hard, as if from violent exer-

cise^ and be followed his master into the cham-

The state of the man-servant, upon whom feai

had operated so as to continue him in a succession'

of ftWoons, now claimed his lordship's attention ;

and, while these were administered, the dog again

left the chamber. A short time after this, he was
heard to bark aloud, then crying, accompanied by a
noise, as if something heavy was drawn along the

Hoor. On going once more into the closet, his

lordship found the dog trying to bring forward the

sack which had been seen lying on the steps near

ihe trap-door. The animal renewed his exertions

at the sight of his master ; but again exhausted

both by labour and loss of blood, he rested his !iead

and his feet on the mouth of the sack.

Excited by this new mystery, his lordship now
assisted the poor dog in his labour, and, though

that' labuiir nas not light, curiasity and the appre*

hension *of discovering something extraordinary on

the part of his lordship, and unabating perseverance

on that of the dog, to accomplish his purpose, gave

them stirength to bring at length the sack from the

closet to the chamber. The servant was somewhat
restored to himself, as the sack was dragged into

Che room ; but every person, who in the beginning

of the a.liEirm had ruined into the apartment, had now
disappeared. '

' Th|e ppenlng ofthe sack surpassed all that human
language can convey ofhuman horror.

^\s his lordship I. J the cord which fastened

|h<i '^ek's mouthy the cog fixed his eyes on it, stood
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over it with wild and trembling cagerncsSj.as if ready

to seize and devour the contents. ';^ ^

v

The contents appeared, and the extreme of Ironor

was displayed. A human body, as if murdered in

bed, being covered only with a bloody shirt ; and
that clotted, and still damp^ r .-cently shed ;

the head severed from the 4iiin|(kvs, and ^e other

members mangled and separated, so as to make the

trunk and extremities lie lu the 6ack^ was now ex-

posed toview.
''"

,
"^ *

.

The dog smelt the blood ; and, after 8iirv^vin<»fbe

corpse, looked piteously at his master, ai.u ii^Ked his

hand, as if grateful the mysterious murder was disco*

vercd . It was proved, that a traveller had really been
murdered two ni" -its before his lordship's arrival At

that haunt of infamy ; and that the offeree was com-
mitted in the Vi ry chamber, arid probabky in the very

bed, wherein his lordship had slept ; and which^ but

for the warning of his faithful friend, must have beeji

fatal to himselS .".'''' ''

The maiJ-senant was an accomplice in the guilt

;

and the ruffian travellers, who were confederating

with the inn-holder and his wife, were the murder,ers

of the bloody remains that had been just emptied

from the sack, whose intent it was to have buried

them that night in a pit, which their guilty hands

had dug in an adjacent field belongin*^ to the inn -

holder, whose intention it likewise was to have mur-

dered the nobleman, whicti was ;:i'ovidei ially pre*

vented by the wonderful sagacity of the do^. The
inn-keeper and his wife were tak^i up, and pfinished

according to their deserts ; and the nobkrnan waft

so affected at his miraculous escape, that he bbun^

up the wounds of the faithful dog wtt> tht greatefll

care, and the balm of love and friendsh' , ere infused.

The master's hourof contrition was now cume : he was

sorry he had ever neglected so invaluablea friend; and,

as the onl^ peace-offering, in his power^ depurte4

s",

" •
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with thii faithlul companion from the h e of blood,

to that mansion \>hich the latter hui) fo> nerly IctH in

disgrace ; where tlie caresses of a grateful family,

and an unintemipted state of tranquiUity, meliorated

with every indulgence they could bestow, was regu-

larly contmued as long as he lived.

The servants of a gentleman, who had a house
near the river*8 side, opposite to a little island, in

the river Thames (which is said from this circum-

stance to have been named the Isle of Dogs,) ob-

served that a dog came constantly e?ery day to

them to be fed ; and, as soon as his wants were sa«

tisfied. took to the v Ater and swam away. On re*

fating this to their master, the gentleman desired

them to take a boat and folk)w the dog, the next
time he came. They did so, and the dog at their

landing expressed great pleasure, and made use of

all the means in his power to invite them to follow

him, which they continued to do, till he stoppecf

and scratched with his foot upon the ground ; and
from thnt spot he would not move. Either that

day or ti. ^ next ih* v dug up the earth in the place,

and fouuv ^he body of a man ; but it was impossible

to discover who it was ; and after every requisite

step had l^cp taken to find out the murderer, the

corpse was burir and the dog discontinued his

visits to the islam The gentleman, pleased withi

a creature which had shewn such uncommon sa^

gacity and attachment to his former master, caressed

him greatly, and made him the frequent companion
ofhis walks.

When he had been in possession of the faithfu)

animal for some time, he was going to take a boat at

one of the stairs in London, when the dog, which
bad neverbefore been known todo such a thing, seized

one of the watermen. The gentleman immediately

thought that this fellow was the murderer of the

<iog*6 master, and taxed him with it ; and he di«
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rectlj confessed it ; on which he was tak^
tody^ and soon after hanged for the crime.
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It is said, that in the great forests round Savanna-
durga, there is a small animal called the shin-nai,

or red dog, which fastens itself by surprise on the
neck of Uie tiger, and kills him. On this account
the tiger is not so common in these large forests, as

in smaller 'woods. The shin-nai is quite distfnct

from the wild dog, which is said to be veiy common
here, to grow to a large isize, and to be very destruc-

tive to sheep. By this wild dog the natives proba-

biy mean the wolf Dr. Buchanan .saw native draw-
ings of the shin-nai, '^hich appear to prcsentan animal
not yet described i « -;- ,, • -

. ; -t, '. Kj Will ni »jiir>>*: "i-i lU
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^ Mr. Barrow relates the following stoiy m his

account of that journey in the south of Africa, in

which the city of Lectakoo was discovered. '' ' '

One of tlie Hottentots (of Mr. Kicherer's ' com-
pany) was still smarting under the recent wounds
received from a lion, which he had the misfortune

to encounter, and from whose voracious fangs his

escape was little less than miraculous. Having
observed the fresh traces of a lion's paws leading to

the kraal where his master's sheep were pent up
by night, the Hottentot had placed what the Dutch
call a stell-roer or trap-gun in the passage leading into

the kraal, with a view to destroy the nightly de-

spoiler. The following morning, on going to the

spot, he found the gun discharged, and, from the

quantity of bl(»od sprinkled on the ground, con-

cluded that the contents must have been lodged in

the body of the animal. Foltowing the traces of

\l
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the blood on the ^ound, 'he incautiously approached
too Acar to a neighbouring ihicket^ out of which,

before he had time to ph^sent his musket^ the

wotindcd lion burst forth, and, pouncing upon the

poor Hottentot, laid him flat on the ground with a
single pat of his paw. The royal brute bestrode tlie

Hottentot with ^reat comppsure ; and, as if cpnsciou^

of having obtauicd his 6nemy within hi» clutches,

leemed ^terminedf to prolong the sweet delight ot

revelling in his revenge. According to the pop^
fellow's statement, he pawed him just as a kitten i»

wont to play with a mouse ; and tnat whenever he
attempted to stir, he was sdre to receive what the

lion might consider a gentle t&p, but which; however,(

generally carried away with it a piece of flesh. Botli

is armf had been lacerated in a shocking manner by
this lion's play, with whidi he continued to amui^e

himself, and torment his vanquished enemy, for a*

considerable length of time, without the kast appa-

rent intention of speedily making a meal of IiiRipj

The master of the Hottentot having by ' accident dis;.

covered the traces of blood, followed him to the scene^

of action, and, casting his eyes on the 8];^Qt, saw
with terror the ci'itical situatibii' of his Hottentot.

He possessed, however, sufficient presence of mind
to level his piece ; and, taking a cool and steady aim,

he shot the lion dead upon the Hottentot, the idtin ot

which he carried with him, as a trophy of one of the

most fortunate but critical shots that perhaps was
ever made, as, had he missed his aim, his own fate

was involved in that of the Hottentot. " ' .• ,
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The following anecdotes of their qualities in the'

African desert are delivered on the authority of

vaiUant.

A heavy faH of rain, which happily took^place^
t*^'iit-i V"^^-:
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during the night, r6Vive<!( rty hopgs ; bnl, llieaTy a|
it vm, it appeared to me, at the time, as if it tou|#
be of no service to my cattle ; for what relief wer«
they likely to derive from water which disappeared
as soon as it fell, and Ivas instantly lost in the sand?
They nevertheless found means to drink of this i^in^

which I thought would he useless to them, by a
method, the possibility of which I could never Iiave

suspected, and which afforded me a new opportih
nity of admiring the sagacity of animal instinct.

The water, as it fell upon them, formed itself into

drops, which, uniting, ran down their sides in small
streamd. On the commencement of the storm they
had assembled in groups ; and, in this position^

thronged one against the other, licked and collected

each fi'om the body of its neighbour the streamlets ot

r<^in asi it trickled down. My cattle, by this unexpec-
ted supply, having quenched their thirst, and being
at the same time refreshed, recovered their strength :

but what increased my astonishment was, that the
two I had left on the road, worn out and expiring,

had been also revived, and doubtless iu the same
manner ; for they both joined my camp in the night;

;

and Klaas, who always took delight in being the

first to communicate agreeable intelligence, came to

me at day-break, elated with joy, to inform me of the

circumstance.

The same autbor, who had abundant opportunities

to obtain information upon the subject, assures us

from experience, that there is no cloven-footed animal

in which ihe vital jjowers are more slowly renovated

than in the ex. Having no cutting teeth in the

upper jaw, il can pluck up the grass only with its

lips, which, './cing, thick, will not allow it to crop the

short and succulent blades of the young shoots. If

fatigue does not leave it sufficient strength to ruminate,,

when it meets with forage of indifferent quality, its

etomartt, for want of this second and necessary mas-

t
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dcation, has to exercise its digestive faculty on imper-

fectly comminuted grass^ incapable of affording dut
nounshment.

'The number of wild oxen in South America, sayt

a late traveller in that country, is so great, that every

year one hundred thousand are killed solely for the

sake of their hides. About twenty hunters on horse-

back proceed to the spot where these animals are

known to herd, having in their hands a long sticky

shod with iron, very sharp, with which they strike

the ox that they pursue on one of the hind legs, and
they make the blow so adroitly, that they almost

always cut the sinews in two above the joint : the

animal soon afterwards falls, and cannot rise again.

The hunters, instead of stopping, pursue the other

oxen at full gallop, with the reins loose, striking, iiv

the same manner, all which they overtake : thus

eighteen or twenty men will easily fell seven or eight

hundred oxsn in one hour. When they are tired

of the exercise, they dismount to rest, and afterwards,,

without danger, knock on the head the oxtm which-

they have wounded. After taking the skin, and some-

times the tongue and suet, they leave the rest for Uie

Virds of prey.

BtrFAio.

'I'liE woods and thickets being well stocked with buf-

faloes, whoseflesh is savoury and good, and hid(?3 parti-

cularly valuable to the boors, as being the best and
toughest for trace«, and otherwaggon furniture, a party

went out with a full determination to spend the day in

the chase after these huge animals'. They presently

started a wholeherd ; and, at the first, volley, succeed-

ed in bringing down a large cov^. The herd disper*

sing in every direction, three of an enormous size'

were obsierved to rush into a thicket close to the spot

where the vraffscoM and tents were bkced, DanteU'

YoLa St
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the secretary^ and Schultz the overseer of the wag*"

gons^ having marked the exact spot where they haif

retreated for shelter ; and^ thinking the opportunity

too favourable to allow them to escape^ ucpt close to

the thicket v^ith their dogs and their mi^skets. Schultz

having the same day shot an ostrich^ had ori^amented

his hat With its bowing plumes. ^^lated lyith ^he

hope of success, he hastened^ without stoppings

towards the opening into which the aninnals had re>

tired ; when suddenly, and quite unexpectedly to him,

a huge bull buffalo came rushing out of the thicket

;

and, eyeing for a moment the white plume waving iq

his hat, bolted directly towards him. Schultz^ petri-

fied with fear, remained motionless on the spot ; and
the buffalo, taking him up on the points of his horns,

tossed him ov^r his head many feet into the air, from
whence he fell among the branches of a thorny mimo-
sa. Daiiiell, having observed the fate of his compa-

nion, had just time enough to escape a similar fate by
climbing into a tree. The buffalo, being baited by
the dogs, and observing the whole party coming up,

thought fit to retire. Poor Schultz returned to the

\ aggons, bloody, pale, and almost lifeless, with ter-

ror ; persisting, however, that he was not in the

least hurt, or intimidated, by what had happened ;

but while he was speaking, he fainted, and it was
several days before he recovered from the effects of his

wound and his fright. This, says Jdr. Trutter, was

the last attempt he made to be thought a sportsman,

having now learned by experience, that it was not

the province of every one to turn buffalo hunter.

Hippopotamus

As this anima) has been rarely seen by any Euro-

*pean traveller, the following anecdotes by Vaillant

may not be deemed uninteresting. The old man

(f Ninaiqua chi^f) had n(H quitted,me a moment;
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ind I availed myself of his company to obtain all the

information he could {;ive respecting ^.he country.

He, on his part, did not let dlip the opportunity of

speaking to me of his troubles. He was not far from

the river, where hippopotami abounded ; uiid he and
his companions would have been very glad to procure

some occasionally for food : but, although they had

digged holes, and set traps for them along the

shore, they had never been able to catch more than

three during the two years he had dwelt there. The
creditkCSj he said, were too cunning for them ;

though ^e had no doubt but I, ^vith ray fusees, of

the effects of which he had heard, migiit have as

many as I pleased.

Such an observation was an indirect request for rne

to render the horde a service. It gave me an oppor-

tunity of mtiking myself friends ; and, had not the

distress of my situation imposed this on me as a mat-

ter of necessity, I would have done it from humanity,

to serve these poor savages

! resolved Uierefore to set off the next day in tlie

afternoon, spend the night near the river, and begin

the chase the following morning at the peep of dawn
I took with me all ray hunters. A party of the horde

followed, with some pack-oxen for carrying the fruits

of our sport ; and at day-break all my people were

ia motion.

Halfofourcompany passed the river hy p^imnting,

while the other half remained on my side. When
the swimmers had gained the opposite bank, they

fleparated into two parties, one of which went a cer-

tam way up the river, and the other down. We did

the same on my side. The four parties thus included

a part of the river three quarters of a league in extent.

I remained alome in the centre of those who were to

t)eat for the game.
At an appointed signaL all were ordered to set out

from th^ir posts^ and advance slowlv towards me.
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•ome Ahoutinf^ alottd^ others occasionally firing their

piccef, in order to drive towards me the hippopotami
Chat mi^t be in that part of the river. They found
eight ; and all the parties beings assembled at the

common centre^ patience and addressxmly were want*
in|^ to our purpose.

In a shonitime we had wounded several. Two
were even killed ; and the people of the horde were
enraptured with joy. But some of them going into

the river to draw the dead ones ashore, onb of the

swimmers received a stroke from the snout of one of

the wounded hippopotami, and one had his thigh rip-

ped up by the tusk of another. These accidents

made me fear something worse ; wherefore I recalled

all my people ; and, to the great regret of the

Nimiquas, put an end to a hunt, which had every

prospect of being more productive , but which could

not be continued without great risk.

The remainder of the day, and part of the next

morning/were employed in cutting up the animals we
had killed, and loading our oxen with them. The
sTiiell that issued from them, carried to a distance by
the ivinds, drew to the place numbers of hawks arid

vultures, which followed us for a long time« sailing

over our heads, i

The vultures appeared to me ofa new and unknown
s^'ecies. But I attempted to shoot some of them in

vfiin ; for they kept themselves always out of gun-

fihot, and the report of my fusee did nothing but

drive them off without return.

Our arrival at the horde was welcomed with great

joy, and this joy was unbounded when it was known,

that except a few pieces for my people, I meant to

give up the whole of the twoanimals to the kraal. Thr
chief, as a testimony of their gratitude, requested* mej,

in the name of the whole, to accept a fat ox. <

FINIS.
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